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Thesis Abstract
DeCEN is a Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) system for helping
English as a Second Language (ESL) students learn to determine the countability of English
nouns. The countability of an English noun determines whether the noun needs number
distinction or not. Determining the countability of English nouns is difficult for many Asian
students. It is especially problematic for Japanese students because of the difference
between what is countable in Japanese and in English.
The traditional way of teaching the countability system by categorizing nouns
based on their features is not effective for ESL students because each category tends to
include some exceptions (e.g. Food category is non-countable; "Potato" is countable.) and
does not adequately explain why many nouns can be both countable and non-countable.
Another problem is that it assumes that ESL students have the same view about nouns as
native English speakers do, so it tends to ask questions, such as "is it specific? "is it too
small to count?," which are answered differently depending on their native languages.
A new model of the countability system was designed to help determine the
countability of English nouns in context by classifying each use of a noun into one of four
categories. The DeCEN system introduces students to the new model and, through
exercises, helps students develop their own reasoning habits in determining countability by
using the model. The program can provide help based on students' answers and chooses the
next exercise based on their performance. Therefore the program functions as a tutor.
DeCEN is a Java applet that can be used from anywhere via the Internet. Its skeletal version
can be used as an authoring tool to create other tutors.
This thesis describes each stage of the project, provides details of the system, and
concludes with the results of a formative evaluation of the system by actual ESL students.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This thesis describes a project that combines research in linguistics, educational
psychology and computer science. The project resulted in a model for helping English as a
Second Language (ESL) students learn to determine the countability of English nouns, and a
tutoring system, DeCEN, to help students practice the use ofthis model.
The countability of an English noun determines whether the noun should be used
with number distinction or without it. If the noun needs number distinction, it is countable.
On the other hand, if the noun does not need number distinction, it is non-countable. For
example, "book" as in "I read a book every night" is countable since it needs number
distinction. Number distinction in English is given in terms of an indefinite article "a" or
"an" and plural endings. "Information" as in "I have some information about that matter"
does not need number distinction; therefore, it is non-countable.
"Paper" in "I need some printer paper" is non-countable, but "paper" in "I need to
write a paper for my class" is countable. The same noun can be both countable and noncountable with different meanings. Therefore, it is not the noun itself that determines the
countability but how it is used in context.

The following notation is used throughout this thesis:

• *

is used to mark ungrammatical English phrases or sentences.

•

(Eng:) is used to mark English translation of the preceding phrase.

•

(Jp:)

is used to mark Japanese translation ofthe preceding phrase.

Many say that the countability of English nouns is a difficult aspect of English for
ESL students to learn. Misuse of the countability of nouns can mislead listeners. It is
especially a problem for Japanese people because in Japanese, nouns are not marked for
number. "I ate an apple" can be translated into Japanese as "ringo wo tabeta" ("ringo"
means apple; "tabeta" means ate; "wo" is a particle which does not exist in English). As
you can see from this Japanese translation, it is not neccessary to specify the quantity.
"Ringo" could mean one apple or more than one apple. The quantity is not very important
here, so the quantity is usually omitted unless it is necessary to mention it. When it is
necessary to express quantity, they use a counter without changing the form of the noun.
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The same English sentence can be translated as "ringo wo ikko tabeta" ("ikko" means
one).
It is true that American and Japanese people view some nouns differently. For

example, to Japanese people, information is countable, but many Americans say "how can
information be divided?" The Japanese would view information as one piece of information,
so if we have two pieces of information, they would call them *two informations if they did
not have any knowledge of this English word.
In Japanese, most nouns can be used in both a "discrete" and "non-discrete" sense.
Using "Joohoo" (Eng: information), here are some examples.

"Joohoo" can be used as a discrete noun:
"Kinou futatsujoohoo ga hairi mashita." (Eng: *We received two
informations yesterday.)

"Joohoo" can be used as a non-discrete noun:
"Gendai shakai dewa joohoo ga taisetsu da." (Eng: Information is important
in this society.)

It is very difficult in Japanese to find nouns that cannot be used in both ways. For almost

every noun we come up with, we can put a number (e.g. Jp: futatsu (Eng: two» in front of
it.
Some Japanese students have said that they have great difficulty determining the
countability of English nouns. Since countability is a very important aspect of English
language, and the countability of a noun also plays an important role in determining the
article for the noun, they felt that if they could not ever master countability, they could not
master English.
Many English as a Second Language (ESL) books try to teach the countability
system by listing their own categories and by creating a category table of example nouns.
There are too many exceptions with this approach because many nouns that are in the noncountable categories are found being used as countable nouns. The countability of the nouns
cannot be determined without looking at them in context. Some ESL books give
explanations as to why certain nouns can be both countable and non-countable in different
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situations; however, there are many other situations where the countability of a noun
changes with its contextual meaning, so they are just covering some of the possible
situations. Authors ofESL books also tend to assume that ESL students will view nouns the
same way native speakers will. They use terms such as "distinct", "specific", "particular",
and "too small to count" which result in different interpretations by ESL students.
Our literature reviews and interviews with ESL students suggested to us that the
traditional "category table" method does not work well. We concluded that they needed
reasons for determining the countability of English nouns as they are used in context. We
decided to develop a reasoning tool that would avoid labeling each noun either strictly
"countable" or "non-countable", avoid using terms such as "mass", "collective", "specific",
or "too small", which describe concepts foreign to Asian students, and have students learn
to determine countability of nouns by determining a semantic meaning of a noun in a
context.
A computer program, DeCEN, was developed to introduce students to the new
reasoning tool and to help students to develop their own reasoning habits in determining
countability by using the tool. Based on the highly interactive approach developed by the
Educational Technology Center of University of California, Irvine [Bork92, BorkOl], the
program can provide help based on students' answers and choose the next exercise based on
their performance. DeCEN is a Java applet that can be used from anywhere via the Internet.
It was designed so that the interface, questions, hints, and other items can be changed by

modifying the data in the input file, not the program code. The components on the screen
(buttons, text areas, pictures, etc.), styles of questions (menus, checkboxes, fill-in-blank),
hints for the questions, and other elements can be specified in the input file. Thus, using the
skeletal version of our program as an authoring tool, anybody can create a software system
as a Java applet to teach anything by providing pedagogical information about her system in
the input file.
With the DeCEN system, students can learn our model of the countability system
and practice determining the countability of any noun using this model. The detailed
descriptions of the project will follow.
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Chapter 2: Stages of the Project

This chapter describes the stages of the project.

Stage 1. Literature and system reviews (Chapter 3)

We found out how the countability of English nouns is currently taught.
•

Literature reviews:
- Thirteen ESL grammar textbooks were reviewed.

•

Linguistics materials:
- Two Linguistics books and one paper were reviewed.
- Comments from many linguists were reviewed.

•

Software systems:
- Ten systems that teach the countability of English nouns to ESL students were
reviewed.
- Questions in most ofthe systems were created by ESL teachers.

Stage 2: Questionnaire and interviews (Chapter 4)

•

We found out how differently native speakers of English and Japanese people think
of countability, and what makes it so difficult for Japanese students to determine
the countability of English nouns:
- A questionnaire was given to six native English speakers. They were given
twenty-eight English nouns and asked whether the nouns are countable and
why they think so.
- The same questionnaire in Japanese was given to six Japanese students who
are taking college-level classes.

•

We found out how countability is taught in classrooms:
- The Japanese students who answered the questionnaire were interviewed.
- Four ESL teachers were interviewed.

Stage 3: Design a reasoning tool (Chapter 5)

•

A new model of the countability system was designed from what we had discovered
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from the literature and system reviews, questionnaires, and interviews to develop a
new way of teaching countability.

Stage 4: Test the model (Chapter 6)
•

The new model was tested with six native English speakers to see if the model
gives the same results as the native speakers.

Stage 5: Developing the system (Chapter 7 and 8)
•

We developed the DeCEN system that teaches the countability of English nouns
using the new model. We made sure it was easy to change the pedagogical content
by simply editing the input file. We made sure it was easily accessible via the
Internet.

Stage 6: Formative evaluation (Chapter 9)
•

Six ESL students used the system and filled out a questionnaire to help us improve
the system.
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Chapter 3: Literature Reviews

3.1 ESL grammar books

All the ESL grammar books reviewed use the "category table" method.
Categorizations are done without adequately explaining why many nouns can be countable
and non-countable depending on context. Those books tend to use terms which are either
foreign to ESL students or can be interpreted differently based on the students' native
languages.

3.1.1 Example of problem areas
Steer and Carlisi [Steer98] state that non-countable mass nouns refer to things that
cannot be easily counted. Native speakers of English might have clear ideas about what can
be counted, but this is what many ESL students have trouble determining. Steer and Carlisi
say that there are two types of non-countable nouns: mass nouns and abstract nouns. The
mass nouns are further divided into four categories: liquids, food, natural elements, and
"problem non-counts" to which nouns that do not belong to the other three types belong.
One of the problems with this approach is that for many of those nouns that belong to the
non-countable categories students will find them used in countable ways. For example, they
have "hair" in the "problem noncount" category, but "hairs" can be said depending on
context. They say that some nouns can be both countable and non-countable with different
meanings and give several examples in contexts: juice and juices, coffee and coffees, turkey
and turkeys, education and educations, and glass and glasses. For the "glass - glasses"
example, they explain that "glass" refers to the material and "glasses" refers to objects made
from the material. The "hair - hairs" pattern is not like any of the examples. Such limited
examples and explanations might lead students to think that nouns that do not fit in any of
the example patterns can never be countable.
Elbaum [ElbaumOl] too separates non-countable nouns into several groups. One of
the groups is for nouns that have no distinct separate parts, which can be looked at as a
whole. Again this is the concept that Asian ESL students have trouble understanding. She
has another category for nouns that have parts that are too small or insignificant to count,
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such as rice, sugar, hair, popcorn, snow, sand, corn, and grass. As she mentions that this
size approach is not strictly logical, there are some nouns that refer to things as small as
those, but they are countable, such as beans and peas. Yates [Yates96], also, has a category
for non-countable nouns that refer to items that are made up of parts that are too small to
count.
Beason and Lester [Beason97] state that when talking about some particular,
specific thing or event, people tend to use countable nouns. What is the difference between
those abstract nouns that can become countable nouns and those that cannot? The authors
do not address this issue. They say that the easiest way to test whether a word is a noncountable noun is to make the noun plural. If the plural of the word is not grammatical or
does not make sense in the context of the sentence, then the word is non-countable. How
would students know if the plural form of a word is grammatical or makes sense? This is
exactly what they do not know and need to learn.
Beason and Lester [Beason97] and Maclin [Maclin81] state that most gerunds are
non-countable, and they give some exceptions. We think that there are too many exceptions.
If they could explain what kinds of nouns "-ing" words were (what unique features they
have) first and then explain why those words were not countable because of those features,
that would be a more persuasive argument.
Lites and Lehman [Lites90] puts "rock" in the substances and materials category.
Indeed rock cannot be counted in a sense of material. But we can also use "rock" as a
countable noun such as "there is a big rock on the road." They note that materials are things
with no natural divisions. Therefore, they might be saying that "a rock" has a natural
division, but "rock" does not. If so, they need to explain these differences explicitly for
ESL students.

3.1.2 Summary of problem areas

As described above, all of them have problems in their rules. The most common
problem that we see in all the books is that their categorizations with examples have many
exceptions. Some try to gather nouns that have similar meanings, appearances, qualities,
etc., put them in one category, and label it "countable" or "non-countable." Many books
seem to try to teach the countability of nouns based on the meanings of example nouns that
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are used most frequently. For example, "hair" is used more frequently as a non-countable
noun than as a countable noun. It is very common for a noun in one category to be both
countable and non-countable. In that case, the meanings for countable and non-countable
are different for the same noun. Thus ESL students need to be taught explicitly that we
cannot determine the countability of a noun without giving a semantic meaning to the noun.
Another problem we see is that when the authors encounter nouns being used in the
opposite ways to the labels for the categories that they are in, they then try to categorize
those exceptions into more categories or just recommend readers remember those exception
nouns. That will make students more confused.
Many of the authors say that if nouns are "mass" and "collective" nouns, they are
not countable. These terms are foreign to many Asian people. Even if they were given one
of those nouns, such as "furniture," they would not view it as a mass or collection of things.
They would think of "furniture" as one chair, or one table, so they would mistakenly
pluralize "furniture." The authors also assume that ESL students would view nouns the
same way as native speakers would. They use terms such as "distinct", "specific",
"particular", and "too small to count" which result in different interpretations by ESL
students.

3.1.3 Examples of useful ideas

Yates [Yates96] states that advice, information, and news are activities of
abstraction "made up of variable parts." He states that advice is made up of suggestions to
help someone, information is made up of facts of interest, and news is made up of important
events. It is easier to see that those nouns are collective terms already and they do not need
to be pluralized.
Lites and Lehman [Lites90], too, have a category for non-countable nouns that refer
to things whose parts or units are not the same, such as money (pennies, dimes, quarters,
dollars) and traffic (taxis, cars, trucks, buses). Azar [Azar99] claims a similar argument.
Azar [Azar99]; Shoubo and Shudou [Shoub089]; Miyakawa, Watanuki, Sugai, and
Takamatsu [Miyakawa96] all state that many nouns can be used as either non-countable or
countable nouns in different sentences, but the meanings and categories are different
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between the countable nouns and the non-countable nouns. Therefore, we understand that
we cannot determine the countability of a noun without looking at the sentence used.

3.1.4 Summary of useful ideas

It is easy to understand why some abstract nouns, such as information, are used as

non-countable nouns if we think that those nouns are made up of variable parts. The similar
concept goes to non-abstract nouns. If we picture some non-abstract nouns, such as
furniture, referring to other things, it is not difficult to understand why they are used as noncountable nouns. The fact that many nouns can be used in both countable and non-countable
ways tells us that it is very important to see how a noun is used in context.

3.2 Liuguistics materials

Joosten [Joosten02] surveys, in his paper, four main theoretical views in the countmass/countable-non-countable distinction and points out that each of them is problematic in
some way. In the ontological view, the count-mass distinction is seen as a distinction
operating between real-world entities. Mass nouns refer to real-world entities that have the
property of cumulative, distributive, or homogeneous references. Example sentences for
mass nouns would be "if one adds water to water, one still has water," "any part of water is
water," and "parts of water are alike and can be called water." Examples for count nouns
would be "A car and a car is not a car, but two cars," "any part of a car is not the car," and
"parts of a car are dissimilar and cannot be called 'car'."
Joosten claims that the ontological view runs into a number of problems. One of the
significant problems is that different languages do not make the same choices for the same
entities. The French view of grape is different from the English view in the ontological
sense. (e.g. French: *grapes). Another important problem seems like it is difficult to apply
cumulative, distributive, or homogeneous references to abstract nouns. The ontological
criteria can only be successfully applied to concrete, tangible and/or perceptible objects.
In the conceptual-semantic view, the count-mass distinction resides in the meanings
of the nouns themselves (conceptual), and not in the things they name. Countability implies
"individuated" conceptualization (a car, many flowers), and uncountability (masshood)
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gives evidence of "unindividuated" conceptualisation (water, much go/d). "Furniture" is a
mass noun and the identity of objects (chairs, tables, etc) is suppressed. The masshood of
"furniture" signals a conceptual reorganization of the world. The sentence "three beers"
induces an "individuated" conceptualization of real-world substances. Joosten states that it
is highly improbable that all count-mass alternations can be explained in terms of
conceptualization (e.g. peas, versus *rices).
Some linguists who believe in the grammatical view do not think that grammar and
meaning are intimately connected. School grammars often try to define the form-classes by
the feature of meaning that is common to all the lexical forms in the form class. That does
not work. The grammatical count-mass distinction does not really correspond to a semantic
distinction. The distinctions that you see in "oats" vs. "wheat," "foliage" vs. "leaves," and
"hair" (English) vs. "hairs" (French), are grammatical and do not directly correspond to any
categories of meaning. Joosten comments that adhering to a strictly grammatical view
would mean not offering any explanation for the irrefutable correlations between
conceptual-semantic and grammatical properties.
People who believe in the contextual view state that a noun simply cannot be
classified as count or mass but that countability is associated with nouns in syntagmata, not
with nouns as lexical entries. The distinction between count nouns and mass nouns is
determined by the quantifiers and the determiners that are appropriate to the nouns. Joosten
comments that the contextual view cannot explain why most nouns obviously appear to
favor one type of context over the other. In other words, the contextual view puts everything
in the same box and ignores the fact that some nouns are likely to be count, while others are
more mass.
Joosten concludes with, "All four basic theoretical views are problematic to some
extent. It looks very much as if every 'extremist' view in which the count-mass distinction
is being 'monopolised' by only one linguistic domain, is doomed to fail. It seems that the
solution lies in a reconciliation of the different views."
We believe that the conceptual-semantic view might solve the problem as to why
some abstract and non-abstract nouns are used as non-countable nouns if we see that those
nouns lexically reorganize variable parts. The conceptual-semantic view and the contextual
view could solve the problem as to why so many nouns can be used in both countable and
non-countable ways. We can see water as a whole (substance) and as conceptually an
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individual part of water. When water is looked at as a whole, it is not countable, but when
it is looked at as an individual, it is countable.

3.3 System reviews

The ten systems we reviewed were found over the Internet. Many of them seemed
like they were first designed as quizzes taken outside classrooms for the authors' students.
Those systems correct students' answers when the students submit their answers. The rest
of them are meant to help any ESL students learn and practice the countability through
exercises over the Internet.
The ten systems can be categorized into three kinds of methods. First, some of the
systems try to make students practice the countability of nouns by giving them questions
about how to express a quantity, such as "many," "much," "a few," and "a little." If a
student chooses "much" for a non-countable noun, the developers seem to think it implies
that she understands that the noun is non-countable. Second, some of the other systems
simply present a noun by itself to a student and ask her whether it is countable or noncountable. Third, the rest of the systems put a noun in a sentence and ask students if the
noun is countable or not.

3.3.1 Examples of problem areas
Only one of the systems reviewed has notes where it talks about what kinds of
nouns are non-countable. The rest of the systems have no notes. Some of these systems
without notes give hints for students' answers, so the hints may actually train students. The
others do not give them hints or notes. Students cannot tell what rules/methods the systems
use to correct their answers or whether the ideas they have in the countability of nouns are
correct or not.
Sperling's quiz system [SperlingOl] does not give any explanations as to why
answers are wrong. Also, the system Wilson's [WilsonOl] gives a message for a wrong
answer such as "Terrible choice of answer!" which could not be of help except to
discourage students. Schweizer [Schweizer97], Mallory and Kelly [Mallory98], and Kelly's
[Kelly98] quiz systems display a message such as "WRONG" and "Try again" whenever a
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student makes a mistake and provide no explanation why the student's choice is wrong.
In Mallory and Kelly's system, when a student makes a mistake, the answer to the question
will be given right away without giving any explanation why the student might have picked
the wrong choice. In Schweizer's system, when students' answers are correct, the system
will just say "Correct." Thus these quiz systems do not seem to help students correct their
understanding of the countability system.
In Sperling [SperlingOl], Wilson [WilsonOl], and Mallory and Kelly's [Mallory98]
systems, they do not have any questions that ask students whether given nouns should be
pluralized or not. All the questions are about how to express a quantity -- such as many,
much, any, some, a few, and a little -- for given nouns already in singular or plural forms. It
seems that those system developers think that being able to differentiate "many" from
"much" demonstrates that students know about whether nouns are countable or not (e.g.
much information, many cars, many glasses). For a noun that is pluralized, it takes "many"
not "much," and for a noun that is not pluralized, it takes "much." So these questions do not
really require students to know whether given nouns are countable or not. When they see
the form of the noun, they can guess whether they should use "many" or "much".
In Pritchard's system [Pritchard02], students are asked to label each noun
"countable" or "uncountable." He seemed like he carefully chose the nouns that can hardly
be used in both countable and uncountable ways. Many other nouns can actually be used in
both countable and uncountable ways. This approach might lead students to think that it is
fine to label each noun "countable" or "uncountable" without considering context.

3.3.2 Summary of problem areas

The main problem with the "how to express a quantity" method is that the questions
imply the answers already. The basic idea is that if a noun is plural, it takes "many" not
"much," and if a noun is singular, it takes "much." So questions do not really require
students to know whether the given nouns are countable or not. The problem for the
"present a noun by itself' method is that the method might unintentionally train students to
determine the countability of a noun without considering the context in which the noun is
used. There were more quiz systems than tutoring systems available via the Internet. The
common problem with quiz systems is that they do not give proper diagnoses to students'
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answers. Without being provided reasons why their answers are wrong, they cannot learn
anything from their mistakes.
Also, an answer to the question whether a noun is simply a countable or noncountable noun has only two choices. There are big chances that students can answer
questions correctly by accident without knowing reasons for their answers. Therefore a
question about the reason why students have chosen their answers should be given to avoid
random guesses.

3.3.3 Examples of useful ideas
In the system of Wilson's [WilsonOl], notes are available for students to learn
about countable and non-countable nouns. When a student's answer is wrong, the student
will not be given the correct answer immediately, but be given a hint. The student will have
to keep answering the same question until she answers it correctly. Even when a student
answers a question correctly, she will be given a reason for the correct answer.
Colchester English Study Centre's system [Colchester] sets countability questions
in a story and asks whether those nouns should be pluralized or not. Students have to
consider what has happened previously to answer each question; therefore, there is no
confusion for the students. It seems that this system developer cares about the fact that the
countability of nouns depends on contexts. Students have to consider the story and the
context in the current sentence to determine whether the noun should be used in a singular
or a plural form.
Mallory [MalioryOO] also takes it into consideration that many nouns can be used
both as countable and non-countable depending on how they are used. In his system,
students are given nouns and have to guess if those nouns are countable. For nouns that can
be used in both countable and non-countable ways, he adds explanations to them to specify
which way should be used to avoid confusions (e.g. time (on the clock), glass (for drinking),
glass (in a window), love (the idea), freedom (the idea)).

3.3.4 Summary of useful ideas
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Reviews before exercises might be very helpful. Students should know the
reasons why their answers are not right, therefore, they should be given an appropriate hint
for their wrong answer each time. It seems important that students will be able to try the
same question for a certain number of times before the answer is given to them so that they
can rethink the question based on the hint they have been given. Also, even when a student
answers a question correctly, she should be given the reason for the correct answer.

3.4 Conclusion from the literature reviews

The traditional teaching methods for the countability of English nouns does not
work very well as Joosten suggests. A new effective way of teaching the countability
system should be designed.
The major ideas we decided to incorporate into our new reasoning tool are as
follows:
give nouns in context
avoid using terms which are foreign to or results in different interpretations in
ESL students

A computer program that will teach the countability system should be developed to
introduce students to our reasoning tool and train and help them master the countability of
English nouns. The major ideas we decided to incorporate into our new system are as
follows:
give a lesson on the our model of the countability system first
always give hints for wrong answers
explain correct answers
let students try the same question for a certain number of times before the
answer is given to them.
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Chapter 4: Questionnaire and Interviews

4.1 Questionnaire for native speakers of English

We created a questionnaire for native speakers of English to try to determine native
speakers' ways of determining countability. We picked twenty-eight words that are
confusing to Japanese people: eight words for materials and products, seven words for food,
one word for natural phenomenon, and twelve words for abstractions. We had six people
from various backgrounds fill out the questionnaire: two American ESL instructors at
California State University, San Marcos (CSUSM), one computer science major at CSUSM
from England, one American writer and columnist, one computer science instructor at
CSUSM from Canada, and one Japanese linguist at Waseda University, Japan. We should
note that two American ESL instructors at CSUSM and one American junior high school
teacher had great difficulty understanding our questions and declined to fill out the
questionnaire.
Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3.1, and 4.3.2 show their answers. We summarize the answers in
Table 4.4. After we observed their answers, we came to three more questions about some
answers they had in common. The summary is shown in Table 4.5.

ESLteacher1

Paper(can cut)

ESLteacher2

no-It's a category consisting of many
different materials, sizes and shapes. no - material

Paper(document)

Iyes-There are individual items.

Film(take pictures
with)

no-It's a category consisting of
different sizes.

yes - distinct
item

Enalish stud. Writertcolumnlst

Canadian CS Instructor

Japanese linguist

no -maybe
because it's a
material

no -material

No: "pape~' itseW is Ihe subslance, implying no boundaries,
shape, form, inslance. etc. "sheel of pape~', "piece of paper"
etc. give an instance extracted of the substance. It's as if you
reached into that great undefined mass of substance called
paper, isolated a little of it, and filled it into frame or set of
boundaries called a 'sheet', creating an instance.

[-count] since the cut pieces are still the same
paper; the paper before cutting has no
inherent structure.

yes - a
tangible
individual
obiect

yes - individual
object made from
this material

Yes: Different word. It has a single instance, finite, with
boundaries.

[+count] since it has its own structure forming
a coherent unit, and hence if we divide it into
pieces, each piece no longer functions as a
documenUreport in its own right.

no - material

No: same as paper. The word itself does not specjfy an
instance or boundaries. Even if you think of it in the form of a
strip, the word does not imply a start or end to it.

[-count] since if we add more film to it or cut
into half, it is still the same film.

[+count] since such a film has its inherent
structure called a 'story'. A half of the film is no
longer a complete story.

no - material

no - material

Yes: Different word. It has a single instance, finite, with
boundaries.
No: Same as paper. (When I was a small boy I thought they
could make windo~~, and fIX broken ones, by pouring more
glass into the frame

Filmlmoviel

yes-There are individual items.

yes - distinct
item

yes -maybe a
movie is an
yes - individual
individual
object made from
object from
film material
this material

Glass (windows
are made of)

no-It's a material without a shape of
its own-it fits itself to the mold that
contains it when ifs made.

no - material

no - material

Glass (drink milk
from)

yes-There are individual items.

yes - distinct
item

yes - a glass is
yes - individual
an object
made of glass object made from
material
this material

Chatk

yes and no-Sometimes an individual
piece of chalk is called "a
chalk" in speaking, but probably not in
formal writing. The reason is the
same as for glass.
no - material

Ctoth(something
ou can cull

yes and no-When it's a piece of cloth
to be used whole for a specific
purpose, it can be called "a cloth" (e.g.
"Cover the table/your head with a
cloth."). When it's a piece of cloth to
be shown, it's noncount (maybe
because it can take the shape that the
person cuttino choosesl.
no - material

no - material

-countl from the same reason.

[+count] since it has its own structure (shape).

We may not add more glass to it or cut it to
Yes: a single thing, one instance, with boundaries.

obtain the same glass.

I
!

no -material

no -material

no - material

No: The substance of which a "piece of chalk" consists. Or of [-count] since chalk which is used, consumed
which the White Cliffs of Dover consist. Again, the word implies and thus shortened is still the same chalk
whose function is not altered at all.
no boundaries.

no - material

No: Same reason. Even though it has to be made and doesn't
occur naturally, it's still viewed as an unlimited mass of
substance, out of which specific bounded instances have to be
taken e.o.· a Diece of a swatch of etc.

Table 4.1. English: Materials and Products

-count] from the same reason.

......

0\

ESLteacher1

ESLteacher2

English stud. Wrlter/columnist

no-It comes in different shapes and

no - because
of many
leaves?

no . same as

Lettuce

sizes.

nosubstancesl
materials

Celery

no-I'm not sure-maybe because it
consists of many stalks in
different sizes?

nosubstancesl
materials

Soinach

no-maybe because it consists of
many leaves of different sizes?

nosubstances!
materials

Com

no-because it consists of many small nopieces that are difficult to
substancesl
count.
materials

lettuce

no ~ same as
lettuce

no -??

no-same as com

nosubstances!
materials

Pasta

no-maybe the same as lettuce

nosubstancesl
materials

Noodle

yes-that's a good question-I think
some of the uses of count or
noncount are rooted in the history of
the English language.

yes - division of yes -big
a material,
enough to
pasta
count??

Thtmder

no-good question--maybe because it no - force of
naturel
can't be seen so is regarded
as a concept, but more likely for some uncontrollable
force
histOrical reason.

Rice

no -what is a
lettuce? Is that a
leaf of lettuce or a
head of lettuce?
no-what is a
celery? Is that a
stalk of celery or a
bunch of celery?

no -same as

Japanese linguist

No generally: being regarded more as substance.
Distinguished more by its kind than by instances. just as chalk [-count] since it is cumulative. After taking
some leaves away from the original; they
or paper or glass are. '1hat's a fine lettuce you're growing
there. II makes sense.
cannot be inherently quantized.
[-count] since it is cumulative. After taking
No generally: again regarded more as a kind of substance.
some stalks away from the original; they
cannot be inherently quantized.
"stalk of', "piece of', "celery stick". etc. would be countable.
No: I at least view it as a sort of mass of substance, almost
fluid. A "canful", a "plateful", a "spoonful", a "serving" would all
[-count] since it is cumulative. After taking
be instances - yet even then, what they contain is still the
some leaves away from the original; they
substance. A single leaf is not "a spinach", it's just a "leaf of
cannot be inherently quantized.
spinach".

lettuce
no - kernels of com
[-count] since it is cumulative. After taking
form an ear of corn. No: I think of it as a substance, though I couldn't say exactly
Same idea as
what thing the substance is. Even an individual kernel is not "a some grains away from the original; they
cannot be inherently quantized.
lettuce??
com", it's a "kernel of corn".

no - category of
food

No: Same. Rice is the substance of which each grein is
composed. BTW, notice that if you're moving it around (e.g.
delivering 5 tons of rice) or using it in a general fashion (e.g. 2
baked salmon on rice), H's the substance that concerns you. I
think you tend not to be concerned with individual grains until
you have to deal with them, e.g. t/ying to wash the last 5 grains
off a dish where they're pennanently stuck.
No: Same. Pasta is a substance made from wheat, and hence
fonned into all kinds of dishes: spaghetti, rigatoni, fettuceini,
cannelloni, etc. It is also formed into noodles: note the plural.
This may apply to cannelloni as well: a single cannelloni, a few
cannelloni. Likewise "a strand of' spaghetti, "a piece of"
spaghetti.

yes - noodles are
made from pasta

[-count] since they are all cumulative. After
Yes: A noodle is a single piece of pasta, a single instance that taking some away from the original; they
cannot be inherently quantized.
encases a certain amount of pasta in boundaries.

no - too small to
no - too small? count.

no -comes in
different
shapes

Canadian CS Instructor

no -you can
no - sound. a single No: WIlle it gets delivered in "claps" or "peals" or "booms",
not pin point
occurrence or
they are all "packages" of that kind of sound. Even a roar could
thunder.
I(cannot see H) event.
be described as "a blast of thunde~'.

Table 4.2. English: Food and Natural Phenomenon

[-count] since it is cumulative. Aftertaking
some grains away from the original; they
cannot be inherently quantized.

[-count] since H is cumulative. Aftertaking
some away from the original; they cannot be
inherently quantized.

[-count] how many lightenings and peals we
see and hear in one stonny night. Often it is
infinite and H is hard to draw a line between
two lightenings and peals. We therefore treat

'thunder' as a mass non...count noun.

...-...J

ESLteacher1

Hope (General)
Hope (particular
desire';

no-It's an abstract concept.

Iyes-There are individual items.

ESLteacher2

no -emotion
yes - specific
idea or goal

Enolish stud. Writer/columnist

no -general
concept

yes - specific hopes Yes: since you are making it a single instance.

no - collective
term? It has more
than one item.

Not: Almost a category of thing.

[-count] since there is no clear discriminating
line forming a unit within each item.

no - general,
work together

no - not specific

No: Almost a category of thing.

[-count] since there is no clear discriminating
line forming a unit within each item.

Yes: Need to specify which meaning. "relations" who are your
relatives, related to you, are certainly individual instances with
distinct boundaries. Or there's "a relation", "relations" that you
have with somebody else, meaning one particular form of
connection or interaction with them. Again, it's a particular,
yes - specifiel
distinct connections discrete instance from the world of relations, so it's countable. I
between two
believe there's also a more generic, non-countable meaning.

es - specific

Information

no -very
general term,
no - category - can refer to 1
general
or many

Cooperation

no-same as hope

no -Quality

yes-There are individual people or
items.

yes - members
of family can be
refereed to as
"relations. "
Connections to
other
organizations
can also be
"relations".

yes - usually
talk about
specific
relations

no - cualitv

yes - usually
these are
specific
item/items you
discriminate
no -general
against
concept?

Discrimination

no-same as hope

Evidence

no - related to
information, it
is a general
term so can
no -same as
no - category of refer to 1 or
no-It consists of many different types. info - ceneral
information
manv.

News

no-same_as evidence

No: Hope, mercy, generosity, faith, charity ... Anger, jealousy,
faithlessness, deceit, malice, ... AlI are qualities (or vices) of
different kinds. They do not (in this meaning) have boundaries,
they are not (without using a different word) instances.

Jaoanese IInauist

-count] since it has no inherent end point.
[+count] since it has its inherent structure
forming a unit with its end point.

no -ceneral

no-same as hope and also evidence
(but note that in French,
this is a count noun, so again, the
history of English must have some
influence on this word's being a
noncount noun)

Relation

Canadian CS Instructor

no - category of no -already
info - ceneral
lural

no-same as
information

No: I think you'll find it's a type or classification of behavior,
without boundaries to make a discrete instance.

[-count] since there is no clear diSCriminating
line forming a unit within each item. If you add
more context giving a clearer structure to each
tem, ij may not be impossible to treat it as
[+count] in the particular context. But note that
'context' is a notion external to an item itself,
and plays a trick in any direction you wish to
headfor.

[-count] since there is no clear discriminating
line forming a unit within each item.

No: It's one interpretation of objects or information of ideas, not
a discrete thing in itseff. You can't have "an evidence", only "a [-count] since there is no clear discriminating
line forming a unit wijhin each item.
piece of evidence" or "all the evidence", etc.
No: Just a kind of thing, a category, where boundaries don't
apply. An "item of news", a "piece of news" are bounded
instances.

Table 4.3.1. English: Abstractions 1

[-count] since there is no clear discriminating
line form ing a unit within each item.

......
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ESLteacher1

Idea

Advice

Feature

Prooosal

Iyes-There are individual items.

no-same as hope and evidence

Iyes-There are individual items.

es-There are individual items.

ESLteacher2

English stud, Writer/columnist

yes -we have
specific ideas

yes - it's very
specific you
can look at
individual
ideas

Yes: It's an individual, bounded instance of a concept or a
yes - specific ideas creation or insoiration (or however you view it)

no -general
refers to one
or many
no - category of recommendati
info - general
ons
no - not soecitic
yes -same as
"qualities" or
"characteristics yes - specific
"which are
differences /
distinct
features
es - verv soecific
yes -we can
make many
"proposals",
similar to "plan
or idea."

yes - it's very
well defined
suggesting a
specific idea.
Also formal

Canadian CS instructor

es - soecific

No: Almost a category. You can give a "piece of " advica or
"Some" advice, but not "an advice".

Japanese linauist
[+countj'An idea' in an usual sense may be
much closer to 'advice' in this respect, but its
[+countj feature makes sense it it comes from
a philosophical term 'ideology'.

[-(:Qunt] Just a few words can form 'advice' and
'proposal' is much more structured than

'advice',

Yes: It is one isolated instance of a thing.

[+count] since it is the smallest unit of all
things.

Yes: It is one isolated instance of a thing or an action.

[+count] 'proposal' is much more structured
than 'advice'. 'a proposal' takes much more
Ihan that to be called 'a proposal'; and has
enough structure to be auantized.

Table 4.3.2. English: Abstractions 2
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num Reason 2
5 cumulative
5 has end point

num Reason 3
1
1

Paper(document)

ans Reason 1
material
N
individual item
Y

Fllm(take pictures with)
Fllm(movle)
Glass (windows are made of)
Glass (drink milk from)

N
Y
N
Y

material
individual item
material
individual item

5 cumulative
5 has end point

1
1

5 cumulative
5 has end point

1
1

Chalk
Cloth(somethlng you can cut)

N
N

material
material

5 cumulative
5 has endpoint

1
1

Lettuce
Celerv
Spinach

N
N
N

substance
substance
substance

2 consist of many leaves
2 consist of many stalks
2 consist of many leaves

Com

N

substance

2 consist of many kemels
too small to count (counting
2 is meaningless)

Paper(can cut)

comes in different
2 shapes and sizes
2 different sizes
2 in different sizes
pieces that are difficult to
1 count

Rice

N

substance

Pasta

N

Noodle

Y

substance
division of material
pasta

3 history

pieces that are difficutt to
2 count
comes in different
1 shapes and sizes
pieces are big enough to
1 count

Thunder

N

force of nature

1 cannot see it

1 consists of many sounds

Hope (general)

N

general

Hope (particular desire)

Y

2
3
2
2
5

1 quality/no boundary
2 has end point

2 category of food

emotion
a single instance
consist of pieces
quality
has end point

Relation

specific
category
N
general
N
YIN instances

Discrimination

N

;Quality

1 general

type of behavior with no
1 boundary

N

consist of pieces

2 category of info / general

information of ideas / not
1 a discrete thing

N
Y
N
Y
Y

consist of pieces
specific items
category
individual items
individual items

1 category of info / general
5 has end point
2 consist of pieces
3 specific
3 specific

1 already plural
1
1 general
2 has end point
2 has end point

Information
Cooperation

Evidence
News
Idea
Advice
Feature
Proposal

num Reason 4

2 history
1 category

num Reason 5

num Reason 6 num

1 cumulative
1 cumulative
1 cumulative

1
1
1

1 No idea

1 cumulative

1 cumulative
comes in different
1 shapes

1
1 cumulative

1 (N) cumulative

1

1 a kind of sound

1 no end point

1

1 abstract concept

1 no end point

1

1
1 no end point
1 abstract concept

1
1 no end point

1

(Y)specific items
1 to discriminate

no end
1 point

1

1 no end point
consists of
1 different types

1
no end
1 point

1

1 no end point

1

1

1

1

Table 4.4. English: Summary

1 abstract concept
consists of
1 different types
category with no
1 boundary
1 abstract concept
1
1

tv

o

ESLteacher1

Enalish stud.

ESLteacher2

Writer/columnist

Canadian CS Instructor

Japanese linguist

An obvious difference is whether a part of the

Potato, carrot, and onion
cannot be divided into
Potato, carrot, onion, etc are
parts such as a leaf of
countable. (Potatoes, Carrots,
Potatoes, carrots, onions, lettuce, cabbage or
and Onions) But other
spinach. Com has kemels.
etc., are large items that
vegetables, such as lettuce,
can be counted. Lettuce, It seems that the
cabbage, spinach, com, etc are cabbage, etc. consist of
countable vegetables are
not countable. (You do not say many small leaves,
of the "solid" type while the
lettuces, splnaches) Do you see kemels, or other pieces
uncountable ones can be
divided into parts or
any differences between these that are too small or too
two groups?
many to bother to count.
pieces.

Advice and proposal are similar
words to me. You come up with

Advice is a more general
noun than proposal.

an idea and give H to somebody To me, proposal and idea Advice could be
for help (advice). A proposal is are similar, not proposal
considered a category of

also an idea that you come up
with and that might work for
good. Do you have any good
explanations for these?

and advice. You present information. Proposal is
an idea or a proposal, and much more specific.
people give or receive
Proposal is not a body of
information like advice is.
advice/help.

Yes: Potatoes, carrots, onions, etc all grow individually. When
you put a potato in the oven or on a plate, you are putting a

single, bounded instance. But with cabbage or spinach or corn,
you scoop some of it out of a larger mass of it. Notice also: if I
mash a potato (or several of them together), than I have a mass

Onions and
artichokes have
many leaves,

of "potato-substance" and might reasonably put "some potato"
on a plate or ask for "more potato". Or if I step in something,

and discover somebody dropped a banana on the floor, I can

Uncountable vegetables reasonably say I have "banana" on my foot, because I'm talking
but they are
countable. So I seem to be formed by
about the substance it was mashed into, not the fruit itseif. But I
do not see any many little/individual
don't have "a banana" on my foot, unless I've actually put a fruit
differences.
pieces.
itself on top of my foot.

Advice is not
very specific
like information.
Proposals are
Advice can be general
very specifie
plans and also or specific. A proposal is
usually very specific.
formal.

~em can be 'peeled off leaving the rest stili the
same quality. If the answer is positive, the item
has no end-point and thus does not form an
inherently countable unit. Potatoes and carrots
are [+count] in this respect. Leafy vegetables
are [-count] in this respect. 'Corn' or 'rice' does
not refer to 'each single grain'; if we take away
some from a bag of com or rice, the rest is still
the same com or rice. In this respect these
belong to leafy vegetables in terms of
countability. Onions [+count] can be peeled
'
physically just as leafy vegetables, but in daily I
life we do not peel but cut it just as potatoes,
perceiving it as a single unit. \!\'hen we cut it, it
is no longer a coherent unit.

"A proposal", "8 suggestion", "an idea": each is a specifiC,
bounded thing, conceptually at least and sometimes physically.

"Advice" is regarded more as a "kind" of thing -- note that each The difference is that 'proposal' is much more
of these, and others as well (e.g. experience) can be delivered structured than 'advice'. Just a few words can
form 'advice' but 'a proposal' takes much more
*as· advice. That does not make them the same thing as
advice, only that, in this case, they are being presented in the

than that to be called 'a proposal'; the latter has

form of advice.

enough structure to be quantized.

I don't think thunder itself is a force of nature; rather it's a kind a An endpoint of 'storm' or 'earthquake' is much
sound created by a force of nature. Or possibly created by other clearer so that we can even name each stann
''Thunder'' is a force of nature.
My professor said "how about

storm or earthquake?" You can
say "we had a storm/an

earthquake."
Can you explain why we can
say storms but not thunders?

more likely for some
historical reason

You can see a
storm or feel an A storm is a single
I'm still thinking about this earthquake. But event. Thunder is a
one. I'll teli you if I come
you cannot see single event that may
up wah anything.
thunder.
reoccur.
-

things, if they are loud enough - like massive waves crashing

or earthquake. 'Storm' and 'earthquake' are

on the shore. Storms are distinct things with specific beginning

therefore [+count]. Imagine, on the other hand,

and end, specific geographic areas. Thunder is less clear, more how many lightenings and peals we see and
hear in one stormy nighl Often it is infinite and
like a kind of thing. I find thunder is actually rather hard to pin
K is hard to draw a line between two lightenings
down. I went and checked the Oxford, and got a variety of
and peals. We therefore treat ~hunde( as a
related usages, including archaic, poetic, and rhetoriC, as well
as stylistic. So I'm not sU'l'risecjl find ~ hard to pin down.
.____ ~~~~, non-count noun.
-----

Table 4.5. English: Additional Questions
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As Tables 4.1 and 4.4 show, native speakers' ideas for materials and products
concur: materials are not countable and products are countable. There seems to be no
confusion about their ideas in this group of nouns. On the other hand, as Tables 4.2, 4.3.1,
4.3.2, and 4 show, their ideas for food, natural phenomenon, and abstractions do not show
definite agreements. Though ESL Teacher 2 and Canadian CS instructor seem to have
similar ideas: they state that if a noun is a substance or a category, it is non-countable.
When we asked them what makes a thing a substance or a category, they did not have an
answer to the question. It seems that none of them really know definite reasons for the
countability of the nouns in these three groups. As Table 4.5 shows, the answers to the first
additional question about vegetables show similarities although they had not consciously
thought about this distinction before completing this questionnaire. Their reasoning is that if
a vegetable is considered as a whole, the noun referring to it is countable, and if a vegetable
is not considered as a whole but consists of many little pieces, it is not countable. The
answers to the second question about "advice" and "proposal" agree, and all of them seem
to be sure about their answers to this question: "proposal" specifies a specific thing;
therefore, it is countable. "Advice" specifies something general; therefore, it is not
countable. The answers to the third question about natural phenomena vary widely.

4.2 Questionnaire for Japanese students

We created the same questionnaire in Japanese for Japanese students to discover
their understanding of the countability system in their native language. The nouns were
given in Japanese. We had six Japanese students at CSUSM answer this questionnaire: four
computer science majors, one psychology major, and one sociology major. Tables 4.6, 4.7,
and 4.8 show their answers. We summarize the answers in Table 4.9.

CS 1

CS2

CS3

Kami - Paper (can
cut)

Yes- has its own shape. Think about a
lJ>iece of letter-size paper.

Yes- use "mai" to count. ("mai" is used for
counting something thin: paper, cloth,
lflictures. )

Shorul - Paper
(document)

Yes- has its own shape.

yes - use "bu" to count papers. ("bu" means
a copy.)
Iyes- use "bu"

Iyes- has a shape

yes· comes in a
Fulrumu - Film (take Yes- I think film as a roll of film. So when
count "film," we count rolls(containers).
pictures with)

yes- use "hon" to count rolls of film. ("hon" is rolVcontainer. Count
containers.
used for something long and narrow)

Eiga - Film (movie)

Yes- different movies.

yes - use "hon" to count movies. (She must
think of a container that holds film of a
•yes- use "hon"
movie.)

Garasu - Glass
(windows are made
of)

Yes- think of a window. Windows have
shapes.

Yes- use "mai" to count.

Garasu no koppu Glass (drink milk
from)

yes- a glass has its own shape.

yes - use "tu" or "ko" to count. ('~u" and "ko" yes- individual
objects
can be used to count almost anything.)

Chouku - Chalk

Yes- chalk means a piece of chalk and
has ~s own shape. We have different
names for powdery chalk.

Nuno - Cloth
(something you can
cut)

Yes- When we use/buy a piece of cloth, it
has its own shape and length.

Psychology

CS4

Sociology

yes- use "mai"

yes- I think of a shape of a
piece of paper. It has its own
shape.

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

'~u"

no- piles of papers

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

yes- use "hon".
Containers are
narrow and long.

yes- think of a roll that contains yes- tangible, so can count one
film inside.
by one.

yes- use "bu" or

yes- can differentiate movies

yes- each film is different from
others.

no- material

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

Iyes- use "ko"

yes- has a shape and cannot
change the shape

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

yes- use "hon".

yes- think of pieces of chalk

I yes- use "hon"

es- glass means win I yes- use "mai"

Pieces are narrow that we use to write on a black yes- tangible, so can count one
es- use "hon" to count eieces of chalk.

as- use "mai"

es- has a shape

and long.

yes- has a shape. Not
unlimited length
es-"mai"

board. They have a shape.

by one.

no- ~ comes in lots of different
sizes. I do not know what
measure to use count cloth.

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

Table 4.6. Japanese: Materials and Products
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CS 1

CS2

Psy~choloav

CS4

using "mail!

yes- use "ko"

yes- tangible, so can count one
yes- think of a head of lettuce. by one.

yes- use "hon"

!yes- use "hon"

yes- think of a stalk of celery

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

CS3

Socioloav

Retasu - Lettuce

Yes- When we buy lettuce, we buy a
whole head of lettuce, which has its own
shape. A lettuce means a head of lettuce. yes- use "ko"

Serorl - Celery

Yes- When we buy celery, we buy a
whole bunch of celery, which has its own
shape. A celery means a bunch of celery. yes- use "hon" to count a stalk of celery.

Hourensou Spinach

Yes- When we buy spinach, we buy a
whole bunch of spinach, which has its
yes- count bunches
own shape. A spinach means a bunch of yes- use '1aba" to count a bunch of
spinach. ("taba" is used to count bunches.) using "taba"
!lI'inach.

yes- use "taba"

no- do not have a measure to
count spinach.

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

Toumorokoshl Corn

Yes- When we buy com, we buy a whole
ear of corn, which has its own shape. A
com means a ear of com.
Iyes- use "hon" to count ears.

yes- use "hon"

yes- think of a ear

yes- tangible, so can count one
by one.

Kome- Rice

No- There is not unique counting word for
rice. When we measure rice, we put
some in a container and say a bowl of
yes- use "gou" to measure rice. ("gou" is
rice. We do not try to count individual
rice.
like one cup.)

Pasuta - Pasta

No- There is not unique counting word for
pasta. When we measure pasta, we put
some in a bag or on a plate and say a
bag of pasta. We do not try to count
Iyes- use "tu" to count pieces of pasta.
individual pasta.

yes- think of
spaghetti.

Men - Noodle

No- There is not unique counting word for
noodle. When we measure noodle, we
put some in a bag or on a plate and say a
bag of noodle. We do not try to count
individual noodle in our real lives.
yes - use "hon" to count.

yes- count
bags/packages of
noodles

yes- we count leaves

yes- use "hon"

("hyOU"

Kaminari - Thunder no- a kind of weather

Ives- use "tu"

yes- count grains
using "tubu" ('1ubu"
is used to count tiny
[pieces.)

Iyes

is
"hyou."
used to count big
containers that
hold rice. It is one
no- we do not try to count
kind of unit for
grains.
rice.)

no- we think rice as a whole.
Although we can count grains,
but we do not usually try to
count each grain.

yes- use "tu" to
count pieces

no- we think pasta as a whole.
Although we can count
pieces/noodles, but we do not
usually try to count each
no- a category name of dishes Ipiece/grain.

yes- use "hon"

no- we do not try to count
individual noodles.

no- we think noodles as a
whole. We do not usually bothe
counting each piece/grain.

ves -???

yes- a set of lightning and
sound becomes A thunder

yes- if we hear two peals one
minute apart, they are different
occurrences.

Table 4.7. Japanese: Food and Natural Phenomenon
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CS 1

CS2

CS3

Psychology

es

I yes- use "tu"

Iyes- use "tu"

yes

yes- use '1u"

yes- use "tu"

yes- one information,
two informationS
I yes- use '1u"

Kibou (ippan leki) yes- use '1u" ('1u" is used to count almost
Hope (General)
No- general concept. It contains all hopes. anything.)
Kibou (tokutel na) HOpee\particular
yes- spec~ic
desine
yes- Each story in news on TV is one
information. So news on TV gives us
Jyouhou Information
many informationS.

Sociology

CS4

no- category name for abstract no- too general. Cannot specify
ideas.
a particular one.

yes- a special desire
no- does not have an end
point.

yes- one hope is distinct from
other hopes.
yes- there are many kinds of
information and we can distinct
one from others.

yes- there are many kinds of
no- no shape. Cooperation is a cooperation and we can distinct
word for an activity.
one from others.

Kyouryoku Cooperation

yes- this activity that I do with you is A
cooperation.

i yes- use '1u"

yes

es-use "tu"

Kankei - Relation

yes- I have a relation with something.

yes- use "tu"

yes

Iyes- use '1u"

no- no shape. nelation is a
word for a situation.

Sabetsu Discrimination

no- Quality. Cannot divide quality.

y~s-

use "tu"

yes

yes- use "tu"

yes- there are many kinds of
no- no shape. discrimination is discrimination and we can
a word for a quality.
distinct one from others.

Shouko - Evidence

yes- a piece of information that prove
something is AN evidence. I have MANY
evidenceS to prove that.

yes- use "tu"

yes

yes- use "tu"

yes- think of physical things
that prove something.

Nyusu - News

yes- Each story in news on TV is one
news. So we receive MANY newsES from
news on TV.
yes- use '1u"

Iyes

yes- use "tu"

I yes- one event is ONE news

yes- can distinguish one(a piece
of news) from others.

Kangae - Idea

yes- a particular thought

yes- use "tu"

I yes- has an end point

yes- can distinguish one idea
from others.

yes- use "tu"

yes- ideas
,gO- v .. ~

Jyogen - Advice

no- advice consists of one or more
information already.

Tokuchou - Feature yes- a special thing

Teian - Proposal

I yes- an idea/plan

yes- use "tu"

gyVO~

Iyes

yes- use "tu"

Iyes

yes- can see one. Or if cannot
see it, can distinguish one from
others.

"ao

a group of ideas for
someone. I can give
another advice to the yes- use "tu"

Iyes- use '1u"

yes- there are many kinds of
relations and we can distinct one
from others.

yes- a thought created by a
person to help another
becomes AN advice.

yes- can distinguish one from
others.

things

yes- can distinguish one from
others.

yes- use "an" to
cout. ("an" is used
to count ideas.)
I yes- easy to classify things

yes- can distinguish one from
others.

es-use ''tu''

Table 4.8. Japanese: Abstractions

yes- easy to

class~

tv

VI

kami
shorui
fuirumu
eiga
garasu
garasu no koppu

English translation
Paper(can cut)
Paper(document)
Film(take pictures with)
Film(movie)
Glass (windows are made of)
Glass (drink milk from)

choku
nuno

Chalk
Cloth(something you can cut)

retasu
serori
hourensou
toumorokoshi
kome
pasuta
men

Lettuce
Celery
Spinach
Corn
Rice
Pasta
Noodle

6
6
5
6

o hon

3
3
3

3 tubu
3 ko
3 ko

kaminari

Thunder

5

1 tu

kibou(ippan teki)
kibou(tokutei na)
jyouhou
kyouryoku
kankei
sabetu
shouko
nyusu
kangae
jyogen
tokuchou
teian

Hope (general)
Hope (particular desire)
Information
Cooperation
Relation
Discrimination
Evidence
News
Idea
Advice
Feature
Proposal

6
5
5
5
4
6
6
6
5
6
6

num of YES

6
5
6
6
5
6
6
5

3

num of NO way to count
o mai
1 bu, mai
o hon
o hon
1 mai
o ko

o hon
1 mai

o ko
o hon
1 taba

3 Not countable

o tu

1 tu
1 tu
1 tu
2 tu
o tu
o tu
o tu
1 tu
o tu
o tu

Table 4.9. Japanese: Summary

N

0\
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As Tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show, the Japanese students' answers for materials
and products, natural phenomenon, and abstractions seem to agree among themselves.
Most of their answers concur, but there is no agreement for food words except for
vegetables. All of them seem to view vegetables as they are sold at stores. They would
count lettuce head by head, celery and spinach bunch by bunch, and com ear by ear.
Therefore, in Japanese they say "retasu niko" (Eng: *two lettuces). On the other hand, each
student's view is different from the others' toward the countability of the nouns that refer
to the other types of food: they use different units for counting rice, pasta, and noodles.
Some students try to count them piece by piece, package by package, or container by
container. The other students see rice, pasta, or noodles as a whole. For the noun,
"kaminari" (Eng: thunder) in Japanese, they seem to count it peal by peal or lightening bolt
by lightening bolt. Therefore, they think they should say "kaminari futasu" (Eng: *two
thunders) when they hear two peals of thunder. For the material nouns, the students do not
seem to see them as materials. They consider a material as an object that has its own shape,
which is made from that material. For example, when they think of paper, "kami" in
Japanese, they imagine a piece of paper in their heads, which has its unique shape like A4
size. For the abstract nouns, most of them seem to create an incident of an abstraction and
count it incident by incident. Because they tend to create an incident of any abstract noun,
they thus consider all abstract nouns to be countable. For example, they would say
"jyouhou futatsu" (Eng: *two informations) when they have information about one thing
and another piece of information about something else.

4.3 Interviews

We furthermore interviewed several Japanese students. They were asked what
they think of the English countability system and how it is taught in classrooms. All of
them said that they have great difficulties determining the countability of nouns. Although
countability is a very important aspect of English language -- since countability of a noun
also plays an important role in determining the article for the noun -- they felt that they
cannot ever master countability and thus they cannot master English. They said traditional
grammar books give some categories for non-countable nouns, but it is not easy to
remember them all. Some of them said that there are too many categories and that those
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categories are too disorganized. Also, they mentioned that nouns they learned as noncountable are sometimes used as countable nouns by native speakers. They also said their
ESL teachers do not give them clear reasons as to why a problem noun is countable or noncountable.
Three ESL teachers at California State University, San Marcos were asked how
they teach the countability of English nouns in their classes. One of them said that students
have to just remember the countability of each noun individually because the countability
of each noun comes from its own history. The other two teachers said that students just
have to remember the categories given in ESL books and to determine if a noun they are
about to use falls into one of the categories.

4.4 Conclusion from the questionnaires and interviews

From the questionnaire, native speakers do not seem to know definite reasons for
the countability of English nouns except material and product nouns. Japanese people seem
to think every Japanese noun is countable except nouns referring to some foods, such as
rice, pasta, and noodles, which can be viewed in different ways with different units for
counting rice, pasta, and noodles. Therefore, the countability of Japanese nouns differs
widely from the countability of English nouns. It is highly likely that Japanese people tend
to apply the countability of a Japanese noun to its English counterpart.
We also observed that the Japanese people do not have concepts of what the native
speakers call "material," "general," "category," and "specific." Because the countability
systems of Japanese and English are vastly different, Japanese people do not have concepts
of what the native English speakers call "material," "general," "category," and "specific."
As some students commented, classifying nouns into many categories will result in
difficulties remembering all the categories. The next chapter will discuss our new model of
the countability system so that the countability of English nouns will be taught in a new
effective way.
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Chapter 5: Our Model of the Countability System

Our literature reviews and interviews with the students suggest to us that the
traditional "category table" method does not work well. We concluded that ESL students
need reasoning tools for determining the countability of English nouns rather than
memorizing categories for non-countable nouns based on their features. Those categories
are often disorganized and there are too many categories to remember. Also those
categories tend to use terms such as "mass," "collective," "material," "general,"
"category," and "specific" which are foreign to, or result in different interpretations in,
ESL students. Since many nouns can be both countable and non-countable, labeling each
noun "countable" or "non-countable" is not adequate. As the linguists suggest, we need to
determine the countability of a noun in a context. We decided to develop a reasoning tool
that would:
1. Avoid labeling each noun either "countable" or "non-countable."
2. Have students learn to determine the countability of a noun by determining a
semantic meaning of a noun in a context.
3. Avoid using terms which describe concepts foreign to Asian students;
"mass", "collective", "material", "general", "category", and "specific."
4. Avoid having many categories.

5.1 The four different kinds of usage

All Japanese-English dictionaries indicate for each use of a noun the unique
description and the countability. After having observed nouns and their countability in a
Japanese-English dictionary [Shibata81], we found out that there are four different kinds of
usage of nouns. We used the set-member theories in Computer Science to further
categorize the four kinds of usage. A noun for each usage can be classified as one of four
types:
1.

Set/member nouns - countable

2. Material nouns - non-countable
3. Concept nouns - non-countable
4. Functionality nouns - non-countable
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1) A set noun denotes a set of its instances (members). Nouns that refer to something
concrete or abstract can be set and member nouns.

description

the noun

set name

A set of all apples in the world -7 the Apple set

= "apples".

A set of potatoes, tomatoes, etc -7 the Vegetable set = vegetables.

-7 the Potato set

A set of potatoes

= potatoes.

The Potato set is a subset of the Vegetable set.

Set nouns are countable since the members can be counted.
We can draw a tree of sets and subsets where links are labeled "subset-of' or
"member-of." C denotes countable. Figure 5.1 depicts the relationship between a set,
its subsets, and its members.

C

Vegetables

Subset of
C

C

Russell
potatoes

Cherry
tomatoes

potatoes

tomatoes

ember of
Red
potato 1

Red
potato 2

Figure 5.1. Set and member category

2) A material noun refers to a material or substance from, or of, which its products are
made. Material nouns do not denote sets. There are no members.
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sentence

material

Books and notebooks are made from paper.

Paper

Glass is used to create this box.

Glass

This chair is made of wood.

Wood

Material nouns are not countable.
We can draw a tree of a material and its products where links are labeled "consists-of'
or "made-of."

"u" denotes non-countable. Figure 5.2 depicts the relationship between

a material and its products.

Notebooks

C

Figure 5.2. Material category

3) Concept nouns are abstract and they encompass other sets of abstract things. Concept
nouns do not denote sets. There are no members.
e.g. Information encompasses facts, rumors, etc.
e.g. Advice encompasses suggestions, orders, etc.

Concept nouns are non-countable.
We can draw a circle of the concept around set nouns. Figure 5.3 depicts the
relationship between a concept noun and other sets of abstract things.
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U Advice

Figure 5.3. Concept category

4) A functionality noun describes a functionality of other sets of non-abstract things.
Functionality nouns are not sets. They describe the functionality of the sets under
them.
e.g. Furniture describes the functionality of desks, chairs, etc.

Functionality nouns are non-countable.
Links are "described-by" or "functions-as." Figure 5.4 depicts the relationship between
a functionality noun and other sets of non-abstract things.
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Figure 5.4. Functionality category

5.2 Differences from the Japanese view

Any material, concept or functionality noun in English when translated into
Japanese can be used as a countable noun depending on the context in which it is used.
e.g. Kami (Eng: paper, material)
1- Kami 0 2 mai kudasai (Eng: *Please give me two papers.)
2- Kami de tsukutta hako desu (Eng: This box is made of paper.)

e.g. Jyouhou (Eng: information, concept)
1 - Jyouhou ga futasu haitta (Eng: *We received two informations.)
2 - Jyouhou wo motsu koto ha taisetsu desu (Eng: Having information is
important.)

e.g. Kagu (Eng: furniture, functionality)
1 - Atarashii kagu ga hitotsu ya futasu atte mo ii (Eng: *We could use one
or two more furnitures.)
2 - Uchi ga utte iru mono wa kagu desu (Eng: We sell furniture.)

Thus, Japanese students get confused when they are given non-countable nouns. Japanese
people often view material nouns as being countable (see the paper example above). It
seems like they create specific instances of a material and count it instance by instance.
This view does not exist in English. Therefore, we need to teach students what we mean by
"materials." The first example for "jyouhou" looks like it describes one instance of the sets
that information encompasses. The first example for "kagu" also looks like it describes one
instance of the sets "furniture" denotes the functionality of. These views do not exist in
English either.
Our new model of the countability system is designed to teach students why they cannot
use these Japanese views in looking at English nouns. There are only four categories, which should
be easy for students to remember. The next task is to check to see if our new model produces the
same results as native speakers of English would.
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Chapter 6: Testing the Model

6.1 The test program

We decided to implement the model into a computer program and see if this
program would determine the countability of any English noun correctly. Given a new
word, this program asks a user a series of questions and determines whether the word is
countable or non-countable based on the user's answers.
First, the program will give explanations of sets and members since some people might
not understand these concepts, then the program will give a series of questions. The
following are the explanations and the series of questions.

»> SET
The apple set has infinite number of instances of apples.
Apple Set = {applel, apple2, apple3, ... }

The idea set has infinite number of instances of ideas.
Idea Set = {ideal, idea2, idea3, ... }

»>MEMBER
Each instance is a member of the set. For example,
apple3 is a member of the apple set.
idea3 is a member of the idea set.

1. Are you using the word "xxx" right now to refer to the material or substance on which a
member of some set is made?

For example, a chair is made of"wood."
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2. Are you using the word "xxx" right now to refer to the functionality of other sets?

For example, "furniture" describes the function of desks and sofas.

3. Are you using the word "xxx" right now to refer to the concept describing other sets?

For example, "information" describes facts and rumors.

4. Are you using the word "xxx" right now to refer to a set ofxxxs?

For example, Apple Set = {applel, apple2, apple3, ... }

5. Are you using the word "xxx" right now to refer to a member of the xxx set?

For example, apple3 is a member of the Apple set.

The following picture describes how the program determines the countability of a noun,
xxx.
Yes

1. Material?

~NO

Yes

3.Concept?

~ No

5.Member?

~ No

~

"xxx" is not countable.

~

"xxx" is not countable.

Yes

4.Set?

~ No

"xxx" is not countable.

Yes

2.Functionality?

~ No

~

Yes

~

"xxx" is countable and plural.

~

"xxx" is countable and singular.
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The system could not determine the countability of the word "xxx."

6.2 Testing the program with native speakers of English

To see if the questions and answers representing our model match how native
speakers of English determine the countability of nouns, we gave a brand new word to
native speakers of English and had them guess whether that word is countable or noncountable by asking us questions. Five native speakers of English participated in this
experiment.

We used the word "kazumin" with five different meanings:

1. Abstract (non-countable).

e.g. information

2.

Functionality (non-countable).

e.g. furniture

3.

Object (countable).

e.g. chair

4.

Abstract (countable)

e.g. idea

5.

Material (non-countable)

e.g. sugar

Native Speaker #1 (English computer scientist)

The first thing native speaker # 1 said was that he determines the countability of
nouns by pluralizing them. If he has never heard of the plural forms, they are noncountable. Some of the grammar books we reviewed actually said the same thing. But
determining the countability of nouns by pluralizing them would not work for non-native
speakers. They would not be able to tell whether the plural forms sound wrong or not.
Also, since kazumin is a brand new word, he would not be able to tell whether he has ever
heard of the plural form of the noun or not. Therefore he had to think of another way.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #1: (Abstract - non-countable)
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Does kazumin refer to an object (tangible, visible, body has a limit)? 7 No

Does kazumin refer to an abstract concept? 7 Yes

Does this concept describe other multiple concepts? 7 Yes

Then kazumin is non-countable. He said that this noun is a parent node of the other
multiple concepts, so it is like a category name that specifies a more general
concept.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #2: (Functionality - non-countable)

Does kazumin refer to an object (tangible, visible, body has a limit)? 7 No

Does kazumin refer to an abstract concept? 7 Yes

Does this concept describe other multiple concepts? 7 No

Does this concept describe more specific different kinds of objects? 7 Yes

Then kazumin is non-countable. He said that this noun is a parent node of the
other multiple things, so it is like a category name for a collection of different
things.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #3: (Object - countable)

Does kazumin refer to an object (tangible, visible, body has a limit)? 7 Yes

Then kazumin is countable.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #4: (Abstract - countable)
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Does kazumin refer to an object (tangible, visible, body has a limit)?

Does kazumin refer to an abstract concept?

~

~

No

Yes

Does this concept describe other multiple concepts?

~

No

Then Kazumi is countable. He said that the things that this noun refers to are at
the bottom of a tree, so it refers to individuals, therefore kazumin is countable.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #5: (Material- non-countable)

Does kazumin refer to an object (tangible, visible, body has a limit)?

Does kazumin refer to an abstract concept?

Is this a material?

~

~

~

No

No

Yes

Then kazumin is non-countable.

Native Speaker #2 (American writer/columnist)

Native speaker # 2 said that each noun can have one or more meanings and that the
countability for each meaning is determined by itself and its usage.
He also believes that if a thing has one body that defines it in totality, it is not
countable, but if it contains separate bodies and those separate bodies are a part of or are
different from, and are still a part of the whole body, it is countable.
e.g. The sky is a singular body. Although clouds, planets, stars, and other
terrestrial bodies comprise and may be considered a part of the sky, they are not,
by themselves considered "the sky."

His questions and our answers to Meaning # 1: (Abstract - non-countable)
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Is this one body?

~

I do not know.

He may know what nouns refer to things that consist of only one body, but we
could not judge that. So he came up with another way.

Does kazumin refer to a person, place, or an object (any visible non-abstract
thing)?

~

No

Does kazumin refer to a living thing?

~

Does kazumin refer to a concept/idea?

No

~

Yes

Can a thing kazumin refers to be separated into multiple parts?

~

Yes. Because

information = {facti, rumorl, rumor2, ... }

Then kazumin is non-countable. He said kazumin is a category name. As for the
answer to the first question, he said information is one body.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #2: (Functionality - non-countable)

Does kazumin refer to a person, a place, or an object (any visible non-abstract
thing)?

~

No

Does kazumin refer to a living thing?

~

No

Does kazumin refer to a concept or an idea?

~

No

Then kazumin is non-countable. He said since kazumin refers to multiple nonabstract objects, it is like a category name. He said furniture refers to a collection
of objects.
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His questions and our answers to Meaning #3: (Object - countable)

Does kazumin refer to a person, a place, or an object (any visible non-abstract
thing)? -7 Yes.

Does kazumin refer to a substance? -7 No

Then kazumin is countable.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #4: (Abstract - countable)

Does kazumin refer to a person, a place, or an object (any visible non-abstract
thing)? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a living thing? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a concept or an idea? -7 Yes

Can what kazumin refers to be divided into many ideas? -7 No

Then kazumin is countable. He said that a concept is a category of ideas and that
an idea is the smallest unit, and this smallest unit cannot be divided into pieces.
Thoughts, wishes, etc. are ideas.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #5: (Material- non-countable)

Does kazumin refer to a person, a place, or an object (any visible non-abstract
thing)? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a living thing? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a concept or an idea? -7 No
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Does kazumin refer to a substance?

~

Yes

Then kazumin is non-countable.

Native Speaker #3 (Computer scientist who speaks English, Italian, and Spanish)

Native speaker #3 said when he sees a brand new thing, he thinks of an English
word that is similar physically, conceptually, or functionally and if that English word is
countable, the brand new word is also countable.
e.g. He is given this item by his friend, and she says to him "I brought this back
from Japan. This is called 'kazumin'." He finds a similar object and if the word
that refers to that object is countable, kazumin is countable, too.

He said he believes that when small children start learning the English language,
they just memorize a basic set of nouns and usage and the countability for those nouns. As
they grow and encounter new words, they think of words (that they know) that refers to
similar things and use the same usage as those words.

His questions and our answers to Meaning # 1: (Abstract - non-countable)

Is kazumin like a box?

Is kazumin like a car?

~

~

No

No. Questions would go on for a very long time till he

happens to guess a word like information. So I had to give him an example.

e.g. I have kazumin(s) here and it talks about a couple of different issues.

Kazumin in non-countable. He said it is like news.

Our example to him for Meaning #2: (Functionality - non-countable)
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e.g. This store carries kazumin(s). Kazumin(s) contains kimonos, obis, and zouris.

Kazumin is non-countable. He said it is like clothes.

Our example to him for Meaning #3: (Object - countable)

e.g. This store sells kazumin(s). Kazumin(s) is placed on a floor and a person sits
on it.

Kazumin is countable. He said is it like a cushion.

Our example to him for Meaning #4: (Abstract - countable)

e.g. I have kazumin(s). The first kazumin is to stay in the U.S. and get ajob. The
second kazumin is to go to Europe and travel for a year.

Kazumin is countable. He said it is like a plan.

Our example to him for Meaning #5: (Material - non-countable)

e.g. This is made ofkazumin(s).

Kazumin is non-countable. He said it is like wood.

Native Speaker #4 (ESL instructor)

Native speaker #4 seemed to have clear ideas of the countability of nouns. He
could come up with these questions instantly.

His questions and our answers to Meaning # 1: (Abstract - non-countable)
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Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - a quality?

~

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - an emotion?

Does kazumin refer to a category?

~

No

~

No

What is a category?

A category contains more specific different kinds of things. e.g. knowledge
contains opinions, entities, ideas, etc. Furniture contains tables, chairs, and etc. -7
Yes

Then kazumin is non-countable.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #2: (Functionality - non-countable)

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - a quality?

~

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - an emotion?

Does kazumin refer to a category?

~

No

~

No

Yes, according to his definition of

category.

Then kazumin is non-countable.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #3: (Object - countable)

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - a quality?

~

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - an emotion?

Does kazumin refer to a category?

~

No

No

~

No
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Does kazumin refer to a substance in the form of liquid, gas or solid such as water,
steam, or ice? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a material such as wood? -7 No

Then kazumin is probably countable, but to make sure, can I say two kazumins? -7
Yes, but I am not sure if this is a legitimate question.

Then kazumin is countable.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #4: (Abstract - countable)

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - a quality? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - an emotion? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a category? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a substance in the form of liquid, gas or solid such as water,
steam, ice? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a material such as wood? -7 No

Then kazumin is probably countable, but to make sure, can I say two kazumins? -7
Yes, but I am not sure if this is a legitimate question.

Then kazumin is countable.

His questions and our answers to Meaning #5: (Material- non-countable)

Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - a quality? -7 No
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Does kazumin refer to an abstraction - an emotion? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a category? -7 No

Does kazumin refer to a substance in the form of liquid, gas or solid such as water,
steam, ice? (He said cinnamon is a substance) -7 Yes

Then kazumin is non-countable.

Native Speaker #5 (ESL instructor)

Native speaker #5 had to think for a couple of minutes and came up with these
questions. She seemed to have some ideas regarding the countability of nouns already in
her head.

Her questions and our answers to Meaning # 1: (Abstract - non-countable)

Can kazumin be recognized by at least one offive senses (touch, see, feel, hear,
taste)? -7 No

Then kazumin is a concept. Are there more than one kazumin? -7 I do not know.

Does kazumin refer to many different types of this thing? -7 Yes

Then kazumin is a category name, so kazumin is non-countable.

Her questions and our answers to Meaning #2: (Functionality - non-countable)

Can kazumin be recognized by at least one offive senses (touch, see, feel, hear,
taste)? -7 I do not know. (I was not sure if furniture is.)
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Are there more than one kazumin? -7 I do not know. (I was not sure ifI can say
there are more than one furniture.)

Does kazumin refer to many different types of this thing in different shapes and
sizes? -7 Yes

Then kazumin is a category name, so kazumin is non-countable.

Her questions and our answers to Meaning #3: (Object - countable)

Can kazumin be recognized by at least one of five senses (touch, see, feel, hear,
taste)? -7 Yes

Are there more than one kazumin? -7 Yes. (I am not sure if this was a legitimate
question.) She said when we have more than one non-category thing, they are all
in a similar shape and size. (e.g. All chairs have a similar shape and size.) But a
category contains different types of things in different shapes and types.

Then kazumin is countable.

Her questions and our answers to Meaning #4: (Abstract - countable)

Can kazumin be recognized by at least one of five senses (touch, see, feel, hear,
taste)? -7 No

Then kazumin is a concept. Are there more than one kazumin? -7 Yes

Then kazumin is countable.

Her questions and our answers to Meaning #5: (Material- non-countable)
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Can kazumin be recognized by at least one offive senses (touch, see, feel, hear,
taste)? -7 Yes

Are there more than one kazumin? -7 No

Then kazumin is probably a material or some sort and non-countable.

She mentioned in a situation where she orders drinks at a restaurant, she would say
yes to the question "Are there more than one kazumin?"

6.3 Comparing our model to the native speakers' questions and answers

The answers of the native speakers matched the answers from our system that
represents our model. As for the sequences of the questions, the native speaker 1,2,4, and
5 seemed to have similar ideas as our model in the following points:
If a noun refers to an individual (either an object or a concept), the noun is
countable.
If what a noun refers to comprises different individuals, this noun is a category
name and it is not countable. This applies to our concept and functionality
categories.
If a noun refers to a material or a substance, it is not countable.

The native speakers 1,2,4, and 5 seem to treat functionality nouns in a similar way to
concept nouns; a functionality noun comprises different kinds of non-abstract individuals,
while a concept noun comprises different types of abstract individuals. On the other hand,
our explanation for functionality nouns, such as furniture, underwear, etc., being noncountable is different; a functionality noun denotes a "functionality" of some sets. For
example, furniture denotes the functionality of a set of chairs, a set of tables, etc. No matter
which way is used, the native speakers' way or our model's way, the countability for
functionality nouns is non-countable. We think that a concept noun encompasses some sets
of abstractions that are closely related to each other (rumors, truths, etc. which information
encompasses); however, a functionality noun denotes a functionality of some sets of non-
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abstractions that are not so closely related to each other (tables, chairs, etc. of which
furniture denotes the functionality).
The idea of the native speaker 3 would not quite work for non-native speakers
since it requires us to have a basic set of nouns in our heads, but some non-native speakers
do not have that basic set.
This test of our model with the native speakers of English proves that our model
seems to work in the same way that the native speakers think of countability of English
nouns for set/member, material, and concept nouns. As for the functionality nouns, we
believe that our way describes the situation of functionality nouns more accurately. Next
we developed a computer system that teaches the countability of English nouns using our
model. The next chapter describes the system.
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Chapter 7: The DeCEN Program

Our program was developed to train and help students learn the countability of
English nouns in context by classifying each use of a noun into one of the four categories;
set and member, material, concept, and functional categories.
The interaction style embodied in DeCEN and its authoring tool are based on the
Irvine-Geneva Development System [Bork92, BorkO 1] developed at the Educational
Technology Center of the University of California, Irvine. The following are the key
features we incorporated into our system:
•

adaptive learning and individualized pacing through analysis of student
answers.

•

frequent interactions to provide help quickly and to obtain as much information
from the student as possible.

•

avoiding simple multiple choice questions so that useful information about
student misconceptions can be gathered.

•

mastery learning to prevent students from moving onto the next part with
incomplete knowledge.

DeCEN was written as a Java applet. Its implementation details will be discussed in Chapter

8.

7.1 Reasons behind the pedagogical design

From the literature reviews, system reviews, questionnaires, and interviews, we
have decided to incorporate the following ideas into our program.
•

The program will need to introduce the new model to students and train the students
to use the reasoning model to determine the countability of English nouns.

•

When we give examples, questions, etc, nouns should be set in context.

•

Asian ESL students tend to picture some nouns differently from native speakers of
English (e.g. paper, information, and furniture). To make them see the differences
easily, a unique picture that depicts each category should be used. We wanted the
students to think of the picture of the category when they try to classify a noun.
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•

A question that asks whether a noun is countable or non-countable has only two
choices. A question about the reason why students have chosen their answers
should be given to avoid random guesses.

•

The program should adapt itself to the student's performance. It should take the
student to a remedial section or onto new exercises depending on how the student is
doing.

•

Proper diagnoses (as hints) of students' answers should be given so that the students
learn from their mistakes. They should know the reasons why their answers were
not right.

•

When an answer is wrong, students should not be given the correct answer
immediately. They should be able to try the same question for a certain number of
times before the correct answer is given to them so that they can rethink the
question based on the hint that they have been given.

•

Students should master each topic before they move onto the next topic.

•

Even when a student answers a question correctly, she should be given the reason
for the correct answer since she might have guessed the answer without knowing
the definite reason.

•

Students should be able to see a summary of how they are doing.

7.2 The pedagogical description of the DeCEN program

In our program, we introduce students to the new model and, through exercises,
help students develop their own reasoning habits in determining countability by using the
model. Based on the highly interactive approach developed by the Educational Technology
Center of University of Califomi a, Irvine [Bork92, BorkOl], the program can provide help
based on students' answers and choose the next exercise based on their performance.
Therefore, the program functions as a tutor.
An introduction message is given to students first, then they begin the appropriate
track. If it is their first time using the system, they are asked to start with the first track. If
not, they start with the track that the system told them to continue with last time they used
the system. There are three tracks. As they master each track, they proceed to the next track,
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which in tum is more difficult than the previous track. The following is a brief description
of the introduction and the three tracks.

Introduction
Every time the system starts, the student sees the introduction page first. This page
describes what the student learns from the system, how she learns to determine the
countability of English nouns, and what each track does.

Track 1: Learn the model
This first track introduces the four categories to the student: set and
member, material, concept, and functional categories.
For each category, explanations are given with some nouns that belong to the
category in proper context, and some questions follow to make sure that the student
understands the category. For each wrong answer, the appropriate hint that explains why the
answer is not right is given. Also, for each correct answer, the appropriate message that
explains why the answer is right is given. Our program does not give the correct answer to
the question immediately after the student has answered the question incorrectly, but it lets
her try to answer the same question for a certain number oftimes. When she runs out of
tries, she is taken back to the beginning of the category where she has to review the
explanation of the category before she retries the same question. She is taken to the next
category when she answers all the questions correctly or when she is given the answer to
the question after she has done a certain number of reviews.
The student is given a summary of her performance in each category at the end of
this track. The program guides her to the second track automatically if her performance for
this track is good. If not, she is given two choices: repeat the first track or quit now and try
the first track again later.

Track2: Exercises with a new word
Students whose first languages are not English will encounter new words often. The
goal of this track is to have them be able to apply the model to the new words and determine
whether these words are countable or not in that situation. In the first track, the student has
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been tested to see if she understands each category. However, in this track, she is tested
whether she understands the relationships among the categories and their countability.
With a new word called "kazumin," the student needs to assign a meaning to this
word. The program asks him a series of 5 questions: 1) are you using "kazumin" to refer to
the material of which a member of some set is made?, 2) are you using "kazumin" to refer
to the functionality of other sets?, 3) are you using "kazumin" to refer to a concept
describing other sets?, 4) are you using "kazumin" to refer to a set ofkazumins?, and
finally 5) are you using "kazumin" to refer to a member of the kazumin set? After the
series of questions, the program asks him whether this noun is countable or not. One
example of the right answer pattern is a yes to the material question and a no to all the other
questions. If "kazumin" refers to a material, it does not refer to a functionality, a concept, a
set, or a member. "Kazumin" in this context should be non-countable. When the answer
pattern is not right, she is given the appropriate hint, shown a summary of the categories,
then asked to try the series of the questions with the same meaning again. If the answer
pattern is right, she is asked to try the series of the questions with a different meaning. Our
program makes him assign three different meanings to the noun.
At the end of this track, the student is given a summary of her performance in this
track. If she has made a certain number of correct answer patterns, she is moved to Track 3.
If she has made a certain number of incorrect patterns, she is given two choices: either redo
the first track then to come back to the second track or quit now and start with the first track
again later.

Track 3: Exercises with existing words
This third track has the student practice determining the countability of existing
nouns set in context and classifying the nouns into one of the four categories.
This track gives students twenty-five questions, one after another. For each
question, the noun is set in a sentence. The student is given two forms of the noun, the noncountable (e.g. table) form or the countable form (e.g. tables) and has to choose the right
form that is proper for this context. She also has to determine which category this noun,
used in this context, belongs to. For each wrong answer, the appropriate hint that explains
why the answer is not right is given. Also, for each correct answer, the appropriate message
that explains why the answer is right is given. Our program does not give the correct answer
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to the question immediately after she has answered the question incorrectly, but it lets him
try to answer the same question for a certain number of times. She is taken to the next
question when she answers a question correctly or when she is given the answer to the
question after she runs out of tries. If she makes a certain number of mistakes in these 25
questions, she is given additional questions.
At the end of this track, the student is given a summary of her performance in this
track. Ifher performance is good, she has mastered this program. If her performance is not
good enough, she is given two choices: either redo all the tracks starting at the first track or
quit now and start with the first track again later.

7.3 Overall design

The following chart shows the overall flow within the DeCEN system. The input
file and the detailed design of each screen are in Appendix B.

Bold: A screen name.
Bold: A screen name and this screen name is not connected from the current screen with an

arrow.
<Button>: A button name the student has clicked.
[answer]: Student's input.
(description): the description of screens that are in the same line.
pop(message): A message will be shown in the pop-up window.
Round: A round ends when the program forces the student to go to another screen.

Try: A try is reset when the student makes a correct sentence.
Mistake: When the student submits an answer and the answer is not right, it is counted as a
mistake.
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Track 1 "Learn the Model"

(intro message and choose a track)
Choose a Track
<First Track>
..<second Track>

I.

.

Track2 "Exercise with a New Word"
3-1-1
Track3 "Exercise with existing words"
2-1-1
(Learn set and member nouns 1)
l-I-I-Review4
1-1-1
<Nex1>j,t

l-I-I-Re iew6

l-I-I-ReviewS

<Nex, ,t Back to ues>

.. <Back>
.. <Back>
(Learn set and member nouns 2)
1-1-2
1-1-2-Review4
<Next>
<Nex, ,t <Back t~ ues>

I,t

.. <Back>
.. <Back>
(Learn set and member nouns 3)
1-1-3
1-1-3-Review4

<Next>lt

ues> <Next>lt

(An exercise)

<Revie;~t-4L.<_S+.::b::-m_i_t>~~_ _ _ _

""1.-

..
[Correct]
l-I-I-Review4

Wrong]
pop{hint)

3rd mistake
in this round
.--..L.----,
first round

<Back>
1-1-2-Review6

1-1-2-ReviewS

1-1-3-ReviewS
<Back to ques>

<Next>~

1st and 2nd mistake
in this round
second round

(Prompt to review)
1-1-4-Wrong
,,<Review>
l-I-I-Review4 (Give the answer to 1-1-4)
1-1-4-Answer
<Next>

<OK>

Back to
Quse>

Back to
ques>

<Back>
1-1- -Review6
<Back to
ques>
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(The answer to 1-1-4 and another exercise)
<Revie;:t- <..;:;:-rub-:'m:=it>'---:-_ _ _ _•
..
[Correct]
I [Wrong]
l-I-I-Review5
popfhint)
3rd mistake ,-...1.----------,1 st and 2nd mistake
in this round
in this round
first round.
second round
<OK>
(Prompt to review)
1-1-5-Wrong
J,<Review>
l-I-I-Review5
,
(Give tHe answer to 1-1-5)
1-1-5- swer
r - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - - . . . . I <Next>

I

(The answer to 1-1-5 and another exercise)
1-1-6 ........t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
<Review11 <Submit>
""T""""""1["""'C.....
o-rr-ec-:"t]..------......1 [Wrong]
l-I-I-Revi w6
pop(hint)
nd
3rd mistake
f i s t and 2 mistake
in this round
in this round

I

first round"
(Prompt to review)

second round

<OK>
1..-_ _ _ _ _ _---1

1-1-6-1rong
<Review>
l-I-I-R view6
"
(Give tHe answer to 1-1-6)
1-1-6-Answer
(The answer to 1-1-6) . - J < N e x t >
1-1-7
<Next>..
(Learn material nouns 1)
1-2-1
<Next>l,t
.. <Back>
(Learn material nouns 2)
1-2-2
<Next>l,t
.. <Back>
(Learn material nouns 3)

1~-3

<Next>
(Show ho to use a menu question)
Menu_Example
<Begin>

1-2-1-Review
<Back to ues>
<N ext>

I'

• <Back>
1-2-2-Review
<Next> 1 I<Back to ues>

t
.1 <Back>

1-2-3-Review
<Back to ques>
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(Exercises: make 4 sentences)
1-2-4
<Review>

1-2-1-Review

I

t

<Submit>
[Wrong]

[A correct sentence]
4th sentence

po~(hint)

1st or 2 nd mistake
in this try
first round

3rd mistake
in this try
second und
(Promprt to review) (Give the answers to 1-2-4)
1-2-5-Wrong
1-2-S-Answer
I<Review>

(Review the 1-2-4
exercises)
1- -5
Next>

1-2-1-Review~

(Learn concept nouns 1)
1-3-1

1-3-1-Review
<Next> 1
<Back to ques>

t

<Next>~t<Back>

... 1 <Back>
1-3-2-Review
<Back to ques>

(Learn concept nouns 2)
1-3-2
<Next>+t
(Exercises: make 3 sentences)
.. 1-3-3 ..
<Review>
<Submit>

.....

I

[Wrong]

I

[A correct sentence]
1st or 2nd sentence

Popfhint)
sentence
nd

1st or 2 mistake
in this try

I

3rd

3rd mistake
in this try

first roundJ
lsecond round
(Promprt to review) (Give the answers to 1-3-3)
1-3-4-Wrong
1-3-4-Answer
.J<Review>
tNext>
1-3-1-Review

~

k4

I

(Reviewthe 1-3-3
exercises)
1- -4
<Next>
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(Learn function nouns)
1-4-1

1-4-1-Review

~

....-______________________________
(Exercises: make 3 sentences)
1- -

~rBacktoqUes>

•

<Review>
<Submit>
[Wrong]

[A correct sentence]

3rd
sentence

1st or 2nd sentence
1sl or 2 nd mistake
in this try

rd mistake
in this try

first round
second round
(Promprt to review) (Give e answers to 1-3-3)
1-4-3-Wrong
1-4-3-Answer
I<Review>

1-4-1-Review~

(Review e 1-4-2
exercises)
1- -3
<Next>

(Summary of this track)
I-Summary-Table
~<Next>
(Exercise scores)
I-Summary-Score

<Material

<Concept>

<Function>

<Nex

(Learn set and member nouns 1) (Learn material nouns 1)
l-I-I-Again
1-2-1-Again
<Next>l1
<Next>~t (Learn concept nouns 1) (Learn function nouns)
1-4-1-Again
<Back>
<Back>
1-3-1-Again
<Back to
Nex
summ>
(Learn set and member nouns 2) (Learn material nouns<2)
1-1-2-Again
1-2-2-Again
<Back>

1t

<Next>l1
<Back>

(Learn concept nouns 2)
<Back>
1-3-2-Again
<Back to summ>
(Learn set and member nouns 3) (Learn material nouns 3)
1-1-3-Again
1-2-3-Again
<Back to summ>
Back to summ>

# wrong < 10
in this round
I-Well

<Next>l1

#wrong>= 10
in this round
I-End
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(Diagnosis: good)

l_r

(Diagnosis: not good)
1- nd

en

<Next>
<First Track>
Quit>
(End the program: not mastered)
1- -1
Quit NotGood

(Explain the purpose of this track)
3-1-1
+<Begin>
(Question: material)
3-1-2 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
<Submit>
[Input yes or no]

[did not input yes or no]
3Td time
1st or 2nd time
in this round
in this round
(Demonstrate input)
pop("Enter yes or no")
3-1-2-wrong
<Back to ques>
<OK>

(Question: function)
3-1-34---------------------,
<Submit>
[Input yes or no]

[did not input yes or no]
3Td time
1st or 2nd time
in this round
in this round
(Demonstrate input)
pop("Enter yes or no")
3-1-3-wrong
<Back to ques>
<OK>

(Question: concept)
3-1-44----------------------,
<Submit>
[Input yes or no]

[did not input yes or no]
3Td time
1st or 2nd time
in this round
in this round
(Demonstrate input)
pop("Enter yes or no")
3-1-4-wrong
<Back to ques>
<OK>
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(Question: set)
3-1-54----------------------.
<Submit>
[Input yes or no]

[did not input yes or no]
3rd time
1st or 2nd time
in this round
in this round
(Demonstrate input)
pop("Enter yes or no")
3-1-5-wrong
Back to ques>
<OK>

(Question: member)
3-1-6.---------------------,
<Submit>
[Input yes or no]

[did not input yes or no]
I st or2 nd time
3rd time
in this round
in this round
(Demonstrate input)
pop("Enter yes or no")
3-1-6-wrong
Back to ques>
<OK>

(Question: countability)
3-1-74-------------------------,
<Submit>
[did not input yes or no1

[Input yes or no]

3rd time
1st or 2nd time
in this round
in this round
(Demonstrate input)
pop("Enter yes or no")
3-1-7-wrong
<Back to ques>
<OK>
(The program takes over the control in 3-1-8. The program will evaluate the answer pattern and
display an appropriate message for the student's answer pattern. The student will be taken to an
appropriate next screen based on his answer.)

3-t-8

[A wrong answer pattern]

[A right answer pattern]

,------''----,

3rd right pattern
pattern

1st or 2nd right pattern

11

3rd wrong pattern

st or

2nd wrong

(Review track one)

,r

Review

"
3-End-Well

'.SUlIDary.Tab,e-

v
3-1-1

3-End-NotWell

3-1-1
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(The control is back from the program)
3-End-Well
Next>

(The control is back from the program)
3-End-NotWell

<First Track>
<Quit>
1-1-1
(End the program: not
mastered)

Quit_NotGood
(Exercise 1)

2-1-1~~--------------------------------------------------------'

<Submit>

,.--L-

[Correct]

[Wrong]

pop(confirm the correct answer)

pop(hint for the wrong answer)

<OK>

<OK>
3rd mistak~

1sl or 2nd mistake

(Give the answer to 2-1-1 question)
2-1-1-Wrong
. -________________~I<Next>

+

(Exercise 2)
2-1-2
Same as 2-1-1 for 2-1-2 through 2-1-25 (2-1-8 does not exist). Substitute 2-1-1-Wrong with
2-1-2-Wrong for 2-1-2.

2-1-2b""'"
<Submit>

[Wrong]
pop(confirm the correct answer)

pop(hint for the wrong answer)

<OK>

<OK>
3rd mistake

(Give the answer to 2-1-26 question)
2-1-2j-WrOn g
_ <Next>
• .-----_ _ _ _-----J

-SubSummary

11 sl or 2 nd mistake
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(Diagnosis)
2-SubSummary

#Wrong in this track >= 8

# Wrong in this track < 8
2-Sum ary-Score

(An additional question)
2-1-2/.....
~----------------------------,
<Submit>
[Correct]

[Wrong]

pop(confirm the correct answer)

pop(hint for the wrong answer)

<OK>

<OK>
3rd mistake

151

1

nd

or 2 mistake

(Give the answer to 2-1-27 question)
2-1-21-Wrong
r -________________

~

~I<Next>

(An additional question)
2-1-28
Same as 2-1-27 for 2-1-28 through 2-1-37. Substitute 2-1-27-Wrong with 2-1-28-Wrong for
2-1-28.

2-1-3 04- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
<Submit>
[Correct]

[Wrong]

pop(confirm the correct answer)

pop(hint for the wrong answer)

<OK>

<OK>
3rd mistak

.

(Give the answer to 2-1-28 question)
2-1-2j-WrOn g
_ <Next>

.-----------'

-Summary-Score

151 or 2nd mistake
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(Show scores)
2-Summary-Score

#Wrong in this track < 12
including additional questions

# Wrong in this track >= 12
including additional questions

(Diagnosis: good)
2-'Yell
..<Quit>
(End the program: mastered)
Quit_Good

1-1-1

(End the program: not mastered)
Quit_NotGood
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CHAPTER 8: The Tools Used to Develop the DeC EN System

The design of DeCEN allows its skeletal version to be used as an authoring tool.
Anybody can create a software system to teach anything by providing pedagogical
information in the input file. Every required piece of information, such as components on
each screen (buttons, message areas, pictures, etc), styles of questions (menus, check boxes,
fill-in-blank), hints for the questions, and other elements, are to be specified in the input
file, not the program code.
Only one other authoring system based on the Irvine-Geneva Development System
has been written in Java [WuOl, Yoshii02]. Our authoring tool is unique in that the resulting
CAl program is an applet. Also, we created our entire authoring tool from scratch; we did
not use any of the existing tools. This is because previous systems based on the IrvineGeneva Development System were 1) not written to produce Java applet, and 2) not written
to interpret the content of a textual input file to cause actions of the CAl program.

8.1 Description of the authoring tool

The authoring tool for DeCEN allows designers, who design contents of programs,
specifY all pedagogical information in the input file using the set of rules specified below.
The designers do not need to have knowledge of computer programming. Even if one gives
wrong information in the input file, for most mistakes, she will be given error messages.
A CAl program created using our authoring tools will have various screens. A
screen is one "display page" to which you go by clicking a button. A screen can be used to
present materials, to give questions to them, to give a summary of the material, to give a
summary of the students' performance, or so on. On each screen, the designer will place
some components (items): message areas, picture areas, labels, rectangles, buttons, groups
of check boxes, groups of menus, input fields, and pop-up windows. There are also several
tools (things that one does not see physically on a screen) that the designer can use: hint,

count, repeat, hide, reset, and show.

Screen Components (Items):
- A message area is where a text will be shown.
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- A picture area is where a picture will be shown.
- A label is a line of text that will be directly drawn on a screen. The label cannot
go over one line.
- A rectangle will be drawn on a screen and filled with a color.
- A button is what the student can click to cause some action: a Submit button
analyzes the student's answer, a Continue button adds an extra text to the current
text, and a button other than these changes the current screen to another screen.
- A group ofcheck boxes is a set of check boxes used together for a question. Each
check box has a label next to it, and the student can choose to mark it or not to
mark it.
- A group ofmenus is a set of menus used together for a question. Each drop-down
menu shows a list of choices and the student can pick one from the list.
- An input field is where a use will enter a text (usually an answer to a question).
- A pop-up window is where a hint for a wrong answer and a confirmation message
for a right answer will be shown.

Tools:
- A hint tool is used to show a hint for the student's answer.
- A count tool is used to keep track of the number of correct answers and the
number of wrong answers to the question in one screen.
- A repeat tool is used to specify the number of times that the student is allowed to
visit a screen.
- A hide tool is used to specify which buttons to hide.
- A reset tool is used to reset counters, which have been declared using the count
tool, to zero.
- A show tool is used to show all the commonly used screen components grouped
together.

The following is the procedure for creating a CAl program.

1. Specify the pedagogical design of the CAl program:
•

Design the flow of the program: what each screen does (e.g. give a lesson, give a
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question, etc.) and where to take the student after that screen.
•

Design details of each screen. Place items on each screen. Groups of check boxes,
groups of menus, and input fields can be used for questions.

2. Create the input file:
•

Put all the information about all screens in an input file. For detailed information,
please read the rules section below.

3. Put all files in the directory:
•

IfInternet Explorer 5.5 or greater, or Netscape 7.0 or greater is not available,
download and install either one.

•

Ifa Java plugin 1.4.0_01 or greater is not available, download and install either one.

•

Make a directory (a.k.a. folder) and put tools.jar in it.

•

Create a html file and add <APPLET CODE="tools.class" ARCHIVE="tools.jar"
WIDTH=xxx HEIGHT=xxx></APPLET> in the body. The values for the width
and height have to be the same as the values that were set in frame( ... ). Put this file
in the same directory as tools.jar.

•

Put the input file in the directory where tools.jar and html files are also placed.

•

When using picture areas, put all picture files in a directory named pictures and put
this directory in the directory that contains the tools.jar, the html files, and the input
file.

4. Test and run the program:
•

Open a browser and open up the html file. Once the Applet's gray box appears,
open the Java Console (To open the Java Console, click the Java symbol on the
taskbar, when using Windows.).

•

An error message might appear on the Java Console. Read the message following

"*********** Wrong notation:" Fix the input file (for the details, see the error
messages section below). When done fixing the error, save the input file and click
the Refresh (for Internet Explorer)lReload (for Netscape) button. Keep fixing errors
until no more error messages appear and the program starts.
•

Test the program thoroughly on various browsers before launching it on a web site.
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When done testing the program, upload the program onto the web site. Upload all
three files and the pictures directory.

For an example program, please refer to Appendix A.

8.2 Rules in creating the input file

8.2.1 Overview of the input file

To create a file, when using a PC, do not use NotePad but use WordPad (for the
type, use Text Document). Name it inputtxt. There are two sections in the input file. The
first section, declarations of frame and items environments (declaration section), is where
the designer will declare the frame setting (the frame is where your program is shown) and
the environments (e.g. position, size, color, etc.) of the items that the designer will use in
her program. The second section, specifications of lessons (specification section), is where
the designer will specify each lesson screen, what items (e.g. pictures, message areas,
buttons, etc) each screen has on it and what attributes (e.g. text for a message area, a file
name for a picture, etc.) to set to each item. The section for declarations of frame and items
environments has to be placed before the specifications of lessons section.

8.2.2 Detailed descriptions of the rules for creating the input file

8.2.2.1 Rules for the declaration and specification sections
•

A comment goes on its own line preceded by a dash (-).

•

The designer can have as many blank lines as she wishes.

•

The designer can have as many white spaces as she wants before the first letter on a
line.

•

Throughout the input file, the designer will assign information to items by using
this format: itemName(xxx, yyy, .... ), except some items in the specification
section. Within a (), she will specify some required information. Each piece of
information is called an attribute, and each attribute is separated by a comma.

•

Errors:
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o

If there is no (when a (is expected, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 27: (is missing => in: msg_message370,
50,310,275, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain)
o

If there is no) where a) is expected, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 28: ) is missing => in: msg_message(370,
50,310,275, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain
o

If the number of the attributes given to an item is not as expected, an error
message such as the following will be given:

*********** Wrong

notation: 48: Wrong number of attributes. => in: frame(700, white, yes), in:
the declaration section *********** Wrong notation: 48: Wrong number
of attributes. => in: hint_setup(3), in 1-1-4-Group.

*********** Wrong

notation: 47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: frame(700" white, yes), in:
the declaration section.
o

If a non-number is found where a number is expected, an error message
will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 53: A number is expected:

150x => in msg_wrong(50, 150x, 600, 200, white, black,
16+timesJoman+plain), in the declaration section.
o

If the designer forgets to put an item name before a ( ... ), an error message
will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 49: No item name => in:

(700,500, white, yes), in: I-l-l-Group. For 700,500, white, yes), the error
message is:

*********** Wrong notation: 27: (is missing => in : 700,

500, white, yes), in: I-l-l-Group

8.2.2.2 Rules for the declaratiou sections

The following rules are for declarations of frame and items environments. Because
of the detailed nature and the length of this section, it is written in a manual style.
Therefore, "you" will be used to denote "the designer".

Declaration Section:
In this declaration section, you will declare the frame and the environments of the items that
you will use in the specification section.
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•

Sizes and positions are in pixels. For example, at the screen setting, 1024 x 768
pixels, 100 pixels = approximately 1.38 inches or 3.51 centimeters. The less the
pixels for the screen setting is, the greater 100 pixels will be converted into inches
or centimeters.

•

Available colors are white, black, gray, light_gray, blue, red, green, and yellow.

•

Available fonts are a combination of a size (any number greater than 0), a font
(timesJoman, courier, and helvetica), and a style (plain, italic, bold, italic_bold). A
combination has to look like: 12+timesJoman+plain.

•

Errors:
o

If you do not use one of the available colors where a color is expected, an
error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 50: Wrong

Color: whitex => in mSLwrong(50, 150,600,200, whitex, black,
16+timesJoman+plain)
o

If you put a non-number where a size is expected, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 53: A number is expected: 16x => in

msg_wrong(50, 150,600,200, white, black, 16x+timesJoman+plain), in
the declaration section.
o

If a number is less than 0, an error message will be given:
Wrong notation: 54: A number has to be

°

***********

or greater: -1 => in

msg_wrong(50, -1, 600, 200, white, black, I6+timesJoman+plain), in the
declaration section.
o

If you put a non-font where a font is expected, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 51: Wrong Font: timesJomanx => in

msg_wrong(50, 150,600,200, white, black, I6+timesJomanx+plain).
o

If you put a non-type where a type is expected, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 52: Wrong Style: plainx => in

msg_wrong(50, 150,600,200, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plainx)

Setting up the frame:
•

frame( ... ) has to be the very first statement in this declaration section.
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•

On your html screen, you will need to provide a frame for your program to be
shown. Declare the frame; set the size, the color, and whether you want the speed
tool (students can change the speed of displaying text with it based on their
preference) for your program or not.

•

The format to set up the frame is:
frame(width, height, background_color, speed_tool)
o

width, height: The size of the frame on which your Java program will show.

o

background_color: The color of the background of the frame

o

speed_tool: yes or no to specify whether the speed tool will be shown on
the frame or not. The speed of displaying text can be changed with this tool.
If yes, 25 will be added to the height, the bottom 25 of the frame will be
used to display the speed tool, which, on a light gray background, consists
of four radio buttons: show at once, slow, medium, and fast. If yes, this 25pixel high panel that has the speed choices will be shown throughout the
program. If no, the tool will not be shown, and text will be always shown at
once.

•

The following is an example: frame(700, 500, white, yes)

•

Errors:
o

If frame( ... ) is not the very first statement in this declaration section, an
error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 1: You have to

have frameO for the first statement in the declaration section.

o

If you use other than a yes or no for the fourth argument, an error message
will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 56: The fourth argument for

frameO has to be a yes or a no. => in frame(700, 500, white, yesx)

Declare items' environments:
•

You will place some items on the frame for each lesson screen.

•

The available items are: message areas, picture areas, labels, rectangles, buttons,
groups of check boxes, groups of menus, and input fields.

•

Names for checks and menus have to be unique within the group; other groups can
have the same check box/menu names.
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•

The declaration for an item has to be on its own line. It cannot go over one line.

•

The order of declarations does not matter.

•

Errors:
o

If you try to declare an item whose name starts with other than frame,
msg-, pic-, lbl-, rec_, btn_, chkG-, menG-, input-, or pop_, or first you
will be given the error:

*********** Wrong notation: This line does not

start with a right notation; -, frame, msg-, pic-, lbl-, rec_, btn-, chkG-,
menG-' input-, or pop-' or first: msgmessage(370, 50, 310, 275, white,
black, 16+timesJoman+plain)
o

Item names have to be unique. Otherwise an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 55: the item name, msg_wrong, is used for
another item already. Use another name. => in: msg_wrong(50, 150,600,
200, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain)
•

In the following items 1 to 9, SpecifyName, SpecifyNameOne, and
SpecifyNameLast can be replaced with any name in any length consisting ofletters,
numbers, or any symbols other than ('s or )'s.

1. Message areas:
•

A message area is where a text will be shown. The text will wrap automatically to
fit in the area.

•

Declare a message area where text will be shown and set its position, size, color of
the background, and the default color and font of the text. Students cannot edit the
text in a message area.

•

The format to create a message area is:
msg_specifyName(x, y, width, height, background_color, message_color,
textjont)
o

Item names for message areas always start with msg_.

o

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left comer of the message area.

o

width, height: The size of the message area.

o

background_color: The color of the background of the message area.

o

message_color: The default color of the text.

o

text font: The default font of the text.
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•

If the text is too big to fit in the message area, a vertical scrollbar will be added
automatically.

•

When you make a font size bigger, the space between lines is bigger but letters
remain the same size. <future>

•

The following is an example:
msg_messageSum(420, 50, 270, 410, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain)

2. Picture areas:
•

A picture area is where a picture will be shown.

•

Declare a picture area where a picture will be shown and set its position and size.

•

The format to create a picture area is:
pic_specifyName(x, y, width, height)

•

a

Item names for picture areas always start with pic_.

a

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left comer of the picture area.

a

width, height: The size of the picture area.

The following is an example:
picj)icture(15, 50, 325, 325)

3. Labels:
•

A label is a line of text that is directly drawn on a screen. The label cannot go over
one line.

•

Declare a label, set the color and font of the label, and set the position and size of
the area (label area) in which the label will be shown.

~

A label whose background color is the same as the background color ofthe frame
•

The format to create a label whose background color is the same as the
background color of the frame is:
Ibl_specifyName(label_color, labeljont, the size of the label x, y, width,
height)
a

Item names for label areas always start with lbl_.

a

label color: The color of the text of the label.

a

label font: The font of the text of the label.

a

x, y: (x, y) position of the bottom left comer of the label area.
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o

width, height: The size of the label area.

(A string will be drawn along the bottom of the label area.)
•

The following is an example:
Ibl_desc1(black, 14+timesJoman+plain, 155,410,170,20)

~

A label whose background color is the same as the background color of the frame
•

The format to create a label whose background color is different from the
background color of the frame is:
Ibl_specifyName(label_color, labelJont, background_color, background
size x, y, width, height)
o

Item names for label areas always start with lbl_.

o

label color: The color of the text of the label.

o

label font: The font of the text of the label.

o

background_color: The color of the background of the label area.

o

x, y: (x, y) position of the bottom left comer of the label area.

o

width, height: The size of the label area.

(A string will be drawn along the bottom of the label area.)
•

The following is an example:
lbl_title(white, 20+timesJoman+bold, blue, 0, 0, 700, 30)

4. Rectangles:
•

A rectangle can be drawn and be filled with a color.

•

Declare a rectangle and set the position, size, and color of the rectangle.

•

The format to create a rectangle is:
rec_specifyName(x, y, width, height, rectangle_color)

•

o

Item names for rectangles always start with rec_.

o

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left comer of the rectangle.

o

width, height: The size ofthe rectangle.

o

rectangle_color: The color of the rectangle.

The following is an example:
rec_titleBackground(O, 0, 700, 35, gray)

5. Buttons:
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•

A button can be clicked by the student. If the button is something other than a
Submit or Continue button, she will be taken to another screen. If the button is a
Submit button, the program will analyze the student's answer and shows another
screen or a hint or add more text depending on the answer. If the button is a
Continue button, an extra text will be added the current text.

•

Declare a button and set the label that will be shown on the button, the position,
size, and color of the button and the color and font of the label.

•

The format to create a button is:
btn_specifyName(label, x, y, width, height, button_color, label_color,
labeljont)

•

o

Item names for buttons always start with btn_.

o

label: the label that will be shown on the button.

o

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left comer of the button.

o

width, height: the size of the button.

o

button_color: the color of the button.

o

label color: the color of the label of the button.

o

labeljont: the font of the label.

There are two special kinds of buttons:
o

buttons starting with btn_Submit (e.g. btn_SubmitSpecifyName) for
submitting an answer.

o

buttons starting with btn_Continue (e.g. btn_ContinueSpecifyName) for
adding an additional text into a message area.

•

The following is an example for a button other than a submit or continue button:
btn_Review(Go Back, 350, 470,120, 25,

light~ay,

black,

16+timesJoman+bold)
•

The following is an example for a Submit button:
btn_Submit_l(Submit, 370, 440, 80,25, light_gray, black,
16+timesJoman+bold)

•

The following is an example for a COntinue button:
btn_Continuel(Continue, 375, 345, 120,25, light_gray, black,
16+timesJoman+bold)
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•

It might be better not to assign a label for a button in the declaration section. This
way, all we need to do is to have several buttons in different environments:
different positions, colors, etc. We do not need to have different buttons in the
same environments except the labels. We could have set a label to the button in the
specification section instead. <future>

6. Groups of check boxes:
•

A group of check boxes is a set of check boxes used together for a question. Each
check box has a label next to it and the student can choose to mark it or not to mark
it. The student can mark as many boxes as she wants.

•

Declare a group of check boxes and set the number of check boxes in the group
and, for each check box, set the position, size, and the color and font of the label
(The label will be shown on the right of the check box).

•

The format for a group of check boxes:
chkG_specifyName(number of check boxes) = chk_specifyNameOne(x, y,
width, height, labels_color, choicesJont) & .... & chk_specifyNameLast(x, y,
width, height, labels_color, choicesJont)
a

Item names for groups of check boxes always start with chkG_, and those
for check boxes always start with chk_.

a

number of check boxes: The number of check boxes in the group. You can
have as many check boxes as you want.

a

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left comer ofthe check box.

a

width, height: The width is the sum of the width of the check box and the
width of the label area in which the label will be shown. The height is the
height ofthe check box and the label area.

•

a

label_color: The color of the label.

a

label font: The font of the label.

Names for check boxes have to be unique within the group; other groups can have
the same check box names.

•

When a label is too big to fit in the label area, the excess will be cut off.

•

The following is an example:
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chkG_checkG(4) = chk_checkl(380, 335, 280, 20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & chk_check2(380, 360, 280, 20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & chk_check3(380, 385,280,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & chk_check4(380, 410, 280, 20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain)
•

Errors:
o

If the number specified does not match the actually number of check boxes,
an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 60: The

number of check boxes or menus is supposed to be 3, but you have set up
for 2 check boxes or menus. => in: chkG_checkG2(3) = chk_checkl(300,
300,280,20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain) & chk_check2(300, 340, 280,
20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain)
o

If you forget a =, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong

notation: 57: = is missing. group = check box or menu1 & check box or
menu2 & ... is the format. => in chkG_checkG2(2) chk_checkl(300,300,
280,20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain) & chk_check2(300, 340, 280, 20,
black, 14+timesJoman+plain)
o

If there is no chk_ xxx declared for a group of check boxes, an error
message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 58: There has to be

at least one chk_ or men_ after a =. => in: chkG_checkG2(2) =
o

If you put an extra & at the end, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 59: No need to have the last &

=> in:

chkG_checkG2(2) = chk_check1(300, 300, 280, 20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & chk_check2(300, 340, 280, 20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) &

7. Groups of menus:
•

A group of menus is a set of menus used together for a question. Each drop-down
menu shows a list of choices and the student can pick one choice from the list.

•

Declare a group of menus and set the number of menus in the group and for each
menu, set the position, size, and the color and font of the choices (A list of choices
will be shown in the drop down menu).
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•

The format for a group of menus:
menG_specifyName(number of menus) = men_specifyNameOne(x, y, width,
height, choices_colors, choicesJont) & .... & men_specifyNameLast(x, y,
width, height, choices_colors, choicesJont)
a

Item names for groups of menus always start with menG_, and those for
menus always start with men_.

a

number of menus: The number of the menus in the group. You can have as
many menus as you want.

•

a

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left corner of the menu.

a

width, height: The size of the menu.

a

label color: The color of the choices.

a

labelJont: The font of the choices.

Names of menus have to be unique within the group; other groups can have the
same menu names.

•

The height may get larger or smaller depending on your font size; therefore, we do
not really need to specify the height. <future>

•

The following is an example:
menG_menuG(3) = men_menu 1(50, 410,150,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & men_menu2(210, 410, 150,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & men_menu3(370, 410, 150,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain)

•

Errors:
a

If the number specified does not match the actually number of menus, an
error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 60: The

number of check boxes or menus is supposed to be 4, but you have set up
for 3 check boxes or menus. => in menG_ menuGDesc( 4) =
men_menul(50, 410, 100,20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain) &
men_ menu2(330, 410, 100, 20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain) &
men_menu3(500, 410, 100,20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain)
a

If you forget a =, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong

notation: 57: = is missing. group = check box or menul & check box or
menu2 & ... is the format. => in menG_menuGDesc(3) men_menul(50,
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410,100,20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain) & men_menu2(330, 410, 100,
20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain) & men_menu3(500, 410, 100,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain)
a

If there is no men_xxx declared for a group of menus, an error message will
be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 58: There has to be at least one

chk_ or men_ after a =. => in menG_menuGDesc(4) =
a

If you put an extra & at the end, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 59: No need to have the last & => in
menG_menuGDesc(3) = men_menu 1(50, 410, 100,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & men_menu2(330, 410, 100,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & men_menu3(500, 410, 100,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) &

8. Input fields:
•

An input field is where the student enters text (usually an answer to a question).

•

Declare an input field and set the position, size, color of the input field, and the
color and font of the input text.

•

The format to create an input field is:
input_specifyName(x, y, width, height, background_color, text_color,
textJont)

•

a

Item names for input fields always start with input_.

a

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left corner of the input field.

a

width, height: The size of the input field.

a

background_color: The color of the input field.

a

text color: The color of the text.

a

text font: The font of the text.

The following is an example:
input_answer(200, 150, 150,20, white, black, 14+timesJoman+plain)

9. Pop windows:
•

A pop-up window is used to display a hint for a wrong answer and a confirmation
message for a right answer.
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•

Declare a pop-up window and set the title, position, size, color of the background of
the pop-up window and the color and font of the hint/message text.

•

The format to create a pop-up window is:
pop_specifyName(title, x, y, width, height, background_color, text_color,
textjont)

•

o

Item names for pop-up windows always start with pop_.

o

title: the title for the pop-up window. The title bar will show this title.

o

x, y: (x, y) position of the upper left comer of the pop-up window.

o

width, height: the size of the pop-up window.

o

background_color: the color of the background of the pop-up window.

o

text color: the color of the text.

o

textjont: the font of the text.

The following is an example:
pop_Right(Your answer is right., 0, 150, 700, 150, white, blue,
14+timesJoman+plain)

Additional notes:
•

All the items should fit inside the frame.

•

Items should not overlap.

•

The declaration for an item has to be on its own line; declare one item at a time on a
separate line.
msg_message(370, 50, 310, 275, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain)
mSLmessageSum(420, 50,270,410, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain)

8.2.2.3 Rules for the specification section

Because ofthe detailed nature and the length of this section, it is written in a
manual style. Therefore, "you" will be used to denote "the designer".

General information:
•

In this specification section, you will specify which screen that the program will start
off and specify each lesson screen; what items (e.g. pictures, message areas, buttons,
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etc) each screen has on it and what attributes (e.g. text for a message area, a file name
for a picture, etc) to set to each item.
•

All the specifications are good for one screen.

•

All spaces, except within an attribute (between the first letter and the last letter) and
preceding and tailing spaces in a text in a message area, will be ignored. btn_Name(
attribute I ,attribute2) is the same as btn_Name(attributel,attribute2). hint( pattern:
this is a hint! I this is a

hint2) is the same as hint(pattern:this is a hintl/this is a

hint2). msg_Name( This is a

message.) is NOT the same as msg_Name(This is a

message.).
•

Errors:
o

Some items do not need any specification for them. They do not take a ( ). If
you put a ( ) where it is not required, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 46: btn_Continue_IO does not take attributes,
so you cannot have O. => in screen: I-l-l-Group

Specify the first screen name:
•

Specify the name of the first screen. first( ... ) has to be the very first statement in this
specifications of lessons section.

•

The format to set up the frame is:
first( first_screen_name)
o

•

first screen name: the name of the first screen name

Errors:
o

If there is no first( ... ), an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong

notation: 2: This line does not start with a right notation; -, frame, msg-, pic_,
lbl-, rec-, btn-, chkG-, menG-, input_, pop_, or first. => <choose_track>. If
there is nothing in the specification part,

*********** Wrong notation: 3: You

have to have first(first screen name) for the first statement in the specification
section.
o

If the screen name specified as the first screen does not exist, an error message
will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 6: the screen name choose_trackx

does not exist => in firstO
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Specify each group/screen:
•

A group contains a set of items. A group is usually used as one screen. You can
combine more than one group and use them as one screen (The following is an
example).
<groupl>
item 1
item2

<group2>
- includes all the items in the group 1
show(group 1)
item3

• Specify items that belong to each group. Set required information to each item.
• For each group, specify a group/screen name surrounded by a < > which is followed by a
set of the items that belongs to this group.
• The format to specify a set of detailed information for a screen is:
<screen name>
iteml (attributes)
item2( attributes)

<another screen name>
item3(attributes)
item 1(attributes)

•

Screen names can be in any length consisting ofletters, numbers, or any symbols other
than ,s (commas), <s, >s, (s, or )s.

•

Screen names have to be unique across the input file.

•

Notice that the order of items within a screen matters if two items happen to overlap on
the screen. The one you list later will be on top of the other one.
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•

The program starts off the first screen that was specified by first( ... ). When the student
clicks a button, the next screen that is attached to the button will be shown. The order of
the groups that you list in the specification section does not matter (even a set of the
detailed information for the first screen does not need to appear first).

•

A Submit button orland a set ofhint( ... )s have to coexist with one ofthe following: a
group of choices, a group of menus, or an input field (not vice versa) in a screen.

•

A Continue button has to coexist with a message area using at least one ++, and vice
versa.

•

You cannot have more than one Submit button in each screen.

•

You cannot have more than one Continue button in each screen.

•

Errors:
o

Screen names have to be unique across the input file. Otherwise an error
message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 39: the screen name, 3-

I-wrong, is used for another screen already. Use another name. => in <3-1wrong>
o

The statement right after the first( ... ) has to be a <screen_name >. If not, an
error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 4: You have to

have <screen name> for the second statement in the specification section.
o

If you forget a matching >, an error message will be given:

***********

Wrong notation: 37: > is missing => in: <1-1-I-Group.
o

If you forget to put a screen name inside a < >, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 38: There is no screen name => in: <
o

>

If you forget a <, it is considered as an item name. If so, an error message will
be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 36: the item name 3-1-wrong>

does

not exist. => screen: 3-1-2
o

If you try to use an item that has not been declared in the declaration section, an
error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 36: the item name

inpu(yesNox does not exist. => screen: 3-1-2

8.2.2.3.1 Items

1. Message areas:
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•

Specify the text that will be shown in the message area.

•

The format to set a text to a message area is:
msg_itemName(text)
o text: the text will be shown in the message area In a text, you can use the
following:
o

I: a carriage return.

o

<B> ... <I>: The string between <B> and <I> will be bolded.

o

<U> ... <I> : The string between <U> and <I> will be underlined.

o

<L> ... <I> : The string between <L> and <I> will be in blue.

o

<R> ... </> : The string between <R> and </> will be in red.

o

(Note that you cannot have a space between < and B or Band >. B, U,
L, and R have to be uppercase letters.)

o

++: A message will be shown up to the next ++ each time the student
clicks the Continue button.

o

#counterA + ... + counterZ#: Put counters/a counter between #s. All
the counters have to be declared by count( ... ) somewhere in the input
file. The string from a # and the matching # will be replaced with the
real resulting number. For example, A + B will be replaced with the
actual sum of A + B. Currently only + is available for calculations.

Used only for a menu question
o

@@: If you want to show sentences the student has answered correctly
to a menu question so far, specify where to put right sentences by a

@@. The @@ will be replaced in the following format:
sentencel choice from menul + from menu2 + ... + from
menuLast
sentence2 choice from menul + from menu2 + ... + from
menuLast
•

The following is an example:
msg_messageSum( <B> Your scores are:</>II <L>Section 1:</>
<U>#wSetMeml + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3#</>1 <R>Section 2: #rMat# <I>
Section 3:0)

II
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Assume that the default color and font of the text for msg_messageSum is black,
16+timesJoman+plain. The above example will show the text in the following
format. Assume that the result of wSetMem 1 + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3 is 15 and
the value of rMat is 2.

Your scores are(in bold)

Section 1:(in blue) 15(underlined)
Section 2: 2(in red)

Section 3 :O( default)

•

You cannot use a I, <B>, <U>, <L>, <R>, ++, #, or @@ as a part of a text.

•

If you use a @@ in a text in a message area for other purposes than displaying correct
sentences in a menu question, the @@ will be ignored.

I, <B>, <U>, <L>, <R>, or ++ as a part of a text.

•

You cannot use a

•

When at least one message in a screen has at least one ++, there has to be a Continue
button in the screen.

•

When a message has at least one ++ left, only the Continue button will be shown and
the buttons set for this screen will be hid until there is no more ++. The student will not
be shown the other buttons till she finishes viewing all the parts of the text.

•

You can have more than one message area using ++s. When the Continue button is
clicked, it triggers for all the message areas. <future: the Continue will be shown when
the first one is done. The other ones might be still displaying texts.>

•

You cannot have a ++ between a pair of <x> and </>. Here, x can be replaced with B,
U, L, orR.

•

Even if there is a <I> without a matching <x>, it is ok. But if there is a <x> without the
matching <I>, an error message will be given.

•

You cannot nest <x> ... </>s. For example, <B> ... <R> ... <I> ... </> is not valid.

•

Errors:
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o

If the counter has not been declared using a countO, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 8: You did not specify the counter,

rSetMem2x => in message area: msg_messageScore, screen name 1-SummaryScore.
o

If there is no Continue button when at least one message in a screen has at least
one ++, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 21: You

have a ++ in a message area. You have to have a continue button. => in screen:
1-1-1-Group.
o

If you have a ++ between a pair of <x> and <I>, the error message will be given

: *********** Wrong notation: 31: You can not have a ++ between a pair of
<x> and <I>. => in screen: 1-1-1-Group
o

message: msg_message(The circle named "Appliances" ... Therefore we can
call it <B>"Appliance ++ set."<1> ++IIThe circle named "Microwaves" contain)

o

If there is a <x> without the matching <I>, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 29: No matching <1>. You have to have a
matching <I> for each <x>. <x> ...<1> is valid. => in screen: 1-1-1-Group
o

message: msg_message(The circle named "Appliances" ..... ++ We can do the
same for the other circles and call them <B>"Vacuum setlsubset"</> and
<B>"Stove setlsubset."++IIPlease note that a set contains its members.)

o

If there is a nesting <x> ... <I>s, an error message will be given:

***********

Wrong notation: 30: Nested <x>s. <x> <x> </> <I> is not allowed. You have to
have a matching <I> for each <x> right after <x>. => in screen: 1-1-1-Group
message: msg_message(The circle named "Appliances" ... We can do the same
for the other circles and call them <B>"Vacuum setlsubset" and <B>" Stove
setlsubset."</>++IIPlease note that a set contains its members.)

2. Picture areas:
~

Simply display a picture:
•

Specify the file name of a picture that will be shown in a picture area.

•

The format to specify the file of a picture that will be shown to a picture area is:
pic_name(picture_ file_name)
o

picture_file_name: the file name of the picture that will be shown.
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•

The following is an example:
pic_ name( summary .jpg)

~

Display a picture, which will be removed when the answer to the menu question is right
using the choice of the menu that the picture represents and also when the menu's
remove-picture is set to true. (You set remove-picture to true if you want to remove the
picture for the selected choice when the answer is right.)
•

In addition to specifying the name of the file, specify the name of the choice in the
menu.

•

The format to create a picture area that can be removed:
pic_ name(picture_file_name, choice_name)

•

o

picture_file_name: the file name of the picture that will be shown.

o

choice_name: the name of the choice that the picture represents.

The following is an example:
pic-picture 1(silverware.jpg, silverware)
menG_menuGDesc(men_menul, silverware / forks / trains / skirts/ spoons,
true, true)
(When the student chooses silverware from the menu and the answer is right,
the silverware picture will be removed.)

•

If the size of the picture is too big, the excess will be cut off to fit in the picture area.

3. Labels:
•

Specify the label that will be shown.

•

The format to set a label to a label item is:
lbl_name(label)
o

•

label: the label that will be shown.

The following is an example:
Ibl_title(Learn Set and Member Nouns)

4. Rectangles:
•

A rectangle item needs no information. If takes no attribute. You do not need to add a (
) to the end of a item name.
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•

The following is an example:
rec_ titleBackground

•

Error:
o

0 after the item name of a rectangle, an error message will be
given: *********** Wrong notation: rec_titleBackgroundO does not take

If you have a

attributes, so you cannot have O.

5. Buttons:
~

Buttons other than Submit or Continue buttons
•

Specify the name of the screen to go when the button is clicked.

•

The format to specify a screen name to go is:
btn_ name(screen_name)
o

•

screen_name: the name of the screen to go when this button is clicked.

The following is an example:
btn_Next(1-1-2)

•

Errors
o

If the screen name specified for a button does not exist, an error message will
be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 5: the screen name 1-1-2x does not

exist => in the button: btn_Next, the screen name: 1-1-1.

~

Continue buttons
•

A Continue button takes no attribute. You do not need to add a () at the end of the
button name.

•

The format to use a Continue button is:
btn ContinueButtonName

•

The following is an example:
btn Continue 1

•

A Continue button has to coexist with a message area using at least one ++, and
vice versa.

•

You cannot have more than one Continue button in each screen.

•

Errors:
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o

If you put a ( ) at the end of a Continue button item name, an error message will
be given:

*********** Wrong notation: btn_Continue_l0 does not take

attributes, so you cannot have
o

O.

If the message area has at least one ++ but you do not have a Continue button in
the screen, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 21:

You have a ++ in a message area. You have to have a continue button. => in
screen: 1-1-3-Group.
o

If you have a Continue button but there is no ++, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 22: You cannot have a Continue button

without a ++ in a message area => in screen: 3-1-1.
o

If you have more than one Continue button in a screen, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 20: You cannot have more than one

Continue button => in screen: 1-1-3-Group

~

Submit buttons
•

Specify the screen name to go in case the answer is right and the screen name to go
in case the answer is wrong and after running out of tries if a hint_setup( ... ) exists.

•

The format to specify screen names to go for a right and wrong answer is:
btn_ Submit( screen_nameJight, screen_name_wrong)
o

screen_nameJight : the name of the screen to go in case the answer is
right.

o

screen_name_wrong: the name of the screen to go, in case the answer is
wrong and after running out of tries if a hint_setup( ... ) exists.

•

The following is an example:
btn_ Submit_l (1-1-6, 1-1-5-Wrong)

•

A Submit button has to coexist with one of the following: a group of choices, a
group of menus, or an input field. (not vice versa).

•

You cannot have more than one Submit button in each screen.

•

Errors:
o

If a Submit button does not coexist with one of the following: a group of
choices, a group of menus, or an input field, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 19: You cannot have a Submit button
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without a group of check boxes or menus or an input field. => in screen: 11-3.
o

If you have more than one Submit button in a screen, an error message will
be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 17: You cannot have more than

one submit button => in screen: 1-1-4.
o

If either of the screen names specified for a Submit button does not exist,
an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 5: the screen

name l-I-2x does not exist => in the button: btn_Next, the screen name: I-

I-I.

6. Groups of check boxes:
•

For each beck box, specify the name of the group that the check box belongs to, the
label for the check box, whether this check box needs to be marked for the correct
answer, and whether this check box should be checked at the beginning.

•

The format to give information to a check box is:
chkG_checkGroupName(check_name, label, answer, set_to)
o

chkG_checkGroupName: The name ofthe group that the check box belongs to.

o

check_name: The name of the check box specified in the declaration section.

o

label: The label to give to the check box.

o

answer: true or false to indicate whether the check box needs to be marked for
the correct answer.

o

set to: true or false to indicate whether the check box should be checked at the
beginning.

•

The following is an example of a group of check boxes.
chkG_checkG(chk_checkl, A member of the Piano subset, false, false)
chkG_ checkG( chk_ check2, A member of the Instrument set, false, false)
chkG_checkG(chk_check3, Piano set, true, false)
chkG_checkG(chk_check4, A subset ofthe Instrument set, true, false)

•

You should use all the check boxes in the group. Even if you want to use only some of
them, as many check boxes as the number of check boxes specified in the group will be
displayed.

•

All the check boxes can be all false too.
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•

Without a Submit button or a set of hint( ... )s, if a group of check boxes coexists with
another group of check boxes, the later group will not be shown. <future: both should
be shown>

•

You do not have to use a group of checks for a question. You can use it to list things.
For this purpose, you should not have a Submit button or hint( ... )s in this screen.

•

With a Submit button, a group of check boxes cannot coexist with a group of menus,
another group of check boxes or an input field.

•

With hint( ... )s, a group of check boxes cannot coexist with another group of check
boxes, a group of menus or an input field.

•

Errors:
o

If you specify a check box name that does not exist in the group, an error
message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 62: the check box name,

chk_check2x, does not exist. => check group: chkG_checkG, screen: 1-1-4Group
o

If you put something other than a true or false where a true or false is expected,
an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 61: true or false

is expected: falsex => in chkG_checkG(chk_check1, Instrument subset, falsex,
false), in 1-1-4-Group
o

If you have a Submit button, a group of check boxes, and at least one of the
following; another group of check boxes, a group of menus, or an input field,
an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 18: You cannot

have more than one group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a
submit button. => You have 1 groups of check boxes and 0 groups of menus
and 1 input fields in screen: 1-1-4-Group.
o

If you have a Continue button, a group of check boxes, and at least one of the
following; another group of check boxes, a group of menus, or an input field,
an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 25: You cannot

have more than one group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a set
of hints. => You have 1 groups of check boxes and 0 groups of menus and 1
input fields in screen: 1-1-4-Group

7. Groups of menus:
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•

For each menu, you have to specify the name of the group that the menu belongs to, the
name of the menu, the list of the choices that will appear in the menu, whether the
selected choice will be removed from the menu when the answer is right, and whether
the picture for the selected choice will be removed when the answer is right.

•

You also have to set up for answers.

•

The format to give information to a menu is:
menG_name(men_ name, list_choices, remove_choice, remove~icture)
o

menG_name: the name of the group that the menu belongs to.

o

men_name: the name of the menu in the group.

o

list_choices: a list of choices that will appear in the menu by separating a
choice with a I.

o

deleted_choice: true if you want to remove the selected choice from the menu
when the answer is right.

o

remove~icture:

true if you want to remove the picture for the selected choice,

if exists, when the answer is right.
•

The format to set up answers is:
menG_menuG( answer, list_answer~atterns)
o

menG_name: the name of the group.

o

list_answer~atterns: a list of answer patterns, which are choices concatenated
with +s, and each pattern is separated by a I.

•

The following is an example to set information to a menu:
menG_menuG(men_menul, this chair I this snowman I this vase I gasoline I crystal
I snow I wood I petroleum, true, true)

menG_menuG(men_menu2, was used to create, false, false)
menG_menuG(men_menu3, this chair I this snowman I this vase I gasoline I crystal
I snow I wood I petroleum, true, true)

•

The following is an example to set answers:
menG_menuG(answer, wood

+was used to create+ this chair I snow + was used

to create+ this snowman I crystal + was used to create + this vase I petroleum + was
used to create + gasoline)
•

You cannot have more than one menG_menuG(answer, xxx) in a screen.
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•

If you put more than one space between words, that is ok. E.g. a candy = a

candy.

You can have as many spaces as you want before and after a +. No space is ok too.
chair+is = chair + is.
•

With a Submit button, a group of menus cannot coexist with another group of menus, a
group of check boxes or an input field.

•

With hint( ... )s, a group of menus cannot coexist with a group of check boxes, another
group of menus or an input field.

•

Without a Submit button or a set of hint( ... )s, if a group of menus coexists with another
group of menus, the later group will not be shown. <future: both should be shown>

•

You do not have to use a group of menus for a question. You can use it to list things.
F or this purpose, you should not have a Submit button or hint ( ... )s in this screen.

•

When the student comes back to the same menu question, only the choices and pictures
left out will be displayed. In other words, the choices and pictures that were used for the
correct answers will not displayed.

•

Menu choices and pictures will be flushed when a different menu question is displayed;
when a screen with a menu question is displayed and the screen with a menu question
displayed right before this one was the same screen, the menu choices won't be flushed.
<future: There must be a way to reset menus and pictures in the input file manually>

•

Errors:
o

If you specify a check box name that does not exist in the group, an error
message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 63: the menu name,

men_ menu2x, does not exist. => menu group: menG_menuG, screen: 1-2-4Group
o

If you have more than one menG_menuG(answer, xxx) in a screen, an error
message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 12: You cannot have

more than one answer for a menu group => in screen name: 1-2-4-Group.
o

If you do not have a menG_menuG(answer, xxx), an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation:

13: You have to have an answer for a

menu group => in screen name: 1-2-4-Group.
o

If you have a Submit button, a group of menus, and at least one of the
following: another group of menus, a group of check boxes or an input field, an
error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 18: You cannot
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have more than one group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a
submit button. => You have 1 groups of check boxes and 1 groups of menus
and 0 input fields in screen: 1-2-4-Group
o

If you have hint( ... )s, a group of menus, and at least one of the following:
another group of menus, a group of check boxes or an input field, an error
message will be given: *********** Wrong notation: 25: You cannot have
more than one group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a set of
hints. => You have 0 groups of check boxes and 1 groups of menus and 1 input
fields in screen: 1-2-4-Group

8. Input fields:
•

Specify whether an input text will be treated case sensitive or not, whether any
punctuation will be ignored, and a lit of answers.

•

The format to give information to an input field is:
input_name( case_sensitivity, ignore-punctuation, list_answers)
o

case_sensitivity: whether an input text will be treaded case sensitive or not. yes
for case sensitive.

o

Punctuation: whether any punctuations will be ignored. If you say yes, '.', ',', '?',

'1', ':', and ';' will be ignored.
o
•

list_answers: a list of answers. Each answer is separated by a I.

The following are examples:
input_userAnswer(no, yes, This is an answerl These are answers)
input_userAnswer(no, yes, yes/no)

•

If you say no to case sensitivity, all letters of the student's input are converted to lower
cases before the input is compared with the answer.

•

The student can put as many white spaces as they want between words in the input.

•

The student cannot use a * as anything in the meaning in the student's answer.

•

With a Submit button, an input field cannot coexist with a group of menus, a group of
check boxes or another input field.

•

Errors:
o

If you have a Submit button, an input field, and at least one of the following; a
group of menus, a group of check boxes or another input field, an error message
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will be given:*********** Wrong notation: 18: You cannot have more than
one group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a submit button. =>
You have 0 groups of check boxes and 0 groups of menus and 2 input fields in
screen: 4-1-1
o

If you have hint( ... )s, an input field, and at least one of the following; a group
of menus, a group of check boxes or another input field, an error message will
be given: *********** Wrong notation: 25: You cannot have more than one
group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a set of hints. => You
have 1 groups of check boxes and 0 groups of menus and 2 input fields in
screen: 4-1-1

o

When you use more than one input field without a Submit or a set of hints, all
of them will be shown.

o

When you try to use something other than yes or no, the error message will be
shown*********** Wrong notation: 35: xno is invalid. Choices are yes or no
=> in inputyesNo(xno, yes, yes/no), screen: 3-1-2. *********** Wrong
notation: 35: yesx is invalid. Choices are yes or no => in inputyesNo(no,
yesx, yes/no), screen: 3-1-2

8.2.2.3.2 Tools

The following tools do not need to be declared in the declaration section.

9. Hints:
•

A hint_setup( ... ) is used to specify a number of mistakes the student is allowed to make
and a place that will display a hint. A hint( ... ) is used to specify an answer pattern and
hints for the answer pattern.

•

A hint_seup( ... ) has to coexists with one of the following; a group of check boxes or
menus or an input field .

•:. hint_setup( ... )
~

Give a hint only when a's answer is wrong.
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•

In a hint_seup( ... ), specify a number of mistakes the student is allowed to make
for the question and the name of an item that will display a hint. When the
student runs out oftries, the screen for a wrong answer specified in the Submit
button will be shown after the appropriate hint for it is displayed.

•

The format to specify a number of mistakes the student can make for the
question and a place that a hint will be displayed is:
hint_setup(num_tries, place_ diplayed)
o

num tries: The number of mistakes the student is allowed to make for
the question or each sentence if the question is a menu question. When
the same screen is shown again after other screens are shown, the
student will have up to num_tries tries again.

o

place_ diplayed: the item name in which a hint will be displayed when
the student's answer is wrong.

•

The following is an example:
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)

~

Give a hint when the student's answer is both right and wrong.
•

In a hint_seup( ... ), specify a number of mistakes the student can make for the
question, the name of an item that will display a confirmation message when
the answer is right, and the name of an item that will display a hint when the
answer is wrong.

•

The format to set the above information to a hint_setup( ... ) is:
hint_setup(num_tries, place_ diplayedJight, place_ diplayed_wrong)
o

num tries: The number of mistakes the student can make for the
question for each round.

o

place_diplayedJight: the item name in which a confirmation message
will be displayed when the student's answer is right.

o

place_ diplayed_wrong: the item name in which a hint will be displayed
when the student's answer is wrong.

•

The following is an example:
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
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·:. hint( ... )
•

In a hint( ... ), specify an answer pattern and hints for the answer pattern.

•

The format to give information to a hint( ... ) is:
hint( answer-pattern: hints)
o

answer-pattern:
~

Check box and Menu
o

Use + to concatinate choices.

o

AlBICI ... means if one of the choices/check box is chosen.

o

* means any choice/check box.

o

For example, ifthe answer pattern is A + B/C + DIEIF, A + B + D,
A + B + E, A + B + F, A + C + D, A + C + E, and A + C + F can
fall in this pattern.

o

For a menu question, you have to specify choices for each menu
and concatenate them with +s in the order of the menus you
specified for the group in the declaration section. E.g. Choices in
Menu! + choices in menu2 + choices in menu3.

o

For a check box question, an answer pattern is a list ofthe labels of
the check boxes, and each label is concatenated with a +. The order
of the list does not matter.

o

The answer to the question might fall in one of the answer patterns.
The answer is checked with the right answer first, so the hint for
that answer pattern will not be shown.

~

Input field
o

answer patterns separated by Is.

o

A * can be replaced with zero, one, or multiple of any words.
(answer* is considered as one word. It is different than answer *
which means answer followed by anything.

o

hints:
o A list of hint or confirmation messages. Each message is separated by a

I.
o A message cannot contain a I or a : as a part of the message text.
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o When the student answers a question incorrectly, a pop-up window
comes up and shows the message specified at the appropriate position;
for the first mistake, the first message will be given, and for the second
mistake, the second message will be given, and so on. If the number of
mistakes that the student has made exceeds the number of messages,
the last message will be given. If the answer pattern is not specified by
a hint( ... ), "a hint is not available" will be displayed in the pop-up
window. If you have more than one confirmation message for the
correct answer, the ones other than the first one will not be used since
the student will be shown the first confirmation message right after
answering the question correctly and moved to a new screen.
o

A hint won't be wrapped automatically. You have to use a I where you
want it to be wrapped if the hint is too long to fit in one line.

•

The order of hints matters. If an answer falls into more than one pattern, the first
pattern will be used for it. For example, if you have A + Band * + * patterns in this
order, and the student's answer is A + B, the hint for the pattern that appears first,
which is A + B, will be shown even though A + B matches * + *.

•

The following are examples:
~

A group of check boxes
hint(New York / Boston + LA / San Diego: Cannot be a city on the
east coast and a city on the west coast.)
hint(*+*: cannot be two choices. / I said cannot be two choices.)

~

marked exactly two check boxes.

(If the student marks Boston and LA, this pattern actually matches both
the first and second hint patterns. The first hint "Cannot be a city on the
east coast and a city on the west coast." will be given.)
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~

A group of menus (Assume that there are three menus):
hint(New York / Boston / Orland + * + San Diego / LA / SF: cannot be
both cities on the east coast and the west coast. / Again, cannot be both
cities on the east coast and the west coast. / I said, cannot be both cities
on the east coast and the west coast.)
hint(* + * + * : Check your answer.)

~

When any choice of each menu

was chosen.

~

An input field
hint(* This * is * an answer * / These are answers *: excesive 1 /
excesive 2)
hint(This is answer / These are answer: Almost / hint 2)
hint(*: try again)

•

~

for any other answers

For place_diplayed, place_diplayedJight, and place_diplayed_wrong, for now, only a
pop-up window can be used to display a hint. <future: a message area should be able to
be used to show a hint as well.>

•

If you have answer patterns that contain choices only from the first menu (even if there
are more than one menu) and the student's choice for the first menu is one of the listed
choices, the answer will fall into this category (the student's choices for the rest of the
menus does not matter).

•

You cannot have more than one hint_setup( ... ) in a screen.

•

If you have at least one hint( ... ), you must have a hint_seup( ... ) in the screen.

•

If you have a hint_setup( ... ) but do not have hint( ... )s, it is ok. That means that the
student will be given "a hint is not available" every time.

•

If there is no hint_setup( ... ) and hint( ... ), the student will not see a hint for the wrong
answer or a confirmation message for the right answer but will be moved to the next
screen depending on the specifications in the Submit button.

•

You cannot have more than one set ofhint_setup( ... ) and hint( ... )s. When you have a
set in one screen which has a show( ... ) that includes another set, an error message will
be given.

•

Errors:
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o

If you have hintOs but do not have a hint_setup( ... ), an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation 11: You have to have a hint_setupO => in

screen name: 1-1-4-Group.
o

When you have hint( ... )s but do not have a group of check boxes or menus or
an input field, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation:

24: You have to have a group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a
set of hints in screen: 1-1-4-Group.
o

If you have more than one hint_setup( ... ) in a screen, an error message will be

given:

*********** Wrong notation: 10: You cannot have more than one

hint_setup => in screen name: 2-1-1.
o

If you have a set in one screen which has a show( ... ) that includes another set,
an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 23: You cannot

have more than one group of hints => in screen: 1-4-2.
o

If you try to show a hint on an item other than a pop-window, an error message
will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 34: The item: inputyesNo is

illegal. You have to use a pop_window to diplay hints. => in hint_setup, screen
name: 1-2-4-Group

10. Count
•

A count( ... ) is used to create counters to hold a number of correct answers and a
number of wrong answers to the question in a screen.

•

The format to declare a counter that will hold a number of correct or wrong answers.
count( right_answers, wrong_answers)
o

right_answers: the name of the counter that will hold the number of right
answers.

o

wrong_answers: the name of the counter that will hold the number of wrong
answers.

•

The following is an example:
count(rSetMeml, wSetMeml)

•

Counter names have to be unique throughout the input file.

•

You cannot have more than one countO in a screen.

•

A count has to coexist with a Submit button (a Submit button coexists with a question).
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•

The counter names cannot be whole numbers (can be float numbers). e.g. 1,50 But
they can include numbers as parts of names. E.g. count(rSetMeml, wSetMeml).

•

For a countO, you have to specify names for both right and wrong even if you do not
need to use one of them. e.g. count(rSetMem2, wSetMem2)

~

Even if do not need to

keep track of the number of right answers, you will have to specify the counter for it.
•

Errors:
o

If a count does not coexist with a Submit button (a Submit button coexists with
a question), an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 64:

You cannot have a countO without a Submit button. => in screen: I-I-I-Group
o

When you try to use a counter name that has been already declared, you will be
given an error message:

*********** Wrong notation: 41: the counter name

2rSetMemi already exists. Use another name. => in screen: 2-1-2. If the
counters for right and wrong are the same, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 42: the counter name for right, rSetMeml,
cannot be the same as the counter name for wrong, rSetMem 1. => in screen: 11-4-Group
o

If a screen has more than one countO in a screen, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 26: You cannot have more than one

countO => in screen: 1-1-4-Group.
o

If you try to use a whole number for a counter name, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 40: the counter name

10 cannot be a

whole number. => screen: 1-2-4-Group

11. Repeat:
•

A repeat( ... ) is used to specify a number of times that the student is allowed to visit a
screen. When the number of times that the student has visited exceeds the specified
times, another screen will be displayed.

•

The format to specify a number of times that the student can visit this screen.
repeat(times_allowed, screen_out)
o

times allowed: the number of times that the student are allowed to visit this
screen. If you specify a non-number, an error message will be given:
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*********** Wrong notation: 53: A number is expected:

Ix => in repeat(1x,

l-l-4-Answer), in 1-1-4-Wrong.
o
•

screen_out: the screen to go when the student runs out of times.

The following is an example:
repeat(2,1-1-4-Answer)
(The student can come to this screen up to two times. When the student tries to
visit this screen after the second visit, the screen, l-1-4-Answer, will be displayed
instead.)

•

You cannot have more than one repeat in a screen.

•

When the student uses up her tries that is specified in the repeat( ... ), all the choices and
the pictures for the previously used menus will be reset (removed).

•

Errors:
o

If you have more than one repeat( ... ) in a screen, an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation:

14: You cannot have more than one

repeatO => in screen name: 1-1-4-Wrong.
o

If the screen name specified does not exist, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 65: the screen name l-1-6-Answerxx does not
exist => in repeatO, screen name: 1-1-6-Wrong

12. Hide
•

A hide( ... ) is used to specify which buttons to hide when a certain condition is true.

•

The format to specify which buttons to be hid when a certain condition is true is:
hide( comparison, list_buttons_to_be_hid)
o

comparison
o

Only + is available for calculations. <future: add more operators>

o

=, >, <, >=, and <= are available for comparisons.

o

You can use counters or whole numbers. The counters have to be declared
using count( ... ).

o

buttons to be hid
o

a list of buttons to be hid in case the comparison is true, separated each by a
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o

Buttons to be hid have to exist in the same screen. If not, an error message
will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 33: The button to be hid,

btn_Finishx, does not exist in the same screen. => in screen: l-SummaryScore
• The following is an example:
Assume that we need to set the cut off to be at least 75% correct for the track, and
the student made 10 tries and made 7 correct 3 incorrect answers. She should have
made more than 7.5 correct answers to pass this track. In this case, she did not pass
this track.

hide(wSetMeml + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3 >= 8: btn_Next)
hide(wSetMeml + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3 < 8: btn_Finish, btn_End)
•

Errors:
o

If you use something other than a +, an error message will be given:

***********

Wrong notation: 9: You did not specify the counter, wSetMeml - wSetMem2 => in
hide, screen name l-Summary-Score.
o

If you use some operator other than =, >, <, >=, and <=, the error message will be
given. If you use >==:

*********** Wrong notation: *********** Wrong

notation: 9: You did not specify the counter, = 10 => in hide, screen name 1Summary-Score.
o

If you use a counter that was not declared, an error message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 9: You did not specify the counter, wSetMem3x =>
in hide, screen name I-Summary-Score.
o

If you do not have a right hand side (there is no =, >, <, >=, or <=), an error
message will be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 32: You have to have a>, <,

>=, <=, or =. => in string: wSetMeml + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3 + wMat + we on

+ wFun + 10, screen: I-Summary-Score
13. Reset:
•

A reset( ... ) is used to reset counters to zero.

•

The format to reset counters to zero is:
reset(list_counters_to_beJeset)
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o
•

list_counters_to_beJeset: a list of counters to be reset separated each by a ,

The following is an example:
reset(rSetMeml, rSetMem2, rSetMem3wSetMeml, wSetMem2, wSetMem3)

•

Error:
o

If a counter does not exist, an error message will be given:

***********

Wrong notation: 44: the counter name, rSetMemlx, has not been declared using
countO. => in screen: I-End

14. Show:
•

A show( ... ) is used to show all the items set in another group.

•

The format to show a set of all items in another screen is:
show(screen_name)
o

•

screen name: the name of the screen

The following is an example:
show(I-4-3-Group)

•

Error:
o

If the screen name does not exist, an error message will be given:

***********

Wrong notation: 7: the screen name I-I-I-Groupx does not exist => in showO,
screen name: 1-1-1

8.2.2.3.3 Tools for Track 2

•

The following tools are not generic. They are created just for the track 2 of our
program.

•

For Track 2, we could not analyze the student's answers using the set of rules. We
created the following two tools especially for this purpose.

15. Save:
•

save(name) saves the student's final answer to a question (the answer that the student
input right before a next screen is shown) to the name. You can pass save names to
new Word (see the following). For now it works for input-field answers not for check or
menu answers. <future>
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•

The format to save an answer is:
save(name)
o

•

name: the name that will hold the answer.

The following is an example:
save( material)

•

A saveO has to exist with an input field.

•

Names have to be unique across the program.

•

You cannot have more than one saveO in each screen.

• Errors:
o

If you try to use a save name that has not been declared, an error message will
be given:

*********** Wrong notation: 45: the save name, materialx, has not

been declared using saveO. => in screen: 3-1-8
o

A saveO has to exist with an input field. Otherwise an error message will be
given:

*********** Wrong notation: 16: You cannot have a saveO without an

input field => in screen name: 1-4-3-Answer.
o

Names have to be unique across the program.

*********** Wrong notation:

43: the save name, material, already exists. => in screen: 3-1-3.
o

You cannot have more than one saveO in each screen.

*********** Wrong

notation: 15: You cannot have more than one saveO => in screen name: 3-1-3.

16. prog->newWord:
•

pass the control to the program with giving student's answers.

•

The program will analyze the answers, give a hint for the wrong answer or a
confirmation message for the right answer, and decide where to go next.

•

The following is an example:
prog->newWord(material, function, concept, set, member, countable)

•

For now, within 0 we can put save names. It should be possible to make it work with
counters too. <future>

8.3 How the program works

The program was compiled in Java 2 SDK 1.4.0_01. The source code ofthe program is in
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Appendix C.

8.3.1 How the input file is processed by the program

The following describes how the input file is processed by the authoring tool program.

• The program does the following, 1 through 3, for each line in the declaration section.

1. The program reads a line from the input file.
2. The program checks for syntax errors, such as an invalid number of attributes, an
invalid item name, a duplicate item name, etc.
3. If the item has no error, the program creates an object for the item and puts it in
the items vector which holds all the items used in the specification section.

• The program reads the first line in the specification section and saves the name of the first
screen.

• The program does the following, 1 through 4, for each line in the specification section.
1. The program reads a line from the input file.
a. If the line is a screen (a group of items or tools) name, the program
creates a linked list, places the screen name at the first slot of the linked
list, and puts the linked list into the screens vector. The program makes
sure the screen name has not been used before, reads the next line, and
starts again at 1.
b. If the line is not a screen (group) name, the line is a specification for an
item or tool. The next step is 2.
2. The program checks for syntax errors, such as an invalid number of attributes, a
non-declared item name in the declaration section, etc.
3. The program creates an object for the item or tool (the object for the item also
keeps the information about which item in the items vector this item is) and puts
it in the linked list for the current screen.
4. If this line is the last one in the current screen (group), the program checks for
validity of all the items, such as the number of Submit buttons, Continue
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buttons, etc.

• After placing all information about the screens, the program does the following.
1. Check for syntax errors, such as a non-existing screen name specified for a
button item, a non-existing counter name specified for a hide tool, etc.

• Finally the program is ready to display the first screen. The program looks for the linked
list whose first slot contains the same name as the first screen name. When the program
finds the linked list, it displays all the items in the linked list.

• When a button is clicked, the program retrieves the next screen name specified by the
button item, looks for the linked list whose first slot contains the screen name, and
displays all the items in that linked list. When the student runs out of tries for a question
or runs out of visits for a screen, the program retrieves the screen name specified by the
Submit button item or repeat tool and displays all the items in the linked list whose first
slot contains the screen name.

Figure 8.1 shows the main data structure used by the program.
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-input.txt
---------- declaration ---------msg_one(370, 50, 310,275, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain)
btn_next(Submit, 370,440,80,25, light_gray, black, 16+timesJoman+bold)

---------- specification ---------<Scrl>
msg_one(Hello, world!)
btn_next(Scr2)
<Scr2>

items

msg_one

btn next

x,y: (370, 50)

label: Submit

width: 310

pc,y: (370, 50)

height: 275

width: 80

backColor: white

height: 25

textColor: black

btnColor: light gray

font: 16,

labelColor: black

times roman, bold font: 16,

.

times roman, bold

T
screens

Scrl

...

msg_one
my object for the
environment

•

Scr2

An object for
an item or
tool

text: Hello,world

~

btn next

~

•

my object for the
environment
next: Scr2

Figure 8.1. The data structure used by the program.

I
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8.3.2 How the program analyzes the student's answer

The following describes how the program analyzes the student's answer for a check-box
question:

1. The object for the group of check-boxes item for the question contains the correct
answer to the question, i.e. for each check box, whether it should be checked or not
for the correct answer.
2. The program retrieves the student's answer, i.e. the state (checked or not checked)
of each check box.
3. The program compares the state of each check box of the student's answer with the
correct answer.
a.

If they match, the program repeats 3 for the rest of the check boxes. If the
states of all the check boxes match the correct answer, the student's answer
is right. The program shows the new screen specified by the Submit button
item.

b. If they do not match, the student's answer is not right. The states of all the
check boxes of the student's answer are used to select the appropriate hint.
The student needs to try the same question up to a certain number of times
that is specified by the hint tool, or the student does not have another
chance if there is no hint tool. When the student runs of tries, the program
shows the new screen specified by the Submit button item.

The following describes how the program analyzes the student's answer for a menu
question:

1. The object for the group of menus item for the question contains the correct answer
strings that the student needs to create.
2.

The program retrieves the student's answer string, i.e. the selected choices of each
menu concatenated in the order.

3. The program checks to see if any of the correct answer strings that the student has
not made yet matches the student's answer string.
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a.

If the matching correct answer string is found, the student's answer is right.
If the student has made all the sentences specified in the correct answer
strings, the program shows the new screen specified by the Submit button
item.

c.

If the matching correct answer string is not found, the student's answer
string is not right. The student's answer string is used to select the
appropriate hint. The student needs to try the same question up to a certain
number of times that is specified by the hint tool, or the student does not
have another chance if there is no hint tool. When the student runs of tries,
the program shows the new screen specified by the Submit button item.

The following describes how the program analyzes the student's answer for an input field
question:

1. The object for the input field item for the question contains the correct answer
pattern strings.
2.

The program retrieves the student's answer string.

3.

The program checks to see if any of the correct answer pattern strings matches the
student's answer string.
a.

If the matching correct answer string is found, the student's answer is right.
The program shows the new screen specified by the Submit button item.

b.

If the matching correct answer string is not found, the student's answer
string is not right. The student's answer string is used to select the
appropriate hint. The student needs to try the same question up to a certain
number of times that is specified by the hint tool, or the student does not
have another chance if there is no hint tool. When the student runs of tries,
the program shows the new screen specified by the Submit button item.

8.4 Error messages

Look for the error number that you have received and, for detailed information, go
to the section that is specified within the <>. The format is: <section, where in the
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section> or <section> if there is no need to specify where in the section. (declaration means
the declarations of frame and items environments section. specification means the
specifications of lessons.)

1: You have to have frameO for the first statement in the declaration section. <declaration,

O. Frame>

2: This line does not start with a right notation; -, frame, msg-, pic_, lbl_, rec-, btn_,
chkG-, menG-, input-, pop-, or first. => <choose_track>. <specification, O. First>

3: You have to have first( first screen name) for the first statement in the specification
section. <specification, O. First>

4: You have to have <screen name> for the second statement in the specification section.
<specification, Specify each group/screen>

5: the screen name 1-1-2x does not exist => in the button: btn_Next, the screen name: 1-1-1.
<specification, 5. Buttons>

6: the screen name choose_trackx does not exist => in firstO. <specification, O. First>

7: the screen name I-1-1-Groupx does not exist => in showO, screen name: 1-1-1.
<specification, 14. Show>

8: You did not specify the counter, rSetMem2x => in message area: msg_messageScore,
screen name I-Summary-Score. <specification, 1. Message areas>

9: You did not specify the counter, wSetMeml - wSetMem2 => in hide, screen name 1Summary-Score. <specification, 12. Hide>

10: You cannot have more than one hint_setup => in screen name: 2-1-1. <specification, 9.
Hints>
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11: You have to have a hint_setupO => in screen name: 1-1-4-Group. <specification, 9.
Hints>

12: You cannot have more than one answer for a menu group => in screen name: 1-2-4Group. <specification, 7. Groups of menus>

13: You have to have an answer for a menu group => in screen name: 1-2-4-Group.
<specification, 7. Groups of menus>

14: You cannot have more than one repeatO => in screen name: 1-1-4-Wrong.
<specification, 11. Repeat>

15: You cannot have more than one saveO => in screen name: 3-1-3. <specification, 15.
Save>

16: You cannot have a saveO without an input field => in screen name: 1-4-3-Answer.
<specification, 15. Save>

17: You cannot have more than one submit button => in screen: 1-1-4. <specification, 5.
Buttons>

18: You cannot have more than one group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a
submit button. => You have 1 groups of check boxes and 0 groups of menus and 1 input
fields in screen: 1-1-4-Group. <specification, 6. Groups of check boxes> <specification,
7. Groups of menus> <specification, 8. Input fields>

19: You cannot have a Submit button without a group of check boxes or menus or an input
field. => in screen: 1-1-3. <specification, 5. Buttons>

20: You cannot have more than one Continue button => in screen: 1-1-3-Group.
<specification, 5. Buttons>
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21: You have a ++ in a message area. You have to have a continue button. => in screen: II-I-Group. <specification, 1. Message areas> <specification, 5. Buttons>

22: You cannot have a Continue button without a ++ in a message area => in screen: 3-1-1.
<specification, 5. Buttons>

23: You cannot have more than one group of hints => in screen: 1-4-2. <specification, 9.
Hints>

24 : You have to have a group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a set of hints
in screen: 1-I-4-Group. <specification, 9. Hints>

25: You cannot have more than one group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a
set of hints. => You have 1 groups of check boxes and 0 groups of menus and 1 input fields
in screen: 1-I-4-Group. <specification, 6. Groups of check boxes> <specification,7.
Groups of menus> <specification, 8. Input fields>

26: You cannot have more than one countO => in screen: 1-1-4-Group. <specification, 10.
Count>

27: (is missing => in: msg_message370, 50, 310, 275, white, black,
16+timesJoman+plain). <Rules for both the declaration and specification sections>

28: ) is missing => in: msg_message(370, 50, 310, 275, white, black,
16+timesJoman+plain. <Rules for both the declaration and specification sections>

29: No matching <I>. You have to have a matching </> for each <x>. <x> ... </> is valid. =>
in screen: l-I-I-Group
message: msg_message(The circle named "Appliances" ..... ++ We can do the same for the
other circles and call them <B>"Vacuum setlsubset"</> and <B>"Stove
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set/subset."++IIPlease note that a set contains its members.). <specification, 1. Message
areas>

30: Nested <x>s. <x> <x> </> <I> is not allowed. You have to have a matching </> for
each <x> right after <x>. => in screen: 1-1-I-Group
message: msg_message(The circle named "Appliances" ... We can do the same for the
other circles and call them <B>"Vacuum set/subset" and <B>" Stove
set/subset."</>++IIPlease note that a set contains its members.). <specification, 1. Message
areas>

31: You can not have a ++ between a pair of <x> and </>. => in screen: I-I-I-Group
message: msg_message(The circle named "Appliances" ... Therefore we can call it
<B>"Appliance ++ set."</> ++IIThe circle named "Microwaves" contain). <specification,
1. Message areas>

32: You have to have a>, <, >=, <=, or =. => in string: wSetMeml + wSetMem2 +
wSetMem3 + wMat + wCon + wFun + 10, screen: I-Summary-Score. <specification. 12.
Hide>

33: The button to be hid, btn_Finishx, does not exist in the same screen. => in screen: 1Summary-Score. <specification. 12. Hide>

34: The item: input""'yesNo is illegal. You have to use a pop_window to diplay hints. => in
hint_setup, screen name: 1-2-4-Group. < specification, 9. Hints>

35: xno is invalid. Choices are yes or no => in input""'yesNo(xno, yes, yes/no), screen: 3-12. <specification, 8. Input fields>

36: the item name 3-1-wrong> does not exist. => screen: 3-1-2. <specification, Specify
each group/screen>

37: > is missing => in: <1-1-I-Group. <specification, Specify each group/screen>
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38: There is no screen name => in: < >. <specification, Specify each group/screen>

39: the screen name, 3-1-wrong, is used for another screen already. Use another name. => in
<3-1-wrong>. <specification, Specify each group/screen>

40: the counter name 10 cannot be a whole number. => screen: 1-2-4-Group.
<specification, 10. Count>

41: the counter name 2rSetMem1 already exists. Use another name. => in screen: 2-1-2.
<specification, 10. Count>

42: the counter name for right, rSetMem1, cannot be the same as the counter name for
wrong, rSetMeml. => in screen: 1-1-4-Group. < specification, 10. Count>

43: the save name, material, already exists. => in screen: 3-1-3. <specification, 15. Save>

44: the counter name, rSetMem1x, has not been declared using countO. => in screen: lEnd. <specification, 13. Reset>

45: the save name, materialx, has not been declared using saveO. => in screen: 3-1-8.
<specification, 15. Save>

46: btn_Continue_10 does not take attributes, so you cannot have O. => in screen: 1-1-1Group. <specification, General information>

47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: frame(700, , white, yes), in: the declaration section.
<Rules for both the declaration and specification sections>

48: Wrong number of attributes. => in: frame(700, white, yes), in: the declaration section.
<Rules for both the declaration and specification sections>
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49: No item name => in: (700, 500, white, yes), in: 1-1-1-Group. <Rules for both the
declaration and specification sections>

50: Wrong Color: whitex => in msg_wrong(50, 150,600,200, whitex, black,
16+timesJoman+plain) . <declaration, General information>

51: Wrong Font: timesJomanx => in msg_wrong(50, 150,600,200, white, black,
16+timesJomanx+plain). <declaration, General information>

52: Wrong Style: plainx => in msg_wrong(50, 150, 600, 200, white, black,
16+timesJoman+plainx). <declaration, General information>

53: A number is expected: Ix => in repeat(1x, 1-1-4-Answer), in 1-1-4-Wrong.
<specification, 11. Repeat> <Rules for both the declaration and specification sections>
<declaration, General information>

54: A number has to be
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or greater: -1 => in msg_wrong(50, -1, 600, 200, white, black,

16+timesJoman+plain), in the declaration section. <declaration, General information>

55: the item name, msg_wrong, is used for another item already. Use another name. => in:
msg_wrong(50, 150,600,200, white, black, 16+timesJoman+plain) <Declare items'
environments>

56: The fourth argument for frameO has to be a yes or a no. => in frame(700, 500, white,
yesx). <declaration, O. Frame>

57: = is missing. group = check box or menu 1 & check box or menu2 & ... is the format.
=> in chkG_checkG2(2) chk_checkl(300, 300, 280, 20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain) &
chk_check2(300, 340, 280, 20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain). <specification, 6. Groups
of check boxes> <specification, 7. Groups of menus>

58: There has to be at least one chk_ or men_ after a =. => in menG_menuGDesc(4) =
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<specification, 6. Groups of check boxes> <specification, 7. Groups of menus>

59: No need to have the last & => in: chkG_checkG2(2) = chk_checkl(300, 300, 280, 20,
black, 14+timesJoman+plain) & chk_check2(300, 340, 280, 20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) &. <specification, 6. Groups of check boxes> <specification, 7.
Groups of menus>

60: The number of check boxes or menus is supposed to be 4, but you have set up for 3
check boxes or menus. => in menG_menuGDesc(4) = men_menul(50, 410, 100,20, black,
14+timesJoman+plain) & men_menu2(330, 410, 100,20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain)
& men_menu3(500, 410, 100,20, black, 14+timesJoman+plain). <specification, 6.

Groups of check boxes> <specification, 7. Groups of menus>

61: true or false is expected: falsex => in chkG_ checkG(chk_ check 1, Instrument subset,
falsex, false), in 1-1-4-Group. <specification, 6. Groups of check boxes>

62: the check box name, chk_check2x, does not exist. => check group: chkG_checkG,
screen: 1-1-4-Group. <specification, 6. Groups of check boxes>

63: the menu name, men_menu2x, does not exist. => menu group: menG_menuG, screen:
1-2-4-Group. <specification, 7. Groups of menus>

64: You cannot have a countO without a Submit button. => in screen: I-I-I-Group.
<specification, 10. Count>

65: the screen name 1-1-6-Answerxx does not exist => in repeatO, screen name: 1-1-6Wrong. <specification, 11. Repeat>
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Chapter 9: Formative Evaluation Results
9.1 The description of the evaluation
We conducted a pilot study to assess students' reactions to DeCEN's instructional
design and the user interface features. The feedback received from the students will be used
to revise and refine system.
Six students, who are either students enrolled in regular college courses at CSUSM
or graduated from CSUSM, volunteered to participate in the pilot study. Three had also
participated in the questionnaire study described earlier in Chapter 4. Two are graduate
students, and three are senior students, and one graduated from graduate school recently.
All of them are computer science majors and have been living in the United States for
longer than a year, with an average stay of a little over five years. We wanted to test the
system with more students; however, given the time limitation of this project, we were able
to find only six volunteers.
The students were asked to use the system on their own, to learn our model, and go
through all the exercises preferably until they mastered the material covered by the DeCEN
system. As they went through the system, they were asked to fill out the questionnaire (see
Appendix D: questionnaire) provided to them. On the questionnaires, they did not provide
their names to avoid any possible personal influence between the students and the authors.
All the students passed all the three tracks. They spent from 45 minutes to 2 hours. The
average time that they spent on the program was one hour and 20 minutes.

9.2 Evaluation results
Here are tables that summarize the results of the rating questions.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Question

Scale

You find the English countability
system to be difficult.
When you listen to a native
speaker of English, do you pay
close attention to countability?

Strongly
agree = 10
Very close
attention = 10

Ave
rage
6.67

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2.33

1

1
1 4

1 3

1
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Table 9.1. Background Information

PROGRAM SURVEY
BACKGROUND
Question
I enjoy using computer technology.
I enjoy learning about the English countability
system.
I believe computer technology is useful for
learning English.

Scale
5 = strongly agree
5 = strongly agree

Average
5.00
3.83

5 = strongly agree

4.17

1 2 3 4 5
6
1 2
3

2

1 3

Table 9.2. Program survey: Background
PEDAGOGY
TRACK 1: LEARN THE MODEL
Question

Explanations of the model:
Overall how easy was it to
understand the explanations ofthe
model?
How useful and helpful were the
explanations?
Diawam su~~estions:
How effectively did each diagram
remind you of the relationship it
stands for?
SetlMember: a circle (set) that
contains individual
items.{members).
Material: An arrow from a
material to a product.
Concept: A cup filled with
different sets of items.
Function: An arrow from sets
of items to a function noun.
Exercise questions:
Overall how easy were the
questions?

Scale

Ave
rage

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

5 = very easy

4.33

1 2 3

5 = very helpful

4.67

2 4

4.5

3 3

4.8

1 4

1

1 3 1

1

No
Answer

5 = reminded me
right away

4
4.67

1 = too easy,
3 = right difficulty,
5 = too hard

3.17

2 4

1 3 2
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Exercise hints:
How easy was it to understand the
hints?
How useful and helpful were the
hints?

5 = very easy

4.33

2

1 2

5 = very helpful

3.75

1 3

2

1

Table 9.3. Program Survey: Pedagogy: Track 1
TRACK 2: Exercise with a new word
Question

Scale

Ave
rage

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Instructionsfor the exercises:
How easy was it to understand the
instructions for the exercises?

5 = very easy

3.67

1

1 = too easy,
3 = right difficulty,
5 = too hard

3.8

5 = very easy

3.4

5 = very helpful

2.75

Exercise questions:
Overall how easy were the
questions?

Exercise hints:
How easy was it to understand the
hints?
How useful and helpful were the
hints?

4

1

2 2

1

1 2

1 1
2

1

1
1

1 1

No
Answer

2

Table 9.4. Program Survey: Pedagogy: Track 2

- TRACK 3: Exercise with known words
Question

Scale

Ave
rage

1 2 3 4 5 N/A

Instructionsfor the exercises:
How easy was it to understand the
instructions for the exercises?

5 = very hard

3.00

2

1 = too easy,
3 = right difficulty,
5 = too hard

2.80

5 = very easy

4.60

5 = very helpful

4.00

Exercise questions:
Overall how easy were the
questions?

Exercise hints:
How easy was it to understand the
hints?
How useful and helpful were the
hints?

1

2

1

1

1 4

2

No
Answer

2 3

1

1 2

1
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Table 9.5. Program Survey: Pedagogy: Track 3

OVERALL
Question

Scale

Please rate the usefulness of the
system. Will you use it to learn
countability?
How useful do you think the program is
for learning the countability system?

Strongly
agree = 10
5 = very
useful

Ave
rage
7.8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4.00

N
/

1 1 1 2

1

2 1 2 NN N N N/
/ / / / A

AA AA

A
Table 9.6. Program Survey: Pedagogy: Overall

USER INTERFACE DESIGNES
Question
Text area:
Did you think seeing different colors in the text
helped you understand better?
Did you think the font in the text area was in a
right size?

Pop-up windows:
Did you like the colors of the text in the pop-up
window?
Did you think the font in the pop up window
was in a right size?

Did you like the location in which the pop-up
window appeared?
In track 3, did you like seeing messages for
your correct answers on pop-up windows?
Buttons:
Did you think the labels on the buttons were
described the situations well?
Did you like the layouts of the buttons?

Text speed:
Did you think the speed improved readability?

Scale

Ave
rage

1 2 3 4 5 No
Answer

5 = better

4.83

1 5

1 = too small,
3 = right size,
5 = too big

3.17

5 1

5 = yes very
much
1 = too small,
3 = right size,
5 = too big
5 =yes very
much
5 = yes very
much

4.33

1 2 3

3.40

4

4.5

1 1 4

4.17

2 1 3

5 = very well

4.5

3 3

5 = very
much

4.67

2 4

5 = very
much

3.2

1 1

2 1 1 1 1
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Layouts:
Overall did you like the layouts of the text
areas, buttons, and pictures?

5 = very
much

4.67

2 4

Table 9.7. User Interface

For rating the usefulness of the system we asked whether the students would use the
system to learn countability, with 10 being strongly agreeable. The ratings were two lOs,
one 9, one 8, one 7, and one 3. As for the student who rated it to be 3, the question that she
had answered before she used the system indicated that she had been skeptical about
learning the English countability system using computers, while the others had believed in
it. All but the same student said a combination of the traditional lecture and DeCEN would
be most effective. This student indicated that there is no difference between the traditional
lecture approach and our system.
As for the question asking what they learned about countability from the system,
three of the students said that a new way of thinking about countability clarified some
confusions that they had had before, and they learned the following points: if a noun is
countable, it is a set/member noun, and concept and function nouns are not countable
because those nouns do not specify individual objects. The student who rated the usefulness
of the program to be 3 said that she did not learn anything from the system. The other two
students said that they learned something, but they did not specify exactly what they
learned.
When we asked what ways the students think the system helped them learn the
countability system, the student who rated the usefulness of the program to be 3 and another
student said the category names and their diagrams describe the concepts of the categories
well and helped them understand the categories. One of them indicated in one of the
questions that she had answered before she started the system that she did not believe that
there were rules in the English countability systems; however, she said that the system
introduced a clear set of rules for the countability of English nouns. Another student said
that the system clarified something that she had not understood before. One student did not
answer the question.
For the counterpart question which asks what ways they think the system did not
help, the student who rated the program to be 3 and another one said that they understood
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all the explanations, but they were still not sure if it would be this easy to determine
categories for nouns that do not appear in the system. One of the others felt that Track 2
needed more explanations of what the question is asking. The other three said there were no
parts in the system that did not help.
Concerning the best language for the explanations of the model and the
hints/explanations for the questions, two of the students said that they do not want to use
their own languages but want to use English throughout the system. Three of the others said
that they want to see the explanations of the model in English but see the hints/explanations
in their own languages. One student wanted the opposite way; she wants to see the
hints/explanations in English and the explanations of the model in her own language.
For the explanations of the model in Track 1, two of the students said that the
terminology, "set," "member," and "subset" were a little confusing to them. One ofthe two
students suggested that the term "group" might be easier for people who are not good at
science. The rest of the students thought there was no confusion in the explanations of the
model. As for the diagrams that depict all the categories, all but one student rated them to
be 4 or 5 with 5 reminding the students of the situations of the concepts right away. One of
the students rated the diagram for the concept category to be 3 and suggested that contents
(things that a concept noun encompasses) of a container (the concept noun) have pictures as
well. For the exercise questions in Track 1, all of the students indicated that the questions
were clear and adequate in difficulty. All but one student rated the usefulness and how easy
it was to understand the hints to be 4 or 5 with 5 being easy or useful. One student rated the
usefulness of the hints to be 3.
For Track 2, two students said that the question was confusing, and one of the
others said that she did not see the point of doing this exercise. As for the hints, three of
them rated the usefulness of the hints to be 2 or 3 out of 5 with 1 being not useful. One of
the students said that the hint "the pattern is not right" is not very helpful. Another student
suggested that seeing all the questions on one page might help her better understand the
point of the exercise.
Regarding Track 3, all the students indicated that all the questions were clear and
not too difficult or too easy. Four of the students rated how easy it was to understand the
hints and the usefulness of the hints to be 4 or 5 with 5 being easy or useful. Two of the
others rated how easy it was to understand the hints to be 4 or 5 but rated the usefulness of
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the hints to be 3. One of those two students mentioned that some hints, such as "this noun is
not used to describe a functionality here," was not useful because she knew that already
since she had chosen "functionality" and the answer was wrong. Since there are many
questions in this track, one of the students suggested that we need a counter that indicates
how many more questions that students have left. Also, another student suggested that we
need a demonstration of how an exercise works, which is something similar to the
demonstration picture for a menu question we have in the first track.
As for the interface, five of the students rated seeing different colors in text to be 5
with 5 being helpful. The last student rated it to be 4. All of them except one said that the
font in text is in a right size. The one student said that it was a little too big. One of the
students suggested that the pop-up window should be in the center of the screen while the
others said the position of the pop-up window was perfect. Two of the students said that
they think seeing hints in a field on the screen is better while two of the others said that they
like to see hints on pop-up windows and the last two said it does not matter. One of the
students felt that there is no point seeing the confirmation messages for her right answers.
All of the students said that the labels on the buttons describe the situations very well or
well. For the text speed, all of the students said that they used the "show at once" choice.
For the overall layouts of the screens, all of the students rated it to be 4 or 5 with 5 being
great.
We asked the students what were the strengths and weaknesses of this system. The
strengths were clean and simple interfaces, having the speed tool to be able to choose their
choice of speed for displaying text, having nice diagrams which describes the concepts of
the categories, the diagrams making it easier for students to understand the categories, and
providing logical explanations of the ideas behind the English countability system. The
weaknesses were taking time to load the program, not being suitable for novice English
learners, and the system being too long (dividing a track into sub-tracks might help).
One of the students mentioned that the system might be useful for ESL teachers.
She said that ESL teachers often do not have good logical explanations when they teach the
countability system. They can use this model to provide the logical explanations for the
countability system to their students.
We also had approximately ten students who are enrolled in the ESL course at
CSUSM test the system. Those who are in the beginning level seemed like they had a great
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difficulty understanding the explanations of the model. The others who are in the advanced
level told us that they understood the explanations, but it took them a long time to read all
of them. Those in the advanced level also said that those in the beginning level might not
understand English in the descriptions and questionnaire well. As one of the students who is
enrolled in a regular college course mentioned above, this system requires lots of readings;
therefore, it might take hours for beginning ESL students.
As we watched the ESL students, we thought the biggest problem for them was that
although they understood each category, they could not see a big picture of four categories
(the relationships among the four categories). In fact, in Track 2, many of the ESL students
thought they could say that "kazumin" is a material noun and also a function noun.
One of the students who is in the ESL course told us that the model is very good.
She mentioned that she had many categories of non-countable nouns mixed up in her head,
and our four categories made her organize those mixed up non-countable nouns. She also
said that giving a customized hint that suits each incorrect answer is useful.
The authors are pleased to hear that the system could make the students understand
our model. Also, we are happy to see that the diagrams of the categories helped remind the
students of the concepts surrounding these categories. We also learned that our system is
most suitable for students who have attained the intermediate level of English proficiency or
higher. Although the data obtained is from a very limited number of students, we agreed
immediately with some of the feedback we received, and thus we decided to modify the
system.

9.3 How we modified the program

We recognized that Track 2 needs some modifications. On the first screen of the
track where we ask the student to imagine a meaning for "kazumin," we needed to tell the
student why she is doing this exercise, which will help her determine the type of any new
noun she might encounter, and she will learn the relationships among the categories and
their countability. The hints for incorrect answers were modified as well. Originally the
hints were "the pattern is not right" and "check the countability." More customized hints
were provided, such as "Your answer pattern shows that the noun "kazumin" in your usage
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belongs to the functionality category but also belongs to another category. Can a usage ofa
noun be classified as belonging to more than one category?" Also at the end of Track 1, we
decided to remind the student that a usage of a noun can be classified as belonging to only
one of the four categories; if a usage of a noun belongs to the concept category, it cannot be
a set/member noun.

9.4 Future tasks based on the evaluation results
Formative evaluation with more students is required before we can make
conclusions on the following issues:

Regarding the model
- Whether we should keep the terms, "set," "member," and "subset" or change
them to less technical terms, such as "group" and "individual object."

Regarding the pedagogical design of the program
- Whether we should leave the structure of the three tracks the way they are or we
should divide some of the tracks into smaller sub-tracks.
- Whether to use pictures for contents (things that a concept noun encompasses) of
a container (the concept noun). Ifwe cannot use pictures for the contents, we
need to create a better way to show individuals as the contents of the container.
- Whether to have a counter that indicates how many more questions that students
have left.
- For Track 3, whether to include a demonstration of how an exercise works similar
to the demonstration picture for a menu question we have in the first track.
- For Track 2, how to make the students understand the point of doing the exercise.
We also need to investigate whether putting all the questions on one page is better
than putting one question per page.
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Chapter 10: Conclusion and Future Tasks

10.1 Conclusion

Our DeCEN system solved a long-recognized and persuasive problem for ESL students by:
•

Introducing students to our new model to help them organize nouns into four simple
categories.

•

Making it clear that the meanings of nouns in context determine whether they are
countable or not.

•

Using the diagrams of the categories to help remind the students of the concepts
surrounding these categories.

•

Providing ESL teachers a tool to discuss the English countability system clearly
with their students.

•

Continually providing help to students as hints and explanations.

•

Allowing students to proceed at their own paces and with individualized tracks.

The authoring tool of the DeCEN system help designers by:
•

Providing designers a set of the items and tools needed to develop their own
programs without knowledge of computer programming.

•

Proving error messages for designers to help them fix errors in their input files.

No other authoring tool can create, as Java applets, tutoring systems that embody the IrvineGeneva Strategy.

10.2 The tasks for the future

There are three main tasks for the immediate future. First, we need to do a
summative evaluation to conduct an experiment with ESL classes at CSUSM to see if the
DeCEN system helps students understand the countability system better than classroom
instructions. Second, we need to assess the ease of using our authoring tool by having
teachers use our tool to create tutoring systems. This will also help us develop a graphical
user interface to help designers create input files. Third, we need to be able to save
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information about the current session in a database. Currently the program does not record
students' performance. Thus the past performance cannot be used to select hints or the
lesson paths. Also, the students need to finish the track that they are working on before they
end the system. When they come back to the system, they will need to start where the
system told them to continue last time. The system should remember where they should
start off and show that starting screen for them. For this, we are investigating the usefulness
ofRMI (Remote Method Invocation). We will need to make RMI functions on a RMI
server. Our applet can call these functions from a student's machine. Students' records will
be saved in a database or in a simple text file on the server. Below is a brief description of
our plan.

1. Each student has to have a user ID and password. Before she uses the applet,
she will have to input her user ID and password. The applet will call a function
(say, checkUser(userid, passwd)) which will pass the user ID and password to
the RMI server. The RMI server will check the database to see if the
combination of the user ID and password is valid. Ifvalid, the applet will call a
function (say, retreiveTrackO), which will retrieve the track number to start on
from the database. The applet will start on that track.
2.

Our program keeps track of how many correct/incorrect answers the student has
made. Whenever you want to keep the student's record (say, at the end of each
track), the applet can call a function (say, updateRecord(trackNumber,
numCorrect, num Wrong)), which will update the data in the database.

3.

When we need to retrieve student's performance saved in the database, the
applet can call a function (say, retrieveRecord(trackNumber, numCorrect,
num Wrong)), which will retrieve the appropriate data from the database and
send it to the applet.

4.

When the student ends the applet, the applet will call a function (say,
setStartTrack(trackNum)), which will store the information in the database
about where she should start next time.

Another possibility is to use a certificate to achieve the above. We need to investigate which
strategy will work the best for our case.
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As we marked as <future> in the system description in Chapter 7, we will also need
to work on the following issues.
Program bugs to fix:
•

Currently in a message area, when we make a font size bigger, the space between
lines is becomes bigger but letters remain the same size.

•

When multiple message areas are created using ++ and the Continue button is
clicked, it triggers all the message areas. Currently the Continue button will be
shown when the first message area is done showing the message, which is too soon
because the other message areas might be still displaying texts.

•

Currently without a Submit button or a set of hint( ... )s, if a group of check boxes
coexists with another group of check boxes, the later group will not be shown. Both
of them need to be shown.

•

Currently without a Submit button or a set of hint( ... )s, if a group of menus coexists
with another group of menus, the later group will not be shown. Both of them need
to be shown.

Improvements to the system:
•

We want to try to make the program load faster than it does currently.

•

Currently only a pop-up window can be used to display a hint. A message area
should be able to show a hint as well.

•

Currently only + is available for calculations in the hide tool. Add more operators,
such as -, *, and I.

•

It might be better not to assign a label for a button in the declaration section. This

way, all we need to do is to have several buttons in different environments:
different positions, colors, etc. We do not need to have different buttons in the
same environments except the labels. We could have set a label to the button in the
specification section instead.
•

For a menu, the height may get larger or smaller depending on the font size;
therefore, we do not really need to specify the height

•

Currently menu choices and pictures will be flushed only when a different menu
question is displayed; when a screen with a menu question is displayed and the
screen with a menu question displayed right before this one was the same screen,
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the menu choices will not be flushed. There must be a way to reset menus and
pictures in the input file manually.

Finally, many, tutoring systems today use multi-media these days. We need to
investigate a way to incorporate video segments into our authoring tool.
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Appendix A: The Example Program

The example program is a small program that demonstrates how to use all the items and
tools.

Input file
-*****--*** Declarations of frame and items environments ********-*****

-===== Set up the frame =======================================
-- 0. frame
frame(700, SOO, white, yes)

-===== Declare items' environments =====================================
-- 1. message area
msg_message(370, SO, 310, 27S, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)
msg_messageWide(2S, SO, 6S0, 200, white, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
-- 2. picture area
picJ)icture(10, SO, 32S, 32S)
-- 3. labels
IbUitle(white, 20+times_roman+bold, blue, 0, 0, 700, 30)
Ib,-answerHere(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 10,330,300, 2S)
-- 4. rectangle
rec_titleBackground(O, 0, 700, 3S, gray)
-- S. buttons
btn_Submit_1 (Submit, 370,440, 80, 2S, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Continue_1(Continue, 37S, 34S, 120, 2S, light~ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Next(Next >, 3S0, 470, 90, 2S, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Next2(Next >, 3S0, 470, 90, 2S, light~ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Back« Back, 2S0, 470, 90, 2S, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Example(<< Back To Example, 4S0, 470, 200, 2S, light_gray, black,
16+times_roman+bold)
-- 6. A group of check boxes
chkG_checkG(4) = chk_check1(380, 33S, 280, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) &
chk3heck2(380, 360,280,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & chk_check3(380, 38S, 280,
20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & chk_check4(380, 410, 280, 20, black,
14+times_roman+plain)
-- 7. A group of menus
menG_menuG(3) = men_menu1(SO, 410, 1S0, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) &
men_menu2(210, 410, 1S0, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & men_menu3(370, 410,
1S0, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
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-- 8. input field
input_answer(300, 330, 300, 20, white, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
-- 9. Pop windows
pop_Right(Your answer is right., 0,150,700,150, white, blue, 14+times_roman+plain)
pop_Wrong(Your answer is not right., 0, 150, 700, 150, white, red, 14+times_roman+plain)

-*********************** Specifications of lessons ************************

-===== Specify the first screen name =====================================
first(screen_1)
------------------------------------- screen 1 ------------------------------------------<screen_1_group>
-- 3. label
IbUitle(Learn the Material)
-- 2. picture area
pic_picture(appliance1.jpg)
-- 1. message area
msg_message(The circle named I<U>Appliances</>" contains all kinds of appliances. In
other words, the circle represents a set of all appliances. Therefore we can call it
<L>"Appliance set."</> ++IIThe circle named <U>IMicrowaves"</> contains all microwaves.
Therefore we can call it <L>"Microwave set."</»
-- 5. buttons
btn_Continue_1

<screen_1>
-- 14. show
show(screen_1~roup)

-- 5. buttons
btn_Next(screen_2)

<screen_1_review_2>
-- 14. show
show(screen_1_group)
-- 5. button
btn_Next(screen_2)

<screen_1_review_3>
--14. show
show( screen_1_group)
-- 5. button
btn_Next(screen_3)
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---------------------------------------- screen 2 ------------------------------------------<screen_2>
-- 3. label
IbUitle(Check Question)
-- 2. picture area
picJ)icture(music1.jpg)
-- 1. message area
msg_message(Now you try. II <R>What would you call Circle A? IICheck</> <8>all</>
<R>boxes that are applicable. <I»~
-- 6. A group of check boxes
chkG_checkG(chk_check1, Instrument subset, false, false)
chkG_checkG(chk_check2, Instrument set, true, false)
chkG_checkG(chk_check3, A member of the Instrument set, false, false)
chkG_checkG(chk_check4, A member of the Instrument subset, false, false)
-- 9. hints
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(lnstrument subset: What is a subset included by? / There is not another circle that
includes this circle.)
hint(A member of the Instrument subset: What is a member of a subset is an individual
item?)
hint(A member of the Instrument set: A member of a set is an individual item that is within
the set.)
hint(A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument subset: A member of a
set or subset is an individual item that is within the set or subset.)
hint(lnstrument set + Instrument subset: Can one be both a set and subset? / If it were a
subset, there would have to be another circle that includes this circle.)
hint(lnstrument set / Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set / A member of the
Instrument subset: One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(lnstrument set / Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set + A member of
the Instrument subset: One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(lnstrument set + Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set + A member of
the Instrument subset: One cannot be both a set and a member.)
-- 5. button
btn_Submit_1 (screen_3, screen_2_wrong)
-- 10. count
count(rChk, wChk)

<screen_2_wrong>
-- 11. repeat
repeat(2, fail)
-- 1. message area
msg_message(Please review the material again.)
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- 13. reset
reset(rChk, wChk)
-- 5. button
btn_Back(screen_1_review_2)

--------------------------------------- scree n 3 ----------------------------------------------<screen_3>
-- 3. label
IbUitle(Menu Question)
-- 1. message area
msg_messageWide(Now you try this. II<R>Please make one sentence at a time by
choosing choices from the drop down menus below. When you finish making a sentence,
please click the Submit button. <!>IIYou have got:@@)
-- 7. A group of menus
menG_menuG(men_menu1, this chair! this snowman! this vase! gasoline! crystal! snow
! wood! petroleum, true, true)
menG_menuG(men_menu2, was used to create, false, false)
menG_menuG(men_menu3, this chair! this snowman! this vase! gasoline! crystal! snow
! wood! petroleum, true, true)
menG_menuG(answer, wood +was used to create+ this chair! snow + was used to
create+ this snowman! crystal + was used to create + this vase! petroleum + was used to
create + gasoline)
-- 10. count
count(rMenu, wMenu)
-- 9. hints
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(this chair + was used to create + wood: "This chair was used to create wood." means
that a part of wood is this chair.)
hint(this snowman + was used to create + snow: "A snowman was used to create snow."
means that a part of snow is a snowman.)
hint(this vase + was used to create + crystal: "A vase was used to create crystal." means
that a part of crystal is a vase.)
hint(gasoline + was used to create + petroleum: "Gasoline was used to create petroleum."
means that a part of petroleum is gasoline.)
-- 5. buttons
btn_Submit_1 (result, screen_3_wrong)
btn_Example(screen_1_review_3)

<screen_3_wrong>
-- 11. repeat
repeat(3, screen_3_extra)
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-- 1. message area
msg_messageWide(Please review the material again and retry the question.)
-- 13. reset
reset(rMenu, wMenu)
-- 5. button
btn_Back(screen_1_review_3)

<screen_3_extra>
-- 3. label
IbUitle(Menu Question)
-- 1. message area
msg_message(Here are more exercises. II<R>Please make one sentence at a time by
choosing choices from the drop down menus below. When you finish making a sentence,
please click the Submit button.</>IIYou have got:@@)
-- 7. A group of menus
menG_menuG(men_menu1, Books / A desk, true, true)
menG_menuG(men_menu2, is made from / are made from / is made of / are made of,
false, false)
menG_menuG(men_menu3, paper / wood, true, true)
menG_menuG(answer, Books + are made from + paper / A desk + is made of + woord)
-- 10. count
count(rMenuE, wMenuE)
- 9. hints
-hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
-hint(Books + is made from + paper: The verb, is, does not work here.)
-hint(A desk + are made of + woord: The verb, are, does not work here. )
-hint(Books + are made from + wood: The meaning is not right.)
-hint(A desk + is made from + paper: The meaning is not right.)
-- 5. buttons
btn_Submit_1 (result, screen_3_extra_wrong)

<screen_3_extra_wrong>
-- 11. repeat
repeat(1, screen_4)
-- 1. message area
msg_message(Please review the material again and retry the menu questions.)
-- 13. reset
reset(rMenu, wMenu)
-- 5. button
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------------------------------------ screen_4 --------------------------------------------<screen_4>
-- 3. label
IbUitle(lnput Field Question)
-- 1. message area
msg_messageWide(What would you greet to your friends?)

-- 3. label
IbLanswerHere(Type your answer here -»

-- 8. input field
input_answer(no, yes, Hi I Hello I How are you? I What is up?)

-- 9. hints
hint_setup(1, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(Hi I Hello / How are you? / What is up?: Yes. You can say "Hi", "Hello", "How are you?",
and "What is up?".)
hint(* Hi */ * Hello *: Excess. I Make it one work.)
hint(* How * are * you? / * What * is * up?: Check the grammar. / Check the grammer
again.)
hint(*: try again)
-- 5. button
btn_Submit_1 (result, result)
-- 10. count
count(rlnput, wlnput)

---------------------------------------- result ---------------------------------------------<result>
-- 1. message area
msg_messageWide(Your performance has been evaluated. Please click the Next button.)

-- 5. buttons
btn_Next(pass)
btn_Next2(fail)
-- 12. hide
hide(wChk + wMenu + wMenuE + wlnput < 4: btn_Next2)
hide(wChk + wMenu + wMenuE + wlnput >= 4: btn_Next)

------------------------------------- fa iI -----------------------------------------------

l38
<fail>
-- 1. message area
msg_messageWide(Your scores were #rChk + rMenu + rlnput# correct and #WChk+
wMenu + wlnput# incorrect answers.IIYou have been kicked out from the program.)
------------------------------------- pass -------------------------------------------<pass>
- 1. message area
msg_messageWide(Your scores were #rChk + rMenu + rlnput# correct and #WChk+
wMenu + wlnput# incorrect answers. IIYou have passed the material!)
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Html file
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>Learn the Countability of English Nouns<fTlTLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<APPLET CODE=lcountability.class" ARCHIVE=lcountability.jar" WlDTH=700
HEIGHT=525></APPLET>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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Snapshots of the screens
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Figure A.S. screen_3_wrong
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Overall design

Set 0 to #mis
Set 0 to #visit
Set 0 to rChk and wChk
Set 0 to rMenu and wMenu
Set 0 to rMenuE and wMenuE
<screen 1>

[Next>]L4~~-______________________________~
<sclen_2>
[SUbmit]i

r·__~w~r~o~ng~______________-,

I

correct

add 1 to #mis and wChk
add 1 to rChk and set 0 to #visit
.-------------------------------~~. setOto#mis-<screen 3>

<pop_Wrong>

[SUbm;tl~

wrong

,[OK]
r#mis = 3

,I,

add 1 to bmis and wMenu

or

•

set 0 to #mis
Made aU 4
Sentences

Has not made aU
4 sentences yet

~mis = 1
~riIis = 2

<screen_2_wrong>
add 11 to #visit
set 01to rChk and wChk

<result>

wChk + wMenu +
NMenuE + wlnput >= 4

Chk+wMenu+
MenuE + wlnput < 4

I
#visit = 3

set 0 to rMenu and wMenu

<fail>

<pass>

•..J

#visit = 1
or
#visit= 2

,

<fa I>

#visit=4
set 0 to #visit

#visit = 1,2 or 3

---.

<screen_3 _extra>
[Submit]

<Screen 1 review 2>
-,[Next>]

<screen 1 review 3>
correct

wrong

I
add 1 to(MenUE
add I to wMenuE
<screen.3 extra wrong>

T-

-

Made both 2 sentencesl

Has not made
both 2 sentences

add 1 t~ #visit
#visit=2
<screen_4>
~it]

~ight
add 1 to r,nput
<pop_~ight>

,

I

wrong
ad11 to wlnput
<pop_Wrong>

<r!u1t>

I

<result>
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Appendix B: The DeCEN Program
Input File
- _....................... Declarations of screen and items environments ................. ..
-----frame set up
frame(700, 500, white, yes)
--message areas
msg_message(370, 50, 310, 275, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)
msg_messageSum(420, 50, 270, 410, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)
msg_messageScore(150, 50, 3S0, 370, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)
msgJnputExample(3oo, 300,100,31, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)
msg_introMessage(25, 50, 650, 400, white, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
msg_question(50, 50, 600,100, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)
msg_wrong(50, 150,600,200, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)

---picture areas
picJ)icture(15, 50, 325, 325)
picJ)icture1(10, 50,110,110)
pic_picture2(120, 50,110,110)
pic_picture3(230, 50, 110, 110)
pic_picture4(10, 160, 110, 110)
picJ)icture5(120, 160, 110, 110)
picJ)icture6(230, 160, 110, 110)
picJ)icture7(10,270, 110,110)
pic_pictureS(120, 270, 110, 110)
pic_picture9(230, 270,110,110)
picJ)ictureSum1(10, 40, 200, 215)
pic_pictureSum2(215, 40, 200, 215)
pic_pictureSum3(10, 255, 200, 215)
picJ)ictureSum4(215, 255, 200, 215)
pic_menuExample(10, 400, 590,100)
---labels
-the backgroud color is not the same as the background color of the frame
IbUitle(white, 20+times_roman+bold, blue, 0, 0, 700, 30)
-the background color is the same as the background color of the frame
IbLdesc1(black, 14+times_roman+plain, 155,410,170,20)
IbLdesc2(black, 14+times_roman+plain, 435, 410, 60, 20)
IbLenterAnswer(blue, 1S+times_roman+plain, SO, 300, 240, 20)

--buttons
btnJirstTrack(First Track, 100,470, 150,25, light-9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_SecondTrack(Second Track, 270, 470, 150,25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_ThirdTrack(Third Track, 440, 470,150,25, light-9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_SubmiU(Submit, 370, 440, SO, 25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Submit_2(Submit, 370, 440, SO, 25, Iight-9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Continue_1(Continue, 375, 345, 120,25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Continue_2(Continue, 350,470, 120,25, Iight-9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)

btn_GoBackT01(Set and Member, 535, 135, 150,25, light-9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
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btn_GoBackT02(Material, 535,195,150,25, light--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_GoBackT03(Concept, 535, 260,150,25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_GoBackT04(Functionality, 535, 325, 150,25, light--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_GoBack(Go Back to Summary »,350,470,200,25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Review(<< Review, 350,470,120,25, Iight--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_FirstTrackRetry(First Track, 210, 450, 150,25, Iight--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_BackToQues(Back To Question », 450, 470, 180,25, Iight--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Back« Back, 250,470, 90, 25, light--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Next(Next >,350,470,90,25, Iight--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Begin(Begin >, 350,470, 90, 25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_BeginRight(Begin >, 600, 470, 90, 25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Example(<< Back To Example, 450, 470, 200, 25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn]inish(Next >, 250, 470, 90, 25, light--9ray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
btn_Quit(Quit, 370,450,80,25, light_gray, black, 16+times_roman+bold)
--groups of check boxes
chkG_checkG(4) =chk_check1(380, 335, 280, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & chk_check2(380, 360, 280,
20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & chk_check3(380, 385, 280, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) &
chk_check4(380, 410, 280, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
chkG_checkG2(2) = chk_check1(300, 300, 280, 20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & chk_check2(300, 340, 280,
20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
--groups of menus
menG_menuG(3) men_menu1(50, 410,150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & men_menu2(210, 410,150,
20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & men_menu3(370, 410,150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
menG_menuGDesc(3) men_menu1(50, 410,100,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & men_menu2(330, 410,
100,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & men_menu3(500, 410,100,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)

=

=

-input field
inpuCyesNo(300, 300,100,25, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain)
-pop-windows
pop_Right(Your answer is right., 0, 150,700,150, white, blue, 14+times_roman+plain)
pop_Wrong(Your answer is not right., 0,150,700,150, white, red, 14+times_roman+plain)

--for track3
-display a question sentence. Standard format.
IbLquestionBefore(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 30, 200, 260, 25)
menG_question(2) = question(300, 200,150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & reason(425, 350,150,20, black,
14+times_roman+plain)
IbLquestionAfter(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 460, 200, 230, 25)
-ask reason.
IbUeasonQuestion(blue, 18+times_roman+plain, 30, 320, 300, 25)
IbUeasonBefore(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 50, 350, 365, 25)
IbUeasonAfter(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 585, 350, 50, 25)
-display a question sentence. for messages whose strings before the menu (question) are long.
IbLquestionBeforeWide(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 30, 200, 450, 25)
menG_questionWide(2) = question(480, 200,150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & reason(425, 350, 150,20,
black, 14+times_roman+plain)
IbLquestionAfterWide(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 640, 200, 55, 25)
-display a question sentence. for messages whose strings before the menu are short.
IbLquestionBeforeNarrow(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 30, 200, 150, 25)
menG_questionNarrow(2) question(190, 200, 150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & reason(425, 350, 150,
20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
IbLquestionAfterNarrow(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 350, 200, 320, 25)

=

-display a question sentence. for messages that have to go on to a second line.
IbLquestionBeforeSecond(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 30, 230,160,25)
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menG_questionSecond(2) = question(195, 230, 150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & reason(425, 350, 150,
20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)
IbLquestionAfterSecond(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 350, 230, 320, 25)
-display a question sentence. for messages that have a menu in the second line.
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 20, 200, 670, 25)
IbLquestionBeforeSecondWide(black, 18+times_roman+plain, 30, 230, 450, 25)
menG_questionSecondWide(2) question(490, 230, 150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain) & reason(425, 350,
150,20, black, 14+times_roman+plain)

=

."****:u******u ....... *************

Specifications of lessons 4U •• "'''U***''.******''''IoU''U'''''*''

-specify the name of the first screen shown
first(choose_track)
.••••••• "".** ••• *** •• ***""*** ....... ".***.A********************************......... ",,,,,"""A******

- Choose a track
- ........ " ......... A"' •• ""'''' .... **************************************."" ................ Ale"" '" .................. All" ************
<choose track>
IbUitle(Choose a Track)
msgJntroMessage(You will learn to determine the countability of English nouns through this system. You can
change the speed of displaying text by selecting one of the radial buttons at the bottom of the screen any
time.II++You cannot determine the countability of a noun from the noun itself. You need to see the context in
which the noun appears. In other words, it is not the noun itself which makes it countable or non-countable but
how it is used. For example, we cannot determine the countability of "paper" without the sentence in which it
appears (I bought paper for my printer. I have to write a paper for my class.). We can see that there is more than
one usage (meaning) for the same noun "paper." Likewise, many nouns have more than one usage; therefore,
each usage of a noun has its own countability. IIYou will need to look at a good English-English dictionary to learn
detailed meanings of each use of a noun. Even then, the dictionary will not explain whether given uses are
countable or not. 11++This system will train you to ask the right questions to decide whether a particular use of a
noun falls into one of the following categories:1
used as a seUmember nounl
used as a material nounl
used
as a concept noun I used as a functionality nounlAnd you will be able to determine whether the noun used is
countable or non-countable from the category.IIThere are three tracks in this system:1 Track1: you will learn the
categories associated with countability of nouns. I Track2: you will be trained to ask the right questions when you
encounter a brand new noun.1 Track3: you will be asked to choose the right form of each known noun in the
context of a simple story.II++You will need to start with the first track and master that track before going to the
second track. Likewise, you will need to master the second track before going to the third track. II If it is your first
time using this system, please click the "First Track" button to begin the system. Otherwise please click the button
for the appropriate track.)
btn_Continue_2
btnJirstTrack(1-1-1)
btn_SecondTrack(3-1-1)
btn_ThirdTrack(2-1-1)
_ ..... "' ... '" Ii ..............

********************************************************************A ... ".. "•• *...... . .

- Track 1
-******************** ......... *" Ai Ai ...... Ai **************************************************************

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++
- Part 1
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++

- 1-1-1

------------_._--<1-1-1-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
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pic_picture(appliance1.jpg)
msg_message(The circle named "Appliances" contains all kinds of appliances. In other words, the circle
represents a set of all appliances. Therefore we can call it <B>"Appliance set."</> ++IIThe circle named
"Microwaves" contains all microwaves. Therefore we can call it <B>"Microwave set."</> Also the circle is a subset
of the Appliance set, so we can also call it <B>"Microwave subset. "</>++ We can do the same for the other circles
and call them <B>''Vacuum seVsubset"</> and <B>"Stove seVsubset."</>++IIPlease note that a set contains its
members.)

<1-1-1>
show(1-1-1-Group)
btn_Next(1-1-2)

<1-1-1-Review4>
show(1-1-1-Group)
btn_Next(1-1-2-Review4)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-4)

<1-1-1-Review5>
show(1-1-1-Group)
btn_Next( 1-1-2-Review5)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-5)

<1-1-1-Review6>
show(1-1-1-Group)
btn_Next( 1-1-2-Review6)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-6)

< 1-1-1-Again>
show(1-1-1-Group)
btn_Next( 1-1-2-Again)

- 1-1-2

<1-1-2-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
picJlicture(appliance2.jpg)
msg_message(Each appliance is called <B>a member of the set. <I> For example, the green vacuum is called
<B>a member of the Vacuum set/subset. </>++II<B>Nouns that refer to sets, subsets, or members are countable.
Thus we can sayan appliance, appliances, a microwave, microwaves, a stove, stoves, a vacuum, and
vacuums.</>++IIThe name of a set is the same name as names of its members (microwave set - microwave
members).)
btn_Continue_1

<1-1-2>
show(1-1-2-Group)
btn_Back(1-1-1)
btn_Next(1-1-3)

<1-1-2-Review4>
show(1-1-2-Group)
btn_Back(1-1-1-Review4)
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btn_Next( 1-1-3-Review4)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-4)

<1-1-2-Review5>
show(1-1-2-Group)
btn_Back( 1-1-1-Review5)
btn_Next(1-1-3-Review5)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-5)

<1-1-2-Review6>
show(1-1-2-Group)
btn_Back( 1-1-1-Review6)
btn_Next( 1-1-3-Review6)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-6)
<1-1-2-Again>
show(1-1-2-Group)
btn_Back(1-1-1-Again)
btn_Next(1-1-3-Again)

- 1-1-3

<1-1-3-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
pic_picture(idea.jpg)
msg_message(Here is another example. liThe circle named "Ideas" contains all ideas. In other words, the circle
represents a set of all ideas. ITherefore we can call the circle <8>"ldea set."</>++IIEach idea in the Idea set is
called <B>a member of the Idea set. </>++IIRemember that <B>nouns that refer to sets and members are
countable. Thus we can sayan idea and ideas. </>++IIAlso know that nouns that refer to items that do not have
physical existences are <B>abstract nouns</> such as ideas, suggestions, plans, etc. If nouns refer to items that
have physical existences, they are <B>nonabstract nouns</> such as microwaves, books, desks, etc.)

<1-1-3>
show(1-1-3-Group)
btn_Back( 1-1-2)
btn_Next(1-1-4)

< 1-1-3-Review4>
show(1-1-3-Group)
btn_Back(1-1-2-Review4)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-4)

<1-1-3-Review5>
show(1-1-3-Group)
btn_Back( 1-1-2-Review5)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-5)

<1-1-3-Review6>
show(1-1-3-Group)
btn_Back( 1-1-2-Review6)
btn_BackToQues(1-1-6)
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<1-1-3-Again>
show(1-1-3-Group)
btn_Back( 1-1-2-Again)
btn_GoBack(1-Summary-5core)

- 1-1-4

-------------------------------------_._-<1-1-4>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
pic_picture(music1.jpg)
msg_message(Now you try. II <R>What would you call Circle A? IICheck<l> <B>all<l> <R>boxes that are
applicable. <I»
chkG_checkG(chk_check1,
chkG_checkG(chk_check2,
chkG_checkG(chk3heck3,
chkG_checkG(chk_check4,

Instrument subset, false, false)
Instrument set, true, false)
A member of the Instrument set, false, false)
A member of the Instrument subset, false, false)

hinCsetup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(lnstrument subset: If it were a subset, there would have to be another circle that includes this circle.)
hint(A member of the Instrument subset: Remember that a member of a subset is an individual item that is within
the subset.)
hint(A member of the Instrument set: Remember that a member of a set is an individual item that is within the set.)
hint(A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument subset: Remember that a member of a set or
subset is an individual item that is within the set or subset.)
hint(lnstrument set + Instrument subset: If it were a subset, there would have to be another circle that includes this
circle.)
hint(lnstrument set 1 Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set 1 A member of the Instrument subset:
One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(lnstrument set 1 Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument subset:
One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(lnstrument set + Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument subset:
One cannot be both a set and a member.)
count(rSetMem1, wSetMem1)
btn_Example( 1-1-1-Review4)
btn_Submit_1(1-1-5, 1-1-4-Wrong)

<1-1-4-Wrong>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
msg_message(Please review the lesson and try the question again.)
btn_Review(1-1-1-Review4)
repeat( 1, 1-1-4-Answer)

<1-1-4-Answer>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
picJlicture(music2.jpg)
msg_message«L>Circle A contains all instruments. So it is a set of instruments. Therefore it should be called the
<1><B>lnstrument set.<I»
btn_ Next( 1-1-5)

- 1-1-5

<1-1-5>

._------------------------------------
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IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
picJ)icture(music2.jpg)
msg_message«L>Right. Circle A contains all instruments. So it is a set of instruments. Therefore the Circle A
should be called the <1><B>lnstrument set.<I> II<R>Then what would you call Circle P? IICheck<l> <B>all<l>
<R>boxes that are applicable.<I»
chkG_checkG(chk_check1,
chkG_checkG(chk_check2,
chkG_checkG(chk_check3,
chkG_checkG(chk_check4,

A member of the Piano subset, false, false)
A member of the Instrument set, false, false)
Piano set, true, false)
A subset of the Instrument set, true, false)

hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(A member of the Piano subset: Remember that a member of a subset is an individual item that is within the
subset.)
hint(A member of the Instrument set: Remember that a member of a set is an individual item that is within the set.)
hint(A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Piano subset: Remember that a member of a set or subset
is an individual item that is within the set or subset.)
hint(Piano set: Notice that the Circle P is also contained by another circle.)
hint(A subset of the Instrument set: Notice that the Circle P contains all pianos. If a circle contains all its items,
what is it called?)
hint(Piano set 1 A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set 1A member of the Piano subset:
One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(Piano set 1A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Piano subset:
One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(Piano set + A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set 1 A member of the Piano subset:
One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(Piano set + A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Piano subset:
One cannot be both a set and a member.)
count(rSetMem2, wSetMem2)
btn_Example( 1-1-1-Review5)
btn_Submit_1(1-1-6, 1-1-5-Wrong)

<1-1-5-Wrong>
IbUiUe(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
msg_message(Please review the lesson and try the question again.)
btn_Review(1-1-1-Review5)
repeat( 1, 1-1-5-Answer)

< 1-1-5-Answer>
IbUiUe(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
picJ)icture(music3.jpg)
msg_message«L>The Circle P contains all pianos. So it is a set. Therefore The Circle P should be called the
<1><B>Piano set<I><L>, and it is also a subset of the<l> <B>lnstrument set.<I»
btn_Next( 1-1-6)

- 1-1-6

._-------------------------

<1-1-6>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
picJ)icture(music3.jpg)
msg_message«L>Right. The Circle P contains all pianos. So it is a set. Therefore The Circle P should be called
the <1><B>Piano set<I><L>, and it is also <1><B>a subset of the Instrument set. <I> IIHere is another question.
I<R>What would you call one of the pianos? IICheck<l> <B>all<l> <R>boxes that are applicable. <I»
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chkG_checkG(chk_check1,
chkG3heckG(chk_check2,
chkG_checkG(chk_check3,
chkG_checkG(chk_check4,

A member of the Piano set, true, false)
Piano subset, false, false)
Piano set, false, false)
All of the above, false, false)

hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(Piano subset: A subset has to contain its members. Does one of the pianos contain anything?)
hint(Piano set: A set has to contain its members. Does one of the pianos contain anything?)
hint(AIi of the above: One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(Piano subset + Piano set: A set or subset has to contain its members. Does one of the pianos contain
anything?)
hint(Piano subset 1 Piano set + All of the above: One cannot be both a set and a member.)
hint(Piano subset + Piano set + All of the above: One cannot be both a set and a member.)
CQunt(rSetMem3, wSetMem3)
btn_Example( 1-1-1-Review6)
btn_Submit_1(1-1-7, 1-1-6-Wrong)

<1-1-6-Wrong>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
msg_message(Please review the lesson and try the question again.)
btn_Review( 1-1-1-Review6)
repeat( 1, 1-1-6-Answer)
< 1-1-6-Answer>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
pic_picture(music4.jpg)
msg_message(<L>One of the pianos is a member of the<I><8> Piano set/subset. <I»
btn_Next(1-2-1)

- 1-1-7

<1-1-7>
IbUitle(Learn Set and Member Nouns)
pic_picture(music4.jpg)
msg_message(<L>Right. One of the pianos is a member of the<I><8> Piano set/subset. <I> IIYou are ready to
move onto the next subject. Click the Next button to begin.)
btn_Next(1-2-1)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++
- Part 2
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++

- 1-2-1

<1-2-1-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
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pic-picture(paper.jpg)
msg_message(Notebooks and Books are made of paper. So we can call paper a <B>material
noun.</>++II<B>Material nouns are not countable. Thus you can only say paper not a paper or papers when using
the noun as a material noun. Paper and a paper are two different kinds of nouns. The same noun can be used as
more than one kind of noun. Paper can be used as a material or a set/member noun.</»
btn_Continue_1

<1-2-1>
show(1-2-1-Group)
btn_Next(1-2-2)

<1-2-1-Review>
show(1-2-1-Group)
btn_Next( 1-2-2-Review)
btn_BackToQues(1-2-4)

<1-2-1-Again>
show( 1-2-1-Group)
btn_Next( 1-2-2-Again)

- 1-2-2

<1-2-2-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
pic-picture(glass.jpg)
msg_message(Some windows, glasses, and bottles are made of glass. So we can call glass a <B>material noun,
and it is not countable. Thus you can only say glass not a glass or glasses when using the noun as a material
noun.</>++IINotice that (wine) glasses are products made of glass (material). This glass (wine glass) is not a
material noun. It is a set/member noun that you have just learned. Glass and glasses are two different kinds of
nouns. The same noun can be used as a material noun or a set/member noun.++IIPlease know that some
vegetables such as lettuce and spinach are considered materials, therefore they are not countable.)
btn_Continue_1

<1-2-2>
show(1-2-2-Group)
btn_Back(1-2-1)
btn_Next( 1-2-3)

<1-2-2-Review>
show(1-2-2-Group)
btn_Back(1-2-1-Review)
btn_Next( 1-2-3-Review)
btn_BackToQues(1-2-4)

<1-2-2-Again>
show(1-2-2-Group)
btn_Back( 1-2-1-Again)
btn_Next( 1-2-3-Again)

- 1-2-3

<1-2-3-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
pic_picture(water.jpg)
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msg_message(Rain, showers, and oceans consists of water. You can say that water is a material noun (you could
call it a substance noun). ++IIRemember that material nouns are not countable.)
btn_Continue_1
<1-2-3>
show( 1-2-3-Group)
btn_Back(1-2-2)
btn_Next(Menu-Example)
< 1-2-3-Review>
show( 1-2-3-Group)
btn_Back( 1-2-2-Review)
btn_BackToQues(1-2-4)
<1-2-3-Again>
show(1-2-3-Group)
btn_Back( 1-2-2-Again)
btn_GoBack(1-Summary-Score)

------------------------------ Menu-Example

<Menu-Example>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
pic_picture1 (chair.jpg, this chair)
picJ)icture2(snowman.gif, this snowman)
pic_picture3(crystal.jpg, crystal)
pic_picture4(gasoline.jpg, gasoline)
picJ)icture5(wood.jpg, wood)
picJ)icture6(snow.jpg, snow)
pic_picture7(vase.jpg, this vase)
pic_picture8(petroleum.jpg, petroleum)
msg_message(Now you will try some exercises. II<R>You will have to make up four sentences using the nouns
shown on the left. Please make one sentence at a time by choosing choices from the drop down menus below.
When you finish making a sentence, please click the Submit button.</> ++IIFor example, if pictures of wine, beer,
grapes, grapes, and barley were shown, you would make the sentences, grapes are used to make wine and barley
is used to make beer.)
pic_menuExample(menuExample.jpg)
btn_Continue_1
btn_BeginRight(1-2-4)

- 1-2-4

-------------------------

<1-2-4>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
pic_picture1(chair.jpg, this chair)
pic_picture2(snowman.gif, this snowman)
picJ)icture3(crystal.jpg, crystaQ
picJ)icture4(gasoline.jpg, gasoline)
picJ)icture5(wood.jpg, wood)
picJ)icture6(snow.jpg, snow)
picJ)icture7(vase.jpg, this vase)
pic_picture8(petroleum.jpg, petroleum)
msg_message(Now you try this. II<R>Please make one sentence at a time by choosing choices from the drop
down menus below. When you finish making a sentence, please click the Submit button.</>IIYou have got:@@)
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menG_menuG(men_menu1, this chair! this snowman! this vase! gasoline! crystal! snow! wood! petroleum,
true, true)
menG_menuG(men_menu2, was used to create, false, false)
menG_menuG(men_menu3, this chair! this snowman! this vase! gasoline! crystal! snow! wood! petroleum,
true, true)
menG_menuG(answer, wood +was used to create+ this chair! snow + was used to create+ this snowman!
crystal + was used to create + this vase! petroleum + was used to create + gasoline)
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(this chair + was used to create + wood: ''This chair was used to create wood." means that a part of wood is
this chair.)
hint(a snowman + was used to create + snow: "A snowman was used to create snow." means that a part of snow
is a snowman.)
hint(A vase + was used to create + crystal: "A vase was used to create crystal." means that a part of crystal is a
vase.)
hint(Gasoline + was used to create + petroleum: "Gasoline was used to create petroleum." means that a part of
petroleum is gasoline.)
hint(* + * + * : Check the combination of the nouns.)
count(rMat, wMat)
btn_Example(1-2-1-Review)
btn_SubmiC1(1-2-5,1-2-5-Wrong)

- 1-2-5

-------------------------------<1-2-5>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
pic_picture(summaryM.jpg)
msg_message(You have done very well. II<L>Wood was used to create this chair.ISnow was used to create this
snowman.ICrystal was used to create this vase.IPetroleum was used to create gasoline.<!>II++Notice that wood,
snow, crystal, petroleum, and gasoline refer to materials whose products are made of or consist of, so they are not
countable. But their products are countable. Thus we can say a chair, chairs, a snowman, snowmen, a vase, and
vases.)
btn_Next(1-3-1)
btn_Continue_1

<1-2-5-Wrong>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
msg_message(Please review the lesson and try the question again.)
btn_Review(1-2-1-Review)
repeat(1, 1-2-5-Answer)

<1-2-5-Answer>
IbUitle(Learn Material Nouns)
pic_picture(summaryM.jpg)
msg_message(The answers were II<L>Wood was used to create this chair.ISnow was used to create this
snowman.ICrystal was used to create this vase.IPetroleum was used to create gasoline.<!>II++Notice that wood,
snow, crystal, petroleum, and gasoline refer to materials whose products are made of or consist of, so they are not
countable. But their products are countable. Thus we can say a chair, chairs, a snowman, snowmen, a vase, and
vases.)
btn_ Next( 1-3-1)
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++
- Part 3
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++

------------------ ._-_._---- 1-3-1

------_._-------------------------------< 1-3-1-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Concept Nouns)
pic_picture(information.jpg)
msg_message(We are now talking about concepts. Information encompasses many things such as rumors, facts,
suggestions, and implications.++IIThere are <B>abstract nouns that refer to concepts encompassing other sets. <I>
Those abstract nouns are called <B>concept nouns.<I>++II<B>Concept nouns are not countable. Thus you can
only say information not an information or informations.<I»
btn_Continue_1

<1-3-1>
show(1-3-1-Group)
btn_ Next( 1-3-2)

<1-3-1-Review>
show(1-3-1-Group)
btn_Next(1-3-2-Review)
btn_BackToQues(1-3-3)

<1-3-1-Again>
show(1-3-1-Group)
btn_Next( 1-3-2-Again)

- 1-3-2

< 1-3-2-Group>
IbUitle(Learn Concept Nouns)
pic_picture(advice.jpg)
msg_message(Advice encompasses many other things such as suggestions, orders, and warnings. So advice is a
<B>concept noun. <1>++IIRemember that <B>concept nouns are not countable. Thus you can only say advice not
an advice or advices.<I>++IIWhen you want to describe a part of something that a concept noun refers to, we use
the word "piece." For example, two pieces of information, a piece of advice.)
btn_Continue_1

<1-3-2>
show(1-3-2-Group)
btn_Back(1-3-1)
btn_ Next( 1-3-3)

<1-3-2-Review>
show(1-3-2-Group)
btn_Back(1-3-1-Review)
btn_BackToQues( 1-3-3)
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<1-3-2-Again>
show(1-3-2-Group)
btn_Back( 1-3-1-Again)
btn_GoBack(1-Summary-5core)

----------------------._------------------- 1-3-3

<1-3-3>
IbUitle(Learn Concept Nouns)
pic_picture1 (evidence.jpg, evidence)
pic_picture2(news.jpg, news)
pic_picture3(indication.jpg, indications)
pic_picture4(proof.jpg, proofs)
pic_picture5(experience.jpg, experience)
pic_picture6(practice.jpg, practices)
pic_picture7(announcement.jpg, announcements)
pic_picture8(skill.jpg, skills)
picJ)icture9(event.jpg, events)
msg_message(Now you try. II<R>You will have to make up three sentences using the nouns shown on the left.
Please make one sentence at a time by choosing choices from the drop down menus below. When you finish
making a sentence, please click the Submit button.<'> IIYou have got:@@)
menG_menuGDesc(men_menu1, experience' evidence' news' skills' events' indications 'proofs'
announcements' practices, true, true)
menG_menuGDesc(men_menu2, experience' evidence' news' skills' events' proofs, true, true)
menG_menuGDesc(men_menu3, experience' evidence' news' indications' announcements' practices, true,
true)
menG_menuGDesc(answer, experience + skills + practices' evidence + proofs + indications' news + events +
announcements)
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(experience + skills + * : Almost. Experience encompasses skills and something.)
hint(experience + * + practices: Almost. Experience encompasses something and practices.)
hint(evidence + proofs + * : Almost. Evidence encompasses proofs and something.)
hint(evidence + * + indications: Almost. Evidence encompasses something and indications.)
hint(news + events + *: Almost. News encompasses evidence and something.)
hint(news + * + indications: Almost. News encompasses something and indications.)
hint(experience' evidence' news + experience' evidence' news + experience' evidence' news: Your answer
indicates that a concept noun encompasses things that other concept nouns refer to.)
hint(experience' evidence' news + skills' proofs' events' practices' indications' announcements + experience'
evidence' news: Your answer indicates that a concept noun encompasses things that another concept noun
refers to.)
hint(experience' evidence' news + experience' evidence' news + skills' proofs' events' practices' indications'
announcements: Your answer indicates that a concept noun encompasses things that another concept noun refers
to.)
hint(skills 'proofs' events' practices' indications' announcements + skills' proofs' events' practices'
indications' announcements + skills' proofs' events' practices' indications' announcements: Your answer
indicates that a set or member noun encompasses things that other set or member nouns refer to.)
hint(skills , proofs' events' practices' indications' announcements + experience' evidence' news + skills'
proofs' events' practices' indications' announcements: Your answer indicates that a set or member noun
encompasses things that a concept noun refers to.)
hint(skills' proofs' events' practices' indications' announcements + skills' proofs' events' practices'
indications' announcements + experience' evidence' news: Your answer indicates that a set or member noun
encompasses things that a concept noun refers to.)
hint(skills' proofs' events' practices' indications' announcements + experience' evidence' news + experience'
evidence' news: Your answer indicates that a set or member noun encompasses things that concept nouns refer
to.)
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IbLdesc1 (encompasses)
IbLdesc2(and)
count(rCon, wCon)
btn_Example(1-3-1-Review)
btn_Submit_1(1-3-4, 1-3-4-Wrong)

-----------------_._--------------------------- 1-3-4

<1-3-4>
IbUitle(Learn Concept Nouns)
pic_picture(summaryC.jpg)
msg_message(You have done very well. II<L>Experience describes skills and practices. IEvidence describes
proofs and indications. INews describes events and announcements.</> IINotice that experience, evidence, and
news encompass other sets, so they are not countable.)
btn_ Next( 1-4-1)

<1-3-4-Wrong>
IbUitle(Learn Concept Nouns)
msg_message(Please review the lesson and try the question again.)
btn_Review(1-3-1-Review)
repeat( 1, 1-3-4-Answer)

< 1-3-4-Answer>
IbUitle(Learn Concept Nouns)
picJ>icture(summaryC.jpg)
msg_message«L>Experience describes skills and practices. IEvidence describes proofs and indications. INews
describes events and announcements.</> IINotice that experience, evidence, and news denotes other sets, so
they are not countable.)
btn_Next(1-4-1)

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++
- Part 4
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++

- 1-4-1

-------------------------<1-4-1-Group>
IbUitle(Leam Functionality Nouns)
picJ>icture(furniture.jpg)
msg_message(Furniture denotes the functionality of many other sets such as; chairs, tables and beds. It does not
name individual objects, such as chairs, tables or beds. ++II<B>Nouns that describe functionalities are called
functionality nouns. IIFunctionality nouns are not countable. Thus you can only say furniture not a furniture or
furnitures.</>++IISometimes these functionality nouns denote functionalities of other nouns. For example, clothing
denotes the functionality of underwear (also a functionality noun), jeans, dresses, etc. ++IIWhen you want to
describe a part of something that a functionality noun refers to, we use the word "piece." For example, two pieces
of furniture.)
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<1-4-1>
show(1-4-1-Group)
btn_ Next( 1-4-2)

<1-4-1-Review>
show(1-4-1-Group)
btn_BackToQues(1-4-2)

<1-4-1-Again>
show(1-4-1-Group)
btn_GoBack(1-Summary-Score)

- 1-4-2

<1-4-2>
IbUitle(Learn Functionality Nouns)
pic_picture 1(silverware.jpg, silverware)
picJ)icture2(transportation.jpg, transportation)
pic_picture3(clothing.jpg, clothing)
pic_picture4(train.jpg, trains)
pic_picture5(fork.jpg, forks)
pic_picture6(car.jpg, cars)
picJ)icture7(shirt.jpg, shirts)
pic_picture8(skirt.jpg, skirts)
pic_picture9(spoon.jpg, spoons)
msg_message(Now you will have to make up three sentences using nouns shown on the left. Please make one
sentence at a time by choosing choices from the drop down menus below. When you finish making a sentence,
please click the Submit button. IIYou have got:@@)
menG_menuGDesc(men_menu1, silverware' transportation' clothing' forks' cars 'shirts' trains' skirts' spoons,
true, true)
menG_menuGDesc(men_menu2, silverware' transportation' clothing' cars 'spoons' shirts, true, true)
menG_menuGDesc(men_menu3, silverware' transportation' clothing' skirts' trains' forks, true, true)
menG_menuGDesc(answer, silverware + spoons + forks' transportation + cars + trains' clothing + shirts + skirts)
Ib'-desc1 (denotes the functionality of)
Ib'-desc2(and)
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
hint(silverware + spoons + * : Almost. Silverware denotes the functionality of spoons and something.)
hint(silverware + * + forks: Almost. Silverware denotes the functionality of something and forks.)
hint(transportation + cars + * : Almost. Transportation denotes the functionality of cars and something.)
hint(transportation + * + trains: Almost. Transportation denotes the functionality of something and cars.)
hint(clothing + shirts + * : Almost. Clothing denotes the functionality of shirts and something.)
hint(clothing + + skirts: Almost. Clothing denotes the functionality of something and skirts.)
hint(spoons 'forks' cars' trains' shirts' skirts + silverware' transportation' clothing + spoons' forks' cars' trains
, shirts' skirts: Your answer indicates that a set or member noun denotes a functionality of things that a
functionality noun refers to.)
hint(spoons , forks' cars' trains' shirts' skirts + spoons' forks' cars' trains' shirts' skirts + silverware'
transportation' clothing: Your answer indicates that a set or member noun denotes a functionality of things that a
functionality noun refers to.)
hint(spoons 'forks' cars' trains' shirts' skirts + silverware' transportation' clothing + silverware' transportation'
clothing: Your answer indicates that a set or member noun denotes a functionality of things that functionality
nouns refer to.)
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hint(spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts + spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts + spoons / forks / cars
/ trains / shirts / skirts: Your answer indicates that a set or member noun denotes a functionality of things that
other set or member nounslrefer to.)
hint(silverware / transportation / clothing + silverware / transportation / clothing + spoons / forks / cars / trains /
shirts / skirts: Your answer indicates that a functionality noun denotes a functionality of things that another
functionality noun refers to,lbut these functionality nouns have no relations.)
hint(silverware / transportation / clothing + spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts + silverware / transportation /
clothing: Your answer indicates that a functionality noun denotes a functionality of things that another functionality
noun refers to,lbut these functionality nouns have no relations.)
hint(silverware / transportation / clothing + silverware / transportation / clothing + silverware / transportation /
clothing: Your answer indicates that a functionality noun denotes a functionality of things that the other
functionality nouns refer to,lbut these functionality nouns have no relations.)
count(rFun, wFun)
btn_Example( 1-4-1-Review)
btn_SubmiU(1-4-3, 1-4-3-Wrong)

- 1-4-3

<1-4-3>
IbUitle(Learn Functionality Nouns)
pic-picture(summaryF.jpg)
msg_message(You have done very well. II<L>Silverwere denotes the functionality of many sets such as spoons
and forks. ITransportation denotes the functionality of many sets such as cars and trains. IClothing denotes the
functionality of many sets such as shirts and skirts. </>11 Notice that underwear, transportation, and clothing denote
the functionalities and not objects, so they are not countable.)
btn_Next( 1-Summary-Table)

< 1-4-3-Wrong>
IbUitle(Learn Functionality Nouns)
msg_message(Please review the lesson and try the Question again.)
btn_Review(1-4-1-Review)
repeat(1, 1-4-3-Answer)

< 1-4-3-Answer>
IbUitle(Learn Functional Nouns)
pic_picture( summaryF .jpg)
msg_message«L>Silverwere denotes the functionality of many sets such as spoons and forks. ITransportation
denotes the functionality of many sets such as cars and trains. IClothing denotes the functionality of many sets
such as shirts and skirts.</> IINotice that silverware, transportation, and clothing denote the functionalities and not
objects, so they are not countable.IIPlease review the example.)
btn_Next(1-Summary-Table)

- Track1 Summary

---------------------_._-< 1-Summary-Table-Group>
IbUitle(Summary in Learning the Model)
pic-pictureSum1(summaryAIiSetMember.jpg)
pic-pictureSum2(summaryAIiMaterial.jpg)
pic_pictureSum3(summaryAIiConcept.jpg)
pic_pictureSum4(summaryAIiFunction.jpg)
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msg_messageSum(Remember that many nouns have more than one usage. The particular usage of a noun
determines its countability and can be classified as belonging to only one of the four categories.++ For example, in
the sentence "I have to write a paper," the usage of the noun "paper" is classified as belonging to the seUmember
category. On the other hand, in the sentence "I have to buy paper for my printer," the usage of the noun "paper" is
classified as belonging to the material category.++II<R>The pictures on the left and the following descriptions
summarize what you have learned in this track:</>++II<B>Set and Member Nouns: Countable</>\ A set noun
refers to a set that contains all its members. A member of a set is an individual object within the set.II<B>Material
Nouns: Non-countable</>\ A material noun refers to a material of or from which its products are made.
II<B>Concept Nouns: Non-countable</>\ A concept noun refers to a concept that encompasses other concepts.
II<B>Functionality Nouns: Non-countable</>\ A functionality noun denotes the functionality of other sets.)
btn_Continue_2

<1-Summary-Table>
show( 1-Summary-Table-Group)
btn_Next( 1-Summary-Score)

-Used for revewing in case that the student's answer is wrong in track 2. Called from newWords class.
<1-Summary-Table-Review>
show(1-Summary-Table-Group)
btn_Next(3-1-1)

<1-Summary-Score>
IbUitle(Your Scores in Learning the Model)
msg_messageScore«R>Your scores in this track are:</> II<B> Set and Memeber:\
#rSetMem1 + rSetMem2
+ rSetMem3# right #WSetMem1 + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3# wrongll Material:\
#rMat# right #WMat#
wrong II Concepti
#rCon# right #WCon# wrong II Functionality:\
#rFun# right #WFun# wrong</>
IIYou might want to go back to review the sections in which you have not done well.)
btn_GoBackT01(1-1-1-Again)
btn_GoBackT02(1-2-1-Again)
btn_GoBackT03(1-3-1-Again)
btn_GoBackT04(1-4-1-Again)
btn_Next(1-Well)
btnfinish(1-End)
-We set the cut off to be 1/4. The user has up to 3 tries in each question, therefore there are 3(tries) *
13(questions) = 39 tries in this track.
-39/4 = 9.75 for the cut off. So If the user makes at least 10 mistakes, he will not be taken to track two.
hide(wSetMem1 + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3 + wMat + wCon + wFun >= 10: btn_Next)
hide(wSetMem1 + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3 + wMat + wCon + wFun < 10: btn_Finish)

<1-Well>
IbUitle(Oiagnosis)
msg_wrong(You have done very well. You are ready to go to the next track.)
btn_Next(3-1-1)

<1-End>
IbUitle(Oiagnosis)
msg_wrong(You are not ready to go to the next track yet. Please try the same track again or quit the system and
come back later.)
reset(rSetMem1, rSetMem2, rSetMem3, rMat, rCon, rFun, wSetMem1, wSetMem2, wSetMem3, wMat, wCon,
wFun)
btnfirstTrackRetry(1-1-1)
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_************************************************1010* 10 10* **10 10 10* ****** 10** 1010***** ******" ****10* *""

- Track 2
_********1010 AAA A*************************************************""" 10" Ii""" 10 10 ** *1010* 1010""********
<3-1-1>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
msg_messageScore(Now you will practice the model using a new noun. This exercise will help you to determine
the type of any new noun that you might encounter and will help you to clarify the relationships among the
categories and their countabilities. II<L>There is a new noun "kazumin". Now please imagine a meaning of this
noun.IlWith your meaning for "kazumin" in your mind, please answer the following series of questions.</»
btn_Begin(3-1-2)

<3-1-2>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the material of which a member
of)
IbLquestionBeforeSecond(some set is made?)
IbLenterAnswer(Please enter yes or no =»
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
inputj'esNo(no, yes, yes/no)
hint(* : Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no.)
-saves the user's final answer (right before a next screen will be shown) to name.
save(material)
-no hints means that the next screen will be shown no matter what answer the answer chooses.
btn_SubmiU(3-1-3,3-1-2-wrong)

<3-1-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
msg_question«L>You have imagined a meaning of "kazumin".IIThe following example shows what your input
should look like if your answer to the question is a yes.</»
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the material of which a member
of)
IbLquestionBeforeSecond(some set is made?)
IbLenterAnswer(Please enter yes or no =»
msg_inputExample(yes)

<3-1-2-wrong>
show(3-1-wrong)
btn_BackToQues(3-1-2)

<3-1-3>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the functionality of other sets?)
IbLenterAnswer(Please enter yes or no =»
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
input_yesNo(no, yes, yes/no)
hint(* : Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no.)
btn_SubmiU(3-1-4,3-1-3-wrong)
save(function)

<3-1-3-wrong>
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show(3-1-wrong)
btn_BackToQues(3-1-3)

<3-1-4>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the concept encompassing)
IbLquestionBeforeSecond(other sets?)
IbLenterAnswer(Please enter yes or no =»
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
inputj'esNo(no, yes, yes/no)
hint(* : Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no.)
btn_SubmiU(3-1-5,3-1-4-wrong)
save( concept)

<3-1-4-wrong>
show(3-1-wrong)
btn_BackToQues(3-1-4)

<3-1-5>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to a set of kazumins?)
IbLenterAnswer(Please enter yes or no =»
hinCsetup(3, pop_Wrong)
inputj'esNo(no, yes, yes/no)
hint(* : Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no.)
btn_SubmiU(3-1-6,3-1-5-wrong)
save(set)

<3-1-5-wrong>
show(3-1-wrong)
btn_BackToQues(3-1-5)

<3-1-6>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to a member of the kazumin set?)
IbLenterAnswer(Please enter yes or no =»
hint_setup(3, pop_Wrong)
inputj'esNo(no, yes, yes/no)
hint(* : Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no.)
btn_SubmiU(3-1-7,3-1-6-wrong)
save(member)

<3-1-6-wrong>
show(3-1-wrong)
btn_BackToQues(3-1-6)

<3-1-7>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(ls this noun "kazumin" countable?)
IbLenterAnswer(Please enter yes or no =»
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input'yesNo(no, yes, yes/no)
hint(* : Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no.)
btn_Submit_1(3-1-8,3-1-7-wrong)
save(countable)

<3-1-7 -wrong>
show(3-1-wrong)
btn_BackToQues(3-1-7)

<3-1-8>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with a New Noun)
-pass the control to the program
-pass names that was created by saveQ
prog->newWord(material, function, concept, set, member, countable)

<3-End-Well>
IbUitle(Oiagnosis)
msg_wrong(You have done very well. Now you are ready to go to the next track.)
btn_Next(2-1-1)

<3-End-NotWell>
IbUitle(Oiagnosis)
msg_wrong(You are not ready to go to the next track yet. Please try the first track again and then come to the
second track. You can also quit the system now and come back later.)
btn_FirstTrackRetry(1-1-1)
btn_Quit(Quit_NotGood)

-***************************************************"""""""" A"""""""" ************************
- Track 3
_ I\ •• :A ** AkA"""" *******************************************************************************

<2-1-1>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_question«L>Now you will do exercises with noun nouns.IIPlease choose one choice from each drop-down
menu. When you are done, please click the Submit button.</»
IbLquestionBefore(Carrie lives in)
menG_question(question, house / a house, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(with a big yard.)
IbLreasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "house" is used here as a )
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbLreasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, a house + set or member)
-display a pop-up window when the user's answer is right as well
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(a house + set or member: Correct. "House" is used here to refer to a member of a set of houses.)
hint(house + set or member: If "house" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be countable. / "House" is used
here as a set or member noun. But the form of "house" indicates "house" is non-countable.)
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hint(house + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "house." / "House" refers to an
object that has a unique shape.)
hint(a house + material: If "house" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "house" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "house" indicates "house" is countable.)
hint(house + concept: "House" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "House" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(a house + concept: If "house" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "house" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "house" indicates "house" is countable.)
hint(house + functionality: We are not using the noun "house" to denote any functionality here. / "House" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(a house + functionality: If "house" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "house" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "house" indicates "house" is
countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-2,2-1-1-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem1, 2wSetMem1)

<2-1-1-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II Carrie lives in <L>a house</> with a big yard.1 <L>"House"</> is used here as a set
or member noun.II<L>"House"</> is used here to refer to a member of a set of houses.)
btn_Next(2-1-2)

<2-1-2>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(She likes to grow)
menG_question(question, plant / plants, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(in her backyard.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "plant" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, plants + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(plants + set or member: Correct. "Plants" is used here to refer to a set of plants.)
hint(plant + set or member: If "plant" is used as a set or member noun here, it has to be countable. / "Plant" is
used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "plant" indicates "plant" is non-countable.)
hint(plant + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "plant". / "Plant" refers to an
object that has a unique shape.)
hint(plants + material: If "plants" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "plants" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "plants" indicates "plant" islcountable.)
hint(plant + concept: "Plant" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Plant" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(plants + concept: If "plants" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "plants" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "plants" indicates "plant" is countable.)
hint(plant + functionality: We are not using the noun "plant" to denote any functionality here. / "Plant" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(plants + functionality: If "plants" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "plants" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "plants" indicates "plant" is
countable.)
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btn_Submit_1(2-1-3,2-1-2-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem2, 2wSetMem2)

<2-1-2-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She likes to grow <L>plants</> in her backyard. I <L>"Plant"</> is used here as a
set or member noun.II<L>"Plants"</> is used here to refer to a set of plants.)
btn_Next(2-1-3)

<2-1-3>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(She especially likes to grow)
menG_question(question, rose./ roses., false, false)
IbLreasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "rose" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbLreasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, roses. + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(roses. + set or member: Correct. "Roses" is used here to refer to a set of roses.)
hint(rose. + set or member: If "rose" is used as a set or member noun here, it has to be countable. / "Rose" is
used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "rose" indicates "rose" is non-countable.)
hint(rose. + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "rose". / "Rose" refers to an
object that has a unique shape.)
hint(roses. + material: If "roses" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "roses" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "roses" indicates "rose" is countable.)
hint(rose. + concept: "Rose" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Rose" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(roses. + concept: If "roses" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "roses" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "roses" indicates "rose" is countable.)
hint(rose. + functionality: We are not using the noun "rose" to denote any functionality here. / "Rose" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(roses. + functionality: If "roses" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "roses" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "roses" indicates "rose" is
countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-4,2-1-3-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem3, 2wSetMem3)

<2-1-3-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She especially likes to grow <L>roses</>.I <L>"Rose"</> is used here as a set or
member noun.II<L>"Roses"</> is used here to refer to a set of roses.)
btn_Next(2-1-4)

<2-1-4>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
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IbLquestionBefore{Her mother has given her lots of)
menG_question{question, advice / advices, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter{on gardening.)
IbUeasonQuestion{What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore{Because "advice" is used here as a)
menG_question{reason, set or member / concept / material/ functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter{noun .)
menG_question{answer, advice + concept)
hint_setup{3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint{advice + concept: Nice. "Advice" is used here in general to encompass things such as guidance, help,
opinions, recommendations,ltips, warnings, etc.)
hint{advices + concept: If "advices" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable. / You are saying
that "advices" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "advices" indicates "advice"lis countable.}
hint{advice + set or member: If "advice" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. /
"Advice" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint{advices + set or member: We are not using the noun "advices" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual things of the same kind. / "Advices" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint{advice + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "advice". / "Advice" does not refer
to something that has a physical existence.)
hint{advices + material: If "advices" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable./ You
are saying that "advices" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "advices" indicates "advice"
islcountable.)
hint{advice + functionality: We are not using the noun "advice" to denote any functionality here. / "Advice" does not
descibe a physical thing.)
hint{advices + functionality: If "advices" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable.
/ You are saying that "advices" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "advices" indicates "advice"
islcountable.)
btn_SubmiC1{2-1-5,2-1-4-Wrong)
count{2rCon1,2wCon1}

<2-1-4-Wrong>
IbUitle{Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong{The answer is II Her mother has given her lots of <L>advice</> on gardening.1 <L>"Advice"</> is
used here as a concept noun.II<L>"Lots of advice"</> is used here in general to encompass things such as
guidance, helps, opinions, recommendations, tips, warnings, etc.)
btn_Next{2-1-5)

<2-1-5>
IbUitle{Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide{She has two children. They do not like to eat)
menG_questionWide{question, vegetable. / vegetables., false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion{What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore{Because "vegetable" is used here as a)
menG_questionWide{reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter{noun.)
menG_question{answer, vegetables. + set or member)
hint_setup{3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint{vegetables. + set or member: Correct. "Vegetables" is used here to refer to a set of vegetables.)
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hint(vegetable. + set or member: If ''vegetable'' is used as a set or member noun here, it has to be countable. /
''Vegetable'' is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "vegetable" indicates ''vegetable'' is noncountable.)
hint(vegetable. + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "vegetable". / ''Vegetable''
refers to an object that has a unique shape.)
hint(vegetables. + material: If ''vegetables'' were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "vegetables" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "vegetables" indicates
''vegetable''lis countable.)
hint(vegetable. + concept: ''Vegetable'' is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / ''Vegetable''
refers to an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(vegetables. + concept: If ''vegetables'' were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that ''vegetables'' is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "vegetables" indicates
"vegetable"lis countable.)
hint(vegetable. + functionality: We are not using the noun "vegetable" to denote any functionality here. /
''Vegetable'' refers to an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(vegetables. + functionality: If "vegetables" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that ''vegetables'' is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "vegetables"
indicates "vegetable"lis countable.)
btn_SubmiC1(2-1-6, 2-1-5-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem4, 2wSetMem4)

<2-1-5-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She has two children. They do not like to eat <L>vegetables</>·I
<L>"Vegetable"</> is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>''Vegetables''</> is used here to refer to a set of
vegetables.)
btn_Next(2-1-6)

<2-1-6>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(They especially do not like to eat boiled)
menG_questionWide(question, carrot./ carrots. , false, false)
IbLreasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "carrot" is used here as a)
menG_questionWide(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, carrots. + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(carrots. + set or member: Correct. "Boiled carrots" is used here to refer to a set of boiled carrots.)
hint(carrot. + set or member: If "carrot" is used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. /
"Carrot" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "carrot" indicates "carrot" is non-countable.)
hint(carrot. + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "carrot". /"Carrot" refers to an
object that has a unique shape.)
hint(carrots. + material: If "carrots" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that "carrots" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "carrots" indicates "carrot" islcountable.)
hint(carrot. + concept: "Carrot" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. /"Carrot" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(carrots. + concept: If "carrots" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "carrots" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "carrots" indicates "carrot" islcountable.)
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hint(carrot. + functionality: We are not using the noun "carrot" to denote any functionality here. I "Carrot" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(carrots. + functionality: If "carrots" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable.
I You are saying that "carrots" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "carrots" indicates "carrot"
is\countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-7,2-1-6-Wrong)
count(2rSetMemS, 2wSetMemS)

<2-1-6-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II They especially do not like to eat boiled <L>carrots</>.\ <L>"Carrot"</> is used
here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Boiled carrots"</> is used here to refer to a set of boiled carrots.)
btn_Next(2-1-7)

<2-1-7>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(But there is one kind of vegetable that they like. They like)
menG_questionWide(question, spinach. / spinaches., false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "spinach" is used here as a)
menG_questionWide(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, spinach. + material)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(spinach. + material: Great. "Spinach" is used here to refer to a material that is found in various shapes.)
hint(spinaches. + material: If "spinaches" is used here as a material noun, it has to be non-countable. /
"Spinaches" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "spinaches" indicates "spinach" is countable.)
hint(spinach. + set or member: If "spinach" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. / "Spinach" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
hint(spinaches. + set or member: We are not using the noun "spinaches" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual items. / "Spin aches" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete Object.)
hint(spinach. + concept: We are not using "spinach" as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Spinach"
refers to an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(spinaches. + concept: If "spinaches" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "spinaches" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "spinaches" indicates "spinach"
is\countable.)
hint(spinach. + functionality: We are not using the noun "spinach" to denote any functionality here. / Remember
that many dishes are made of "spinach".)
hint(spinaches. + functionality: If "spinaches" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "spinaches" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "spinaches"
indicates "spinach" is\countable.)
btn_SubmiC1(2-1-9,2-1-7-Wrong)
count(2rMat1, 2wMat1)

<2-1-7 -Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II But there is one kind of vegetable that they like. They like <L>spinach</>.\
<L>"Spinach"</> is used here as a material noun.II<L>"Spinach"</> is used here to refer to a material that is found
in various shapes.)
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btn_Next(2-1-9}

<2-1-9>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
IbLquestionBefore(She serves them}
menG_question(question, milk / milks, false, false}
IbLquestionAfter(with cake.}
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?}
IbUeasonBefore(Because "milk" is used here as a}
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false}
IbUeasonAfter(noun.}
menG_question(answer, milk + material}
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong}
hint(milk + material: Nice. "Milk" is used here to refer to a material from which dairy food such as cheese is made.}
hint(milks + material: If "milks" is used here as a material noun, it has to be non-countable. / "Milks" is used here
as a material noun, but the form of "milks" indicates "milk" is countable.}
hint(milk + set or member: If "milk" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. /
"Milk" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.}
hint(milks + set or member: We are not using the noun "milks" here to refer to a set of or members of individual
items. / "Milks" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.}
hint(milk + concept: We are not using "milk" as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Milk" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.}
hint(milks + concept: If "milks" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable./ You are
saying that "milks" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "milks" indicates "milk" is countable.}
hint(milk + functionality: We are not using the noun "milk" to denote any functionality here. / Remember that lots of
food is made from "milk".}
hint(milks + functionality: If "milks" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that "milks" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "milks" indicates "milk" is countable.}
btn_Submit_1(2-1-10,2-1-9-Wrong}
count(2rMat2, 2wMat2}

<2-1-9-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_wrong(The answer is II She serves them <L>milk</> with cake.1 <L>"Milk"</> is used here as a material
noun.II<L>"Milk"</> is used here to refer to a material from which dairy food such as cheese is made.}
btn_Next(2-1-10}

<2-1-10>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
IbLquestionBeforeNarrow(She has beautiful)
menG_questionNarrow(question, china and silverware / chinas and silverwares, false, false)
IbLquestionAfterNarrow(bought in Europe while she was travelling. )
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "china" and "silverware" are used here as}
menG_questionNarrow(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(nouns.}
menG_question(answer, china and silverware + functionality)
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hint(china and silverware + functionality: Great. "China" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as
plates and bowls, off which we eat food.I"Silverware" denotes the functionality of some sets ofthings such as
spoons and forks, with which we eat food.)
hint(chinas and silverwares + functionality: If "chinas" and "silverwares" are used as functionality nouns here, they
have to be non-countable. !"Chinas" and "silverwares" are used here as functionality nouns, but the forms of
"chinas" and "silverwares" indicatel"china" and "silverware" are countable.)
hint(china and silverware + set or member: If "china" and "silverware" were used as set or member nouns here,
they would have to be countable. !"China" and "silverware" are not used as nouns that refer to individual objects.)
hint(chinas and silverwares + set or member: We are not using the nouns "chinas" and "silverwares" here to refer
to sets of or members of individual objects. !"Chinas" and "silverwares" are not used as nouns that refer to
individual objects.)
hint(china and silverware + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "china" or
"silverware". !"China" and "silverware" are not used as nouns that refer to individual objects.)
hint(chinas and silverwares + material: If "chinas" and "silverwares" were used as material nouns here, they would
have to be non-countable. ! You are saying that "chinas" and "silverwares" are used as material nouns here, but
the forms of "chinas" andl"silverwares" indicate "china" and "silverware" are countable.)
hint(china and silverware + concept: "China" and "silverware" are not used here as nouns that encompasses
some concepts. !"China" and "silverware" are used to describe things that have physical existences.)
hint(chinas and silverwares + concept: If "chinas" and "silverwares" were used as concept nouns here, they would
have to be non-countable. ! You are saying that "chinas" and "silverwares" are used as concept nouns here, but
the forms of "chinas" andl"silverwares" indicate "china" and "silverware" are countable.)
btn_SubmiU(2-1-11,2-1-10-Wrong)
count(2rFun1, 2wFun1)

<2-1-10-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She has beautiful <L>china and silverware<!> bought in Europe while she was
travelling. I <L>"China"<!> and <L>"silverware"<!> are used here as functionality nouns.II<L>"China"<!> denotes
the functionality of some sets of things such as plates and bowls, off which we use to eat food. <L>"Silverware"<!>
denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as spoons and forks, with which we use to eat food.)
btn_Next(2-1-11)

<2-1-11>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(Her silverware is made from)
menG_question(question, silver. ! silvers. , false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "silver" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member! material! concept! functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, silver. + material)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(silver. + material: Nice. "Silver" is used here to refer to a material from which some rings and necklaces are
made.)
hint(silvers. + material: If "silvers" is used here as a material noun, it has to be non-countable. !"Silvers" is used
here as a material noun, but the form of "silvers" indicates "silver" is countable.)
hint(silver. + set or member: If "silver" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. !
"Silver" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
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hint(silvers. + set or member: We are not using the noun "silvers" here to refer to a set of or members of individual
items. !"Silvers" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.}
hint(silver. + concept: We are not using "silver" as a noun that encompasses some concepts. ! "Silver" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.}
hint(silvers. + concept: If "silvers" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. ! You are
saying that "silvers" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "silvers" indicates "silver" islcountable.}
hint(silver. + functionality: We are not using the noun "silver" to denote any functionality here. ! Remember that
some rings are made from "silver".}
hint(silvers. + functionality: If "silvers" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. !
You are saying that "silvers" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "silvers" indicates "silver"
islcountable.}
btn_Submit_1(2-1-12,2-1-11-Wrong}
count(2rMat3, 2wMat3}

<2-1-11-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_wrong(The answer is II Her silverware is made from <L>silver<!>.1 <L>"Silver"<!> is used here as a
material noun.II<L>"Silver"<!> is used here to refer to a material from which some rings and necklaces are made.}
btn_Next(2-1-12}

<2-1-12>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
IbLquestionBefore(She has a lot of}
menG_question(question, teaspoon.! teaspoons., false, false}
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?}
IbLreasonBefore(Because "teaspoon" is used here as a }
menG_question(reason, set or member! material! concept! functionality, false, false}
IbUeasonAfler(noun.}
menG_question(answer, teaspoons. + set or member}
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong}
hint(teaspoons. + set or member: Correct. "A lot of teaspoons" is used here to refer to a set of teaspoons.}
hint(teaspoon. + set or member: If "teaspoon" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be countable. !
"Teaspoon" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "teaspoon" indicates "teaspoon" is noncountable.}
hint(teaspoon. + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "teaspoon".! ''Teaspoon''
refers to an object that has a unique shape.}
hint(teaspoons. + material: If "teaspoons" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. !
You are saying that "teaspoons" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "teaspoons" indicates "teaspoon"
islcountable.}
hint(teaspoon. + concept: ''Teaspoon'' is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts.! ''Teaspoon''
refers to an object that has a physical existence.}
hint(teaspoons. + concept: If "teaspoons" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. !
You are saying that "teaspoons" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of ''teaspoons'' indicates "teaspoon"
islcountable.}
hint(teaspoon. + functionality: We are not using the noun ''teaspoon'' to denote any functionality here. !
''Teaspoon'' refers to an object that has a physical existence.}
hint(teaspoons. + functionality: If ''teaspoons'' were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. ! You are saying that ''teaspoons'' is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of ''teaspoons''
indicates ''teaspoon'' islcountable.}
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btn_SubmiU(2-1-13,2-1-12-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem6, 2wSetMem6)

<2-1-12-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She has a lot of <L>teaspoons</>.I <L>''Teaspoon''</> is used here as a set or
member noun.II<L>"A lot of teaspoons"</> is used here to refer to a set of teaspoons.)
btn_Next(2-1-13)

<2-1-13>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(They are used only for special)
menG_question(question, occasion. / occasions., false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "occasion" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, occasions. + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(occasions. + set or member: Correct. "Occasions" is used here to refer to a set of special occasions.)
hint(occasion. + set or member: If "occasion" is used as a set or member noun here, it has to be countable. /
"Occasion" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "occasion" indicates "occasion" is noncountable.)
hint(occasion. + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "occasion". /"Occasion"
refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.)
hint(occasions. + material: If "occasions" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "occasions" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "occasions" indicates "occasion"
islcountable.)
hint(occasion. + concept: "Occasion" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts./"Occasion"
refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.)
hint(occasions. + concept: If "occasions" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "occasions" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "occasions" indicates "occasion"
islcountable.)
hint(occasion. + functionality: We are not using the noun "occasion" to denote any functionality here. /"Occasion"
refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.)
hint(occasions. + functionality: If "occasions" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "occasions" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "occasions"
indicates "occasion" islcountable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-14,2-1-13-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem7,2wSetMem7)

<2-1-13-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II They are used only for special <L>occasions</>.I <L>"Occasion"</> is used here
as a set or member noun.II<L>"Occasions"</> is used here to refer to a set of special occasions.)
btn_Next(2-1-14)
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<2-1-14>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(She has lots of)
menG_question(question, ring and necklace./ rings and necklaces. , false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "ring" and "necklace" are used here as )
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(nouns.)
menG_question(answer, rings and necklaces. + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(rings and necklaces. + set or member: Correct. "Lots of rings" is used here to refer to a set of rings. "Lots of
necklaces" is used here to refer to a set on necklaces.)
hint(ring and necklace. + set or member: If "ring" and "necklace" are used as set or member nouns, they have to
be countable. / "Ring" and "necklace" are used here as set or member nouns. But the forms of "ring" and
"necklace" indicate they arelnon-countable.)
hint(ring and necklace. + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "ring" or "necklace".
/ "Ring" and "necklace" refer to objects that have unique shapes.)
hint(rings and necklaces. + material: If "rings" and "necklaces" were used as material nouns here, they would have
to be non-countable. / You are saying that "rings" and "necklaces" are used as material nouns here, but the forms
of "rings" and "necklaces"lindicate they are countable.)
hint(ring and necklace. + concept: "Ring" and "necklace" are not used here as nouns that encompass some
concepts. / "Ring" and "necklace" refer to objects that have physical existences.)
hint(rings and necklaces. + concept: If "rings" and "necklaces" were used as concept nouns here, they would have
to be non-countable. / You are saying that "rings" and "necklaces" are used as concept nouns here, but the forms
of "rings" and "necklaces"lindicate they are countable.)
hint(ring and necklace. + functionality: We are not using the nouns "ring" and "necklace" to denote any
functionalities here. / "Ring" and "necklace" refer to objects that have physical existences.)
hint(rings and necklaces. + functionality: If "rings" and "necklaces" were used as functionality nouns here, they
would have to be non-countable. / You are saying that "rings" and "necklaces" are used as functionality nouns
here, but the forms of "rings" and "necklaces"lindicate they are countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-15,2-1-14-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem8, 2wSetMem8)

<2-1-14-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She has lots of <L>rings and necklaces</>.I <L>"Ring"</> and <L>"necklace"</>
are used here as set or member nouns.II<L>"Lots of rings"</> is used here to refer to a set of rings. <L>"Lots of
necklaces"</> is used here to refer to a set of necklaces.)
btn_Next(2-1-15)

<2-1-15>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(Therefore we can say that she also collects)
menG_questionWide(question, jewelry. / jewelries., false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "jewelry" is used here as a)
menG_questionWide(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, jewelry. + functionality)
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hint(jewelry. + functionality: Great. "Jewelry" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as rings,
necklaces, bracelets, and earrings,lwith which we decorate ourselves.)
hint(jewelries. + functionality: If "jewelries" is used as a functionality noun here, it has to be non-countable. /
"Jewelries" is used here as a functionality noun, but the form of "jewelries" indicates "jewelry" is countable.)
hint(jewelry. + set or member: If "jewelry" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable.
/ "Jewelry" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(jewelries. + set or member: We are not using the noun "jewelries" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual objects. / "Jewelries" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(jewelry. + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "jewelry". / "Jewelry" is not used
as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(jewelries. + material: If "jewelries" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "jewelries" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "jewelries" indicates "jewelry"
islcountable.)
hint(jewelry. + concept: "Jewelry" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Jewelry" is
used to describe a thing that has a physical existence.)
hint(jewelries. + concept: If "jewelries" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that "jewelries" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "jewelries" indicates "jewelry"
islcountable.)
btn_SubmiU(2-1-16,2-1-15-Wrong)
count(2rFun2, 2wFun2)

<2-1-15-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II Therefore we can say that she also collects <L>jewelry</>.I <L>"Jewelry"</> is
used here as a functionality noun.II<L>"Jewelry"</> denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as rings,
necklaces, bracelets, and earrings, with which we decorate ourselves.)
btn_Next(2-1-16)

<2-1-16>
IbUille(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(Although she has never been to England or Germany,)
IbLquestionBeforeSecond(she has)
menG_questionSecond(question, experience / experiences, false, false)
IbLquestionAfterSecond(travelling in France.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "experience" is used here as a)
menG_questionSecond(reason, set or member / concept / material/ functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, experience + concept)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(experience + concept: Great. "Experience" is used here as a concept noun that in general encompasses
things such as familiarity ,I involvement, and observation, etc.)
hint(experiences + concept: If "experiences" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable./ You are
saying that "experiences" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "experiences" indicates "experience"lis
countable.)
hint(experience + set or member: If "experience" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. / "Experience" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(experiences + set or member: We are not using the noun "experiences" here to refer to a set of or members
of individual things of the same kind. / "Experiences" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
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hint(experience + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "experience". I "Experience"
does not refer to something that has a physical existence.)
hint(experiences + material: If "experiences" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be noncountable. I You are saying that "experiences" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "experiences"
indicatesl"experience" is countable.)
hint(experience + functionality: We are not using the noun "experience" to denote any functionality here. I
"Experience" does not describe a physical thing.)
hint(experiences + functionality: If "experiences" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. I You are saying that "experiences" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "experiences"
indicatesl"experience" is countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-17,2-1-16-Wrong)
count(2rCon2, 2wCon2)

<2-1-16-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II Although she has never been to England or Germany, she has <L>experience<l>
travelling in France.1 <L>"Experience"<I> is used here as a concept noun.II<L>"Experience"<I> is used here as a
concept noun that in general encompasses things such as familiarity, involvement, and observation, etc.)
btn_Next(2-1-17)

<2-1-17>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(She went to France last summer, and she had good)
menG_questionWide(question, experience I experiences, false, false)
Ibl_questionAfterWide(there.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "experience" is used here as a)
menG_questionWide(reason, set or member I concept I material I functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, experiences + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(experiences + set or member: Correct. "Experiences" is used here to refer to a set of experiences, which
could be replaced with events, happenings,lincidents, occurrences, etc.)
hint(experience + set or member: If "experience" is used as a set or member noun here, it has to be countable. I
"Experience" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "experience" indicates "experience" is noncountable.)
hint(experience + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "experience". I
"Experience" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.)
hint(experiences + material: If "experiences" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be noncountable. I You are saying that "experiences" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "experiences"
indicatesl"experience" is countable.)
hint(experience + concept: "Experience" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. I
"Experience" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.)
hint(experiences + concept: If "experiences" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be noncountable. I You are saying that "experiences" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "experiences"
indicatesl"experience" is countable.)
hint(experience + functionality: We are not using the noun "experience" to denote any functionality here. I
"Experience" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.)
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hint(experiences + functionality: If "experiences" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "experiences"
indicatesl"experience" is countable.)
btn_SubmiU(2-1-18,2-1-17-Wrong)
count(2rSetMem9, 2wSetMem9)

<2-1-17-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She went to France last summer, and she had good <L>experiences</> there·1
<L>"Experience"</> is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Experiences"</> is used here to refer to a set of
experiences, which could be replaced with events, happenings, incidents, occurrences, etc.)
btn_Next(2-1-18)

<2-1-18>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(She has been collecting)
menG_question(question, information / informations, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(about Italy)
IbLquestionAfterSecond(because she is going there next week.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "information" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, information + concept)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(information + concept: Great. "Information" is used here as a concept noun that in general encompasses
things such as messages, news,lreports, evidence, facts, knowledge, statistics, etc. )
hint(informations + concept: If "informations" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "informations" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "informations" indicatesl"information" is
countable.)
hint(information + set or member: If "information" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. / "Information" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(informations + set or member: We are not using the noun "informations" here to refer to a set of or members
of individual things of the same kind. / "Informations" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(information + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "information". / "Information"
does not refer to something that has a physical existence.)
hint(informations + material: If "informations" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be noncountable./ You are saying that "informations" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "informations"
indicatesl"information" is countable.)
hint(information + functionality: We are not using the noun "information" to denote any functionality here. /
"Information" does not describe a physical thing.)
hint(informations + functionality: If "informations" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "informations" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "informations"
indicatesl"information" is countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-19,2-1-18-Wrong)
count(2rCon3, 2wCon3)

<2-1-18-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
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msg_wrong(The answer is II She has been collecting <L>information</> about Italy because she is going there
next week. I <L>"lnformation"</> is used here as a concept noun.II<L>"lnformation"</> is used here as a concept
noun that in general encompasses things such as messages, news, reports, evidence, facts, knowledge, statistics,
etc.)
btn_Next(2-1-19)

<2-1-19>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
Ibl_questionBeforeNarrow(Since )
menG_questionNarrow(question, summer is / summers are, false, false)
IbLquestionAfterNarrow(the best time to travel in Europe,)
IbLquestionAfterSecond(she decided to go there in July.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "summer" is used here as a)
menG_questionNarrow(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_questionNarrow(answer, summer is + concept)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(summer is + concept: Great. "Summer" is used here to encompass past summers, present summers, and
future summers. )
hint(summers are + concept: If "summers" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable./ You are
saying that "summers" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "summers" indicates "summer"
islcountable.)
hint(summer is + set or member: If "summer" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. / "Summer" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(summers are + set or member: We are not using the noun "summers" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual things of the same kind. / "Summers" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(summer is + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "summer"./ "Summer" does
not refer to something that has a physical existence.)
hint(summers are + material: If "summers" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "summers" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "summers" indicates "summer"
islcountable.)
hint(summer is + functionality: We are not using the noun "summer" to denote any functionality here. / "Summer"
does not describe a physical thing.)
hint(summers are + functionality: If "summers" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable./ You are saying that "summers" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "summers"
indicates "summer" islcountable.}
btn_Submit_1(2-1-20,2-1-19-Wrong)
count(2rCon4, 2wCon4)

<2-1-19-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_wrong(The answer is II Since <L>summer is</> the best time to travel in Europe, she decided to go there in
July.1 <L>"Summer"</> is used here as a concept noun.II<L>"Summer"</> is used here to encompass past
summers, present summers, and future summers. )
btn_Next(2-1-20)

<2-1-20>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
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IbLquestionBefore(She has been hearing)
menG_question(question,lots of 1 many, false, false)
Ibl_questionAfter(news about Italy.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "news" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member 1 material 1 concept 1functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, lots of + concept)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(lots of + concept: Great. "Lots of news" is used here in general to encompass announcements, headlines,
information, messages, notices,lreports, rumors, etc. "Many" cannot be used for non-countable nouns. )
hint(many + concept: If "news" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable. 1You are saying that
"news" is used as a concept noun here, but "many news" implies "news" is countable.)
hint(lots of + set or member: You are saying that "news" is a set or member noun here. Then "lots of news"
implies "news" is in its plural form. 1 "News" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(many + set or member: We are not using the noun "news" here to refer to a set of or members of individual
things of the same kind. 1 "News" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(lots of + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "news". 1 "News" does not refer to
something that has a physical existence.)
hint(many + material: If "news" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. 1 You are
saying that "news" is used as a material noun here, but "many news" implies "news" is countable.)
hint(lots of + functionality: We are not using the noun "news" to denote any functionality here. 1 "News" does not
describe a physical thing.)
hint(many + functionality: If "news" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. 1
You are saying that "news" is used as a functionality noun here, but "many news" implies "news" is countable.)
btn_SubmiU(2-1-21 , 2-1-20-Wrong)
count(2rCon5, 2wCon5)

<2-1-20-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She has been hearing <L>lots of<I> news about Italy. I <L>"News"<I> is used here
as a concept noun.II<L>"Lots of news"<I> is used here in general to encompass announcements, headlines,
information, messages, notices, reports, rumors, etc. "Many" cannot be used for non-countable nouns. )
btn_Next(2-1-21)

<2-1-21>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(They are having)
menG_question(question, a hot summer 1 hot summer, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(in Italy.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "summer" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member 1 material 1 concept 1 functionality, false, false)
IbLreasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, a hot summer + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(a hot summer + set or member: Correct. "Summer" is used here to refer to a member of a set of summers,
which can be uniquely identified from otherlyears' summers.)
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hint(hot summer + set or member: If "summer" is used as a set or member noun here, it has to be countable. I
"Summer" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "summer" indicates "summer" is non-countable.}
hint(hot summer + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "summer". I "Summer"
refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.}
hint(a hot summer + material: If "summer" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. I
You are saying that "summer" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "summer" indicates "summer"
islcountable.}
hint(hot summer + concept: "Summer" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. I "Summer"
refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.}
hint(a hot summer + concept: If "summer" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. I
You are saying that "summer" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "summer" indicates "summer"
islcountable.}
hint(hot summer + functionality: We are not using the noun "summer" to denote any functionality here. I "Summer"
refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.}
hint(a hot summer + functionality: If "summer" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. I You are saying that "summer" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "summer" indicates
"summer" islcountable.}
btn_Submit_1(2-1-22,2-1-21-Wrong}
count(2rSetMem10,2wSetMem10}

<2-1-21-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_wrong(The answer is II They are having <L>a hot summer<l> in Italy. I <L>"Summer"<I> is used here as a
set or member noun.II<L>"Summer"<I> is used here to refer to a member of a set of summers, which can be
uniquely identified from other years' summers.}
btn_Next(2-1-22}

<2-1-22>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
IbLquestionBefore(So she decided to take lots of light}
menG_question(question, clothing I clothings, false, false}
IbLquestionAfter(on this trip.}
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?}
IbUeasonBefore(Because "clothing" is used here as}
menG_question(reason, set or member I material I concept I functionality, false, false}
IbUeasonAfter(noun.}
menG_question(answer, clothing + functionality}
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong}
hint(clothing + functionality: Great. "Clothing" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as t-shirts,
skirts, and sweatshirts, whichlwe wear.}
hint(clothings + functionality: If "clothings" is used as a functionality noun here, it has to be non-countable. I
"Clothings" is used here as a functionality noun, but the form of "clothings" indicates "clothing" is countable.}
hint(clothing + set or member: If "clothing" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. I "Clothing" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.}
hint(clothings + set or member: We are not using the noun "clothings" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual objects. I "Clothings" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.}
hint(clothing + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "clothing". I "Clothing" is not used
as a noun that refers to an individual object.}
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hint(clothings + material: If "clothings" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that "clothings" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "clothings" indicates "clothing"
islcountable.)
hint(clothing + concept: "Clothing" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Clothing" is
used to describe a thing that has a physical existence.)
hint(clothings + concept: If "clothings" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that "clothings" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "clothings" indicates "clothing"
islcountable.)
btn_Submit_1 (2-1-23, 2-1-22-Wrong)
count(2rFun3, 2wFun3)

<2-1-22-Wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II So she decided to take lots of light <L>clothing</> on this trip.1 <L>"Clothing"</> is
used here as a functionality noun.II<L>"Clothing"</> denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as tshirts, skirts, and sweatshirts, which we wear.)
btn_Next(2-1-23)

<2-1-23>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(She likes taking trains because she can see beautiful)
menG_questionWide(question, scenery / sceneries, false, false)
IbLquestionBeforeSecond(along the way.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "scenery" is used here as)
menG_questionWide(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_questionWide(answer, scenery + functionality)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(scenery + functionality: Great. "Scenery" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as landscapes,
panoramas, scenes, and views,lat which we enjoy looking.)
hint(sceneries + functionality: If "sceneries" is used as a functionality noun here, it has to be non-countable. /
"Sceneries" is used here as a functionality noun, but the form of "sceneries" indicates "scenery" is countable.)
hint(scenery + set or member: If "scenery" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. / "Scenery" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(sceneries + set or member: We are not using the noun "sceneries" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual objects. / "Sceneries" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(scenery + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "scenery". / "Scenery" is not used
as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(sceneries + material: If "sceneries" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "sceneries" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "sceneries" indicates "scenery"
islcountable.)
hint(scenery + concept: "Scenery" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Scenery" is
used to describe a thing that has a physical existence.)
hint(sceneries + concept: If "sceneries" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "sceneries" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "sceneries" indicates "scenery"
islcountable.)
btn_SubmiC 1(2-1-24, 2-1-23-wrong)
count(2rFun4, 2wFun4)
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<2-1-23-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II She likes taking trains because she can see beautiful <L>scenery</> along the waY·1
<L>"Scenery"</> is used here as a functionality noun.II<L>"Scenery"</> denotes the functionality of some sets of
things such as landscapes, panoramas, scenes, and views, at which we enjoy looking.)
btn_Next(2-1-24)

<2-1-24>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeNarrow(Whenever she finds)
menG_questionNarrow(question, a beautiful scene / beautiful scene, false, false)
IbLquestionAfterNarrow(, she will get off the train and sketch it.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbLreasonBefore(Because "scene" is used here as a )
menG_questionNarrow(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_questionNarrow(answer, a beautiful scene + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(a beautiful scene + set or member: Correct. "Scene" is used here to refer to a member of a set of scenes.)
hint(beautiful scene + set or member: If "scene" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be countable. /
"Scene" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "scene" indicates "scene" is non-countable.)
hint(beautiful scene + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "scene". / "Scene"
refers to an object that has a unique shape.)
hint(a beautiful scene + material: If "scene" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable.
/ You are saying that "scene" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "scene" indicates "scene" is
countable.)
hint(beautiful scene + concept: "Scene" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. /"Scene"
refers to an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(a beautiful scene + concept: If "scene" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable.
/ You are saying that "scene" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "scene" indicates "scene" is
countable.)
hint(beautiful scene + functionality: We are not using the noun "scene" to denote any functionality here. / "Scene"
refers to an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(a beautiful scene + functionality: If "scene" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "scene" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "scene" indicates
"scene" is countable.)
btn_SubmiC 1(2-1-25, 2-1-24-wrong)
count(2rSetMem 11, 2wSetMem 11)

<2-1-24-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II Whenever she finds <L>a beautiful scene</> , she will get off the train and sketch it.1
<L>"Scene"</> is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Scene"</> is used here to refer to a member of a set
of scenes.)
btn_Next(2-1-25)
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<2-1-25>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(So she takes lots of drawing)
menG_question(question, paper! papers, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(with her when she travels.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "paper" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member! material! concept! functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, paper + material)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(paper + material: Nice. "Paper" is used to refer to a material from which books and notebooks are made.)
hint(papers + material: If "papers" is used here as a material noun, it has to be non-countable. ! "Papers" is used
here as a material noun, but the form of "papers" indicates "paper" is countable.)
hint(paper + set or member: If "paper" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. !
"Paper" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
hint(papers + set or member: We are not using the noun "papers" here to refer to a set of or members of individual
items. ! "Papers" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
hint(paper + concept: We are not using "paper" as a noun that encompasses some concepts. ! "Paper" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(papers + concept: If "papers" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. ! You are
saying that "papers" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "papers" indicates "paper" is countable.)
hint(paper + functionality: We are not using the noun "paper" to denote any functionality here. ! Remember that
newspapers are made from "paper".)
hint(papers + functionality: If "papers" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. !
You are saying that "papers" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "papers" indicates "paper" is
countable.)
btn_Submit_1 (2-1-26, 2-1-25-wrong)
count(2rMat4, 2wMat4)

<2-1-25-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II So she takes lots of drawing <L>paper<!> with her when she travels. I
<L>"Paper"</> is used here as a material noun.II<L>"Paper"</> is used to refer to a material from which books and
notebooks are made.)
btn_Next(2-1-26)

<2-1-26>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(She is actually a professor in art. She will have to write some)
menG_questionWide(question, paper! papers, false, false)
IbLquestionAfterSecond(when she comes back.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "paper" is used here as a )
menG_questionWide(reason, set or member! material! concept! functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_questionWide(answer, papers + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
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hint(papers + set or member: Correct. "Papers" is used here to refer to a set of papers, which could be replaced
with journals, documents,larticles, etc.}
hint(paper + set or member: If "paper" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be countable. 1 "Paper" is used
here as a set or member noun. But the form of "paper" indicates "paper" is non-countable.}
hint(paper + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "paper". 1 "Paper" refers to an
object that has a unique shape.}
hint(papers + material: If "papers" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. 1You are
saying that "papers" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "papers" indicates "paper" islcountable.}
hint(paper + concept: "Paper" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. 1 "Paper" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.}
hint(papers + concept: If "papers" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. 1You are
saying that "papers" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "papers" indicates "paper" islcountable.}
hint(paper + functionality: We are not using the noun "paper" to denote any functionality here. 1 "Paper" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.}
hint(papers + functionality: If "papers" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. 1
You are saying that "papers" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "papers" indicates "paper"
islcountable.}
btn_Submit_1 (2-SubSummary, 2-1-26-wrong)
count(2rSetMem 12, 2wSetMem 12}

<2-1-26-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_wrong(The answer is II She is actually a professor in art. She will have to write some <L>papers<l> when
she comes back.1 <L>"Paper"<I> is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Papers"<I> is used here to refer to
a set of papers, which could be replaced with journals, documents, articles, etc.}
btn_Next(2-SubSummary}

<2-SubSummary>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_question(your performance has been diagnosed. Depending on your performance, you might be given more
questions. Please click the Next button.}
btn_Next(2-1-27}
btnfinish(2-Summary-Score}
-There are 25 questions. The user gets up to three tries for each question. So he has up to 25*3 = 75 tries.
-The cut off for this track is 90%. 75/10 = 7.5. If the user makes at least 8 mistakes, he is not considered to have
mastered
-this track.
hide(2wSetMem1 + 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 + 2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMem5 + 2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 +
2wSetMem8 + 2wSetMem9 + 2wSetMem 10 + 2wSetMem11 + 2wSetMem12 + 2wCon1 + 2wCon2 + 2wCon3 +
2wCon4 + 2wCon5 + 2wMat1 + 2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wFun1 + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4 >= 8:
btn_Finish}
hide(2wSetMem1 + 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 + 2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMem5 + 2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 +
2wSetMem8 + 2wSetMem9 + 2wSetMem10 + 2wSetMem11 + 2wSetMem12 + 2wCon1 + 2wCon2 + 2wCon3 +
2wCon4 + 2wCon5 + 2wMat1 + 2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wFun1 + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4 < 8:
btn_Next}

<2-1-27>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Japan is surrounded by the Pacific Ocean, the Sea of Japan, the East China Sea, the
Sea of)
IbLquestionBeforeSecondWide(Okhotsk, and others. We can say that Japan is surrounded by}
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menG_questionSecondWide(question, ocean / many oceans, false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "ocean" is used here as a )
menG_questionSecondWide(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun .)
menG_questionSecondWide(answer, many oceans + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(many oceans + set or member: Correct. "Many oceans" is used here to refer to a set of oceans. Each of
them is a distinct ocean.)
hint(ocean + set or member: If "ocean" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be countable. / "Ocean" is used
here as a set or member noun. But the form of "ocean" indicates "ocean" is non-countable.)
hint(ocean + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "ocean". / "Ocean" refers to an
object that has a unique shape.)
hint(many oceans + material: If "oceans" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "oceans" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "oceans" indicates "ocean" is
countable.)
hint(ocean + concept: "Ocean" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Ocean" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(many oceans + concept: If "oceans" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "oceans" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "oceans" indicates "ocean" is
countable.)
hint(ocean + functionality: We are not using the noun "ocean" to denote any functionality here. / "Ocean" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(many oceans + functionality: If "oceans" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "oceans" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "oceans" indicates
"ocean" is countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-28,2-1-27-wrong)
count(2rSetMem13,2wSetMem13)

<2-1-27-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II Japan is surrounded by the Pacific Ocean, the Sea of Japan, the East China Sea,
the Sea of Okhotsk, and others. We can say that Japan is surrounded by <L>many oceans</>.I <L>"Ocean"</> is
used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Many oceans"</> is used here to refer to a set of oceans. Each of them
is a distinct ocean.)
btn_Next(2-1-28)

<2-1-28>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(There are three)
menG_question(question, Dave / Daves, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(in my class.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "Dave" is used here as a )
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbLreasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, Daves + set or member)
hinCsetup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hinl(Daves + set or member: Correct. "Daves" is used here 10 refer to a set of people named Dave.)
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hint(Dave + set or member: If "Dave" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be countable. / "Dave" is used
here as a set or member noun. But the form of "Dave" indicates "Dave" is non-countable.)
hint(Dave + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "Dave". / "Dave" refers to an
object that has a unique shape.)
hint(Daves + material: If "Daves" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "Daves" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "Daves" indicates "Dave" is countable.)
hint(Dave + concept: "Dave" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Dave" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(Daves + concept: If "Daves" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "Daves" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "Daves" indicates "Dave" is countable.)
hint(Dave + functionality: We are not using the noun "Dave" to denote any functionality here. / "Dave" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(Daves + functionality: If "Daves" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "Daves" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "Daves" indicates "Dave" is
countable.)
btn_Submit_1 (2-1-29, 2-1-28-wrong)
count(2rSetMem 14, 2wSetMem 14)

<2-1-28-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II There are three <L>Daves</> in my class. I <L>"Dave"</> is used here as a set or
member noun.II<L>"Daves"</> is used here to refer to a set of people named Dave.)
btn_Next(2-1-29)

<2-1-29>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(1 have found three)
menG_question(question, hair / hairs, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(in my soup.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "hair" is used here as a )
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, hairs + set or member)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(hairs + set or member: Correct. "Hairs" is used here to refer to a set of individual hairs.)
hint(hair + set or member: If "hair" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be countable. / "Hair" is used here
as a set or member noun. But the form of "hair" indicates "hair" is non-countable.)
hint(hair + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made from "hair". / "Hair" refers to an object
that has a unique shape.)
hint(hairs + material: If "hairs" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "hairs" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "hairs" indicates "hair" is countable.)
hint(hair + concept: "Hair" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Hair" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(hairs + concept: If "hairs" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "hairs" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "hairs" indicates "hair" is countable.)
hint(hair + functionality: We are not using the noun "hair" to denote any functionality here. / "Hair" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
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hint(hairs + functionality: If "hairs" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that "hairs" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "hairs" indicates "hair" is countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-30,2-1-29-wrong)
count(2rSetMem15,2wSetMem15)

<2-1-29-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II I have found three <L>hairs</> in my soup. I <L>"Hair"</> is used here as a set or
member noun.II<L>"Hairs"</> is used here to refer to a set of individual hairs.)
btn_Next(2-1-30)

<2-1-30>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeWide(Vegetarians are people who do not eat)
menG_questionWide(question, meat / meats, false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "meat" is used here as a)
menG_questionWide(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_questionWide(answer, meat + material)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(meat + material: Nice. "Meat" is used here to refer to a material from which sausages and hotdogs are made.)
hint(meats + material: If "meats" is used here as a material noun, it has to be non-countable. / "Meats" is used
here as a material noun, but the form of "meats" indicates "meat" is countable.)
hint(meat + set or member: If "meat" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. /
"Meat" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
hint(meats + set or member: We are not using the noun "meats" here to refer to a set of or members of individual
items. / "Meats" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
hint(meat + concept: We are not using "meat" as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / "Meat" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.)
hint(meats + concept: If "meats" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "meats" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "meats" indicates "meat" is countable.)
hint(meat + functionality: We are not using the noun "meat" to denote any functionality here. / Remember that
meatloaf is made from meat.)
hint(meats + functionality: If "meats" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "meats" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "meats" indicates "meat" is
countable.)
btn_SubmiC1(2-1-31, 2-1-30-wrong)
count(2rMat5, 2wMat5)

<2-1-30-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II Vegetarians are people who do not eat <L>meat</>.I <L>"Meat"</> is used here as
a material noun.II<L>"Meat"</> is used here to refer to a material from which sausages and hotdogs are made.)
btn_Next(2-1-31)
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<2-1-31>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(This salad has lots of)
menG_question(question, lettuce !Iettuces, false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "lettuce" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member! material! concept! functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, lettuce + material)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(lettuce + material: Nice. "Lettuce" is used here to refer to a material that is found in various shapes.)
hint(lettuces + material: If "lettuces" is used here as a material noun, it has to be non-countable. ! "Lettuces" is
used here as a material noun, but the form of "lettuces" indicates "lettuce" is countable.)
hint(lettuce + set or member: If "lettuce" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. !
"Lettuce" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
hint(lettuces + set or member: We are not using the noun "lettuces" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual items. ! "Lettuces" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.)
hint(lettuce + concept: We are not using "lettuce" as a noun that encompasses some concepts. !"Lettuce" refers to
an object that has a physical existence.)
hint(lettuces + concept: If "lettuces" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. ! You
are saying that "lettuces" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "lettuces" indicates "lettuce"
islcountable.)
hint(lettuce + functionality: We are not using the noun "lettuce" to denote any functionality here. ! Remember that
some dishes are made from lettuce.)
hint(lettuces + functionality: If "lettuces" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable.
! You are saying that "lettuces" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "lettuces" indicates "lettuce"
islcountable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-32,2-1-31-wrong)
count(2rMat6, 2wMat6)

<2-1-31-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II This salad has lots of <L>lettuce<!>.1 <L>"lettuce"<!> is used here as a material
noun.II<L>"Lettuce"<!> is used here to refer to a material that is found in various shapes.)
btn_Next(2-1-32)

<2-1-32>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(Unlike whiskey,)
menG_question(question, wine is! wines are, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(not bad for your health.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "wine" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member! material! concept! functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, wine is + material)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(wine is + material: Nice. 'Wine" is used here to refer to a material.)
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hint(wines are + material: If ''wines'' is used here as a material noun, it has to be non-countable. / ''Wines'' is used
here as a material noun, but the form of ''wines'' indicates ''wine'' is countable.}
hint(wine is + set or member: If ''wine'' were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. /
''Wine'' here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.}
hint(wines are + set or member: We are not using the noun ''wines'' here to refer to a set of or members of
individual items. / ''Wines'' here is not used as a noun that refers to a complete object.}
hint(wine is + concept: We are not using "wine" as a noun that encompasses some concepts. / 'Wine" refers to an
object that has a physical existence.}
hint(wines are + concept: If ''wines'' were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that ''wines'' is used as a concept noun here, but the form of ''wines'' indicates ''wine'' is countable.}
hint(wine is + functionality: We are not using the noun "wine" to denote any functionality here. / Remember that lots
offood is made from ''wine''.}
hint(wines are + functionality: If ''wines'' were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable.
/ You are saying that ''wines'' is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of ''wines'' indicates ''wine'' is
countable.}
btn_Submit_1(2-1-33,2-1-32-wrong}
count(2rMat7,2wMat7}

<2-1-32-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_wrong(The answer is II Unlike whiskey, <L>wine is</> not bad for your health. I <L>''Wine''</> is used here
as a material noun.II<L>''Wine''</> is used here to refer to a material.}
btn_Next(2-1-33}

<2-1-33>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
IbLquestionBefore(My friends always give me}
menG_question(question, help / helps, false, false}
IbLquestionAfter(when I am in trouble.}
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?}
IbUeasonBefore(Because "help" is used here as a}
menG_question(reason, set or member / concept / material/ functionality, false, false}
IbLreasonAfter(noun.}
menG_question(answer, help + concept}
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong}
hint(help + concept: Great. "Help" is used here in general to encompass things such as advice, aid, assistance,
encouragement, cooperation,letc.}
hint(helps + concept: If "helps" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable. / You are saying that
"helps" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "helps" indicates "help" is countable.}
hint(help + set or member: If "help" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable. /
"Help" does not refer to things of the same kind.}
hint(helps + set or member: We are not using the noun "helps" here to refer to a set of or members of individual
things of the same kind. /"Helps" does not refer to things of the same kind.}
hint(help + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "help". /"Help" does not refer to
something that has a physical existence.}
hint(helps + material: If "helps" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable./ You are
saying that "helps" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "helps" indicates "help" is countable.}
hint(help + functionality: We are not using the noun "help" to denote any functionality here. / "Help" does not
describe a physical thing.}
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hint(helps + functionality: If "helps" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "helps" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "helps" indicates "help" is
countable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-34,2-1-33-wrong)
count(2rCon6, 2wCon6)

<2-1-33-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II My friends always give me <L>help</> when I am in trouble. I <L>"Help"</> is used
here as a concept noun.II<L>"Help"</> is used here in general to encompass things such as advice, aid,
assistance, encouragement, cooperation, etc.)
btn_Next(2-1-34)

<2-1-34>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBeforeNarrow(1 have)
menG_questionNarrow(question, trouble / troubles, false, false)
IbLquestionAfterNarrow(finding shoes that fit my feet perfectly.)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "trouble" is used here as a)
menG_questionNarrow(reason, set or member / concept / material/ functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_questionNarrow(answer, trouble + concept)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(trouble + concept: Great. ''Trouble'' is used here in general to encompass things such as inconveniences,
difficulties, hardships, etc.)
hint(troubles + concept: If "troubles" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable. / You are saying
that "troubles" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "troubles" indicates "trouble" islcountable.)
hint(trouble + set or member: If "trouble" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be countable.
/ "Trouble" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(troubles + set or member: We are not using the noun "troubles" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual things of the same kind. /''Troubles'' does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(trouble + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "trouble". /''Trouble'' does not
refer to something that has a physical existence.)
hint(troubles + material: If "troubles" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. / You
are saying that "troubles" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "troubles" indicates "trouble"
islcountable.)
hint(trouble + functionality: We are not using the noun "trouble" to denote any functionality here. / ''Trouble'' does
not describe a physical thing.)
hint(troubles + functionality: If "troubles" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be non-countable.
/ You are saying that "troubles" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "troubles" indicates ''trouble''
islcountable.)
btn_Submit_1 (2-1-35, 2-1-34-wrong)
count(2rCon7,2wCon7)

<2-1-34-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
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msg_wrong(The answer is II I have <L>trouble</> finding shoes that fit my feet perfectly. I <L>''Trouble''</> is
used here as a concept noun.II<L>''Trouble''</> is used here in general to encompass things such as
inconveniences, difficulties, hardships, etc.)
btn_Next(2-1-35)

<2-1-35>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(Diesel cars cause)
menG_question(question, pollution / pollutions, false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "pollution" is used here as a)
menG_question(reason, set or member / concept / material/ functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, pollution + concept)
hinCsetup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(pollution + concept: Great. "Pollution" is used here in general to encompass things such as contamination,
infection, poison, corruption,letc.)
hint(pollutions + concept: If "pollutions" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be non-countable. / You are
saying that "pollutions" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "pollutions" indicates "pollution"
islcountable.)
hint(pollution + set or member: If "pollution" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. / "Pollution" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(pollutions + set or member: We are not using the noun "pollutions" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual things of the same kind. / "Pollutions" does not refer to things of the same kind.)
hint(pollution + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "pollution". / "Pollution" does not
refer to something that has a physical existence.)
hint(pollutions + material: If "pollutions" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. /
You are saying that "pollutions" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "pollutions" indicates "pollution"
islcountable.)
hint(pollution + functionality: We are not using the noun "pollution" to denote any functionality here. / "Pollution"
does not describe a physical thing.)
hint(pollutions + functionality: If "pollutions" were used as a functionality noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "pollutions" is used as a functionality noun here, but the form of "pollutions"
indicates "pollution" islcountable.)
btn_Submit_1(2-1-36,2-1-35-wrong)
count(2rCon8, 2wCon8)

<2-1-35-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II Diesel cars cause <L>pollution</>.I <L>"Poliution"</> is used here as a concept
noun.II<L>"Poliution"</> is used here in general to encompass things such as contamination, infection, poison,
corruption, etc.)
btn_Next(2-1-36)

<2-1-36>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(They have good)
menG_question(question, transportation / transportations, false, false)
IbLquestionAfter(in New York City.)
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IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?}
IbUeasonBefore(Because "transportation" is used here as}
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false}
IbUeasonAfter(noun.}
menG_question(answer, transportation + functionality}
hinCsetup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong}
hint(transportation + functionality: Great. ''Transportation'' denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as
cars, trains, airplanes, and ships,lwhich take us to other places.}
hint(transportations + functionality: If "transportations" is used as a functionality noun here, it has to be noncountable. / ''Transportations'' is used here as a functionality noun, but the form of "transportations" indicates
"transportation" islcountable.}
hint(transportation + set or member: If ''transportation'' were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to
be countable. / ''Transportation'' is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.}
hint(transportations + set or member: We are not using the noun "transportations" here to refer to a set of or
members of individual objects. / ''Transportations'' is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.}
hint(transportation + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "transportation". /
''Transportation'' is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.}
hint(transportations + material: If "transportations" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that "transportations" is used as a material noun here, but the form of ''transportations''
indicatesl"transportation" is countable.}
hint(transportation + concept: ''Transportation'' is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. /
''Transportation'' is used to describe a thing that has a physical existence.}
hint(transportations + concept: If "transportations" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be noncountable. / You are saying that ''transportations'' is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "transportations"
indicatesl"transportation" is countable.}
btn_SubmiU(2-1-37,2-1-36-wrong}
count(2rFun5, 2wFun5}

<2-1-36-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
msg_wrong(The answer is II They have <L>good transportation</> in New York City.1 <L>''Transportation''</> is
used here as a concept noun.Ii<L>''Transportation''</> denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as
cars, trains, airplanes, and ships, which take us to other places.}
btn_Next(2-1-37}

<2-1-37>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns}
IbLquestionBefore(They have lots of}
menG_question(question, footwear / footwears, false, false}
IbLquestionAfter(in this store.}
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?}
IbUeasonBefore(Because "footwear" is used here as}
menG_question(reason, set or member / material/ concept / functionality, false, false}
IbUeasonAfter(noun.}
menG_question(answer, footwear + functionality}
hinCsetup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong}
hint(footwear + functionality: Great. "Footwear" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as sandals,
sneakers, and boots, which welwear on our feet.}
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hint(footwears + functionality: If "footwears" is used as a functionality noun here, it has to be non-countable. I
"Footwears" is used here as a functionality noun, but the form of "footwears" indicates ''footwear'' is countable.)
hint(footwear + set or member: If ''footwear'' were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. I "Footwear" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(footwears + set or member: We are not using the noun "footwears" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual objects. I "Footwears" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(footwear + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "footwear". I "Footwear" is not
used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(footwears + material: If "footwears" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. I
You are saying that "footwears" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "footwears" indicates "footwear"
islcountable.)
hint(footwear + concept: "Footwear" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. I "Footwear" is
used to describe a thing that has a physical existence.)
hint(footwears + concept: If "footwears" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. I
You are saying that ''footwears'' is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "footwears" indicates "footwear"
islcountable.)
btn_SubmiU(2-1-38,2-1-37-wrong)
count(2rFun6, 2wFun6)

<2-1-37-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II They have lots of <L>footwear<l> in this store.1 <L>"Footwear"<I> is used here as
a functionality noun.II<L>"Footwear"<I> denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as sandals,
sneakers, and boots, which we wear on our feet.)
btn_Next(2-1-38)

<2-1-38>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
IbLquestionBefore(My computer is loaded with lots of)
menG_question(question, software I softwares, false, false)
IbUeasonQuestion(What is the reason behind your choice?)
IbUeasonBefore(Because "software" is used here as)
menG_question(reason, set or member I material I conceptI functionality, false, false)
IbUeasonAfter(noun.)
menG_question(answer, software + functionality)
hint_setup(3, pop_Right, pop_Wrong)
hint(software + functionality: Great. "Software" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as word
processors, email programs, and Weblbrowsers, which we use to do specific tasks on computers.)
hint(softwares + functionality: If "softwares" is used as a functionality noun here, it has to be non-countable. I
"Softwares" is used here as a functionality noun, but the form of "softwares" indicates "software" is countable.)
hint(software + set or member: If "software" were used as a set or member noun here, it would have to be
countable. I "Software" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(softwares + set or member: We are not using the noun "softwares" here to refer to a set of or members of
individual objects. I "Softwares" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(software + material: The sentence does not mention anything that is made of "software". I "Software" is not
used as a noun that refers to an individual object.)
hint(softwares + material: If "softwares" were used as a material noun here, it would have to be non-countable. I
You are saying that "softwares" is used as a material noun here, but the form of "softwares" indicates "software"
islcountable.)
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hint(software + concept: "Software" is not used here as a noun that encompasses some concepts. 1 "Software" is
used to describe a thing that has a physical existence.)
hint(softwares + concept: If "softwares" were used as a concept noun here, it would have to be non-countable. 1
You are saying that "softwares" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of "softwares" indicates "software"
islcountable.)
btn_Submit_1 (2-Summary-Score, 2-1-38-wrong)
count(2rFun7, 2wFun7)

<2-1-38-wrong>
IbUitle(Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_wrong(The answer is II My computer is loaded with lots of <L>software<I>.1 <L>"Software"<I> is used here
as a functionality noun.II<L>"Software"<I> denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as word
processors, email programs, and Web browsers, which we use to do specific tasks on computers.)
btn_Next(2-Summary-Score)

- Track2 Summary
<2-Summary-Score>
IbUitle(your Scores in Exercises the Model with Known Nouns)
msg_messageScore«R>Your scores in this track are:<I> 11<6> Set and Memeber:1
#2rSetMem1 +
2rSetMem2 + 2rSetMem3 + 2rSetMem4 + 2rSetMemS + 2rSetMem6 + 2rSetMem7 + 2rSetMem8 + 2rSetMem9 +
2rSetMem10 + 2rSetMem11 + 2rSetMem12 + 2rSetMem13 + 2rSetMem14 + 2rSetMem1S# right #2wSetMem1
+ 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 + 2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMemS + 2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 + 2wSetMem8 +
2wSetMem9 + 2wSetMem10 + 2wSetMem11 + 2wSetMem12 + 2wSetMem 13 + 2wSetMem14 + 2wSetMem15#
#2rMat1 + 2rMat2 + 2rMat3 + 2rMat4 + 2rMatS + 2rMat6 + 2rMat7# right #2wMat1 +
wrongll Material: I
#2rCon1 + 2rCon2 +
2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wMatS + 2wMat6 + 2wMat7# wrong II ConcePti
2rCon3 + 2rCon4 + 2rConS + 2rCon6 + 2rCon7 + 2rCon8# right #2wCon1 + 2wCon2 + 2wCon3 + 2wCon4 +
2wConS + 2wCon6 + 2wCon7 + 2wCon8#wrong II Functionality:1
#2rFun1 + 2rFun2+ 2rFun3 + 2rFun4 +
2rFunS+ 2rFun6 + 2rFun7# right #2wFun1 + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4 + 2wFunS+ 2wFun6 + 2wFun7#
wrong<I»
btn_Next(2-Well)
btn_Finish(2-End)
-There are 12 additional questions. There are total of 37 questions. There are up to three tries for each question.
-So there are up to 37*3 = 111 ties. 90% cut off. So 111/10 = 11.1; therefore, if the user makes at least 12
mistakes,
-he is not considered to have mastered the material.
hide(2wSetMem1 + 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 + 2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMemS + 2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 +
2wSetMem8 + 2wSetMem9 + 2wSetMem1 0 + 2wSetMem11 + 2wSetMem12 + 2wSetMem 13 + 2wSetMem14 +
2wSetMem1S + 2wMat1 + 2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wMatS + 2wMat6 + 2wMat7 + 2wCon1 + 2wCon2 +
2wCon3 + 2wCon4 + 2wConS + 2wCon6 + 2wCon7 + 2wCon8 + 2wFun1 + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4 +
2wFunS+ 2wFun6 + 2wFun7 < 12: btn_Finish)
hide(2wSetMem1 + 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 + 2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMemS + 2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 +
2wSetMem8 + 2wSetMem9 + 2wSetMem10 + 2wSetMem11 + 2wSetMem12 + 2wSetMem13 + 2wSetMem14 +
2wSetMem1S + 2wMat1 + 2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wMatS + 2wMat6 + 2wMat7 + 2wCon1 + 2wCon2 +
2wCon3 + 2wCon4 + 2wConS + 2wCon6 + 2wCon7 + 2wCon8 + 2wFun1 + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4 +
2wFunS+ 2wFun6 + 2wFun7 >= 12: btn_Next)

<2-Well>
IbUitle(Oiagnosis)
msg_wrong(You have mastered the material in this program. IICongratulations!)
btn_Quit(Quit_Good)
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<2-End>
IbUitle(Diagnosis)
msg_wrong(You should review the first track and try the second track again.)
btn_FirstTrackRetry(1-1-1)
btn_Quit(Quit_NotGood)

<Quit_Good>
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Good bye.)

<Quit NotGood>
IbLquestionBeforeWidest(Please start with the first track when you come back next time. Good bye.)
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Detailed designs
Notations used in the detailed designs:
<T> title: a title is drawn as a label.
<P> description of a picture: a picture area.
<L> label: a label.
<M> message: a message area.
In a message area:
++ : displays a continue button and pauses until the continue button is clicked.
I : puts a carriage return.
<B> xxx </>: shows the string xxx in bold.
<U> xxx </>: shows the string xxx underlined.
<L> xxx <I>: shows the string xxx in blue.
<R> xxx <1>: shows the string xxx in red.
@@: replaces with sentences that a user has answered correctly so far .
#counterl + counter2 + ... #: the string between a # and the next # is replaced with
the actual result of the calculation; counter 1 + counter2 + ...
<CKx> the label for a check box: a check box.
<MNx> choice 1 / choice 2 / ... : a menu shows the listed choices.
<I>: an input field
<PP> message 1 / message2 / ... : a pop window shows the message located at the number
of incorrect tries or correct tries; when count_ mis = 1, messagel will be shown; when
count_mis = 2, message 2 will be shown.
In a pop window:
(L) shows a message in blue.
(R) shows a message in red.
<S> group name: shows all the items in the group.
<R> counterl, counter2, ... : reset the listed counters to O.
<A> how a user answers the question:
«xxx»: click the button called xxx
[xxx]: go to another screen called xxx
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{xxx}: jump to xxx which is on the same page
count_ mis: holds a number of incorrect tries
count_cor: holds a number of correct tries
count_wrg: holds a number of rounds (a round ends when a user is forced to go back to
review a material).

A list of answer patterns separated by a I
actions taken in case of this answer pattern
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Choose a Track
<T> Choose a Track
<M> You will learn to determine the countability of English nouns through this system.
You can change the speed of displaying text by selecting one of the radial buttons at the
bottom of the screen any time.II++You cannot determine the countability ofa noun from the
noun itself. You need to see the context in which the noun appears. In other words, it is
not the noun itself which makes it countable or non-countable but how it is used. For
example, we cannot determine the countability of "paper" without the sentence in which it
appears (I bought paper for my printer. I have to write a paper for my class.). We can see
that there is more than one usage (meaning) for the same noun "paper." Likewise, many
nouns have more than one usage; therefore, each usage of a noun has its own countability.
IIYou will need to look at a good English-English dictionary to learn detailed meanings of
each use of a noun. Even then, the dictionary will not explain whether given uses are
countable or not.II++This system will train you to ask the right questions to decide whether
a particular use of a noun falls into one of the following categories:1 used as a
set/member nounl used as a material nounl used as a concept nounl used as a
functionality nounlAnd you will be able to determine whether the noun used is countable or
non-countable from the category.IIThere are three tracks in this system: I Track!: you will
learn the categories associated with countability of nouns. I Track2: you will be trained to
ask the right questions when you encounter a brand new noun.1 Track3: you will be asked
to choose the right form of each known noun in the context of a simple story .11++You will
need to start with the first track and master that track before going to the second track.
Likewise, you will need to master the second track before going to the third track.IIIf it is
your first time using this system, please click the "First Track" button to begin the system.
Otherwise please click the button for the appropriate track.

J<First Track»
[1-1-1]

J<second Track» J<rhird Track»
[3-1-1]

[2-1-1]

1-1-1-Group
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Appliances." There are three small circles inside the
Appliances circle, and they are labeled "Microwaves," "Stoves," and "Vacuums." The
Microwaves circle contains several microwaves in it. The Stoves circle contains several
stoves in it. The Vacuums circle contains several vacuums in it.
<M> The circle named" Appliances" contains all kinds of appliances. In other words, the
circle represents a set of all appliances. Therefore we can call it <B>" Appliance set. "</>
++IIThe circle named "Microwaves" contains all microwaves. Therefore we can call it
<B>"Microwave set."</> Also the circle is a subset ofthe Appliance set, so we can also
call it <B>"Microwave subset."</>++ We can do the same for the other circles and call
them <B>"Vacuum set/subset"</> and <B>"Stove set/subset."<I>++IIPlease note that a set
contains its members.)
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1-1-1
set 0 to count_wrg
set 0 to rSetMeml, wSetMeml, rSetMem2, wSetMem2, rSetMem3, wSetMem3
<8> I-I-I-Group
';<Next»
[1-1-2]

l-I-I-Review4
<8> I-I-I-Group

~«Next»

\<BaCk To Question»

[1-1-2-Review4]

[1-1-4]

1-1-I-Review5
<8> 1-1-1-Group
';<Next»
[1-1-2-Review5]

~BaCk

To Question»

[1-1-5]

l-I-I-Review6
<8> I-I-I-Group
';<Next»
[1-1-2-Review6]

~BaCk

To Question»

[1-1-6]

l-I-I-Again
<8> I-I-I-Group

~«Next»
[1-1-2-Again]

1-1-2-Group
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Appliance set." There are three small circles inside the
Appliances circle, and they are labeled "Microwave set/subset," "Stove set/subset," and
"Vacuum set/subset." The Microwave set/subset contains several microwaves in it. The
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Stove set/subset contains several stoves in it. The Vacuum set/subset contains several
vacuums in it.
<M> Each appliance is called <B>a member of the set.</> For example, the green vacuum
is called <B>a member of the Vacuum set/subset.</>++II<B>Nouns that refer to sets,
subsets, or members are countable. Thus we can sayan appliance, appliances, a microwave,
microwaves, a stove, stoves, a vacuum, and vacuums.<I>++IIThe name ofa set is the same
name as names of its members (microwave set - microwave members).
1-1-2
<S> I-I-I-Group

~Back»

t<Nex1»
[1-1-3 ]

[1-1-1]

1-1-2-Review4
<S> 1-1-2-Group

«Next»

~ack»

[1-1-3-Review4] [1-1-I-Review4]

Question»

[1-1-4]

1-1-2-Review5
<S> 1-1-2-Group

~«Nex1» ~ack»
[1-1-3-Review5] [1-1-I-Review5]

Question»

[1-1-5]

1-1-2-Review6
<S> 1-1-2-Group

~<<Nex1» ~ack»
[1-1-3-Review6] [1-1-I-Review6]

1-1-2-Again
<S> 1-1-2-Group

«Next» \::ack»
[1-1-3-Again]

[1-1-I-Again]

Question»

[1-1-6]
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1-1-3
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Ideas." This circle contains many small elements. Some of
them are labeled "Idea 1," "Idea 2," "Idea 3," and "Idea 4."
<M> Here is another example. liThe circle named "Ideas" contains all ideas. In other
words, the circle represents a set of all ideas. ITherefore we can call the circle <B>"Idea
set. "</>++1 lEach idea in the Idea set is called <B>a member of the Idea
set.<I>++IIRemember that <B>nouns that refer to sets and members are countable. Thus we
can sayan idea and ideas.</>++IIAlso know that nouns that refer to items that do not have
physical existances are <B>abstract nouns</> such as ideas, suggestions, plans, etc. If
nouns refer to items that have physical existances, they are <B>nonabstract nouns</> such
as microwaves, books, desks, etc.

1-1-3
<S> 1-1-3-Group

}<Next»

~aCk»

[1-1-4]

[1-1-2]

1-1-3-ltevievv4
<S> 1-1-3-Group

~<BaCk

To Question»

[1-1-4]

[1-1-2-ltevievv4]

1-1-3-ltevievv5
<S> 1-1-3-Group

~«BaCk

To Question»

[1-1-5]

[1-1-2-ltevievv5]

1-1-3-ltevievv6
<S> 1-1-3-Group

~«BaCk
[1-1-6]

To Question»

[1-1-2-ltevievv6]
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1-1-3-Again
<S> 1-1-3-Group

~«GO Back to Summary»
[1-Summary-Score]

[1-1-2-Again]

1-1-4
sit {) to count_mis
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {beginning}
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Circle A." Within the Circle A, there are three small circles
labeled "Circle P," "Circle V," and "Circle T." The Circle P contains some pianos, the
Circle V contains some violins, and the Circle T contains some trumpets.
<M> Now you try.II<R>What would you call Circle A? IICheck</> <B>all</> <R>boxes
that are applicable.</>
<CK1> Instrument subset
<CK2> Instrument set
<CK3> A member of the Instrument set
<fK4~ A member of the Instrument subset

t fL..<_B_ac_k_t_o_E_x_am---"-p_Ie>_>_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...~[I-I-I-Review4]
<A> Mark as many check boxes as the user wants.
"«Submit»
Instrument set
-7 add what is in count mis to wSetMeml. add I to rSetMeml. Go to [1-1-5].

Instrument subset
-7 add I to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Ifit were a subset, there would have to be another
circle that includes this circle. -7 {mistake}

A member of the Instrument subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Remember that a member of a subset is an
individual item that is within the subset. -7 {mistake}

A member of the Instrument set
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Remember that a member of a set is an individual
item that is within the set. -7 {mistake}
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A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Remember that a member of a set or subset is an
individual item that is within the set or subset. -7 {mistake}
Instrument set + Instrument subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)If it were a subset, there would have to be another
circle that includes this circle. -7 {mistake}
Instrument set / Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set / A member of
the Instrument subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member. -7 {mistake}
Instrument set / Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set + A member
of the Instrument subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member. -7
{mistake}
Instrument set + Instrument subset + A member of the Instrument set + A member
of the Instrument subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member.-7 {mistake}

. r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}
«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count_mis =
3, go to [1-1-4-Wrong].

1-1-4-Wrong
add 1 to count_wrg
add 3 to wSetMeml.

I

Jcount-wrg= 1
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<1)1> Please review the lesson and try the question again.
t«Review»
[1-1-1-lteview4]

lcount-WTg= 2
[1-2-5-Answer]
set 0 to count_wrg
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1-1-4-Answer
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Instrument Set." Within that Circle, there are three small
circles labeled "Circle P," "Circle V," and "Circle T." The Circle P contains some pianos,
the Circle V contains some violins, and the Circle T contains some trumpets.
<M> <L>Circle A contains all instruments. So it is a set of instruments. Therefore it should
be called the </><B>Instrument set. </>

l«Next>>>
[1-1-5]

r

1-1-5
to count_mis
{beginning}

<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Instrument Set." Within that Circle, there are three small
circles labeled "Circle P," "Circle V," and "Circle T." The Circle P contains some pianos,
the Circle V contains some violins, and the Circle T contains some trumpets.
<M> <L>Right. Circle A contains all instruments. So it is a set of instruments. Therefore
the Circle A should be called the </><B>Instrument set.</> II<R>Then what would you call
Circle P? IICheck</> <B>all</> <R>boxes that are applicable.</>
<CK1> A member of the Piano subset
<CK2> A member of the Instrument set
<CK3> Piano set
<CK~ A subset of the Instrument set

1

E<Back to Example»

• [1-1-1-Review5]

<AI. Mark as many check boxes as the user wants .
• «SUbmit»

A subset of the Instrument set

-7 add what is in count_mis to wSetMem2. add 1 to rSetMem2. Go to [1-1-6].
A member of the Piano subset

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Remember that a member of a subset is an individual
item that is within the subset. -7 {mistake}
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A member of the Instrument set
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Remember that a member of a subset is an
individual item that is within the subset. -7 {mistake}
A member of the Instrument set + A member of the Piano subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Remember that a member of a set is an individual
item that is within the set. -7 {mistake}
Piano set
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Notice that the Circle P is also contained by another
circle. -7 {mistake}
A subset of the Instrument set
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Notice that the Circle P contains all pianos. If a circle
contains all its items, what is it called?) -7 {mistake}
Piano set / A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set / A member of
the Piano subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member.-7 {mistake}
Piano set / A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set + A member of
the Piano subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member.-7
{mistake}
Piano set + A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set / A member of
the Piano subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member.-7 {mistake}
Piano set + A subset of the Instrument set + A member of the Instrument set + A member
of the Piano subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member. -7 {mistake}

{mistake}
«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount_mis =
3, go to [1-1-5-Wrong].
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1-1-5-Wrong
add I to count_wrg
add 3 to wSetMem2.

[1-1-5-Answer]
set 0 to count_wrg
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> Please review the lesson and try the question again.

~«

«Review»

[1-1-1-lteview5]

1-1-5-Answer
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Instrument Set." Within that Circle, there are three small
circles labeled "Piano set/subset," "Circle V," and "Circle T." The Piano set/subset contains
some pianos, the Circle V contains some violins, and the Circle T contains some trumpets.
<M> <L>The Circle P contains all pianos. So it is a set. Therefore The Circle P should be
called the </><B>Piano set</><L>, and it is also a subset ofthe<l> <B>Instrument set.</>

l«Next>>>
[1-1-6]

{beginning}
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Instrument Set." Within that Circle, there are three small
circles labeled "Piano set/subset," "Circle V," and "Circle T." The Piano set/subset contains
some pianos, the Circle V contains some violins, and the Circle T contains some trumpets.
<M> <L>Right. The Circle P contains all pianos. So it is a set. Therefore The Circle P
should be called the </><B>Piano set</><L>, and it is also </><B>a subset of the
Instrument set.</> IIHere is another question. 1<R>What would you call one of the pianos?
IICheck</> <B>all</> <R>boxes that are applicable.</>
<CK1> A member of the Piano set
<CK2> Piano subset
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<CK3> Piano set
All of the above

<CK1

1

<Back to Example»

• [1-1-I-Review6]

<AI. Mark as many check boxes as the user wants .
• «Submit»

A member of the Piano set
-7 add what is in count_mis to wSetMem3. add 1 to rSetMem3. Go to [1-1-7].
Piano subset
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)A subset has to contain its members. Does one of the
pianos contain anything?-7 {mistake}
Piano set
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)A set has to contain its members. Does one of the
pianos contain anything? -7 {mistake}
All of the above
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member. -7 {mistake}
Piano subset + Piano set
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)A set or subset has to contain its members. Does one of
the pianos contain anything? -7 {mistake}
Piano subset / Piano set + All of the above
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member. -7 {mistake}
Piano subset + Piano set + All of the above
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)One cannot be both a set and a member. -7 {mistake}

-+

{mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount_mis =
3, go to [1-1-6-Wrong].
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1-1-6-Wrong
add 1 to count_wrg
add 3 to wSetMem2.

[1-1-6-Answer]
set 0 to count....:wrg
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> Please review the lesson and try the question again.

~«Review»
[1-1-1-lteview6]

1-1-6-Answer
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Instrument Set." Within that Circle, there are three small
circles labeled "Piano set/subset," "Circle V," and "Circle T." The Piano set/subset contains
some pianos, the Circle V contains some violins, and the Circle T contains some trumpets.
One of the pianos in the Piano set/subset is circled and the description for the circle is "A
member of Piano set/subset."
<M> <L> One of the pianos is a member of the</><B> Piano set/subset. <I>

l<<Next»
[1-2-1]

1-1-7
<T> Learn Set and Member Nouns
<P> There is a circle labeled "Instrument Set." Within that Circle, there are three small
circles labeled "Piano set/subset," "Circle V," and "Circle T." The Piano set/subset contains
some pianos, the Circle V contains some violins, and the Circle T contains some trumpets.
One of the pianos in the Piano set/subset is circled and the description for the circle is "A
member of Piano set/subset."
<M> <L>Right. One of the pianos is a member ofthe</><B> Piano set/subset.</> IIYou
are ready to move onto the next subject. Click the Next button to begin.

l<<Next»
[1-2-1]
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1-2-1-Group
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<P> A picture that shows books and notebooks are made from paper.
<M> Notebooks and Books are made of paper. So we can call paper a <B>material
noun·<I>++II<B>Material nouns are not countable. Thus you can only say paper not a paper
or papers when using the noun as a material noun. Paper and a paper are two different kinds
of nouns. The same noun can be used as more than one kind of noun. Paper can be used as
a material or a set/member noun. <I>

1-2-1
set 0 to count_wrg
set 0 to rMat and wMat
<S> 1-2-1-Group
;<Next»

[1-2-2]

1-2-1-Review
<S> 1-2-1-Group

~«Next»
[1-2-2-Review]

\<BaCk To Question»

[1-2-4]

1-2-1-Again
<S> 1-2-1-Group

~«Next»
[1-2-2-Again]

1-2-2-Group
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<P> A picture that shows windows, bottles, and glasses are made from paper.
<M> Some windows, glasses, and bottles are made of glass. So we can call glass a
<B>material noun, and it is not countable. Thus you can only say glass not a glass or
glasses when using the noun as a material noun.<I>++IINotice that (wine) glasses are
products made of glass (material). This glass (wine glass) is not a material noun. It is a
set/member noun that you have just learned. Glass and glasses are two different kinds of
nouns. The same noun can be used as a material noun or a set/member noun.++IIPlease
know that some vegetables such as lettuce and spinach are considered materials, therefore
they are not countable.
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1-2-2
<S> 1-2-2-Group

}<NeX~> ~k»
[1-2-3]

[1-2-1]

1-2-2-Review
<S> 1-2-2-Group

~«Nex~> ~Back»
[1-2-3-Review] [1-2-1-Review]

Question»

[1-2-4]

1-2-2-Again
<S> 1-2-2-Group

~«Next» ~Back»
[1-2-3-Again] [1-2-1-Again]

1-2-3-Group
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<P> A picture that shows rain, showers and oceans consist of water.
<M> Rain, showers, and oceans consist of water. You can say that water is a material noun
(you could call it a substance noun). ++IIRemember that material nouns are not countable.
1-2-3
<S> 1-2-3-Group

}<Nexp

~ack»

[Menu-Example]

[1-2-2]

1-2-3-Review
<S> 1-2-3-Group

~«BaCk
[1-2-4]

To Question»

[1-2-2-Review]
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1-2-3-Again
<S> 1-2-3-Group

~«Back To Question> >
[1-Summary-Score]

[1-2-2-Again]

Menu-Example
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<P> 8 pictures: chair, snowman, crystal, gasoline, wood, snow, vase, petroleum
<P> A picture to show how to answer to a menu question.
<M> Now you will try some exercises. II<R> You will have to make up four sentences
using the nouns shown on the left. Please make one sentence at a time by choosing choices
from the drop down menus below. When you finish making a sentence, please click the
Submit button.</> ++IIFor example, ifpictures of wine, beer, grapes, grapes, and barley
were shown, you would make the sentences, grapes are used to make wine and barley is
used to make beer.

~«Begin»
[1-2-4]

1-2-4
set 0 to count mis
selO to count_cor

+

{beginning}

<T> Learn Material Nouns
<P> 8 pictures: chair, snowman, crystal, gasoline, wood, snow, vase, petroleum
<M> Now you try this. II<R>Please make one sentence at a time by choosing choices from
the drop down menus below. When you finish making a sentence, please click the Submit
button. <l>I!You have got:
<MN1> this chair / this snowman / this vase / gasoline / crystal/snow / wood / petroleum
<MN2> was used to create
<MN3> this chair / this snowman / this vase / gasoline / crystal/snow / wood / petroleum

~<BaCk
to Example»
'-----------------------··[1-2-1-Review]

1

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl>, <MN2> and <MN3> .
.t«Submit»
wood + was used to create + this chair I snow + was used to create + this snowman
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crystal + was used to create + this vase I petroleum + was used to create + gasoline

-7 add 1 to count_cor -7 If count_cor < 4, add what is in count_mis to wMat, set 0 to
count_mis, add this correct sentence at the end of the message, remove those choices from
the menus, and go to {beginning}. If count_cor = 4, add what is in count_mis to wMat, add
4 to rMat, and go to [1-2-5].
this chair + was used to create + wood

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (L )"This chair was used to create wood." means that a part
of wood is this chair. -7 {mistake}
a snowman + was used to create + snow

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)"A snowman was used to create snow." means that a
part of snow is a snowman. -7 {mistake}
A vase + was used to create + crystal

-7 <PP> (R)"A vase was used to create crystal." means that a part of crystal is a vase. -7
{mistake}
Gasoline + was used to create + petroleum

-7 <PP> (R)"Gasoline was used to create petroleum." means that a part of petroleum is
gasoline. -7 {mistake}

*+*+*
-7 <PP> (R)Check the combination of the nouns. -7 {mistake}
,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount_mis =
3, go to [1-2-5-Wrong] and set 0 to count_mis.
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1-2-5-Wrong
add 1 to count_wrg
add what is in count mis to wMat
add what is in count cor to rMat

I

-

lcount_wrg= 1
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<1)1> Please review the lesson and try the question again.

1cowrt-wrg= 2
[1-2-5-Answer]
set 0 to count_wrg

~<Review»
[1-2-1-Review]

1-2-5-Answer
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<P> A picture that shows the answers: wood was used to create this chair, snow was used
to create this snowman, crystal was used to create this vase, and petroleum was used to
create.
<M> The answers were II<L>Wood was used to create this chair.ISnow was used to create
this snowman.ICrystal was used to create this vase.IPetroleum was used to create
gasoline·<I>II++Notice that wood, snow, crystal, petroleum, and gasoline refer to materials
whose products are made of or consist of, so they are not countable. But their products are
countable. Thus we can say a chair, chairs, a snowman, snowmen, a vase, and vases.

~41ext»

[1-3-1]

1-2-5
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<P> A picture that shows the answers: wood was used to create this chair, snow was used
to create this snowman, crystal was used to create this vase, and petroleum was used to
create.
<M> You have done very well.lI<L>Wood was used to create this chair. ISnow was used to
create this snowman.ICrystal was used to create this vase.IPetroleum was used to create
gasoline·<I>II++Notice that wood, snow, crystal, petroleum, and gasoline refer to materials
whose products are made of or consist of, so they are not countable. But their products are
countable. Thus we can say a chair, chairs, a snowman, snowmen, a vase, and vases.

~<Next»

[1-3-1]
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1-3-1-Group
<T> Learn Concept Nouns
<P> A picture of a cup labeled "Information" that is segmented into several parts. Four of
them are labeled as "Rumors," "Facts," "Suggestions, " and "Implications."
<M> We are now talking about concepts. Information encompasses many things such as
rumors, facts, suggestions, and implications.++IIThere are <B>abstract nouns that refer to
concepts encompassing other sets. </> Those abstract nouns are called <B>concept
nouns·<I>++II<B>Concept nouns are not countable. Thus you can only say information not
an information or informations. <I>

1-3-1
set 0 to count_wrg
set 0 to rCon, wCon
<S> 1-3-1-Group
;<Next»

[1-3-2]

1-3-1-Review
<S> 1-3-1-Group

~«Next»
[1-3-2-Review]

~<BaCk

To Question»

[1-3-3]

1-3-1-Again
<S> 1-3-1-Group

~«Next»
[1-3-2-Again]

1-3-2-Group
<T> Learn Concept Nouns
<P> A picture ofa cup labeled "Advice" that is segmented into several parts. Four of them
are labeled as "Suggestions," "Warnings," and "Orders."
<M> Advice encompasses many other things such as suggestions, orders, and warnings.
So advice is a <B>concept noun. <1>++11 Remember that <B>concept nouns are not
countable. Thus you can only say advice not an advice or advices.<I>++IIWhen you want to
describe a part of something that a concept noun refers to, we use the word "piece." For
example, two pieces of information, a piece of advice.
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1-3-2
<S> 1-3-2-Group

}<New>

~aCk»

[1-3-3]

[1-3-1]

1-3-2-Review
<S> 1-3-2-Group

~«BaCk

To Question»

[1-3-3]

[1-3-1-Review]

1-3-2-Again
<S> 1-3-2-Group

}<Next» ~k»
[1-Summary-Score]

[1-3-1-Again]

1-3-3
set 0 to count mis
selO to count_cor
.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {beginning}

+

<T> Learn Concept Nouns
<P> 9 pictures: evidence, news, indications, proofs, experience, practices, announcements,
skills, events
<M> Now you try. II <R>You will have to make up three sentences using the nouns shown
on the left. Please make one sentence at a time by choosing choices from the drop down
menus below. When you finish making a sentence, please click the Submit button.</>
IIYou have got:
<MN1> experience / evidence / news / skills / events/ indications /proofs / announcements /
practices
<L> encompasses
<MN2> experience / evidence / news / skills / events / proofs
<L>and
<MN3> experience / evidence / news / indications / announcements / practices

1

t<BaCk to Example»
l..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....

[1-3-1-Review]
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<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl>, <MN2> and <MN3> .
• «Submit»
experience + skills + practices / evidence + proofs + indications /
news + events + announcements
-7 add 1 to count_cor -7 If count_cor < 3, add what is in count_mis to wCon, set 0 to
count_cor, add this correct sentence at the end of the message, remove those choices from
the menus, and go to {beginning}. If count_cor = 3, add what is in count_mis to wCon, add
3 to rCon, and go to [1-3-4].
experience + skills + *
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Almost. Experience encompasses skills and something.
-7 {mistake}
experience + * + practices
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Almost. Experience encompasses something and
practices. -7 {mistake}
evidence + proofs + *
-7 <PP> (R)Almost. Evidence encompasses proofs and something.-7 {mistake}
evidence + * + indications
-7 <PP> (R)Almost. Evidence encompasses something and indications. -7 {mistake}
news + events + *
-7 <PP> (R)Almost. News encompasses evidence and something.-7 {mistake}
news + * + indications
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Almost. News encompasses something and indications.
-7 {mistake}
experience / evidence / news + experience / evidence / news + experience / evidence / news
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a concept noun encompasses
things that other concept nouns refer to. -7 {mistake}
experience / evidence / news + skills / proofs / events / practices / indications /
announcements + experience / evidence / news
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-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a concept noun encompasses things that another
concept noun refers to. -7 {mistake}
experience / evidence / news + experience / evidence / news + skills / proofs / events /
practices / indications / announcements

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a concept noun encompasses things that another
concept noun refers to. -7 {mistake}
skills / proofs / events / practices / indications / announcements + skills / proofs / events /
practices / indications / announcements + skills / proofs / events / practices / indications /
announcements

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun encompasses things that
other set or member nouns refer to. -7 {mistake}
skills / proofs / events / practices / indications / announcements + experience / evidence /
news + skills / proofs / events / practices / indications / announcements

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun encompasses things that a
concept noun refers to. -7 {mistake}
skills / proofs / events / practices / indications / announcements + skills / proofs / events /
practices / indications / announcements + experience / evidence / news

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun encompasses things that a
concept noun refers to. -7 {mistake}
skills / proofs / events / practices / indications / announcements + experience / evidence /
news + experience / evidence / news

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun encompasses things that
concept nouns refer to. -7 {mistake}
.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [1-3-4-Wrong].
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1-3-4-Wrong
add 1 to count_wrg
add what is in count_mis to wCon
add what is in count cor to rCon

I

-

1count-wrg=o I
<T> Learn Material Nouns
<1)1> Please review the lesson and try the question again.

1count-wrg=o 2
[1-3-4-Answer]
set 0 to count_wrg

t«Review»
[1-3-1-Review]

1-3-4
<T> Learn Concept Nouns
<P> A picture of three cups labeled "Experience, " "Evidence," and "News." The cup
labeled "Experience" is segmented into several parts: there are two sections labeled
"Skills," and "Practices." The cup labeled "Evidence" is segmented into several parts: there
are two sections labeled "Indications," and "Proofs." The cup labeled "News" is segmented
into some parts: there are two sections labeled "Announcements," and "events."
<M> You have done very well.II<L>Experience describes skills and practices. IEvidence
describes proofs and indications. INews describes events and announcements.</> IINotice
that experience, evidence, and news encompass other sets, so they are not countable.

~<Next»

[1-4-1]

1-3-4-Answer
<T> Learn Concept Nouns
<P> A picture of three cups labeled "Experience, " "Evidence," and "News." The cup
labeled "Experience" is segmented into several parts: there are two sections labeled
"Skills," and "Practices." The cup labeled "Evidence" is segmented into several parts: there
are two sections labeled "Indications," and "Proofs." The cup labeled "News" is segmented
into some parts: there are two sections labeled "Announcements," and "events."
<M> <L>Experience describes skills and practices. IEvidence describes proofs and
indications. INews describes events and announcements. </> IINotice that experience,
evidence, and news denotes other sets, so they are not countable.

~<Next»

[1-4-1]
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1-4-1-Group
<T> Learn Function Nouns
<P> Three arrows point to "Furniture." The first arrow comes out of a group of several
chairs, the second arrow comes out of a group of some tables, and the third arrow comes
out of a group of some beds.
<M> Furniture denotes the functionality of many other sets such as; chairs, tables and beds.
It does not name individual objects, such as chairs, tables or beds. ++1I<B>Nouns that
describe functionalities are called function nouns. IIFunction nouns are not countable. Thus
you can only say furniture not a furniture or furnitures.</>++1I80metimes these function
nouns denote functionalities of other nouns. For example, clothing denotes the functionality
ofunderware (also a function noun), jeans, dresses, etc. ++IIWhen you want to describe a
part of something that a function noun refers to, we use the word "piece." For example, two
pieces of furniture.

1-4-1
set 0 to count_wrg
set 0 to rFun and wFun
<8> 1-4-1-Group
;<Next»
[1-4-2]

1-4-1-Review
<8> 1-4-1-Group

~«BaCk

To Question»

[1-4-2]

1-4-1-Again
<8> 1-4-1-Group

~«Back To Question»
[1-8ummary-Score]

1-4-2
set 0 to count mis
selO to count_cor

+

<T> Learn Function Nouns

{beginning}
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<P> 9 pictures: silverware, transportation, clothing, trains, forks, cars, shirts, skirts, spoons
<M> Now you will have to make up three sentences using nouns shown on the left. Please
make one sentence at a time by choosing choices from the drop down menus below. When
you finish making a sentence, please click the Submit button. IIYou have got:
<MN1> silverware I transportation I clothing I forks I cars Ishirts I trains I skirtsl spoons
<L> denotes the functionality of
<MN2> silverware I transportation I clothing I cars Ispoons I shirts
<L>and
<rN silverware I transportation I clothing I skirts I trains I forks
<Back to Example»
[1-3-1-llevielV]
<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl>, <MN2> and <MN3> .
• «Submit»
silverware + spoons + forks I transportation + cars + trains I clothing + shirts + skirts

-7 add 1 to count_cor -7 If count_cor < 3, add what is in count_mis to wFun, set 0 to
count_cor, add this correct sentence at the end of the message, remove those choices from
the menus, and go to {beginning}. If count_cor = 3, add what is in count_mis to wFun, add
3 to rFun, and go to [1-4-3].
silverware + spoons + *

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Almost. Silverware denotes the functionality of spoons
and something. -7 {mistake}
silverware + * + forks

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Almost. Silverware denotes the functionality of
something and forks. -7 {mistake}
transportation + cars + *

-7 <PP> (R)Almost. Transportation denotes the functionality of cars and something. -7
{mistake}
transportation + * + trains

-7 <PP> (R)Almost. Transportation denotes the functionality of something and cars. -7
{mistake}
clothing + shirts + *

-7 <PP> (R)Almost. Clothing denotes the functionality of shirts and somthing. -7
{mistake}
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clothing + + skirts

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Almost. Clothing denotes the functionality of
something and skirts. -7 {mistake}
spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts + silverware / transportation / clothing + spoons
/ forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun
denotes a functionality of things that a function noun refers to. -7 {mistake}
spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts + spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts +
silverware / transportation / clothing

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun denotes a functionality of
things that a function noun refers to. -7 {mistake}
spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts + silverware / transportation / clothing +
silverware / transportation / clothing

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun denotes a functionality of
things that function nouns refer to. -7 {mistake}
spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts + spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts +
spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a set or member noun denotes a functionality of
things that other set or member nounslrefer to. -7 {mistake}
silverware / transportation / clothing + silverware / transportation / clothing + spoons /
forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a function noun denotes a functionality of things
that another function noun refers to,lbut these function nouns have no relations. -7
{mistake}
silverware / transportation / clothing + spoons / forks / cars / trains / shirts / skirts +
silverware / transportation / clothing

-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a function noun denotes a functionality of things
that another function noun refers to,lbut these function nouns have no relations. -7
{mistake}
silverware / transportation / clothing + silverware / transportation / clothing + silverware /
transportation / clothing
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-7 <PP> (R)Your answer indicates that a function noun denotes a functionality of things
that the other function nouns refer to,lbut these function nouns have no relations. -7
{mistake}

•

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_________ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis
3, go to [1-4-3-Wrong].

=

1-4-3-Wrong
add 1 to count_wrg
add what is in count mis to wFun
add what is in count cor to rFun

I

-

lcount_wrlF 1
<T> Learn Function Nouns
<1)1> Please review the lesson and try the question again.

1

count_wrlF 2

[1-4-3-Answer]
set 0 to count_wrg

~<Review»
[1-4-1-Review]

1-4-3
<T> Learn Function Nouns
<P> An arrow comes out of a group of several spoons and forks and points to
"Silverware." An arrow comes out of a group of a bus, a car, a train, an airplane, and points
to "Transportation." An arrow comes out of a group of some shirts and some bottoms and
points to "Clothing."
<M> You have done very well. 1I<L>Silverwere denotes the functionality of many sets
such as spoons and forks. ITransportation denotes the functionality of many sets such as
cars and trains. IClothing denotes the functionality of many sets such as shirts and
skirts·<I>IINotice that underwear, transportation, and clothing denote the functionalities and
not objects, so they are not countable.

~<Next»

[l-Summary-Table]

1-4-3-Answer
<T> Learn Functional Nouns
<P> An arrow comes out of a group of several spoons and forks and points to
"Silverware." An arrow comes out of a group of a bus, a car, a train, an airplane, and points
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to "Transportation." An arrow comes out of a group of some shirts and some bottoms and
points to "Clothing."
<M> <L>Silverwere denotes the functionality of many sets such as spoons and forks.
ITransportation denotes the functionality of many sets such as cars and trains. IClothing
denotes the functionality of many sets such as shirts and skirts.</> IINotice that silverware,
transportation, and clothing denote the functionalities and not objects, so they are not
countable.IIPlease review the example.

~<Next»

[l-Summary-Table]

l-Summary-Table-Group
<T> Summary in Learning the Model
<P> There is a circle labeled "Appliance set." There are three small circles inside the
Appliances circle, and they are labeled "Microwave set/subset," "Stove set/subset," and
"Vacuum set/subset." The Microwave set/subset contains several microwaves in it. The
Stove set/subset contains several stoves in it. The Vacuum set/subset contains several
vacuums in it.
<P> A picture that shows books and notebooks are made from paper.
<P> A picture of a cup labeled "Information" that is segmented into several parts. Four of
them are labeled as "Rumors," "Facts," "Suggestions, " and "Implications."
<P> Three arrows point to "Furniture." The first arrow comes out of a group of several
chairs, the second arrow comes out of a group of some tables, and the third arrow comes
out of a group of some beds.
<M> Remember that many nouns have more than one usage. The particular usage of a
noun determines its countability and can be classified as belonging to only one of the four
categories. For example, in the sentence "I have to write a paper," the usage of the noun
"paper" is classified as belonging to the set/member category. On the other hand, in the
sentence "I have to buy paper for my printer," the usage of the noun "paper" is classified as
belonging to the material category.++II<R>The pictures on the left and the following
descriptions summarize what you have learned in this track:<I>II<B>Set and Member
Nouns: Countable<1>1 A set noun refers to a set that contains all its members. A member
of a set is an individual object within the set.II<B>Material Nouns: Non-countable</>I A
material noun refers to a material of or from which its products are made. II<B>Concept
Nouns: Non-countable<1>1 A concept noun refers to a concept that encompasses other
concepts. II<B>Functionality Nouns: Non-countable<1>1 A functionality noun denotes the
functionality of other sets.

l-Summary-Table
<S> l-Summary-Table-Group

l«Next»
[I-Sum mary-Score]
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I-Sum mary-Table-Review
<S> l-Summary-Table-Group

l«Next»
[3-1-1]

I-Summary-Score
<T> Your Scores in Learning the Model
<M> <R>Your scores in this track are:</> II<B> Set and Memeber:1
#rSetMeml +
rSetMem2 + rSetMem3# right #wSetMem 1 + wSetMem2 + wSetMem3# wrongll
Material: I
#rMat# right #wMat# wrong II Concept: I
#rCon# right #wCon#
#rFun# right #wFun# wrong<I> IIYou might want to go back to
wrong II Function:1
review the sections in which you have not done well.
f:<Next»
f-vSetMem 1 + wSetMem2
ft wSetMem3 + wMat
ft wCon + wFun >= 10

~r

[I-End]

<Set and Member»

I<<Material»
I<<Concept»

,r"
[1-1-I-Again]

..

,t<Function»

[1-2-1-Again] [1-3-1-Again] [1-4-1-Again]

I-Well
<T> Diagnosis
<M> You have done very well. You are ready to go to the next track.

}<Next»
[3-1-1]

I-End
<T> Diagnosis
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<M> You are not ready to go to the next track yet. Please try the same track again or quit
the system and come back later.
<R> rSetMeml, rSetMem2, rSetMem3, rMat, rCon, rFun, wSetMeml, wSetMem2,
wSetMem3, wMat, wCon, wFun

}<First Track»
[1-1-1]

:<QUit»
[Quit_NotGood]

Quit NotGood
<M> Please start with the first track when you come back next time. Good bye.

3-1-1
<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<M> Now you will practice what you have learned using a new noun. II<L>There is a new
noun "kazumin". Now please imagine a meaning of this noun.IIWith your meaning for
"kazumin" in your mind, please answer the following series of questions. <I>

~«Begin»
[3-1-2]

3-1-2
set 0 to count mis

~+r---------

{retry}

<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<L> Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the material of which a
member of
<L> some set is made?
<L> Please enter yes or no =>
<I>
<A> The user enters his answer in the input field.

}<SUbmit»
yes/no (not case-sensitive)

-7 save the answer in material. go to [3-1-3].

*
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R)Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no. -7 «OK» to
close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {retry}. Ifcount_mis = 3, go to [3-1-2wrong].

3-1-wrong
set 0 to count mis

+ -

<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<M> <L>You have imagined a meaning of "kazumin" .IIThe following example shows what
your input should look like if your answer to the question is a yes.</>
<L> Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the material of which a
member of
<L> some set is made?
<L> Please enter yes or no =>
<M>yes

3-1-2-wrong
<S> 3-1-wrong

}<Back To Question»
~ ir:tleJr:tJ~ ..

.

3-1-3
set 0 to count mis

~

.------------

{retry}

<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<L> Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the functionality of other sets?
<L> Please enter yes or no =>
<I>
<A> The user enters his answer in the input field.

~<submit»
yes/no (not case-sensitive)

-7 save the answer in function. go to [3-1-4].

*
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~

add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R)Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no. ~ «OK» to
close the pop window. ~ If count_mis < 3, go to {retry}. Ifcount_mis = 3, go to [3-1-3wrong].

3-1-3-wrong
<S> 3-1-wrong

}<Back To Question»
~~r:tllC!r:tl~ *

3-1-4
set 0 to count mis

~ +.-----------

{retry}

<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<L> Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to the concept encompassing
<L> other sets?
<L> Please enter yes or no =>
<I>
<A> The user enters his answer in the input field.

!<submit»
yes/no (not case-sensitive)
~

save the answer in concept. go to [3-1-5].

*
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R)Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no. ~ «OK» to
close the pop window. ~ If count_mis < 3, go to {retry}. If count_mis = 3, go to [3-1-4wrong].

3-1-4-wrong
<S> 3-1-wrong

}<Back To Question»
~ ~ r:tllC! r:tl.*

3-1-5
set 0 to count_mis
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~+r---------

{retry}

<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<L> Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to a set ofkazumins?
<L> Please enter yes or no =>
<I>
<A> The user enters his answer in the input field.

~<SUbmit»
yes/no (not case-sensitive)
~

save the answer in set. go to [3-1-6].

*
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R)Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no. ~ «OK» to
close the pop window. ~ If count_mis < 3, go to {retry}. If count_mis = 3, go to [3-1-5wrong].

3-1-5-wrong
<S> 3-1-wrong
}<BaCk To Question»
~ ~r:tllcJetll~lf.

3-1-6
set 0 to count mis

~+r---------

{retry}

<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<L> Are you using the noun "kazumin" right now to refer to a member of the kazumin set?
<L> Please enter yes or no =>
<I>
<A> The user enters his answer in the input field.

1<SUbmit»
yes/no (not case-sensitive)
~

save the answer in member. go to [3-1-7].
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*
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R)Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no. ~ «OK» to
close the pop window. ~ If count_mis < 3, go to {retry}. If count_mis = 3, go to [3-1-6wrong].

3-1-6-wrong
<8> 3-I-wrong

}<BaCk To Question»
~;el)IOel)!.

3-1-7
set 0 to count mis

~+r---------

{retry}

<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
<L> Is this noun "kazumi" countable?
<L> Please enter yes or no =>
<I>
<A> The user enters his answer in the input field.

1<submit»
yes/no (not case-sensitive)
~

save the answer in countable. go to [3-1-8].

*
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R)Invalid answer. Please enter yes or no. ~ «OK» to
close the pop window. ~ Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {retry}. Ifcount_mis = 3, go to [3-1-7wrong].

3-1-7-wrong
<8> 3-I-wrong

}<BaCk To Question»
~~r:tJIOel)~.
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<T> Exercises the Model with a New Noun
Pass the user's answers to material, function, concept, set, member, and countablity to the
program. The program will analyze the user's answer pattern and display an appropriate
message in a message area. If the answer pattern is right, a message, such as "Yes, if the
noun "kazumin" in your usage is classified as a functionality noun, "kazumin" is noncountable," will be shown. If the countability for the category is not right, a message such
as, "Your answer pattern shows that the noun "kazumin" in your usage is classified as a
functionality noun. Is a functionality noun countable?," will be shown. If the answer pattern
is not right, a message such as, "Your answer pattern shows that the noun "kazumin" in
your usage belongs to the concept category but also belongs to another category. Can a
usage of a noun be classified as belonging to more than one category?" and "Your answer
pattern shows that the noun "kazumin" in your usage belongs to no category. Can a usage
of a noun be classified as belonging to no category?," will be shown.

I

[A right answer pattern]

3rd right pattern

, If

{3-End-Well}

1sl or 2 nd right pattern

[A wrong answer pattern]

I

3rd wrong pattern

or 2 nd wrong
pattern
Sl

.-

•

use another meaning for kazumin
[3-1-1]

11-Summary,r
Table-Review]
[3-End-NotWell]
..

use the same meaning for kazumin
[3-1-1]

3-End-Well
<T> Diagnosis
<M> You have done very well. Now you are ready to go to the next track.

~«Next»

[2-1-1]

3-End-NotWelI
<T> Diagnosis
<M> You are not ready to go to the next track yet. Please try the first track again and then
come to the second track. You can also quit the system now and come back later.

l«First Track»
[1-1-1]

}<Qui.»
[Quit_NotGood]
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2-1-1
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMeml and 2wSetMeml
++r------------------------{beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> <L>Now you will do exercises with noun nouns. IIPlease choose one choice from
each drop-down menu. When you are done, please click the Submit button.</>
<L> Carrie lives in
<MN1> house / a house
<L> with a big yard.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "house" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
+ «Submit»
a house + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMeml and set what is in count mis to 2wSetMeml.-7 <PP> (L)"House" is
used here to refer to a member of a set of houses. -7 Go to [2-1-2].
house + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "house" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be
countable. / "House" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "house"
indicates "house" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
house + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "house." / "House" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
a house + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "house" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "house" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "house" indicates "house" is countable. -7 {mistake}
house + concept
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "House" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "House" refers to an object that has a physical existance.-7 {mistake}
a house + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "house" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "house" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "house" indicates "house" is countable. -7 {mistake}
house + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "house" to denote any
functionality here. / "House" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
a house + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "house" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "house" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "house" indicates "house" is countable. -7 {mistake}

.-r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

{mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis
3, go to [2-1-1-Wrong].

=

2-1-1-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem 1

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Carrie lives in <L>a house</> with a big yard.1 <L>"House"</> is
used here as a set or member noun. II<L>"House"<I> is used here to refer to a member of a
set of houses.

~«Next»
[2-1-2]

2-1-2
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem2 and 2wSetMem2

+._______________________

{beginning }

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She likes to grow
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<MN1> plant / plants
<L> in her backyard.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "plant" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

~

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
plants + set or member

-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem2 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem2. -7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"Plants" is used here to refer to a set of plants. -7 Go to [2-1-3].
plant + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "plant" is used as a set or member noun here, it has
to be countable. / "Plant" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "plant"
indicates "plant" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
plant + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "plant". / "Plant" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
plants + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "plants" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "plants" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "plants" indicates "plant" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
plant + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Plant" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Plant" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "plants" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "plants" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "plants" indicates "plant" is countable. -7 {mistake}
plant + function
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~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "plant" to denote any
functionality here. / "Plant" refers to an object that has a physical existance. ~ {mistake}

plants + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "plants" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "plants" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "plants" indicates "plant" is countable. ~ {mistake}

+r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

«OK» to close the pop window.
3, go to [2-1-2-Wrong].

~

{mistake}

If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =

2-1-2-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem2

~
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She likes to grow <L>plants<1> in her backyard. I <L>"Plant"</> is
used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Plants"</> is used here to refer to a set of plants.

~«Next»
[2-1-3]

2-1-3
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem3 and 2wSetMem3

~----------------------- {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She especially likes to grow
<MN1> rose. / roses.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "rose" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
~ «Submit»
roses. + set or member
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-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem3 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem3.-7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"Roses" is used here to refer to a set of roses. -7 Go to [2-1-4].
rose. + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "rose" is used as a set or member noun here, it has to
be countable. / "Rose" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "rose"
indicates "rose" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
rose. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "rose". / "Rose" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
roses. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "roses" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "roses" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "roses" indicates "rose" is countable. -7 {mistake}
rose. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Rose" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Rose" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
roses. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "roses" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "roses" is used as a concept noun here, but the
form of "roses" indicates "rose" is countable. -7 {mistake}
rose. + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "rose" to denote any
functionality here. / "Rose" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
roses. + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "roses" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "roses" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "roses" indicates "rose" is countable. -7 {mistake}
...--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis
3, go to [2-1-3-Wrong].

=
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2-1-3-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem3

~
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She especially likes to grow <L>roses<i>.1 <L>"Rose"</> is used
here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Roses"</> is used here to refer to a set of roses.

~«Next»
[2-1-4]

2-1-4
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rConl and 2wConl

#------------------------ {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Her mother has given her lots of
<MN1> advice / advices
<L> on gardening.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because" advice" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

~

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
advice + concept
~ set 1 to 2rConl and set what is in count_mis to 2wCon1.~ <PP> (L) Nice. "Advice" is
used here in general to encompass things such as guidance, help, opinions,
recommendations,ltips, warnings, etc. ~ Go to [2-1-5].

advices + concept
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "advices" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be
uncountable. / You are saying that "advices" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of
"advices" indicates "advice"lis countable. ~ {mistake}

advice + set or member
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "advice" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Advice" does not refer to things of the same kind. -7
{mistake}
advices + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun" advices" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Advices" does not refer to things
of the same kind. -7 {mistake}
advice + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "advice". / "Advice" does not refer to something that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
advices + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "advices" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "advices" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "advices" indicates "advice" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
advice + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "advice" to denote any
functionality here. / "Advice" does not descibe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
advices + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "advices" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "advices" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "advices" indicates "advice" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

..

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-4-Wrong].

2-1-4-Wrong
set 3 to 2wConi

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Her mother has given her lots of <L>advice<l> on gardening. I
<L>"Advice"</> is used here as a concept noun.II<L>"Lots ofadvice"<I> is used here in
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general to encompass things such as guidance, helps, opinions, recommendations, tips,
warnings, etc.

~«Next»
[2-1-5]

2-1-5
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem4 and 2wSetMem4

#------------------------.~ {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She has two children. They do not like to eat
<MN1> vegetable. / vegetables.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "vegetable" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

+

vegetables. + set or member
~ set 1 to 2rSetMem4 and set what is in count mis to 2wSetMem4.~ <PP> (L) Correct.
"Vegetables" is used here to refer to a set of vegetables. ~ Go to [2-1-6].

vegetable. + set or member
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "vegetable" is used as a set or member noun here, it
has to be countable. / "Vegetable" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of
"vegetable" indicates "vegetable" is uncountable. ~ {mistake}

vegetable. + material
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "vegetable". / "Vegetable" refers to an object that has a unique shape. ~ {mistake}

vegetables. + material
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "vegetables" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "vegetables" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "vegetables" indicates "vegetable"lis countable. ~ {mistake}
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vegetable. + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Vegetable" is not used here as a noun that
encompasses some concepts. / "Vegetable" refers to an object that has a physical existance.
-7 {mistake}
vegetables. + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "vegetables" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "vegetables" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "vegetables" indicates "vegetable"lis countable. -7 {mistake}
vegetable. + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "vegetable" to denote any
functionality here. / "Vegetable" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
vegetables. + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "vegetables" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "vegetables" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "vegetables" indicates "vegetable"lis countable. -7 {mistake}

•

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-5-Wrong].

2-1-5-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem4

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She has two children. They do not like to eat <L>vegetables<I>.1
<L>"Vegetable"<1> is used here as a set or member noun. II <L>"Vegetables"</> is used
here to refer to a set of vegetables.

~«Next»
[2-1-6]

2-1-6
set 0 to count_mis
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set 0 to 2rSetMem5 and 2wSetMem5

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> They especially do not like to eat boiled
<MN1> carrot. / carrots.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "carrot" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
~ «Submit»
carrots. + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem5 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem5.-7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"Boiled carrots" is used here to refer to a set of boiled carrots. -7 Go to [2-1-7].
carrot. + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "carrot" is used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Carrot" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form
of" carrot" indicates "carrot" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
carrot. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "carrot". / "Carrot" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
carrots. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "carrots" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "carrots" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "carrots" indicates "carrot" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
carrot. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Carrot" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Carrot" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
carrots. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "carrots" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "carrots" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "carrots" indicates "carrot" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
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carrot. + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "carrot" to denote any
functionality here. / "Carrot" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
carrots. + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "carrots" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "carrots" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "carrots" indicates "carrot" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
.'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}
«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-6-Wrong].

2-1-6-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem5

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II They especially do not like to eat boiled <L>carrots</>.I
<L>"Carrot"</> is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Boiled carrots"</> is used here
to refer to a set of boiled carrots.

~«Next»
[2-1-7]

2-1-7
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rMatl and 2wMatl
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - { b e g i n n i ng }

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> But there is one kind of vegetable that they like. They like
<MN1> spinach. / spinaches.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "spinach" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+
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+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
spinach. + material
7 set 1 to 2rMatl and set what is in count_mis to 2wMat1.7 <PP> (L) Great. "Spinach"
is used here to refer to a material that is found in various shapes. 7 Go to [2-1-9].
spinaches. + material
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "spinaches" is used here as a material noun, it has to
be uncountable. / "Spinaches" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "spinaches"
indicates "spinach" is countable. 7 {mistake}
spinach.

+ set or member

7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "spinach" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Spinach" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complte
object. 7 {mistake}
spinaches. + set or member
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "spinaches" here to refer to
a set of or members of individual items. / "Spinaches" here is not used as a noun that refers
to a compIte object. 7 {mistake}
spinach. + concept
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) We are not using "spinach" as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Spinach" refers to an object that has a physical existance. 7 {mistake}
spinaches. + concept
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "spinaches" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "spinaches" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "spinaches" indicates "spinach" islcountable. 7 {mistake}
spinach. + function
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "spinach" to denote any
functionality here. / Remember that many dishes are made of "spinach". 7 {mistake}
spinaches. + function
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "spinaches" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "spinaches" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "spinaches" indicates "spinach" islcountable. 7 {mistake}
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..

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count_mis =
3, go to [2-1-7-Wrong].

2-1-7-Wrong
set 3 to 2wMatl

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II But there is one kind of vegetable that they like. They like
<L>spinach</>.I <L>"Spinach"<I> is used here as a material noun.II<L>"Spinach"</> is
used here to refer to a material that is found in various shapes.

~«Next»
[2-1-9]

2-1-9
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rMat2 and 2wMat2

++----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She serves them
<MN1> milk / milks
<L> with cake.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "milk" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+
+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
milk + material
-7 set 1 to 2rMat2 and set what is in count mis to 2wMat2.-7 <PP> (L) Nice. "Milk" is
used here to refer to a material from which dairy food such as cheese is made. -7 Go to [21-10].
milks + material
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~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "milks" is used here as a material noun, it has to be
uncountable. / "Milks" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "milks" indicates
"milk" is countable. ~ {mistake}

milk + set or member
~ add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "milk" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Milk" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complte
obj ect. ~ {mistake}

milks + set or member
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "milks" here to refer to a set
of or members of individual items. / "Milks" here is not used as a noun that refers to a
complte object. -7 {mistake}

milk + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using "milk" as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Milk" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
milks + concept
~ add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "milks" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "milks" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "milks" indicates "milk" is countable. ~ {mistake}

milk + function
~ add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "milk" to denote any
functionality here. / Remember that lots of food is made from "milk". -7 {mistake}

milks + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "milks" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "milks" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "milks" indicates "milk" is countable. ~ {mistake}

•

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window.
3, go to [2-1-9-Wrong).

2-1-9-Wrong
set 3 to 2wMat2

+

~

If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis

=
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<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is" She serves them <L>milk<1> with cake.1 <L>"Milk"</> is used
here as a material noun.II<L>"Milk"<1> is used here to refer to a material from which dairy
food such as cheese is made.

~«Next»
[2-1-10]

2-1-10
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rFunl and 2wFunl

#------------------------ {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She has beautiful
<MN1> china and silverware / chinas and silverwares
<L> bought in Europe while she was travelling.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "china" and "silverware" are used here as
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>nouns.

+
+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
china and silverware + function
-7 set 1 to 2rFunl and set what is in count_mis to 2wFun1.-7 <PP> (L) Great. "China"
denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as plates and bowls, off which we eat
food.I"Silverware" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as spoons and
forks, with which we eat food. -7 Go to [2-1-11].
chinas and silverwares + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "chinas" and "silverwares" are used as function
nouns here, they have to be uncountable. / "Chinas" and "silverwares" are used here as
function nouns, but the forms of "chinas" and "silverwares" indicatel"china" and
"silverware" are countable. -7 {mistake}
china and silverware + set or member
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "china" and "silverware" were used as set or member
nouns here, they would have to be countable. / "China" and "silverware" are not used as
nouns that refer to individual objects. -7 {mistake}
chinas and silverwares + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the nouns "chinas" and "silverwares"
here to refer to sets of or members of individual objects. / "Chinas" and "silverwares" are
not used as nouns that refer to individual objects. -7 {mistake}
china and silverware + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "china" or "silverware". / "China" and "silverware" are not used as nouns that refer to
individual objects. -7 {mistake}
chinas and silverwares + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "chinas" and "silverwares" were used as material
nouns here, they would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that" chinas" and
"silverwares" are used as material nouns here, but the forms of "chinas" andl"silverwares"
indicate "china" and "silverware" are countable. -7 {mistake}
china and silverware + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "China" and "silverware" are not used here as nouns
that encompasses some concepts. / "China" and "silverware" are used to describe things
that have physical existances. -7 {mistake}
chinas and silverwares + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "chinas" and "silverwares" were used as concept
nouns here, they would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "chinas" and
"silverwares" are used as concept nouns here, but the forms of "chinas" andl"silverwares"
indicate "china" and "silverware" are countable. -7 {mistake}
,..--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

..

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis
3, go to [2-1-10-Wrong].

2-1-10-Wrong
set 3 to 2wFunl

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns

=
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<M> The answer is II She has beautiful <L>china and silverware<l> bought in Europe
while she was travelling. I <L>"China"</> and <L>"silverware"</> are used here as
function nouns.II<L>"China"<I> denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as
plates and bowls, off which we use to eat food. <L>"Silverware"</> denotes the
functionality of some sets of things such as spoons and forks, with which we use to eat
food.

~«Next»
[2-1-11]

2-1-11
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rMat3 and 2wMat3

# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Her silverware is made from
<MN1> silver. / silvers.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "silver" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2> .
.+. «Submit»
silver. + material
-7 set 1 to 2rMat3 and set what is in count mis to 2wMat3.-7 <PP> (L) Nice. "Silver" is
used here to refer to a material from which some rings and necklaces are made. -7 Go to
[2-1-12].
silvers. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "silvers" is used here as a material noun, it has to be
uncountable. / "Silvers" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "silvers" indicates
"silver" is countable. -7 {mistake}
silver. + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "silver" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Silver" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complte
object. -7 {mistake}
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silvers. + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "silvers" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual items. / "Silvers" here is not used as a noun that refers to a
complte object. -7 {mistake}
silver. + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using "silver" as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Silver" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
silvers. + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "silvers" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "silvers" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "silvers" indicates "silver" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
silver. + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "silver" to denote any
functionality here. / Remember that some rings are made from "silver". -7 {mistake}
silvers. + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "silvers" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "silvers" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "silvers" indicates "silver" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

+ r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}
«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-11-Wrong].

2-1-11-Wrong
set 3 to 2wMat3

~
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Her silverware is made from <L>silver<!>.1 <L>"Silver"<!> is
used here as a material noun.II<L>"Silver"<!> is used here to refer to a material from which
some rings and necklaces are made.

~«Next»
[2-1-12]
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2-1-12
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem6 and 2wSetMem6

+.---------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She has a lot of
<MN1> teaspoon. / teaspoons.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "teaspoon" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+
+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
teaspoons. + set or member

-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem6 and set what is in count mis to 2wSetMem6. -7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"A lot of teaspoons" is used here to refer to a set of teaspoons. -7 Go to [2-1-13].
teaspoon. + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "teaspoon" is used as a set or member noun, it has to
be countable. / "Teaspoon" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of
"teaspoon" indicates "teaspoon" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
teaspoon. + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "teaspoon". / "Teaspoon" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
teaspoons. + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "teaspoons" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "teaspoons" is used as a material noun
here, butthe form of "teaspoons" indicates "teaspoon" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
teaspoon. + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Teaspoon" is not used here as a noun that
encompasses some concepts. / "Teaspoon" refers to an object that has a physical existance.
-7 {mistake}
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teaspoons. + concept
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "teaspoons" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. I You are saying that "teaspoons" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "teaspoons" indicates "teaspoon" islcountable. ~ {mistake}

teaspoon. + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "teaspoon" to denote any
functionality here. I "Teaspoon" refers to an object that has a physical existance. ~
{mistake}

teaspoons. + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "teaspoons" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. I You are saying that "teaspoons" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "teaspoons" indicates "teaspoon" islcountable. ~ {mistake}

,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

•

«OK» to close the pop window.
3, go to [2-1-12-Wrong].

~

Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis

=

2-1-12-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem6

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She has a lot of <L>teaspoons</>.I <L>"Teaspoon"</> is used here
as a set or member noun.II<L>"A lot ofteaspoons"<I> is used here to refer to a set of
teaspoons.

~«Next»
[2-1-13]

2-1-13
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem7 and 2wSetMem7

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> They are used only for special
<MN1> occasion. I occasions.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
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<L> Because "occasion" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+
+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
occasions. + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem7 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem7.-7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"Occasions" is used here to refer to a set of special occasions. -7 Go to [2-1-14].
occasion. + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If" occasion" is used as a set or member noun here, it
has to be countable. / "Occasion" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of
"occasion" indicates "occasion" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
occasion. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "occasion". / "Occasion" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.
-7 {mistake}
occasions. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "occasions" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "occasions" is used as a material noun
here, butthe form of "occasions" indicates "occasion" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
occasion. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Occasion" is not used here as a noun that
encompasses some concepts. / "Occasion" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely
identified. -7 {mistake}
occasions. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "occasions" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "occasions" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "occasions" indicates "occasion" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
occasion. + function
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "occasion" to denote any
functionality here. / "Occasion" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.
-7 {mistake}
occasions. + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "occasions" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "occasions" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of" occasions" indicates "occasion" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

..

....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-13-Wrong).

2-1-13-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem7

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II They are used only for special <L>occasions</>.I
<L>"Occasion"</> is used here as a set or member noun. II<L>" Occasions "</> is used here
to refer to a set of special occasions.

~«Next»
[2-1-14]

2-1-14
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem8 and 2wSetMem8
. 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - { b eg inning }
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She has lots of
<MN1> ring and necklace. / rings and necklaces.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "ring" and "necklace" are used here as
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L> nouns.

+
+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
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rings and necklaces. + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem8 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem8.-7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"Lots of rings" is used here to refer to a set of rings. "Lots of necklaces" is used here to
refer to a set o~necklaces.-7 Go to [2-1-15].
ring and necklace. + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "ring" and "necklace" are used as set or member
nouns, they have to be countable. / "Ring" and "necklace" are used here as set or member
nouns. But the forms of "ring" and "necklace" indicate they are Iuncountable. -7 {mistake}
ring and necklace. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "ring" or "necklace" . / "Ring" and "necklace" refer to objects that have unique shapes.
-7 {mistake}
rings and necklaces. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "rings" and "necklaces" were used as material nouns
here, they would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "rings" and "necklaces" are
used as material nouns here, but the forms of "rings" and "necklaces"lindicate they are
countable. -7 {mistake}
ring and necklace. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Ring" and "necklace" are not used here as nouns that
encompass some concepts. / "Ring" and "necklace" refer to objects that have physical
existances. -7 {mistake}
rings and necklaces. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "rings" and "necklaces" were used as concept nouns
here, they would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "rings" and "necklaces" are
used as concept nouns here, but the forms of "rings" and "necklaces"lindicate they are
countable. -7 {mistake}
ring and necklace. + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the nouns "ring" and "necklace" to
denote any functionalities here. / "Ring" and "necklace" refer to objects that have physical
existances. -7 {mistake}
rings and necklaces. + function
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "rings" and "necklaces" were used as function nouns
here, they would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "rings" and "necklaces" are
used as function nouns here, but the forms of "rings" and "necklaces"lindicate they are
countable. -7 {mistake}

•

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount_mis =
3, go to [2-1-14-Wrong].

2-1-14-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem8

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She has lots of <L>rings and necklaces<l>.1 <L>"Ring"</> and
<L>"necklace"<1> are used here as set or member nouns.II<L>"Lots ofrings"<I> is used
here to refer to a set of rings. <L>"Lots of necklaces"</> is used here to refer to a set of
necklaces.

~«Next»
[2-1-15]

2-1-15
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rFun2 and 2wFun2

# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Therefore we can say that she also collects
<MN1> jewelry. / jewelries.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "jewelry" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

~

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
~ «Submit»
jewelry. + function
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-7 set 1 to 2rFun2 and set what is in count_mis to 2wFun2.-7 <PP> (L) Great. "Jewelry"
denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as rings, necklaces, bracelets, and
earrings,lwith which we decorate ourselves. -7 Go to [2-1-16].
jewelries. + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "jewelries" is used as a function noun here, it has to
be uncountable. / "Jewelries" is used here as a function noun, but the form of "jewelries"
indicates "jewelry" is countable. -7 {mistake}
jewelry. + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "jewelry" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Jewelry" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual
object. -7 {mistake}
jewelries. + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "jewelries" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual objects. / "Jewelries" is not used as a noun that refers to an
individual object. -7 {mistake}
jewelry. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "jewelry". / "Jewelry" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object. -7
{mistake}
jewelries. + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "jewelries" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "jewelries" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "jewelries" indicates "jewelry" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
jewelry. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Jewelry" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Jewelry" is used to describe a thing that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
jewelries. + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "jewelries" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "jewelries" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "jewelries" indicates "jewelry" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
...--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+
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«OK» to close the pop window. 7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-15-Wrong].

2-1-15-Wrong
set 3 to 2wFun2

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is" Therefore we can say that she also collects <L>j ewelry<I>. I
<L>"Jewelry"<1> is used here as a function noun.II<L>"Jewelry"<!> denotes the
functionality of some sets of things such as rings, necklaces, bracelets, and earrings, with
which we decorate ourselves.

~«Next»
[2-1-16]

2-1-16
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rCon2 and 2wCon2

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Although she has never been to England or Germany,
<L> she has
<MN1> experience I experiences
<L> travelling in France.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "experience" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member I material I concept I function
<L>noun.

+

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
experience + concept

7 set I to 2rCon2 and set what is in count_mis to 2wCon2.7 <PP> (L) Great.
"Experience" is used here as a concept noun that in general encompasses things such as
familiarity,linvolvement, and observation, etc. 7 Go to [2-1-17].
experiences + concept
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" is used as a concept noun here, it has
to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of" experiences" indicates" experience" lis countable. -7 {mistake}
experience + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experience" were used as a set or member noun
here, it would have to be countable. / "Experience" does not refer to things of the same
kind. -7 {mistake}
experiences + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "experiences" here to refer
to a set of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Experiences" does not refer
to things of the same kind. -7 {mistake}
experience + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "experience". / "Experience" does not refer to something that has a physical existance.
-7 {mistake}
experiences + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a material
noun here, but the form of "experiences" indicatesl"experience" is countable. -7 {mistake}
experience + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "experience" to denote any
functionality here. / "Experience" does not descibe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
experiences + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a function
noun here, but the form of "experiences" indicatesl"experience" is countable. -7 {mistake}
.----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

•

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount_mis =
3, go to [2-1-16-Wrong).

2-1-16-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon2
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<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Although she has never been to England or Germany, she has
<L>experience<l> travelling in France.1 <L>"Experience"<I> is used here as a concept
noun. II<L>"Experience"<I> is used here as a concept noun that in general encompasses
things such as familiarity, involvement, and observation, etc.

~«Next»
[2-1-17]

2-1-17
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rCon2 and 2wCon2

#------------------------ {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Although she has never been to England or Germany,
<L> she has
<MN1> experience / experiences
<L> travelling in France.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "experience" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

+

experience + concept

-7 set 1 to 2rCon2 and set what is in count mis to 2wCon2. -7 <PP> (L) Great.
"Experience" is used here as a concept noun that in general encompasses things such as
familiarity,linvolvement, and observation, etc. -7 Go to [2-1-17].
experiences + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" is used as a concept noun here, it has
to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "experiences" indicates "experience"lis countable. -7 {mistake}
experience + set or member
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experience" were used as a set or member noun
here, it would have to be countable. / "Experience" does not refer to things of the same
kind. -7 {mistake}
experiences + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "experiences" here to refer
to a set of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Experiences" does not refer
to things of the same kind. -7 {mistake}
experience + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "experience". / "Experience" does not refer to something that has a physical existance.
-7 {mistake}
experiences + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a material
noun here, but the form of "experiences" indicatesl"experience" is countable. -7 {mistake}
experience + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "experience" to denote any
functionality here. / "Experience" does not descibe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
experiences + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a function
noun here, but the form of "experiences" indicatesl"experience" is countable. -7 {mistake}

•

r----------------------------

{mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-16-Wrong).

2-1-16-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon2

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Although she has never been to England or Germany, she has
<L>experience</> travelling in France.1 <L>"Experience"</> is used here as a concept
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noun·II<L>"Experience"<I> is used here as a concept noun that in general encompasses
things such as familiarity, involvement, and observation, etc.

~«Next»
[2-1-17]

2-1-17
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem9 and 2wSetMem9

#----------------------- {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She went to France last summer, and she had good
<MN1> experience / experiences
<L> there.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "experience" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

+

experiences + set or member

-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem9 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem9. -7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"Experiences" is used here to refer to a set of experiences, which could be replaced with
events, happenings, Iincidents, occurrences, etc. -7 Go to [2-1-18].
experience + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experience" is used as a set or member noun here, it
has to be countable. / "Experience" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of
"experience" indicates "experience" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
experience + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from" experience". / "Experience" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely
identified. -7 {mistake}
experiences + material
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a material
noun here, but the form of" experiences" indicatesl" experience" is countable. -7 {mistake}
experience + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Experience" is not used here as a noun that
encompasses some concepts. / "Experience" refers to an individual thing that can be
uniquely identified. -7 {mistake}
experiences + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a concept
noun here, but the form of "experiences" indicatesl"experience" is countable. -7 {mistake}
experience + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "experience" to denote any
functionality here. / "Experience" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely
identified. -7 {mistake}
experiences + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "experiences" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "experiences" is used as a function
noun here, but the form of "experiences" indicatesl"experience" is countable. -7 {mistake}
.....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

•

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis
3, go to [2-1-17-Wrong].

2-1-17-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem9

~
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She went to France last summer, and she had good
<L>experiences</> there.1 <L>"Experience"</> is used here as a set or member
noun.II<L>"Experiences"</> is used here to refer to a set of experiences, which could be
replaced with events, happenings, incidents, occurrences, etc.

~«Next»

=
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[2-1-18]

2-1-18
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rCon3 and 2wCon3
~-----------------------{beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She has been collecting
<MN1> information / informations
<L> about Italy
<L> because she is going there next week.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "information" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+
+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
information + concept

-7 set 1 to 2rCon3 and set what is in count_mis to 2wCon3. -7 <PP> (L) Correct.
"Experiences" is used here to refer to a set of experiences, which could be replaced with
events, happenings,lincidents, occurrences, etc. -7 Go to [2-1-19].
informations + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "informations" is used as a concept noun here, it has
to be uncountable. / You are saying that "informations" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "informations" indicatesl"information" is countable. -7 {mistake}
information + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "information" were used as a set or member noun
here, it would have to be countable. / "Information" does not refer to things of the same
kind. -7 {mistake}
informations + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "informations" here to refer
to a set of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Informations" does not refer
to things of the same kind. -7 {mistake}
information + material
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "infonnation" . / "Infonnation" does not refer to something that has a physical existance.
-7 {mistake}
infonnations + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "infonnations" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "infonnations" is used as a material
noun here, but the fonn of "infonnations" indicatesl"infonnation" is countable. -7
{mistake}
infonnation + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "infonnation" to denote any
functionality here. / "Infonnation" does not descibe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
infonnations + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "infonnations" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "infonnations" is used as a function
noun here, but the fonn of "infonnations" indicatesl"infonnation" is countable. -7
{mistake}

•

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-18-Wrong].

2-1-18-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon3

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She has been collecting <L>infonnation</> about Italy because she
is going there next week.I <L>"Infonnation"</> is used here as a concept
noun.II<L>"Infonnation"</> is used here as a concept noun that in general encompasses
things such as messages, news, reports, evidence, facts, knowledge, statistics, etc.

~«Next»
[2-1-19]

2-1-19
set 0 to count mis
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set 0 to 2rCon4 and 2wCon4

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Since
<MN1> summer is / summers are
<L> the best time to travel in Europe,
<L> she decided to go there in July.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "summer" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

-+

summer is + concept
-7 set 1 to 2rCon4 and set what is in count_mis to 2wCon4.-7 <PP> (L) Great. "Summer"
is used here to encompass past summers, present summers, and future summers. -7 Go to
[2-1-20].
summers are + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "summers" is used as a concept noun here, it has to
be uncountable. / You are saying that "summers" is used as a concept noun here, but the
form of "summers" indicates "summer" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
summer is + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "summer" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Summer" does not refer to things of the same kind. -7
{mistake}
summers are + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "summers" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Summers" does not refer to
things of the same kind. -7 {mistake}
summer is + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "summer". / "Summer" does not refer to something that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
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summers are + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "summers" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "summers" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "summers" indicates "summer" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
summer is + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "summer" to denote any
functionality here. / "Summer" does not descibe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
summers are + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "summers" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that" summers" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "summers" indicates "summer" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-19-Wrong).

2-1-19-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon4

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Since <L>summer is</> the best time to travel in Europe, she
decided to go there in July.1 <L>"Summer"</> is used here as a concept
noun.II<L>"Summer"</> is used here to encompass past summers, present summers, and
future summers.

~«Next»
[2-1-20]

2-1-20
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rCon5 and 2wCon5
~----------------------- {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She has been hearing
<MN1> lots of / many
<L> news about Italy.
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<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "news" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material / concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
~ «Submit»
lots of + concept
7 set 1 to 2rCon5 and set what is in count_mis to 2wCon5.7 <PP> (L) Great. "Lots of
news" is used here in general to encompass announcements, headlines, information,
messages, notices,lreports, rumors, etc. "Many" cannot be used for uncountable nouns. 7
Go to [2-1-21].
many + concept
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "news" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be
uncountable. / You are saying that "news" is used as a concept noun here, but "many news"
implies "news" is countable. 7 {mistake}
lots of + set or member
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) You are saying that "news" is a set or member noun
here. Then "lots of news" implies "news" is in its plural form. / "News" does not refer to
things of the same kind. 7 {mistake}
many + set or member
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "news" here to refer to a set
of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "News" does not refer to things of
the same kind. 7 {mistake}
lots of + material
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "news". / "News" does not refer to something that has a physical existance. 7 {mistake}
many + material
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "news" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "news" is used as a material noun here, but
"many news" implies "news" is countable. 7 {mistake}
lots of + function
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "news" to denote any
functionality here. / "News" does not descibe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
many + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "news" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "news" is used as a function noun here, but
"many news" implies "news" is countable. -7 {mistake}
.---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

..

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-20-Wrong].

2-1-20-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon5

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She has been hearing <L>lots of</> news about Italy. I
<L>"News"</> is used here as a concept noun.II<L>"Lots of news"</> is used here in
general to encompass announcements, headlines, information, messages, notices, reports,
rumors, etc. "Many" cannot be used for uncountable nouns.

~«Next»
[2-1-21]

2-1-21
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem 10 and 2wSetMem 10
- 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - { b eginning }

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> They are having
<MN1> a hot summer / hot summer
<L> in Italy.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "summer" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

~

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
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a hot summer + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMemlO and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMemIO.-7 <PP> (L)
Correct. "Summer" is used here to refer to a member of a set of summers, which can be
uniquely identified from otherlyears' summers. -7 Go to [2-1-22].
hot summer + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If" summer" is used as a set or member noun here, it
has to be countable. / "Summer" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of
"summer" indicates "summer" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
hot summer + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "summer". / "Summer" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified. -7
{mistake}
a hot summer + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "summer" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "summer" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "summer" indicates "summer" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
hot summer + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Summer" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Summer" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified. -7
{mistake}
a hot summer + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "summer" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "summer" is used as a concept noun
here, butthe form of "summer" indicates "summer" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
hot summer + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "summer" to denote any
functionality here. / "Summer" refers to an individual thing that can be uniquely identified.
-7 {mistake}
a hot summer + function
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "summer" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "summer" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "summer" indicates "summer" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

•

r---------------------------

{mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-21-Wrong].

2-1-21-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMemlO

~
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II They are having <L>a hot summer<1> in Italy.1 <L>"Summer"</>
is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Summer"<1> is used here to refer to a member
of a set of summers, which can be uniquely identified from other years' summers.

~«Next»
[2-1-22]

2-1-22
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rFun3 and 2wFun3

#------------------------ {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> So she decided to take lots of light
<MN1> clothing / clothings
<L> on this trip.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "clothing" is used here as
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
~ «Submit»
clothing + function
-7 set 1 to 2rFun3 and set what is in count_mis to 2wFun3.-7 <PP> (L) Great. "Clothing"
denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as t-shirts, skirts, and sweatshirts,
whichlwe wear. -7 Go to [2-1-23].
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clothings + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If" clothings" is used as a function noun here, it has to
be uncountable. / "Clothings" is used here as a function noun, but the form of "clothings"
indicates "clothing" is countable. -7 {mistake}
clothing + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "clothing" were used as a set or member noun here,
it would have to be countable. / "Clothing" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual
object. -7 {mistake}
clothings + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "clothings" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual objects. / "Clothings" is not used as a noun that refers to an
individual object. -7 {mistake}
clothing + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "clothing". / "Clothing" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object. -7
{mistake}
clothings + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "clothings" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that" clothings" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "clothings" indicates "clothing" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
clothing + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Clothing" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Clothing" is used to describe a thing that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
clothings + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "clothings" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "clothings" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of" clothings" indicates" clothing" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount_mis
3, go to [2-1-22-Wrong).

=
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2-1-22-Wrong
set 3 to 2wFun3

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<~>The answer is I I
So she decided to take lots of light
<L>clothing< /> on this trip. I
<L> "Clothing"< /> is used here as a
function noun. I I<L>"Clothing"</> denotes the functionality of some
sets of things such as t-shirts, skirts, and sweatshirts, which we
wear.

~«Next»
[2-1-23]

2-1-23
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rFun4 and 2wFun4

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> She likes taking trains because she can see beautiful
<~N1> scenery / sceneries
<L> along the way.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "scenery" is used here as
<~N2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+
+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
scenery + function
-7 set 1 to 2rFun4 and set what is in count_mis to 2wFun4.-7 <PP> (L) Great.
"Scenery" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as
landscapes, panoramas, scenes, and views, lat which we enjoy
looking. -7 Go to [2-1-24].
c10things + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "sceneries" is used as a function noun here, it has to
be uncountable. / "Sceneries" is used here as a function noun, but the form of "sceneries"
indicates "scenery" is countable. -7 {mistake}
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scenery + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "scenery" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Scenery" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual
object. -7 {mistake}
sceneries + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "sceneries" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual objects. / "Sceneries" is not used as a noun that refers to an
individual object. -7 {mistake}
scenery + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "scenery". / "Scenery" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object. -7
{mistake}
sceneries + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "sceneries" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "sceneries" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "sceneries" indicates "scenery" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
scenery + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Scenery" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Scenery" is used to describe a thing that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
sceneries + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "sceneries" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "sceneries" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "sceneries" indicates "scenery" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
, -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

.-

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-23-Wrong].

2-1-23-Wrong
set 3 to 2wFun4

+
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<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She likes taking trains because she can see beautiful <L>scenery<l>
along the way.1 <L>" Scenery" <I> is used here as a function noun.II<L>" Scenery "<I>
denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as landscapes, panoramas, scenes, and
views, at which we enjoy looking.

~«Next»
[2-1-24]

2-1-24
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rSetMemll and 2wSetMemll
# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - { b e g i n n i ng }
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Whenever she finds
<MN1> a beautiful scene / beautiful scene
<L>, she will get off the train and sketch it.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "scene" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

~

t

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
a beautiful scene + set or member

-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem 11 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem 11. -7 <PP> (L)
Correct. "Scene" is used here to refer to a member of a set of scenes. -7 Go to [2-1-25].
beautiful scene + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "scene" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be
countable. / "Scene" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "scene"
indicates "scene" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
beautiful scene + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "scene". / "Scene" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
a beautiful scene + material
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~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "scene" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that" scene" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "scene" indicates "scene" is countable. ~ {mistake}

beautiful scene + concept
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) "Scene" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Scene" refers to an object that has a physical existance. ~ {mistake}

a beautiful scene + concept
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "scene" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "scene" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "scene" indicates "scene" is countable. ~ {mistake}

beautiful scene + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "scene" to denote any
functionality here. / "Scene" refers to an object that has a physical existance. ~ {mistake}

a beautiful scene + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "scene" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "scene" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "scene" indicates "scene" is countable. ~ {mistake}

•

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window.
3, go to [2-1-24-Wrong].

~

If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis

=

2-1-24-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMemll

~
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Whenever she finds <L>a beautiful scene</> , she will get off the
train and sketch it.1 <L>"Scene"</> is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Scene"</>
is used here to refer to a member of a set of scenes.

~«Next»
[2-1-25]
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2-1-25
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rMat4 and 2wMat4

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> So she takes lots of drawing
<MN1> paper / papers
<L> with her when she travels.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "paper" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

*'

paper + material
~ set 1 to 2rMat4 and set what is in count mis to 2wMat4.~ <PP> (L) Nice. "Paper"
is used to refer to a material from which books and notebooks are
made. ~ Go to [2-1-26].

papers + material
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "papers" is used here as a material noun, it has to be
uncountable. / "Papers" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "papers" indicates
"paper" is countable. ~ {mistake}

paper + set or member
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "paper" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Paper" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complte
object. ~ {mistake}

papers + set or member
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "papers" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual items. / "Papers" here is not used as a noun that refers to a
complte object. ~ {mistake}

paper + concept
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using "paper" as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Paper" refers to an object that has a physical existance. ~ {mistake}
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papers + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "papers" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "papers" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "papers" indicates "paper" is countable. -7 {mistake}
paper + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "paper" to denote any
functionality here. / Remember that newspapers are made from "paper". -7 {mistake}
papers + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "papers" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "papers" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "papers" indicates "paper" is countable.-7 {mistake}
.----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

•

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-25-Wrong].

2-1-25-Wrong
set 3 to 2wMat4

~

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns

<M> The answer is II SO she takes lots of drawing <L>paper</> with her when she
travels.1 <L>"Paper"</> is used here as a material noun.II<L>"Paper"</> is used to refer to
a material from which books and notebooks are made.

~«Next»
[2-1-26]

2-1-26
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem12 and 2wSetMem12

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
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<L> She is actually a professor in art. She will have to write some
<MNl> paper / papers
<L> when she comes back.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "paper" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2> .
.. «Submit»
papers + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem12 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem12.-7 <PP> (L)
Correct. "Papers" is used here to refer to a set of papers, which could be replaced with
journals, documents,larticles, etc.-7 Go to [2-SubSummary].
paper + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "paper" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be
countable. / "Paper" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "paper" indicates
"paper" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
paper + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "paper". / "Paper" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
papers + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "papers" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "papers" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "papers" indicates "paper" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
paper + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Paper" is not used here as a noun that
encompasses some concepts. / "Paper" refers to an object that has a physical
existance. -7 {mistake}
papers + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "papers" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "papers" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "papers" indicates "paper" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
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paper + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "paper" to denote any
functionality here. / "Paper" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
papers + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "papers" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "papers" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "papers" indicates "paper" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
. '_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-26-Wrong].

2-1-26-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem 12

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II She is actually a professor in art. She will have to write some
<L>papers</> when she comes back.1 <L>"Paper"<I> is used here as a set or member
noun.Ii<L>"Papers"</> is used here to refer to a set of papers, which could be replaced with
journals, documents, articles, etc.

~«Next»
[2-SubSummary]

2-SubSummary
<T>Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M>Your performance has been diagnosed. Depending on your
performance, you might be given more questions. Please click the
Next button.
<Next»

TotalWrong >= 8
[2-1-27]

TotalWrong < 8
[2-Summary-Score]
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(Total Wrong = 2wSetMeml + 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 + 2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMem5
+ 2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 + 2wSetMem8 + 2wSetMem9 + 2wSetMemlO +
2wSetMemll + 2wSetMem12 + 2wConl + 2wCon2 + 2wCon3 + 2wCon4 + 2wCon5 +
2wMatl + 2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wFunl + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4)

2-1-27
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem13 and 2wSetMem13

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Japan is surrounded by the Pacific Ocean, the Sea of Japan, the East China Sea, the
Sea of
<L> Okhotsk, and others. We can say that Japan is surrounded by
<MN1> ocean / many oceans
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "ocean" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

*

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

many oceans + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem13 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem13.-7 <PP> (L)
Correct. "Many oceans" is used here to refer to a set of oceans. Each of them is a distinct
ocean. -7 Go to [2-1-28].
ocean + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "ocean" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be
countable. / "Ocean" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "ocean"
indicates" ocean" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
ocean + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "ocean". / "Ocean" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
many oceans + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "oceans" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "oceans" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "oceans" indicates "ocean" is countable. -7 {mistake}
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ocean + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Ocean" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. I "Ocean" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
many oceans + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "oceans" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. I You are saying that "oceans" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "oceans" indicates "ocean" is countable. -7 {mistake}
ocean + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun" ocean" to denote any
functionality here. I "Ocean" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
many oceans + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "oceans" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. I You are saying that "oceans" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "oceans" indicates "ocean" is countable. -7 {mistake}

..

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-27-Wrong].

2-1-27-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem 13

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Japan is surrounded by the Pacific Ocean, the Sea of Japan, the East
China Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk, and others. We can say that Japan is surrounded by
<L>many oceans<I>.1 <L>"Ocean"</> is used here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Many
oceans"</> is used here to refer to a set of oceans. Each of them is a distinct ocean.

~«Next»
[2-1-28]

2-1-28
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem 14 and 2wSetMem 14
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#----------------------- {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> There are three
<MNl> Dave / Daves
<L> in my class.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "Dave" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

~

*

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
Daves + set or member
7 set 1 to 2rSetMem14 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem14.7 <PP> (L)
Correct. "Daves" is used here to refer to a set of people named Dave. 7 Go to [2-1-29].
Dave + set or member
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "Dave" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be
countable. / "Dave" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "Dave" indicates
"Dave" is uncountable. 7 {mistake}
Dave + material
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "Dave". / "Dave" refers to an object that has a unique shape. 7 {mistake}
Daves + material
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "Daves" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "Daves" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "Daves" indicates "Dave" is countable. 7 {mistake}
Dave + concept
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) "Dave" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Dave" refers to an object that has a physical existance. 7 {mistake}
Daves + concept
7 add 1 to count_mis 7 <PP> (R) If "Daves" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "Daves" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "Daves" indicates "Dave" is countable. 7 {mistake}
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Dave + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "Dave" to denote any
functionality here. / "Dave" refers to an object that has a physical existance. ~ {mistake}

Daves + function
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "Daves" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "Daves" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "Daves" indicates "Dave" is countable. ~ {mistake}

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window.
3, go to [2-1-28-Wrong].

~

If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis

=

2-1-28-Wrong
set 3 to 2wSetMem 14

~
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II There are three <L>Daves</> in my class.1 <L>"Dave"</> is used
here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Daves"</> is used here to refer to a set of people
named Dave.

~«Next»
[2-1-29]

2-1-29
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rSetMem15 and 2wSetMem15

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> I have found three
<MN1> hair / hairs
<L> in my soup.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "hair" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+
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<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.

*' «Submit»

hairs + set or member
-7 set 1 to 2rSetMem15 and set what is in count_mis to 2wSetMem15.-7 <PP> (L)
Correct. "Hairs" is used here to refer to a set of individual hairs. -7 Go to [2-1-30].
hair + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "hair" is used as a set or member noun, it has to be
countable. / "Hair" is used here as a set or member noun. But the form of "hair" indicates
"hair" is uncountable. -7 {mistake}
hair + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
from "hair". / "Hair" refers to an object that has a unique shape. -7 {mistake}
hairs + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "hairs" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "hairs" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "hairs" indicates "hair" is countable. -7 {mistake}
hair + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Hair" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Hair" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
hairs + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "hairs" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "hairs" is used as a concept noun here, but the
form of "hairs" indicates "hair" is countable. -7 {mistake}
hair + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "hair" to denote any
functionality here. / "Hair" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
hairs + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "hairs" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "hairs" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "hairs" indicates "hair" is countable. -7 {mistake}
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..

.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-29-Wrong].

2-1-29-Wrong
3 to 2wSetMem15

Sf

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II I have found three <L>hairs<l> in my soup.1 <L>"Hair"</> is used
here as a set or member noun.II<L>"Hairs"</> is used here to refer to a set of individual
hairs.

~«Next»
[2-1-30]

2-1-30
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rMat5 and 2wMat5

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Vegetarians are people who do not eat
<MN1> meat / meats
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "meat" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

'*

meat + material
-7 set 1 to 2rMat5 and set what is in count_mis to 2wMat5.-7 <PP> (L) Nice. "Meat" is
used here to refer to a material from which sausages and hotdogs are made. -7 Go to [2-131].
meats + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "meats" is used here as a material noun, it has to be
uncountable. / "Meats" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "meats" indicates
"meat" is countable. -7 {mistake}
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meat + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "meat" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Meat" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complte
object. -7 {mistake}
meats + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "meats" here to refer to a set
of or members of individual items. / "Meats" here is not used as a noun that refers to a
complte object. -7 {mistake}
meat + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using "meat" as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Meat" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
meats + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "meats" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "meats" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "meats" indicates "meat" is countable. -7 {mistake}
meat + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "meat" to denote any
functionality here. / Remember that meatloaf is made from meat. -7 {mistake}
meats + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "meats" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "meats" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "meats" indicates "meat" is countable. -7 {mistake}

..

, -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-30-Wrong].

2-1-30-Wrong
set 3 to 2wMat5

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
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<M> The answer is" Vegetarians are people who do not eat <L>meat<i>.1
<L>"Meat"</> is used here as a material noun.II<L>"Meat"</> is used here to refer to a
material from which sausages and hotdogs are made.

~«Next»
[2-1-31]

2-1-31
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rMat6 and 2wMat6

~----------------------- {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> This salad has lots of
<MN1> lettuce / lettuces
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "lettuce" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

*

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
lettuce + material
-7 set 1 to 2rMat6 and set what is in count_mis to 2wMat6.-7 <PP> (L) Nice. "Lettuce" is
used here to refer to a material that is found in various shapes. -7 Go to [2-1-32].
lettuces + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "lettuces" is used here as a material noun, it has to be
uncountable. / "Lettuces" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "lettuces"
indicates "lettuce" is countable. -7 {mistake}
lettuce + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "lettuce" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Lettuce" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complte
object. -7 {mistake}

lettuces + set or member
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~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "lettuces" here to
refer to a set of or members of individual items. / "Lettuces" here is not used as a
noun that refers to a complte object. ~ {mistake}

lettuce + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using "lettuce" as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Lettuce" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
lettuces + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "lettuces" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "lettuces" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "lettuces" indicates "lettuce" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
lettuce + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "lettuce" to denote any
functionality here. / Remember that some dishes are made from lettuce. -7 {mistake}
lettuces + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "lettuces" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "lettuces" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "lettuces" indicates "lettuce" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

•

,..--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount mis =
3, go to [2-1-31-Wrong].

2-1-31-Wrong
set 3 to 2wMat6

~

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II This salad has lots of <L>lettuce<I>.1 <L>"lettuce"<1> is used here
as a material noun. II<L>"Lettuce"<I> is used here to refer to a material that is found in
various shapes.

~«Next»
[2-1-32]
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2-1-32
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rMat7 and 2wMat7
~-----------------------{beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Unlike whiskey,
<MN1> wine is / wines are
<L> not bad for your health.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "wine" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

*'

wine is + material
-7 set 1 to 2rMat7 and set what is in count mis to 2wMat7.-7 <PP> (L) Nice. "Wine" is
used here to refer to a material. -7 Go to [2-1-33].
wines are + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "wines" is used here as a material noun, it has to be
uncountable. / "Wines" is used here as a material noun, but the form of "wines" indicates
"wine" is countable. -7 {mistake}
wine is + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "wine" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Wine" here is not used as a noun that refers to a complte
object. -7 {mistake}
wines are + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "wines" here to refer to a set
of or members of individual items. / "Wines" here is not used as a noun that refers to a
complte object. -7 {mistake}
wine is + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using "wine" as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Wine" refers to an object that has a physical existance. -7 {mistake}
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wines are + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "wines" were used as a concept noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "wines" is used as a concept noun here, but
the form of "wines" indicates "wine" is countable. -7 {mistake}
wine is + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "wine" to denote any
functionality here. / Remember that lots of food is made from "wine". -7 {mistake}
wines are + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "wines" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "wines" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "wines" indicates "wine" is countable. -7 {mistake}

•

r---------------------------

{mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis
3, go to [2-1-32-Wrong].

2-1-32-Wrong
set 3 to 2wMat7

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns

<M> The answer is II Unlike whiskey, <L>wine is</> not bad for your health. I
<L>"Wine"</> is used here as a material noun.II<L>"Wine"<I> is used here to refer to a
material.

~«Next»
[2-1-33]

2-1-33
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rCon6 and 2wCon6

# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns

=
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<L> My friends always give me
<MN1> help / helps
<L> when I am in trouble.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "help" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.

'*

«Submit»

help + concept
~ set 1 to 2rCon6 and set what is in count_mis to 2wCon6.~ <PP> (L) Great. "Help" is
used here in general to encompass things such as advice, aid, assistance, encouragement,
cooperation,letc. ~ Go to [2-1-34].

helps + concept
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "helps" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be
uncountable. / You are saying that "helps" is used as a concept noun here, but the form of
"helps" indicates "help" is countable. ~ {mistake}

help + set or member
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "help" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Help" does not refer to things of the same kind. ~
{mistake}

helps + set or member
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "helps" here to refer to a set
of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Helps" does not refer to things of
the same kind. ~ {mistake}

help + material
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "help". / "Help" does not refer to something that has a physical existance. ~ {mistake}

helps + material
~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "helps" were used as a material noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "helps" is used as a material noun here, but
the form of "helps" indicates "help" is countable. ~ {mistake}
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help + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "help" to denote any
functionality here. / "Help" does not descibe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
helps + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "helps" were used as a function noun here, it would
have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "helps" is used as a function noun here, but
the form of "helps" indicates "help" is countable. -7 {mistake}

..

,....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis
3, go to [2-1-33-Wrong].

2-1-33-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon6

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is" My friends always give me <L>help</> when I am in trouble. I
<L>"Help"</> is used here as a concept noun.II<L>"Help"</> is used here in general to
encompass things such as advice, aid, assistance, encouragement, cooperation, etc.

~«Next»
[2-1-34]

2-1-34
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rCon7 and 2wCon7

#----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> I have
<MN1> trouble / troubles
<L> finding shoes that fit my feet perfectly.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "trouble" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

=
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<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»

-+

trouble + concept
-7 set 1 to 2rCon7 and set what is in count mis to 2wCon7.-7 <PP> (L) Great. "Trouble"
is used here in general to encompass things such as inconveniences, difficulties, hardships,
etc. -7 Go to [2-1-35].
troubles + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "troubles" is used as a concept noun here, it has to be
uncountable. / You are saying that "troubles" is used as a concept noun here, but the form
of "troubles" indicates "trouble" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

trouble + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "trouble" were used as a set or member noun here, it
would have to be countable. / "Trouble" does not refer to things of the same kind. -7
{mistake}
troubles + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "troubles" here to refer to a
set of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Troubles" does not refer to
things of the same kind. -7 {mistake}
trouble + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "trouble". / "Trouble" does not refer to something that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
troubles + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "troubles" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "troubles" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "troubles" indicates "trouble" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
trouble + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "trouble" to denote any
functionality here. / "Trouble" does not describe a physical thing. -7 {mistake}
troubles + function
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~ add 1 to count_mis ~ <PP> (R) If "troubles" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "troubles" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "troubles" indicates "trouble" islcountable. ~ {mistake}

..---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window.
3, go to [2-1-34-Wrong].

~

If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =

2-1-34-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon7

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II I have <L>trouble<l> finding shoes that fit my feet perfectly.1
<L>"Trouble"</> is used here as a concept noun. II<L>"Trouble "</> is used here in general
to encompass things such as inconveniences, difficulties, hardships, etc.

~«Next»
[2-1-35]

2-1-35
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rCon8 and 2wCon8

+.----------------------- {beginning}

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> Diesel cars cause
<MN1> pollution / pollutions
<L> finding shoes that fit my feet perfectly.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "pollution" is used here as a
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.

'*

«Submit»

pollution + concept
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-7 set 1 to 2rCon8 and set what is in count_mis to 2wCon8.-7 <PP> (L) Great. "Pollution"
is used here in general to encompass things such as contamination, infection, poison,
corruption,letc. -7 Go to [2-1-36].
pollutions + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "pollutions" is used as a concept noun here, it has to
be uncountable. / You are saying that "pollutions" is used as a concept noun here, but the
form of "pollutions" indicates "pollution" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
pollution + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "pollution" were used as a set or member noun here,
it would have to be countable. / "Pollution" does not refer to things of the same kind. -7
{mistake}
pollutions + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "pollutions" here to refer to
a set of or members of individual things of the same kind. / "Pollutions" does not refer to
things of the same kind. -7 {mistake}
pollution + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "pollution". / "Pollution" does not refer to something that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
pollutions + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "pollutions" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "pollutions" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "pollutions" indicates "pollution" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
pollution + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "pollution" to denote any
functionality here. / "Pollution" does not descibe a physical thing. -7
{mistake}
pollutions + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "pollutions" were used as a function noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "pollutions" is used as a function noun
here, but the form of "pollutions" indicates "pollution" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
...--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

+
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«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-35-Wrong].

2-1-35-Wrong
set 3 to 2wCon8

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II Diesel cars cause <L>pollution</>.I <L>"Pollution"</> is used
here as a concept noun.II<L>"Pollution"<1> is used here in general to encompass things
such as contamination, infection, poison, corruption, etc.

~«Next»
[2-1-36]

2-1-36
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rFun5 and 2wFun5

#------------------------ {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> They have good
<MN1> transportation / transportations
<L> in New York City.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "transportation" is used here as
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

*

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.
«Submit»
transportation + function
-7 set 1 to 2rFun5 and set what is in count_mis to 2wFun5.-7 <PP> (L) Great.
"Transportation" denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as cars, trains,
airplanes, and ships,lwhich take us to other places. -7 Go to [2-1-37].
transportations + function
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "transportations" is used as a function noun here, it
has to be uncountable. / "Transportations" is used here as a function noun, but the form of
"transportations" indicates "transportation" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

transportation + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "transportation" were used as a set or member noun
here, it would have to be countable. / "Transportation" is not used as a noun that refers to an
individual object. -7 {mistake}

transportations + set or member
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "transportations" here to
refer to a set of or members of individual objects. / "Transportations" is not used as a noun
that refers to an individual object. -7 {mistake}

transportation + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "transportation". / "Transportation" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual
object. -7 {mistake}

transportations + material
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "transportations" were used as a material noun here,
it would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "transportations" is used as a
material noun here, but the form of "transportations" indicatesl"transportation" is countable.
-7 {mistake}

transportation + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Transportation" is not used here as a noun that
encompasses some concepts. / "Transportation" is used to describe a thing that has a
physical existance. -7 {mistake}

transportations + concept
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "transportations" were used as a concept noun here,
it would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "transportations" is used as a concept
noun here, but the form of "transportations" indicatesl"transportation" is countable. -7
{mistake}

•

.----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis =
3, go to [2-1-36-Wrong).
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2-1-36-Wrong
set 3 to 2wFunS

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is II They have <L>good transportation</> in New York City.1
<L>"Transportation"</> is used here as a concept noun. II<L>"Transportation"</> denotes
the functionality of some sets of things such as cars, trains, airplanes, and ships, which take
us to other places.

~«Next»
[2-1-37]

2-1-37
set 0 to count mis
set 0 to 2rFun6 and 2wFun6

# - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> They have lots of
<MN1> footwear / footwears
<L> in this store.
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "footwear" is used here as
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

+

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2> .
.. «Submit»
footwear + function
-7 set 1 to 2rFun6 and set what is in count mis to 2wFun6.-7 <PP> (L) Great. "Footwear"
denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as sandals, sneakers, and boots, which
welwear on our feet. -7 Go to [2-1-38].
footwears + function
-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "footwears" is used as a function noun here, it has to
be uncountable. / "Footwears" is used here as a function noun, but the form of "footwears"
indicates "footwear" is countable. -7 {mistake}
footwear + set or member
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "footwear" were used as a set or member noun here,
it would have to be countable. / "Footwear" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual
object. -7 {mistake}
footwears + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "footwears" here to refer to
a set of or members of individual objects. / "Footwears" is not used as a noun that refers to
an individual object. -7 {mistake}
footwear + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "footwear" . / "Footwear" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object. -7
{mistake}

footwears + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "footwears" were used as a material noun
here, it would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "footwears" is used as a
material noun here, but the form of "footwears" indicates "footwear" islcountable.
-7 {mistake}
footwear + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Footwear" is not used here as a noun that
encompasses some concepts. / "Footwear" is used to describe a thing that has a physical
existance. -7 {mistake}
footwears + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "footwears" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "footwears" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "footwears" indicates "footwear" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

+

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 If count_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. If count mis
3, go to [2-1-37-Wrong].

2-1-37-Wrong
set 3 to 2wFun6

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns

=
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<M> The answer is II They have lots of <L>footwear</> in this store. I
<L>"Footwear"</> is used here as a function noun.Ii<L>"Footwear"<1> denotes the
functionality of some sets of things such as sandals, sneakers, and boots, which we wear on
our feet.

~«Next»
[2-1-38]

2-1-38
set 0 to count_mis
set 0 to 2rFun7 and 2wFun7

~----------------------- {beginning}
<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<L> My computer is loaded with lots of
<MN1> software / softwares
<L> What is the reason behind your choice?
<L> Because "software" is used here as
<MN2> set or member / material/concept / function
<L>noun.

~

<A> Choose a choice from each menu: <MNl> and <MN2>.

*'

«Submit»

software + function

-7 set 1 to 2rFun7 and set what is in count_mis to 2wFun7. -7 <PP> (L) Great. "Software"
denotes the functionality of some sets of things such as word processors, email programs,
and Weblbrowsers, which we use to do specific tasks on computers. -7 Go to [2Summary-Score].
softwares + function

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "softwares" is used as a function noun here, it has to
be uncountable. / "Softwares" is used here as a function noun, but the form of "softwares"
indicates "software" is countable. -7 {mistake}
software + set or member

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "software" were used as a set or member noun here,
it would have to be countable. / "Software" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual
object. -7 {mistake}
softwares + set or member
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-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) We are not using the noun "softwares" here to refer to
a set of or members of individual objects. / "Softwares" is not used as a noun that refers to
an individual object. -7 {mistake}
software + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) The sentence does not mention anything that is made
of "software". / "Software" is not used as a noun that refers to an individual object. -7
{mistake}
softwares + material

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If" softwares" were used as a material noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "softwares" is used as a material noun
here, but the form of "softwares" indicates "software" islcountable. -7 {mistake}
software + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) "Software" is not used here as a noun that encompasses
some concepts. / "Software" is used to describe a thing that has a physical existance. -7
{mistake}
softwares + concept

-7 add 1 to count_mis -7 <PP> (R) If "softwares" were used as a concept noun here, it
would have to be uncountable. / You are saying that "softwares" is used as a concept noun
here, but the form of "softwares" indicates "software" islcountable. -7 {mistake}

•

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - {mistake}

«OK» to close the pop window. -7 Ifcount_mis < 3, go to {beginning}. Ifcount_mis
3, go to [2-1-38-Wrong].

=

2-1-38-Wrong
set 3 to 2wFun7

+

<T> Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> The answer is" My computer is loaded with lots of <L>sofiware</>.i

<L>"Software"</> is used here as a function noun.ii<L>"Software"</> denotes the
functionality of some sets of things such as word processors, email programs, and
Web browsers, which we use to do specific tasks on computers.

~«Next»
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[2-Summary-Score]

2-Summary-Score
<T> Your Scores in Exercises the Model with Known Nouns
<M> <R>Your scores in this track are:</> II<B> Set and Memeber:1
#2rSetMeml +
2rSetMem2 + 2rSetMem3 + 2rSetMem4 + 2rSetMem5 + 2rSetMem6 + 2rSetMem7 +
2rSetMem8 + 2rSetMem9 + 2rSetMemlO + 2rSetMemii + 2rSetMem12 + 2rSetMem13 +
2rSetMem14 + 2rSetMeml5# right #2wSetMeml + 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 +
2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMem5 + 2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 + 2wSetMem8 + 2wSetMem9 +
2wSetMeml0 + 2wSetMemll + 2wSetMem12 + 2wSetMem13 + 2wSetMem14 +
2wSetMeml5# wrong II Material:1
#2rMatl + 2rMat2 + 2rMat3 + 2rMat4 + 2rMat5 +
2rMat6 + 2rMat7# right #2wMatl + 2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wMat5 + 2wMat6
+ 2wMat7# wrong II Concepti
#2rConl + 2rCon2 + 2rCon3 + 2rCon4 + 2rCon5 +
2rCon6 + 2rCon7 + 2rCon8# right #2wConl + 2wCon2 + 2wCon3 + 2wCon4 + 2wCon5
#2rFunl + 2rFun2+ 2rFun3 +
+ 2wCon6 + 2wCon7 + 2wCon8# wrong II Function:1
2rFun4 + 2rFun5+ 2rFun6 + 2rFun7# right #2wFunl + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4 +
2wFun5+ 2wFun6 + 2wFun7# wrong</>

<Next»

x < 12
[2-Well]

x>= 12

[2-End]

(x = 2wSetMeml + 2wSetMem2 + 2wSetMem3 + 2wSetMem4 + 2wSetMemS +
2wSetMem6 + 2wSetMem7 + 2wSetMem8 + 2wSetMem9 + 2wSetMem10 +
2wSetMem11 + 2wSetMem12 + 2wSetMem13 + 2wSetMem14 + 2wSetMemlS +
2wMatl + 2wMat2 + 2wMat3 + 2wMat4 + 2wMatS + 2wMat6 + 2wMat7 +
2wConl + 2wCon2 + 2wCon3 + 2wCon4 + 2wConS + 2wCon6 + 2wCon7 +
2wCon8 + 2wFunl + 2wFun2+ 2wFun3 + 2wFun4 + 2wFunS+ 2wFun6 +
2wFun7)

2-Well
<T> Diagnosis
<M>You have mastered the material in this program.
IICongratulations!

~«Quit»
[Quit_Good]
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Quit Good
<L> Good bye.

2-End
<T> Diagnosis
<M> You should review the first track and try the second track again.

I<Quit»
[Quit_NotGood]

I<First Track»
[1-1-1]

Quit NotGood
<L>Please start with the first track when you come back next time.
Good bye.
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Appendix C: The Source Code of the Program
/****************** A"A"'''''' **************************** . . A"'A"''''''' Ai ** ... AAA'" ** . . ,," Ii"'''''''''
tools Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for taking care of the applet.

**********************************************,,.,,,A,*"',,"."'' ' ' ' ' ' '".......*'*'**'*".......
'" *,*,4:1"'.""*,*,,,*'**......
U,****I
import javax.swing.*;
import java.io.*;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.FlowLayout;
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
import java.awt.evenUtemEvent;
import java.awt.evenUtemListener;
import java.utiI.Vector;
import java.utiI.LinkedList;
import java.utiI.Coliections;

public class tools extends JApplet

{
//for handling buttons
final public static int SUBMIT = 999;
final public static int OK = 1000;
final public static int CONTINUE = 1001;
final public static int END 1002;
final public static int NEWWORDS 1003;

=

=

//for checking numbers of attributes
final public static int NUMSCR = 4;
final public static int NUMMSG 7;
final public static int NUMINPUT 7;
final public static int NUMPIC = 4;
final public static int NUMLBL 1 = 7;
final public static int NUMLBL2 = 6;
final public static int NUMREC = 5;
final public static int NUMPOP = 8;
final public static int NUMBTN = 8;
final public static int NUMCHKG = 1;
final public static int NUMCHK 6;
final public static int NUMCHKATIR = 4;
final public static int NUMMENUG 1;
final public static int NUMMENU 6;
final public static int NUMMENUATIR 4;
final public static int NUMMENUANSATIR = 2;
final public static int NUMPIC1 = 1;
final public static int NUMPIC2 = 2;
final public static int NUMSUBMITATIR 2;
final public static int NUMENDATIR = 0;
final public static int NUMCALLEDATIR = 0;
final public static int NUMBTNATIR 1;
final public static int NUMCONTATIR = 0;
final public static int NUMRECATIR 0;
final public static int NUMHINTATIR1 = 2;
final public static int NUMHINTATIR2 3;
final public static int NUMHINTSET 2;
final public static int NUMPOPATIR = 0;
final public static int NUMINPATIR = 3;

=
=

=

=
=

=

=

=
=
=
=
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final public static int NUMCOUNTATIR = 2;
final public static int NUMSCRATIR = 1;
final public static int NUMFIRSTATIR 1;
final public static int NUMREPEAT = 2;
final public static int NUMSAVE = 1;
final public static int NUMHIDE = 2;

=

IIFor speed tool
private boolean addSpeedTool; //true if the speed tool is to be added.

IIvariables used across this class
public Container content;
lithe frame container
private int wrongCounter;
lito hold a number of times the user made mistakes
private tPicture tPic;
lIa picture object
private int windowWidth. windowHeight; lithe size of the applet
private String lineRead;
lIa line that has just been read
private Vector items;
IIholds objects specified in the input file
private Vector screens;
IIEach element holds a linked list specified below
private LinkedList I;
IIscreen names at index O. followed by objects used in the screen
private int buttonControl = 1;
lIa number assigned to a button to be handled.
lithe name of the first screen
private String startScreen;
/fa current screen name
private String curScrName;
IItrue if the menu appears for a first time
private boolean firstMenu = true;
private boolean repeatExists false; /ftrue if a repeatO exists for the menu
private String prevMenuScrName;
/fa previous screen name that had a group of menus.
private int curlndex;
/fa current index number
lIa character to specify what type of question is currently presented in a
private char QuestionType;
screen
private Object curQuesObj;
/fan object of a current question item (menu. check. or input text)
private boolean chkGroupAdded. menuGroupAdded; /fspecify whether the check object has been added to
screens Vector for a current screen. the same for menu and hint.
private boolean add;
/fif true an object should be added to screens Vector
public tools countObj;
/fthis object
private String replace nn;
lIused to replace @@ with a \n in a message
lIan object of the item to display a hint in case of a wrong answer
private Object whereToDisplay;
private boolean firstScreenName = true; IItrue if it is the first screen
private newWords curNewWordsObj;
IIholds the current newWords object
private int speed;
IIholds the current speed of displaying text
private boolean finished Paint false; //true if all the components has been displayed on the screen
private tEachMultCheckGroup c;
IIholds a tEachMultCheckGroup object
private tEachMultMenuGroup m;
IIholds a tEachMultMenuGroup object
private tHint h;
IIholds a tHint object

=

=

=

lIused to check validity of hint
private int numHintSetup 0;
lIused to count a number of hinCsetUp in a screen
private boolean hintExists false; //true if at least one hintO exists in a screen
private boolean firstHint true;
//true if a hintO or hint_setupO has not been appeared before this in this screen

=
=
=

/fused to check validity of menu
private boolean menu Exists false; Iltrue if at least one hintO exists in a screen
private int numMenuAns = 0;
IIholds the number of menG_xxx(answer.....) appears in the current screen

=

lIused to check the validity of repeatO
private int numRepeat = 0;
IIholds a number of repeatO in a screen
/fused to check validity of saveO
private int numSave = 0;
l!holds a number of repeatO in a screen
private boolean inputFieldExists = false; //true if an input field exists in a screen
private boolean newWordsExists = false; IItrue if newWors exists in a screen
lIused to count numbers of right and wrong answers
private tCount curCountObj;
/fholds a tCount object
private boolean needToCount = false; Iltrue if we need to keep track of numbers of right and wrong answers
lIused to manage what buttons to show
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private boolean showContinue;
private boolean contExist;
private tEach Button cont;
private Vector showButtonsV;
shown.
private Vector hideButtonsV;

/ltrue if the continue button is shown currently
/ltrue if a continue button exists in a screen
/lobject of continue button
/lstore the buttons to be shown after the entire text (before ++: Continue) is
/lEach slot contains a vector of buttons

rAil""""" itA "* *""" """ A"".A"" * *"" A.A" """".11"""" ..... ,, A"" All A.A .""""" *.:Ie" A***,********

Set up the things to be done before the applet starts
********************************************************************************1
public void in itO

{
IIdisable the layout managet. All the positions of components will be specified in the input file.
getContentPaneO .setLayout(null);
countObj

=this;

items = new VectorO;
screens new VectorO;

=

try{
readlnputTxtO;

IIread the input file

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: "+ e);
System.exit(1);

}
if(addSpeedTool)
setSpeedToolO;

/**********************""... "" """''' ********* ... "AiA" A""" "'." "AA" '" A"" Ai "".It "'" Ie "It" ". A"""" "

Read a line at a time from the input file.
Create an object for each item declared in the input file, and set all the objects
to the items vector.
Create an object for each item or tool specified in each screen and set all the
objects to the screens vector along with the screen name. In the screen vector,
each slot holds a linked list, which holds information about a screen. In the
linked list, the first slot holds a screen name, and the rest of the slots hold
all the objects for the items and tools that belong to that screen. If there
exists an object for a repeat tool in the screen, it always exists in the second slot.
If there is any error in the input file, an exception will be caught.
***************************** *"" ""''' "" *II." "" "***********************************1
private void readlnputTxtO throws NotationError

{

=

String fileName "input.txt"; lithe input file name has to be input.txt
BufferedReader reader;
InputStream instream;
ClassLoader load this.getClassO.getClassLoaderO;
InputStreamReader instreamReader;

=

try{
instream 10ad.getResourceAsStream(fileName);
instreamReader = new InputStreamReader(instream);
reader new BufferedReader(instreamReader);
curScrName = "the declaration section.";

=

=

IIread a line at a time from the declaration section

lithe very first line has to be screenO
boolean found = false;
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IIskip all lines above the screenO
while(!found && (IineRead = reader.readLineO) != nUll)
if(lineRead.trimO.equals("'~ IllineRead.trimO.charAt(O) == '-')

,
else
found = true;
if(found && IineRead.startsWith("frame"» !!screen name
setF rame(lineRead);
else
throw new NotationError("1: You have to have frameO for the first statement in the declaration section.'~;
IIread the rest of the lines in the declaration section. When the firstO is seen, the declaration section ends.
while((lineRead = reader.readLineO) != null && !lineRead.startsWith("first'~)

{
line Read = lineRead.trimO;
if(lineRead.equals(,"') IllineRead.charAt(O) == '-')
; "skip if a comment line (preceded by a -) or a blank line
else

{
"Save screen items in items vector. These are all the objects (items) used in the entire program.
if(lineRead.startsWith("msg_'~ )
setMessageArea(lineRead) ;
else if(lineRead.startsWith("pic_'~)
setPicture(lineRead);
else if(lineRead.startsWrth("lbL"»
setLabel(lineRead) ;
else if(lineRead.startsWith("rec_"»
setRectangle(lineRead) ;
else if(lineRead.startsWith("btn_"»
setButton(lineRead) ;
else if(lineRead.startsWith("chkG_',»
setCheckGroup(lineRead) ;
else if(lineRead.startsWith("menG_"»
setMenuGroup(lineRead);
else if(lineRead.startsWith("input_'~)
setlnputField(lineRead);
else if(lineRead.startsWith("pop_',»
setPopWindow(lineRead) ;
else
throw new NotationError("2: This line does not start with a right notation;"
+" -, frame, msg_, pic_, IbL, rec_, btn_, chkG_, menG_, input_, pop_, or first. => "+ IineRead); IIa
notation is not right

}

"must be the end of declarations of items at this point.
"screen settings follow.
"read a line at a time from the screen setting section
"take care of the first statement which is a name of the first screen
if(lineRead != nUll)
setFirstScreenName(lineRead) ;
else
throw new NotationError("3: You have to have first(first screen name) for the first statement in the
specification section.'~;
!/take care of the second statement which should be a screen name
found = false;
while(!found && (IineRead = reader.readLineO) != nUll)
if(lineRead.equals("") IllineRead.charAt(O) == '-')
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else
found = true;
if(found && IineRead.startsWith("<")} IIscreen name
setNewScreen(lineRead);
else
throw new NotationError("4: You have to have <screen name> for the second statement in the
specification section.');
while((lineRead = reader.readLineO) != nulO

{
IineRead

=IineRead.trimO;

if(lineRead.equals(m) IIlineRead.charAt(O) == '-')
; IIskip if a comment line or a blank line
else if(!lineRead.startsWith("<"» IInot a screen name
setScreenltem(lineRead);
else if(lineRead.startsWith("<') IIscreen name
setNewScreen(lineRead) ;

IIcheck hint for the last screen
if(numHintSetup != 0 II hintExists " numMenuAns != 0 II menuExists II numRepeat != 0)
checkHintMenuRepeatSaveO;
IIcheck screen names specified in buttons
checkBtnScreenNameExistO;
IIcheck the name of the first screen exists
checkFirstScreenNameExistO;
IIcheck counter names
checkCounterNameExistO;
IIcheck screen names specified in scr
checkShowScreenNameExistO;
IIcheck screen names specified in repeat
checkRepeatScreenNameExistO;
IIcheck for items in each screen
checkltemslnScreen();

}
catch(lOException e)

{
System.out.println("File Error. Make sure that you have input.txt :" +e);
System.exit(1);

/*************************************************************" ,,:Ai"" All:A" ... "" ... " ***". ...

Returns the user's choice of the speed of displaying text: 1, 2, or 3

*************************************"***,, "...... "***,, .... ,,*******.,,****** *".""' .......,
public int getSpeedO

{
return speed;

}
/********************************************************************************
Create a group of speed choices and place the group below the frame that the user
has specified.
**************************************A""" *.* *.*" 4******************************1
private void setSpeedToolO

{
JPanel speed Panel = new JPanelO;
speedPanel.setBounds(O, windowHeight, windowWidth, 25);
content.add(speedPanel);
speedPanel.setLayout(new FlowLayout(FlowLayout.LEFT»;
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ButtonGroup radioGroup
JRadioButton rbutton;

=new ButtonGroupO;

radioGroup.add(rbutton = new JRadioButton("Show At Once'1);
speedPanel.add( rbutton);
rbutton.addltemListener(new RadioListener(O»;
rbutton.setVisible(true);
radioGroup.add(rbutton new JRadioButton("Slow"»;
speedPanel.add(rbutton);
rbutton.add ItemListener( new RadioListener( 1»;
rbutton.setVisible(true);
radioGroup.add(rbutton new JRadioButton("Middle", true»;
speedPanel.add(rbutton);
rbutton.addltemListener(new RadioListener(2»;
rbutton.setVisible(true);
radioGroup.add(rbutton = new JRadioButton("Fast'1);
speedPanel.add(rbutton);
rbutton.addltemListener(new RadioListener(3»;
rbutton .setVisible(true);

=

=

speed

=2; IIdefault setting

/******************************************************************** Ai '" Ai" Ai"""" ***
The inner class for the radio button group for the speed tool.
Used when the user changes the choice of the speed of displaying text.
A*******"""***"*****************************""***""",*"***********,,*,,,, ...... *******/
class RadioListener implements Item Listener

{
private int spd;
public RadioListener(int speed)

{
spd

=speed;

}
public void itemStateChanged(ltemEvent e)

{
speed = spd;

}

/********************************************************************************
Called after the init method and each time the Applet is revisited in the Web page.
Displays the first screen.
********************************************************************************1
public void startO

{
int i;
boolean found

=false;

for(i = 0; i < screens.sizeO && !found; i++)
if«(LinkedList)screens.elementAt(O).get(O).equals(startScreen»
found true;

=

=

curlndex i - 1;
readyForPaintO;
r************************************" A • • ",,,:Ii.,,,,,,,,,, "' .. """"It""''' *"""" "" "''''''' ********
Show all the items in the current screen.
***********************************"" "''' ** "''''''' ***********************************1
private void readyForPaint()

{
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=
=

showButtonsV new VectorO; /lstore the buttons to be shown after the entire text (before ++: Continue) is
shown.
hideButtonsV new VectorO; /lEach slot contains a vector of buttons
Vector msgAreasV = new VectorO; /lholds all message areas
cont null;
/lholds a Cotinue button object
contExist = false;
//true if a Continue button exists in the current screen
showContinue false;
!!true if the Coninue button needs to be shown
needToCount false;
!!true if we need to keep track of numbers of right and wrong answers
boolean msgAreaExist = false; /la message area exists
boolean newWordsExist false; IIa newWords exits

=

=
=

=

curScrName

=«String)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex».get(O»;

for(int i = 1; i < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex».sizeO; i++)

{
Object 0

=«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex».get(i);

if(getName(o).equals("tEachButton"»

{
/lsave continue button object to show or hide it
if«(tEachButton)o).getNameO.startsWith("btn_Continue"»

{

=

contExist true;
cont «tEachButton)o);

=

}
showButtonsV.add«tEachButton)o);

}
else if(getName( 0) .equals(''tEachMsgArea')

{

=

msgAreaExist true;
msgAreasV.add«tEachMsgArea)o);
boolean result = «tEachMsgArea)o).show(replace);
if(result)
showContinue

=true;

}
else if(getName( 0) .equals("tEachlnputField'1)

{
«tEachlnputField)o).showO;
IIneed to know what kind of question to analize the answer
QuestionType 'I';
curQuesObj 0;

=

=

}
else if(getName(o).equals("tEachMuItCheckGroup"»

{
«tEachMultCheckGroup)o).showO;
/lneed to know what kind of question to analize the answer
QuestionType = 'C';
curQuesObj 0;

=

}
else if(getName(o).equals("tEachMultMenuGroup')

{
/lif the same menu is repeated, not reset pictures and menu choices.
!!When go to a different menu, reset pictures and menu choices.
if(!firstMenu)

{
if(!prevMenuScrName.equals(curScrName»
reset(prevMenuScrName) ;

}
else
firstMenu = false;
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«tEachMultMenuGroup)o).show(curScrName);

IIneed to know what kind of question to analize the answer
QuestionType = 'M';
curQuesObj = 0;
prevMenuScrName

=curScrName;

}
else if(getName(o).equals("tCount"»

{

=

curCountObj (tCount)o;
needToCount = true;

}
else if(getName(o).equals("tHide"»

{
flif the equation is true
if«(tHide)o).calculateO)
hideBullonsV.add«(tHide)o).getBullonsVO);

}
else if(getName(o).equals("tEachLabel"»
«tEachLabel)o).showO;
else if(getName(o).equals("tEachPicture')
«tEachPicture)o).showO;
else if(getName(o).equals("tEachRectangle"»
«tEachRectangle)o) .showO;
else if(getName(o).equals("tRepeat"»
«tRepeat)o). incrementO;
else if(getName(0) .equals("tReset"»
«tReset)o).resetO;
else if(getName(o).equals("newWords"»

{

=

newWordsExist true;
curNewWordsObj (newWords)o;
«newWords)o).work(NEWWORDS, new HandleControIBullon(NEWWORDS»;

=

}
}
finishedPaint

=true;

IIIfthere is a msg area or a mewWords(since it includes a msg area), tEachMsgArea or newWords class will call
showBullonsO when it displays all the text.
if(!msgAreaExist && !newWordsExist)
showBullonsO;

r*******************************************************************************
Used for a menu question except displaying the screen with the menu
question for the first time.
Update the message area (might need to add more strings) and pictures (hide some
pictures).
AI A.A ••••• AI"" ******************A AI at AI AI""" AI" ***************"" AI AI It * AI AI"" It'" "************1
private void readyForPaintSameScreenO

{
for(int i

{

=1;

Object 0

i < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex».sizeO; i++)

=«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex».get(i);

if(getName( o).equals("tEachMsgArea')

{
«tEachMsgArea)o).clearMsgO;
boolean result = «tEachMsgArea)o).show(replace);
if(resull)
showContinue true;

=
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else if(getName( 0) .equals("tEachPicture',))
«tEachPicture)o).showO;

}
finishedPaint = true;

".""*****...."'*...*__A*'*************'********
b is a button object declared in newWords class.

fA'" **".Ai **:1"" "A '" ** "'.:Ai:A it" IU" '" AlA" *"'********"',"'*A,**"."'*'**'**..

Used by newWords class
Set the button, b, declared in newWords class to showButtonsV to show that button
on the screen.
**** ** "''''' '" '" **" *************************'***"""" **" ** '" "' ... ,," '" '" "A '" *******************1
public void setButton(tEachButton b)

{
showButtonsV.add(b);

,************A****.***********************************.***********"' ........ ***** ..... It.

Wait to show the buttons till all the text is shown.
If there is at least one more ++ left in the message area, show the Continue button.
Otherwise, show all the buttons but the Continue button.
,,:Ai"''''' '"
:l "''' "''''''' A"************************************ '" "''' '" "' .. ,,"" ***************1
public void showButtonsO

_."Ii . .

{
!/wait till all the components have been displayed
while(!finishedPaint)

,
finished Paint = false;
if(showContinue) IIshow only the Continue button
cont.showO;
else

{
if(contExist) IIhide the continue button if it exists in the current screen.

{

=

Vector v new VectorO;
LinkedList I = new LinkedListO;
l.add("btn_Continue'');
I.add(cont);
v.add(I);
hideButtonsV.add(v);

IIshow all the buttons except the buttons in hideButtonsV
for(int i 0; i < showButtonsV.sizeO; i++)

=

{
IIcheck to see if there exits this button in hideButtonsV
boolean found = false; IItrue if the button exits in hideButtonsV

=0; j < hideButtonsV.sizeO && !found; j++)
for(int k =0; k < «Vector)hideButtonsV.elementAt(j)).sizeO && !found; k++)

for(int j

{

{

if«(tEachButton)«LinkedList)«Vector)hideButtonsV.elementAt(j)).elementAt(k)).get(1)).equals«tEach
Button)showButtonsV.elementAt(i)))
found true;

=

}
if(!found)
«tEachButton)showButtonsV.elementAt(i)) .showO;
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,*"""'******"11" • •• *......... "*.*"'"*"' . . **************A.U****".,,,,. ***********:A**A"*****

Hide all the buttons

*... . . """A"""" ** Ail ****** ... ** ••

Ii ... "

*'

iii""'.'" "' . . " . . . . . 4....... ** ***" ""********** ... ""Ai ** ...... "... ** ...... "

private void hideButtonsO

{
for(int i = 0; i < showButtonsV.sizeO; i++)
«tEachButton)showButtonsV.elementAt(i».hideO;
,,, .... *" •••••••••• "''''"iA'' •••• '''A •• "********************.,,. ****" •• "'''*A*''*''* ••• ''*****

s is the line read from the input file. This line holds a screen name,
<screenName> .
Called right after a new screen name has read.
Get ready to read the items and tools in that screen.
*********************************** ....... * ...... "...... "" ***************"""'Ai......'*'
.....*'''..........A...."'.*"'*.....,
private void setNewScreen(String s)

{
try{
if(firstScreenName)
firstScreenName
else

=false;

{
IIcheck the validity of the items in the last screen
if(numHintSetup != 0 II hintExists " numMenuAns != 0
checkHintMenuRepeatSaveO;

II menu Exists II numRepeat != 0 "

checkScreenName(s);
checkDuplicateScreenName(s);
I = new LinkedListO;
screens.add(I);
l.add(s.substring(1, s.indexOf(,>'».trim(»;

=

curScrName s.substring(1, s.indexOf(,>'».trimO;
IIget the current index position of screens vector
curlndex = screens.sizeO - 1;
lithe following may appear more than once in a screen, but need to add it only once
chkGroupAdded = false;
menuGroupAdded false;

=

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: "+ e);
System.exit(1);

fA" ** .... * "' .... **********************************************************************
s is a line read from the input file. It is the specification for the first
screen. It looks like first(screenName).
Get the name of the first screen from the string, s, and set it to startScreen.
********************************************************************************1
private void setFirstScreenName(String s) throws NotationError

{
if( s .startsWith("first"»

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMFIRSTATTR);
'!valid

numSave != 0)
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startScreen

=getSetStr(s);

}
else
throw new NotationError(,,3: You have to have first(first screen name) for the first statement in the
specification section.'1;

}

r* Ail"""" A" •• A." *****************************************************************
s is the line read from the input file. This line is a specification for
an item or tool.
Add an object for an item or tool to the linked list for the current screen.
If the tool is a repeat, put the object for it in the second slot.
******" ""*""""" A" • • • A • • • • " ... """ Ak. *.*****************************,*,**'*'*"""'*"Ail*'*'**"*****'****1
private void setScreenltem(String s)

{
try{
Object 0 = isltemValid(s);
if(add)
if(getName(o)
''tRepeatn)
l.add(1, 0); /lif the object is tRepeat, put it in the second slot
else
I.add(o);

==

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println(nNotation Error: n + e);
System.exit(1);

/*************** "A" Ail".1e it ********************************************************
Check to see if all the screen names specified in the buttons exist.
*****"" Ail"" Ail" it"" .... "Ail""" ... Ie *****************************************************1

private void checkBtnScreenNameExistO throws NotationError

{
boolean foundWhere
boolean foundWrong

=false;

= false;

for(int i = 0; i < screens.sizeO; i++)
for(int m = 1; m < ((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».sizeO; m++)
if(getName(((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(m».equals(ntEachButtonn»

{
tEach Button 0

=((tEachButton)((LinkedList)screens.elementAt@.get(m»;

llcontinue or end buttons do not have (screen name)
if(!0.getNameO.startsWith(nbtn_Continue'1 && 10.getNameO.startsWith(nbtn_End'1)

{
for(int k = 0; k < screens.sizeO && (lfoundWhere

II

lfoundWrong); k++)

{
if(((String)( (LinkedList)screens.elementAt(k». get(O» .equals(o.getWhereO»
foundWhere true;
if(((boolean)((String)o.getNameO).startsWith(nbtn_Submitn»)

=

{
if( (( String) (( Linked List) scree ns. elementAt(k» .get(O» .equals(0 .getWrongO»
foundWrong true;

=

}
else
foundWrong = true;

}
if(lfoundWhere) lithe screen name does not exits
throw new NotationError(n5: the screen name n+ o.getWhereO + n does not exist => in the button: n
+ o.getNameO + n, the screen name: n +((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
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if(!foundWrong) lithe screen name does not exits
throw new NotationError("5: the screen name "+ o.getWrongO + " does not exist => in the button: "
+ o.getNameO + ", the screen name: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
foundWhere
foundWrong

=false;

= false;

}
/**********************" it Ail. * A"*" •• **********************************************

private void checkFirstScreenNameExistO throws NotationError

{
boolean found = false;
for(int i 0; i < screens.sizeO && !found; i++)
if(« String)((LinkedList)screens. eleme ntAt(i» .get(O». eq uals(startScreen»
found = true;

=

if(!found)
throw new NotationError("6: the screen name "+ startScreen +" does not exist => in firstO'~;
/********************* All Ail"" ":AA" Ail '" *A********************************************
Check to see if screen names specified in showOs exist.
*******" .... A.A'" Ail •• Ail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . **********************************************1

private void checkShowScreenNameExist() throws NotationError

{

=false;

boolean found

=

for(int i 0; i < screens.sizeO; i++)
for(int m 1; m < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(O).sizeO; m++)
if(getName(«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i» .get(m) ).equals("tScreen'~)

=

{
tScreen 0
for(int k

=«tScreen)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(m»;

=0; k < screens.sizeO && !found; k++)

{
if«(String)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(k».get(O».equals(o.getScreenNameO»

{
found = true;
IIreplace showO with actual items
for(int x = 1; x < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(k».sizeO; x++)

{
«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i» .add(m, «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(k» .get(x»;
m++;

}
}
if(!found) lithe screen name does not exits
throw new NotationError("7: the screen name "+ o.getScreenNameO +" does not exist => in showO,
screen name: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
found

r* A........

Ii

=false;

.*. *.... **... *

AilA" A******************************************************

Check to see if screen names specified in repeatOs exist.
*************************** •• Ai Ail".*. * * *" *. . **************************************1
private void checkRepeatScreenNameExistO throws NotationError

{
boolean found

=false;
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for(int i = 0; i < screens.sizeO; i++)
for(int m = 1; m < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».sizeO; m++)
if(getName(«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i» .get(m» .equals("tRepeat')

{
tRepeat 0
for(int k

=«tRepeat)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(m»;

=0; k < screens.sizeO && !found; k++)

{
if(«String)( (LinkedList)screens.elementAt(k» .get(O» .equals(o.getScreenNameO»
found = true;

}
if(!found) lithe screen name does not exits
throw new NotationError("65: the screen name"+ o.getScreenNameO +" does not exist => in repeatO,
screen name: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
found

=false;

/*********************""" iii"" *" . . ".... "*" ........ at. Ail * .... ********************************
Check to see if counter names specified in messages and hideOs were declared in
countOs.
'-:llt .".:A" * * '" ..... * * Ail * * "'. **" * ** ... A*************************************************I
private void checkCounterNameExistO throws NotationError

{
boolean found;

=

for(int i 0; i < screens.sizeO; i++)
for(int m 1; m < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».sizeO; m++)
if(getName(«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i» .get(m» .equals("tEachMsgArea')

=

{
tEachMsgArea 0

=«tEachMsgArea)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(m»;

if(o.containCout)
for(int k = 0; k < o.countV.sizeO; k++)

{
found

=false;

for(intj = 0; j < screens.sizeO && !found; j++)
for(int n = 1; n < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».sizeO && !found; n++)

{
if(getName( «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j» .get(n» .equals("tCount')

{
tCount c = «tCount)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».get(n»;
Vector v = o.getCountVO;
if«(LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».get(O).equals(c.getRightO) II
«Lin ked List)v. elementAt(k» .get(O) .eq uals( c.getWrongO»
found = true;
«LinkedList)v .elementAt(k» .add(c);

}
if(!found)
throw new NotationError("8: You did not specify the counter, "+
«LinkedList)o.countV.elementAt(k».get(O)+ "=> in message area: "+ o.getNameO +", screen name"+
«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;

}
else if(getName«(LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(m».equaIs("tHide')
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{
tHide 0

= ((tHide){(LinkedList)screens.elementAt{i».get{m»;

/lCheck the counters on the left hand side
Vector v = o.getLeftVO;
for{int k = 0; k < v.sizeO; k++)

{
boolean notDigit

=false;

/lno need to check numbers

=((String){{LinkedList)v.elementAt{k».get{O»;
for{int x =0; x < stlengthO && !notDigit; x++)
String st

if{st.charAt{x) < '0'
notDigit = true;

II st.charAt{x) > '9')

if{notDigit)

{
found = false;
for{int j = 0; j < screens.sizeO && !found; j++)
for{int n 1; n < {(LinkedList)screens.elementAtO».sizeO && !found; n++)

=

{

if{getName{({LinkedList)screens.elementAtO» .get{n» .equals{"tCount"»

{
tCount c

=((tCount){(LinkedList)screens.elementAt{j».get{n»;

if{{{LinkedList)v.elementAt{k».get{O).equals{c.getRightO) II
({LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».get(O).equals(c.getWrongO»
found = true;
«LinkedList)v .elementAt(k» .add(c);

}
if{!found)
throw new NotationError("9: You did not specify the counter, "+ {(LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».get(O)+
" => in hide, screen name "+ {(LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;

}
else llit is a number
{(LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».add(new Integer(st»; /ladd the number representation

}
/lCheck the counters on the right hand side
v = o.getRightVO;
for{int k = 0; k < v.sizeO; k++)

{
boolean notDigit = false;
String st ((String){(LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».get(O»;

=

/lno need to check numbers
for{int x = 0; x < stlengthO && !notDigit; x++)
if(st.charAt(x) < '0' II st.charAt(x) > '9')
notDigit true;

=

if(notDigit)

{

=false;
for(intj =0; j < screens.sizeO && !found; j++)
for{int n =1; n < {(LinkedList)screens.elementAt{j».sizeO && !found; n++)

found

{
if(getName{({LinkedList)screens.elementAt{j» .get{n» .equals{"tCount'')
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{
tCount c = ((tCount)((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».get(n»;
if(((LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».get(O).equals(c.getRightO) II
((Linked List)v .elementAt(k» .get(O). equals(c. getWrong 0»
found = true;
((LinkedList)v.elementAt(k» .add(c);

}
}
if(!found)
throw new NotationError("9: You did not specify the counter, "+ ((LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».get(O)+
" => in hide, screen name "+ ((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;

}
else /lit is a number
((LinkedList)v.elementAt(k».add(new Integer(st»; /ladd the number representation

}
r******* ...... ·····,,··****************····**·,,····,,*********************************

Check the following: do not have more than one hint_setup for each question.
If there are hint()s, have to have hint_setup.
******************** ...... *" . . ,," 11:0\ Ii ...... "*********************************************1
private void checkHintMenuRepeatSaveO throws NotationError

{
if(numHintSetup> 1)
throw new NotationError("10: You cannot have more than one hint_setup => in screen name: "+
curScrName);
/lif there is at least one hint(), hint_setup must exists
!/but if there is hint_setup, hint() does not have to exists
if(hintExists)
if(numHintSetup == 0)
throw new NotationError("11: You have to have a hint_setupO => in screen name: "+ curScrName);
if(numMenuAns> 1)
throw new NotationError("12: You cannot have more than one answer for a menu group => in screen name:
"+ curScrName);
/lif there is at least one hintO, hint_setup must exists
!/but if there is hint_setup, hint() does not have to exists
if(men uExists)
if(numMenuAns == 0)
throw new NotationError(,,13: You have to have an answer for a menu group => in screen name:"+
curScrName);
if(numRepeat> 1)
throw new NotationError("14: You cannot have more than one repeat() => in screen name: "+ curScrName);
if(numSave > 1)
throw new NotationError("15: You cannot have more than one save() => in screen name: "+ curScrName);
if(numSave ==·1 && HnputFieldExists)
throw new NotationError("16: You cannot have a save() without an input field => in screen name: "+
curScrName);
numHintSetup = 0;
hintExists = false;
firstHint = true;
numMenuAns = 0;
menu Exists = false;
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numRepeat = 0;
numSave = 0;
inputFieldExists = false;
/* '" "''' itA'" '" '" "'.Ii",. AkA .. '" "'.11 . . "'.* '" '" .* ...... :I.1i A:Ii .. AkA.Ii .. '" * "' ........ *'" '" '" '" "''' ali *"****************

private void checkltemslnScreenO throws NotationError

{
int numHint = 0;
lIa number of hint_setup appeared in a screen
int numSubmit = 0;
lIa number of Submit buttons appeared in a screen
int numContinue = 0;
lIa number of Contine buttons appeared in a screen
int numlnput = 0;
lIa number of input fields appeared in a screen
lIa number of check groups appeared in a screen
int numCheck = 0;
lIa number of menu groups appeared in a screen
int numMenu = 0;
int numCount = 0;
lIa number of countO appeared in a screen
boolean hasDoublePlusChecked = false; lit rue if any of message areas has a ++
boolean hasDoublePlus = false; l!true if there is a message with a ++
for(int i = 0; i < screens.size(); i++)

{
for(int m = 1; m < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».sizeO; m++)

{
Object 0 = «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(m);
if(getName(o).equals("tEachButton'~)

{
if«(tEachButton)o).getNameO·startsWith("btn_Submit'~)

numSubmit++;
else if«(tEachButton)o).getNameO.startsWith("btn_Continue',)
numContinue++;

}
else if(getName(0) .equals(''tEachMsgArea'~)

{
if(!hasDoublePlusChecked)
if«(tEachMsgArea)o).getMessage().indexOf("++',) != -1)

{
has Double Plus = true;
hasDoublePlusChecked = true;

}
else if(getName(o).equals("tEachlnputField'~)
numlnput++;
else if(getName(o).equals(''tEachMultCheckGroup'~)
numCheck++;
else if(getName(o).equals("tEachMultMenuGroup"»
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numMenu++;
else if(getName(o).equals("tCount'~)
lito keep track of how many countOs appears in the current screen
numCount++;
else if(getName(o).equals(''tHint''»
numHint++;
else if(getName(0).equals("newWords'1)
checkSaveNameExist«newWords)o, «String)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»);
else if(getName(0) .equals("tReset"»
checkResetCountExist«tReset)o, «String)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»);

IIcheck for a screen
if(numSubmit> 1)
throw new NotationError("17: You cannot have more than one submit button => in screen: "+
«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
else if(numSubmit == 1) IIcheck to see if there is a group of checks or menus or an input area

{
if(numCheck + numMenu + numlnput > 1)
throw new NotationError("18: You cannot have more than one group of check boxes or menus or an
input field with a submit button. => You have" + numCheck + " groups of check boxes and" + numMenu + " groups
of menus and "+ numlnput + " input fields in screen: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
else if(numCheck + numMenu + numlnput == 0)
throw new NotationError("19: You cannot have a Submit button without a group of check boxes or
menus or an input field. => in screen: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;

}
if(numContinue > 1)
throw new NotationError("20: You cannot have more than one Continue button => in screen: "+
«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i» .get(O»;
if(hasDoublePlus) IIhas ++

{
if(numContinue == 1) IIhas a continue
; IIok
else IIno continue
throw new NotationError("21: You have a ++ in a message area. You have to have a continue button. =>
in screen: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
}
else IIno ++
if(numContinue == 1) IIhas a continue
throw new NotationError("22: You cannot have a Continue button without a ++ in a message area => in
screen: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i» .get(O»;
if(numHint> 1)
throw new NotationError("23: You cannot have more than one group of hints => in screen: "+
«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i» .get(O»;
else if(numHint == 1)

{
if(numCheck + numMenu + numlnput < 1)
throw new NotationError("24: You have to have a group of check boxes or menus or an input field with a
set of hints in screen: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;
else if(numCheck + numMenu + numlnput > 1)
throw new NotationError(,,25: You cannot have more than one group of check boxes or menus or an
input field with a set of hints. => You have" + numCheck +" groups of check boxes and" + numMenu +" groups of
menus and "+ numlnput + " input fields in screen: "+ «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O»;

}
if(numCount> 1)
throw new NotationError("26: You cannot have more than one countO => in screen: "+
«LinkedList)screens. elementAt(i». get( 0»;
IIa countO cannot exist without a question
else if(numCount == 1)

{
if(numSubmit == 0)
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throw new NotationError("64: You cannot have a countO without a Submit button. => in screen: "+
«LinkedList)screens. elementAt(i». get(O»;

}
numSubmit = 0;
numContinue = 0;
numCheck = 0;
numMenu = 0;
numlnput = 0;
numHint = 0;
numCount = 0;
hasDoublePlus = false;
hasDoublePlusChecked = false;

/********************************************************************************
s is a line read from the input file. It looks like name(xxx).

Get the item or tool name from the string s.
********************************************************************************1

private String getSetStr(String s) throws NotationError
{
return s.substring(s.indexOf(,(') + 1, s.lengthO - 1);

/********************************************************************************
s is a line read from the input file. It looks like name(xxx).

Make sure there is a prentheses in the string, s.
********************************************************************************1

private void checkParen(String s) throws NotationError

{
if(s.indexOf(,(,) == -1)
throw new NotationError("27: ( is missing => in: " + s);
else if(s.indexOf(,)') == -1)
throw new NotationError("28: ) is missing => in: " + s);

/********************************************************************************

s is a line read from the input file for a message item. It looks like
msg_name(a message goes here).
Make sure that there is a matching <I> for each <x> and that no nested <x>s in
the string, s.
Where x is replaced with a B, U, L, or R.
<B> <R> <I> <I> <- example for nested. Not valid.
Also make sure that there is no ++ between a pair of <x> and <I>.
**************""""" "" .'lrA" A'" ****************************************************1
private void checkDiffFonts(String s) throws NotationError

{
int start = 0;
int end = 0, prevEnd = -1;
while(s.indexOf("<B>", start) != -1 " s.indexOf("<I>", start) != -1 " s.indexOf("<U>", start) != -1 "
s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 II s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1)

{
if(s.indexOf("<B>", start) !=-1
&& «s.indexOf("<I>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<I>", start» " s.indexOf("<I>", start) == -1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<U>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<U>", start» " s.indexOf("<U>", start) == -1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<R>", start» " s.indexOf("<R>", start) == -1 )

--

---

-------
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&& ((s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<L>", start»

II s.indexOf("<L>", start) == -1

»/lbold

{
start = s.indexOf("<B>", start) + 3;
if(s.indexOf("<I>", start) == -1) //there is no matching <I>
throw new NotationError("29: No matching <I>. You have to have a matching <I> for each <x>.
<x> ... <I> is valid. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);
else
end = s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;
if(end == prevEnd) I/another <x> appeared before a matching <I>
throw new NotationError("30: Nested <x>s. <x> <x> <I> <I> is not allowed. You have to have a
matching <I> for each <x> right after <x>. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ ''\nmessage: "+ s);

IIno ++ between <x> and <I>
if(s.substring(start, end - 1).indexOf("++') != -1)
throw new NotationError("31: You can not have a ++ between a pair of <x> and <I>. => in
screen: "+ curScrName+ ''\nmessage: "+ s);
prevEnd = end;

}
else if(s.indexOf("<I>", start) !=-1
&& ((s.indexOf("<U>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<I>", start) < s.indexOf("<U>", start» II s.indexOf("<U>", start) == -1 )
&& ((s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<I>", start) < s.indexOf("<R>", start» II s.indexOf("<R>", start) == -1 )
&& ((s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<I>", start) < s.indexOf("<L>", start» II s.indexOf("<L>", start) == -1 »lIunderlined
start = s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;
if(s.indexOf("<I>", start) == -1) //there is no matching <I>
throw new NotationError("29: No matching <I>. You have to have a matching <I> for each <x>.
<x> ... <I> is valid. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);
else
end = s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;
if(end == prevEnd) lIanother <x> appeared before a matching <I>
throw new NotationError("30: Nested <x>s. <x> <x> <I> <I> is not allowed. You have to have a
matching <I> for each <x> right after <x>. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ ''\nmessage: "+ s);

IIno ++ between <x> and <I>
if(s.substring(start, end - 1).indexOf("++') != -1)
throw new NotationError("31: You can not have a ++ between a pair of <x> and <I>. => in
screen: "+ curScrName+ ''\nmessage: "+ s);
prevEnd = end;

}
else if(s.indexOf("<U>", start) !=-1
&& ((s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<U>", start) < s.indexOf("<R>", start» II s.indexOf("<R>", start) == -1 )
&& ((s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<U>", start) < s.indexOf("<L>", start» II s.indexOf("<L>", start) == -1 »lIbold
start = s.indexOf("<U>", start) + 3;
if(s.indexOf("<I>", start) == -1) 11th ere is no matching <I>
throw new NotationError(,,29: No matching <I>. You have to have a matching <I> for each <x>.
<x> ... <I> is valid. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);
else
end = s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;
if(end == prevEnd) lIanother <x> appeared before a matching <I>
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throw new NotationError("30: Nested <x>s. <x> <x> <I> <I> is not allowed. You have to have a
matching <I> for each <x> right after <x>. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ ''\nmessage: "+ s);

fIno ++ between <x> and <I>
if(s.substring(start, end - 1).indexOf("++') != -1)
throw new NotationError("31: You can not have a ++ between a pair of <x> and <I>. => in
screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);
prevEnd = end;

}
else if(s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1
&& ((s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 &&
s.indexOf("<R>", start) < s.indexOf(,,<L>", start»

II s.indexOf("<L>", start) == -1

»lIred

{
start = s.indexOf("<R>", start) + 3;
if(s.indexOf("<I>", start) == -1) //there is no matching <I>
throw new NotationError("29: No matching <I>. You have to have a matching <I> for each <x>.
<x> ... <I> is valid. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);
else
end = s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;
if(end == prevEnd) lIanother <x> appeared before a matching <I>
throw new NotationError("30: Nested <x>s. <x> <x> <I> <I> is not allowed. You have to have a
matching <I> for each <x> right after <x>. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);

IIno ++ between <x> and <I>
if(s.substring(start, end - 1).indexOf("++') != -1)
throw new NotationError("31: You can not have a ++ between a pair of <x> and <I>. => in
screen: "+ curScrName+ ''\nmessage: "+ s);
prevEnd = end;

}
else IIblue

{
start = s.indexOf("<L>", start) + 3;
if(s.indexOf("<I>", start) == -1) l!there is no matching <I>
throw new NotationError("29: No matching <I>. You have to have a matching <I> for each <x>.
<x> ... <I> is valid. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);
else
end = s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;
if(end == prevEnd) lIanother <x> appeared before a matching <I>
throw new NotationError("30: Nested <x>s. <x> <x> <I> <I> is not allowed. You have to have a
matching <I> for each <x> right after <x>. => in screen: "+ curScrName+ ''\nmessage: "+ s);

fIno ++ between <x> and <I>
if(s.substring(start, end - 1).indexOf("++') != -1)
throw new NotationError(,,31 : You can not have a ++ between a pair of <x> and <I>. => in
screen: "+ curScrName+ "\nmessage: "+ s);
prevEnd = end;

/********************************************************************************
str is a string that has a symbol. It looks like x + y <= z

Return the symbol used in the string, str.
********************************************************************************1
private String getEquationSymbol(String str) throws NotationError

{
if(str.indexOf(">=") != -1)
return ">=";
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if(str.indexOf("<=") != -1)
return "<=";
if(str.indexOf('>') != -1)
return ">n;
if(str.indexOf(,<') != -1)
return "<";
if(str.indexOf('=') != -1)
return "=";
throw new NotationError("32: You have to have a >, <, >=, <=, or =. => in string: "+ str + ", screen: "+
curScrName);

}
,"" All"" . . "" . . "*********************************************************************
str is a string that has a symbol. It looks like x + y <= z
symbol is the symbol used in the inequation/equation.
Return the string on the left of the symbol (>=, <=, >, <. =) in the string, str.
"Ii" ** ...... """"" AA""" A" **A Ali ...... A*********************************I
private String getLeftEquation(String str, String symbol)

*****************

{
return str.substring(O, str.indexOf(symbol));

}
/******************************* "Ai A"""''' ".A *:All"''' *********************************
str is a string that has a symbol. It looks like x + y <= Z
symbol is the symbol used in the inequation/equation.

private String getRightEquation(String str, String symboO

{
if(symbol.equals("<'') II symbol.equals(">'') II symbol.equals("=''))
return str.substring(str.indexOf(symbol) + 1, str.lengthO);
else 1/<= or >=
return str.substring(str.indexOf(symbol) + 2, str.lengthO);

/********************************************************** AAA"""'''' A."" AAA"******
h is an object for a hide tool.

See if all buttons to be hid specified in a hide() exist in the same screen.
********************************************************************************1

private void checkButtons(tHide h) throws NotationError

{
Vector buttonsV = h.getButtonsV();
boolean found = false;
for(int j = 0; j < buttonsV.size(); j++)

{
for(int i = 1; i < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex)).size() ; i++)

{
Object 0 = «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex)).get(i);
if(getName( 0) .equals("tEachButton''))

{
if( «tEachButton)o) .getName() .equals(«LinkedList)buttons V. elementAtO)) .get(0)))

{
I/matching tButton object is added at index 1 after its button name
«LinkedList)buttonsV.elementAtO))·add«(tEachButton)o));
found = true;

}
}
if(!found)
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throw new NotationError("33: The button to be hid, "+ «LinkedList)buttonsV.elementAt(j».get(O) +", does
not exist in the same screen. => in screen: "+ curScrName);

}

{**************************"*"**""""***"".*"******"*"**""'''''*''**''''''''''''*''****"""""'''

String s is the line read from the input file. This line is a specification for
an item or tool.
Check to see if the specification for an item or tool is valid: an item was
declared in the declaration section? a number of attributes matches? () exists?
If valid, put it an object for the item or tool into the linked list for the
current screen, which belong to the screens vector.
Returns an object for the item or tool. If it is an item, the object is made by
copying the object, in the items vector, for the item whose name is the same as
this item name and adding some information given in the specification section
to the object.
***************************************"" A"":A A." A":Ai"""" ... itA""""" •• '" ************1

private Object isltemValid(String s) throws NotationError

{
IIprog->newWord()
if(getName(s) .equals("prog->newWord'~)

{
IImake sure that there is a right number of ,s within ()
checkAttribute(s, ',~;
newWords n = new newWords();
n.set(getSetStr(s), content, this);
newWordsExists = true;
add = true;
return n;

}
IIhint_setup() or hint()
else if(getName(s).startsWith("hint"»

{
IIhint_setup()
if(getName(s).equals("hin,-setup'~)

{
IIcheckAttribute(s, ',', NUMHINT);
int num = checkAttribute(s, NUMHINTATTR1, NUMHINTATTR2);
IIhints has to be diplayed in a pop-window or a message area
if(!chopString(s, ',', 2).startsWith("pop_'~)
throw new NotationError("34: The item: "+ chopString(s, ',', 2)+ "is illegal. You have to use a
pop_window to diplay hints. => in hint_setup, screen name: "+ curScrName) ;
IICheck the validity of the item name
Object 0 = isltemValid(chopString(s, ',', 2»;
IIvalid item
if(firstHint)
h = new tHint("hint_setup'~;
if(num == NUMHINTATTR1) fIno pop-window for right
h.set(stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1», isltemValid(chopString(s, ',', 2)));
else IInum == NUMHINTATTR2
h.set(stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1», isltemValid(chopString(s, ',', 2», isltemValid(chopString(s, ',', 3)));
if(firstHint)

{
firstHint = false;
add = true;
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else
add

=false;

numHintSetup++;
return h;

}
IIhintO
if(getName(s).equals(nhint'')

{
checkAttribute(s, ':', NUMHINTSET);
IIvalid item
if(firstHint)

{

=

h new tHint(nhint'');
add true;

=

lito check if hint_setup exists
firstHint

=false;

}
else
add

=false;

h.set(chopString(s, ':', 1), chopString(s, ':', 2»;
hintExists = true;
return h;

}
}
IIcountO
else if(getName(s).equals(ncount',)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMCOUNTATTR);
l!valid item
tCount c new tCount();

=

c.set(chopString(s, ',', 1), chopString(s, ',', 2»;
checkCounterName(chopString(s, ',', 1), chopString(s, ',', 2»;

=

add true;
return c;

}
IIrepeatO
else if(getName(s).equals(nrepeatn»

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMREPEAT);
IIvalid
tRepeat r new tRepeatO;
r.set(stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1», chopString(s, ',', 2»;
numRepeat++;

=

=

add true;
return r;

}
IIrepeatO
else if(getName(s).equals(nsaven»

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMSAVE);
IIvalid
tSave v

=new tSave();
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v.set(getSetStr(s»;
numSave++;
checkDuplicateSaveName(getSetStr(s) );

=

add true;
return v;

}
IIhideO
else if(getName(s).equals(Uhide'~)

{
String insideParen = getSetStr(s);
IImake sure there is a : and there is a string before the: and there is a string after the:
checkAttribute(s, ':', NUMHIDE);
IImake sure that there is a right number of ,s in the right side of the:
String buttons insideParen.substring(insideParen.indexOf(':') + 1, insideParen.lengthO);
checkAttribute(buttons, ',');
IIget the equation symbol, >, <, >=, <= or =
String symbol getEquationSymbol(insideParen.substring(O, insideParen.indexOf(':~»;
IImake sure that the left side of the equation is in a right format
String leftEquation getLeftEquation(insideParen.substring(O, insideParen.indexOf(,:'», symbol);
checkAttribute(leftEquation, '+~;
IImake sure that the right side of the equation is in a right format
String rightEquation = getRightEquation(insideParen.substring(O, insideParen.indexOf(':~), symbol);
checkAttribute(rightEquation, '+');

=

=

=

IIvalid
tHide h new tHideO;
h.set(leftEquation, symbol, rightEquation, buttons);
IIcheck button names to see if they exist
checkButtons(h);

=

=

add true;
return h;

}
IIshowO
else if(getName(s).equals(Ushow'~)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMSCRATTR);
IIvalid item
tScreen scr new tScreen();

=

scr.set(getSetStr( s»;

=

add true;
return scr;

}
IIresetO
else if(getName(s).equals(Ureseq)

{
IIreset(various number of attributes)
checkParen(s);
IIvalid
tReset r new tResetO;
r.set(getSetStr(s»;

=

add = true;
return r;

}
else //items

{
for(int i

=0; i < items.sizeO; i++)

if(getName(items.elementAt(i».equals(UtLabel'~) IIIbL

{
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if( «tLabel)items.elementAt(i» .getName() .equals(getName(s»)

{
checkParen(s);
l!valid item
tEach Label I = new tEachLabel«(tLabel)items.elementAt(i)));
l.set(getSetStr(s» ;
add = true;
return I;

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i). equals(utButton'~) IIbtn_

{
if( «tButton)items.elementAt(i)).getName() .equals(getName(s»)

{
tEach Button b;
if(getName(s).startsWith(Ubtn_Submit'~)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMSUBMITATIR);
IIvalid item
b new tEachButton«(tButton)items.elementAt(i)));
b.set(chopString(s, ',', 1), chopString(s, ',', 2»;

=

}
else if(getName(s) .startsWith(Ubtn_Continue'~)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMCONTATIR);
IIvalid item
b = new tEachButton«(tButton)items.elementAt(i));

}
else if(getName(s).startsWith("btn_End'~)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMENDATIR);
IIvalid item
b new tEachButton«(tButton)items.elementAt(i));

=

}
else

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMBTNATIR);
IIvalid item
b new tEachButton«(tButton)items.elementAt(i)));
b.set(getSetStr(s).trim();

=

}
add

= true;

return b;

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i» .equals(UtMsgArea'~) IImsg_

{
if( «tMsgArea)items.elementAt(i» .getName() .equals(getName(s»)

{
checkParen(s);
checkDiffFonts(s);
l!valid item
tEachMsgArea m

=new tEachMsgArea«(tMsgArea)items.elementAt(i)));

IIvMsg.add(lineRead.substring(3).trim().replaceCI', '\n'»;
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III is replaced by \n
m.set(getSetStr(s).replace('l', '\n'), this);
add = true;
return m;

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i».equals("tlnputField"»lIinput_

{
if«(tlnputField)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMINPATTR);
if(!chopString(s, ',', 1).equals("yes") && !chopString(s, ',', 1).equals("no')
throw new NotationError("35: "+ chopString(s, ',', 1) +" is invalid. Choices are yes or no => in "+ s
+ ", screen: " +curScrName);
if(!chopString(s, ',', 2).equals("yes') && !chopString(s, ',', 2).equals("no')
throw new NotationError("35: "+ chopString(s, ',', 2) +" is invalid. Choices are yes or no => in "+ s
+ ", screen: "+curScrName);

IIvalid item
tEachlnputField f = new tEachlnputField«(tlnputField)items.elementAt(i)));
f.set(chopString(s, ',', 1).toLowerCaseO, chopString(s, ',', 2).toLowerCaseO, chopString(s, ',', 3»;
IIgetSetStr(s»;
inputFieldExists

=true;

=

add true;
return f;

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i».equals("tMuItCheckGroup') IIchkG_

{
IIcheck the number of attributes
if«(tMultCheckGroup)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMCHKATTR);
IIcheck to see if the check box name exist in the group
if(!((tMultCheckGroup) items.elementAt(i» .getCheckNamesO .contains(chopString(s, ',', 1»)
throw new NotationError("62: the check box name, "+ chopString(s, ',', 1) +", does not exist. =>
check group:" + «tMultCheckGroup)items.elementAt(i».getNameO + ", screen: "+ curScrName);
!!valid item
if(chkGroupAdded)
add = false;
else

{
add
c

= true;

= new tEachMuItCheckGroup«(tMultCheckGroup)items.elementAt(i)));

chkGroupAdded

=true;

c.set(chopString(s, ',', 1), chopString(s, ',', 2), stringToBool(chopString(s, ',', 3»,
stringToBool(chopString(s, ',',4)));
return c;

}
}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i».equals("tMuItMenuGroup') IImenG_

{
if«(tMuItMenuGroup)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)

{
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if(chopString(s, ',', 1).equals("answer"»

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMMENUANSATTR);
numMenuAns++;

}
else

{
I/check to see if the menu names exists in the group
if(!( (tMultMenuGroup) items.elemenlAt(i» .getMenuNames().contains(chopString(s, ',', 1»)
throw new NotationError("63: the menu name, "+ chopString(s, ',', 1) +", does not exist. => menu
group: " + «tMultMenuGroup)items.elemenlAt@.getName() + ", screen: "+ curScrName);
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMMENUATTR);
menu Exists = true;

}
I/valid item
if(menuGroupAdded)
add = false;
else

{
add

=true;

m = new tEachMultMenuGroup«(tMultMenuGroup)items.elemenlAt(i»);

}
menuGroupAdded = true;
m.set(chopString(s, ',', 1), stackChoices(chopString(s, ',', 2), 'f), (new Boolean(chopString(s, ',',
3))).booleanValue() , (new Boolean(chopString(s, ',', 4))).booleanValue());
return m;

}
else if(getName(items.elemenlAt(i».equals("tPicture') I/pic_

{
if«(tPicture)items.elemenlAt(i».getName().equals(getName(s»)

{
checkAttribute(s, NUMPIC1, NUMPIC2);
/lvalid item
tEach Picture p

=new tEachPicture«(tPicture)items.elemenlAt(i)));

if(s.indexOf(',') == -1) /lno ,
p.set(getSetStr(s), "'');
else /lhas a nickname for the file
p.set(chopString(s, ',', 1), chopString(s, ',', 2»;

=

add true;
return p;

}
else if(getName(items.elemenlAt(i» .equals("tRectangle"» /lrec_

{
if«(tRectangle)items.elemenlAt(i».getName().equals(getName(s»)

{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMRECATTR);
!!valid item
tEach Rectangle r

=new tEachRectangle«(tRectangle)items.elemenlAt(i»);

add = true;
return r;

}
else if(getName(items.elemenlAt(i» .equals("tPopWindow"» I/pop_

{
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if(((tPopWindow)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)
{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMPOPATTR);
add = false;
return items.elementAt(i);

}
throw new NotationError("36: the item name "+ getName(s) +" does not exist. => screen: "+ curScrName);
"AltA """""" ".it. Ii"" "it" it." *10******************************************************
s is a line, which was read from the input file, that holds a screen that looks
like <xxx>

J

Check the validity of the line, s , that holds a screen name.

***********."."'"" •• ,,""" 4"*******************************************************1
private void checkScreenName(String s) throws NotationError
{
int end = s.indexOf('>');
if(end == -1) /I no >
throw new NotationError("37: > is missing => in: " + s);
else if(s.substring(1, end).trimO.equals(""» /lno name
throw new NotationError("38: There is no screen name => in: " + s);
else
; /10k
I •••••••••••• :1 • • • • • • ,,** ..... "" •••••• *****".,,****.,,******************************

s is a line that holds a screen name (look like <xxx».
Check to see if the screen name is unique across the input file.

"'''.it''''''' """" .". ******************************************************************1
private void checkDuplicateScreenName(String s) throws NotationError
{
for(int i = 0; i < screens.sizeO; i++)
if( (( String)((Li nked List)screens.elementAt(i». get(O». equa Is(s. substring( 1, s. indexOf('>~). trimO»
throw new NotationError("39: the screen name, "+ s.substring(1, s.indexOf('>~).trimO +", is used for
another screen already. Use another name. => in "+ s);
}
/********************************************************************************

rand ware counter names. r holds a number of right answers, and w holds a
number of wrong answers.
check to see if the counter names are unique across the input file and if the
names are not whole numbers.
*************************** "it""" AA. Ai ********************************************1

private void checkCounterName(String r, String w) throws NotationError
{
/lthe right and wrong counters cannot be the same names.
if(r.equals(w»
throw new NotationError("42: the counter name for right, " + r + ", cannot be the same as the counter name
for wrong, "+w+". => in screen: "+ curScrName);
/lcannot be a whole number
/lcheck the vlidity of the left counter
boolean notDigit = false;
for(int x = 0; x < r.lengthO && !notDigit; x++)
if(r.charAt(x) < '0' II r.charAt(x) > '9')
notDigit = true;
if(!notDigit)
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throw new NotationError("40: the counter name "+ r + " cannot be a whole number. => screen: "+
curScrName);
IIcheck the vlidity of the left counter
notDigit false;
for(int x = 0; x < w.lengthO && !notDigit; x++)
if(w.charAt(x) < '0' II w.charAt(x) > '9')
notDigit true;
if(!notDigit)
throw new NotationError("40: the counter name "+ w + " cannot be a whole number. => screen: "+
curScrName);

=

=

IIdid not get an exception -> not a number

=

for(int j 0; j < screens.sizeO; j++)
for(int n 1; n < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».sizeO; n++)
if(getName(«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j» .get(n» .equals(''tCount'~)

=

{
tCount c

=«tCount)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».get(n»;

if(r.equals(c.getRightO) II r.equals(c.getWrongO»
throw new NotationError("41: the counter name "+ r + " already exists. Use another name. => in
screen: "+curScrName);
if(w.equals(c.getRightO) II w.equals(c.getWrongO»
throw new NotationError(,,41: the counter name "+ w + " already exists. Use another name. => in
screen: " +curScrName );

}
}
/**11" Ii *** 10: A. * A•• "'Ii ala A."" Ii A" Ii Ii". Ii '" Ii Ii Ii Ii *"'********************************'*********
Check to see if the name for a save tool, name, is unique across the input file.
************************* . . ",,:It . . A. Ii ***********************************************1
private void checkDuplicateSaveName(String name) throws NotationError

{

=

for(int j 0; j < screens.sizeO; j++)
for(int n 1; n < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».sizeO; n++)
if(getName(«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j» .get( n» .equals("tSave'~)

=

{
tSave s = «tSave)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».get(n»;
if(name.equals(s.getNameO»
throw new NotationError("43: the save name, " + name + ", already exists. => in screen: "+
curScrName );

}
}
/********************************************************************************
scrName is the name of the currect screen that is being checked.

Check to see if the counter names to be reset specified in a reset tool, r, exist.
********************************************************************************1

private void checkResetCountExist(tReset r, String scrName) throws NotationError

{
Vector resetltems = r.getResetitemsO;
boolean found = false;
for(int i

=0; i < resetltems.sizeO; i++)

{
for(intj = 0; j < screens.sizeO && !found; j++)

{

=

for(int n 1; n < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».sizeO && !found; n++)
if(getName( «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j» .get(n» .equals(''tCount'~)

{
tCount c = «tCount)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(j».get(n»;
if( «LinkedList)resetltems.elementAt(i» .get(O) .equals(c.getRightO»

{
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IImatching tCount object is added at index 1 after its counter name
«Linked List) resetltems. elementAt(i». add( «tCount) c»;
IIput right info at index 2
«Linked List) resetltems. elementAt(i». add("right");
found = true;

}
else if«(LinkedList)resetitems.elementAt(i».get(O).equals(c.getWrongO»

{
IImatching tCount object is added at index 1 after its counter name
«Linked List) resetltems. elementAt(i». add( «tCou nt) c»;
IIput wrong info at index 2
«LinkedList)resetltems.elementAt(i».add(,'wrong'1;
found = true;

}
if(!found)
throw new NotationError("44: the counter name, "+ «LinkedList)resetltems.elementAt(i».get(O) +", has not
been declared using countO. => in screen: "+ scrName);
else
found = false;

/**************************"" "" . . ""''' """ AA*****************************************
scrName is the name of the currect screen that is being checked.

Check to see if the save names specified in the newWords class, w, exist.
*********** 1e."""":A" Ali"" ":Ail'" "''' oil."" :A"A""" A******************Ic" "it Ai,,"""" ***********1
private void checkSaveNameExist(newWords w, String scrName) throws NotationError

{
Vector saveNames = w.getSaveNamesO;
boolean found = false;

=0; i < saveNames.sizeO; i++)
for(int j =0; j < screens.sizeO && !found; j++)
{
for(int n =1; n < «LinkedList)screens.elementAtO)).sizeO && !found; n++)

for(int i

{

if(getName«(LinkedList)screens.elementAtG».get(n».equals("tSave'1)

{
tSave s = «tSave)«LinkedList)screens.elementAtO)).get(n));
if( «LinkedList)saveNames.elementAt(O) .get(O) .equals(s.getNameO»

{
IImatching !Button object is added at index 1 after its button name
«LinkedList)saveNames.elementAt(i» .add( «tSave)s»;
found true;

=

if(!found)
throw new NotationError("45: the save name, "+ «LinkedList)saveNames.elementAt(i».get(O) +", has not
been declared using saveO. => in screen: "+ scrName);
else
found false;

=

}
}
/***" . . **""" .. "'*******************************".,,"" itA"" A"*" ************************
o is an object.
Return the name of the class for the object, o.
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********A"""" "" "at ••• A" **A" Ail '" l." **" "'''''

.*.**************************************1

private String getName(Object 0)
{
if(o.getClassO.getNameO·equals("tLabel·,)
return "tLabel";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals("tEachLabel·,)
return "tEach Label";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tButton"»
retum "tButton";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals(·'tEachButton·,)
return "tEach Button";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tMsgArea·,)
return "tMsgArea";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals("tEachMsgArea·,)
return ·'tEachMsgArea";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals(·'tI nputField"»
return "tlnputField";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals("tEachlnputField"»
return ·'tEachlnputField";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals("tMultCheckGroup·,)
return ·'tMultCheckGroup";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO.equals(·'tEachMultCheckGroup"»
return "tEachMultCheckGroup";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals("tMultMenuGroup·,)
return "tMultMenuGroup";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals("tEachMultMenuGroup·,)
return "tEachMultMenuGroup";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tPicture·')
return "tPicture";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tEachPicture·,)
return "tEach Picture";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tPopWindow·')
return "tPopWindow";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals(''tHint·,)
return ·'tHint";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tCount·')
return "tCount";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tScreen·')
return "tScreen";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tRepeat"»
return "tRepeat";
else if(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals(''tRectangle·,)
return "tRectangle";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tHide"»
return ·'tHide";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("newWords·')
return "newWords";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tSave·')
return "tSave";
else if(o.getClassO .getNameO .equals("tReset·')
return "tReset";
else Ilif(o.getClassO.getNameO.equals("tEachRectangle·,)
return "tEach Rectangle";

{********************************************************************************

String s looks like name( ...•...•...•.... ) when sep is a comma.
sep is a separator that separates attributes.
num is the expected number of attributes.
Check the attributes; check to see if the number of the attributes as expected
and if there is no empty string (e.g. name(aaa •• bbb).
****************"""""""""":4",, ••• *. at." *."" *.*************************************1
private void checkAttribute(String s. char sep. int num) throws NotationError
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lis looks like name( ...•...•...•....)

=s.indexOf('(,) + 1. numAtt =0;
if(num == O)lIno 0
int pos

{
if(s.indexOf('(,) != -1 II s.indexOf(,),) != -1)
throw new NotationError("46: "+ s+ " does not take attributes. so you cannot have O. => in screen: " +
curScrName);

}
else

{
IImake sure there is
checkParen(s);

0

while(s.indexOf(sep. pos) != -1)

{
if(s.substring(pos. s.indexOf(sep. pos».trimO.equals(""»
throw new NotationError("47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: " + IineRead +". in: " +curScrName);
else
numAtt++;
pos = s.indexOf(sep. pos) + 1;

}
IIno •. there must be only one attribute left
if(s.substring(pos. s.lengthO). trimO .equals(""»
throw new NotationError("47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: " + lineRead +". in: " +curScrName);
else
numAtt++;
if(num
numAtt)

==

else

{
throw new NotationError("48: Wrong number of attributes. => in: "+ line Read +". in: "+curScrName);

}

/*********************************:A A":Ai." A•• "*************************************

String s looks like name( ...•...•...•....)
num1 and num2 are the expected numbers of attributes. Some items take either one
of the two choices for a number of attributes.
Check the attributes; check to see if the number of the attributes as expected
and if there is no empty string (e.g. name(aaa, • bbb).
Return the number of attributes.
********************************************************************************1
private int checkAttribute(String s. int num1. int num2) throws NotationError

{
IImake sure there is
checkParen(s);

0

lis looks like name( ...•...•...•....)
int pos

=s.indexOf('(,) + 1. numAtt =0;

if(num1 == 0 && num2 == 0)
if(s.substring(O. s.indexOf(')'».trimO.equals("'~)

.

else
throw new NotationError("48: Wrong number of attributes. => in: " + lineRead+". in: " +curScrName);
else

{
while(s.indexOf(,,'. pos) != -1)

{
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if(s.substring(pos, s.indexOf(',', pos».trimO.equals('"'»
throw new NotationError("47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: " + lineRead +", in: " +curScrName);
else
numAtt++;
pos s.indexOf(',', pos) + 1;

=

}
IIno ,. there must be only one attribute left
if(s.substring(pos, s.lengthO). trimO .equals("'1)
throw new NotationError(,,47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: " + lineRead +", in: " +curScrName);
else
numAtt++;
if(numAtt

== num1 II numAtt == num2)

else
throw new NotationError("48: Wrong number of attributes. => in: " + s + ", in "+curScrName);

}
return numAtt;

/***********************************" "" ** ... A*************************************
String s looks like name( ... , ... , ... , ....) when sep is a comma
sep is a separator that separates attributes.

Make sure that there the format for attributes is correct: xx,yy,zz
It does not matter how many attibutes there are.
******************""""" ... "Ie""" ***************************************************1

private void checkAttribute(String s, char sep) throws NotationError

{
lis looks like name( ... , ... , ... , ....)
int pos

=0;

while(s.indexOf(sep, pos) != -1)
{
if(s.substring(pos, s.indexOf(sep, pos».trimO.equals("'1)
throw new NotationError("47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: " + IineRead+", in: " +curScrName);
pos

= s.indexOf(sep, pos) + 1;

}
IIno ,. there must be only one attribute left
if(s.substring(pos, s.lengthO).trimO.equalsC"1)
throw new NotationError("47: Wrong format of attributes. => in: " + lineRead+", in: " +curScrName);
/************************************ *** **" "All AkA" ** *****************************
s is a line read from the input file. The line has a specification for
an item or tool. It looks like name(attr1, attr2, attr3, attr4)

Return the name of the item or tool.
*******************************************" A."""""" *" .""************************1

private String getName(String s) throws NotationError

{
lis looks like picture1(10, 50, 100, 100)
if(s.indexOf('(,)

== -1) IIno (

{
if(s.indexOf(')') != -1) IIbut have)
throw new NotationError("27: ( is missing => in : " + s +", in: " +curScrName);
else IIno ) either - ok

{
return s.substring(O, s.length()).trimO;
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else if(s.substring(O, s.indexOf('C».trimO.equals("',)
throw new NotationError("49: No item name => in: " + s +", in: " +curScrName);
else
return s.substring(O, s.indexOf(,(,».trimO;
/***********************************11""" "It" "It ali" .It********************************

s has attributes surrounded by a O. It looks like (attt1, attr2, attr3).
separator is the separator that separates attributes.
position is the position at which we want to return the attribute.

private String chopString(String s, char separator, int position)

{
I/s looks like (700, 500, white)
int start = s.indexOf('(', 0) + 1, last = -1;
for(int i
start

=0; i < position - 1; i++)
=s.indexOf(separator, start) + 1;

if(s.indexOf(separator, start) != -1)
last = s.indexOf(separator, start);
else
if(separator == ',')
last = s.indexOf(,)" start);
else I/(separator == '+')
last s.lengthO;

=

retum s.substring(start, last).trimO;
r*************************************************** It". **" It"********************

s is a list of choices separted by a I. It looks like looks like choice 1 1 choice 21 choice3
separator is the separator that separates attributes.
Chop the string, s, and put all the choices into a vector.
Return the vector.
********************************************************************************1
private Vector stackChoices(String s, char separator)

{
I/s looks like choice11 choice 21 choice3
Vector v = new VectorO;
int end s.indexOf(separator, 0) + 1;

=

int start =0, last = -1;
while(s.indexOf('f, start) != -1)

{
v.add(s.substring(start, s.indexOf('f, start».trimO);
start s.indexOfCf, start) + 1;

=

l/take care of the last choice
v.add(s.substring(start, s.lengthO). trimO);
return v;
/*******************" " ItA:O\,. It"" "'It,. ,,1t:A,. A" Ii ****************************************
s holds the name of the color in string.

Return the appropriate color object.
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" *******"" ... A****************.******" ............ ***********************************I

private Color getColor{String s) throws NotationError

{
l!white, black, gray, light_gray, blue, red, green, and yellow.
if{s.equals{"white')
return Color.white;
else if{s.equals{"black"»
return Color.black;
else if{s.equals{"gray')
return Color.gray;
else if{s.equals{"light_gray"»
return Color.lightGray;
else if{s.equals{"blue"»
return Color.blue;
else if{s.equals{"red')
return Color.red;
else if{ s.equals{"green"»
return Color.green;
else if{s.equals{,'yellow')
return Color.yellow;
else
throw new NotationError{"50: Wrong Color: " +s + " => in " + lineRead);
r****************************************. *."" **"" A"A""" -= ... *." "Ii *****************
s holds a combination of a size, a font, and a style. It looks something like 12+times_roman+plain

Return the appropriate font object.
**************************************************".* Ii""" AkA It "******************I
private Font getFont{String s) throws NotationError

{
/la combination of a size{10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20),
/la font{times_roman, courier, and helvetica),
/land a style{plain, italic, plain_bold, italic_bold).
/lA combination has to look like: 12+times_roman+plain

=

int size stringTolnt{chopString{s, '+', 1»;
String font = chopString{s, '+',2);
String styleStr chopString{s, '+', 3);
int style;

=

if{font.equals{"times_roman')
font "Serif';
else if{font.equals{"courier')
font = "Courier";
else if{font.equals{"helvetica')
font "SansSerif';
else
throw new NotationError{"51: Wrong Font: "+ font +" => in" + lineRead);

=

=

if{ styleStr.equa Is{"plain"»
style Font.PLAIN;
else if{styleStr.equals{"italic"»
style = Font.lTALlC;
else if{styleStr.equals{"bold"»
style = Font.BOLD;
else if{styleStr.equals{"italic_bold')
style = Font.lTALIC + Font.BOLD;
else
throw new NotationError{"52: Wrong Style: "+ styleStr +" => in "+ lineRead);

=

return new Font{font, style, size);

}
r*********************" leA '" "' ...... '" ****'**'*'**"".*'*. .'*'**'*".... *'**""*A_'''''''*'**..."'***********************
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5 is the string to be converted to an integer.
Convert a string to an integer.
Return the resulted integer.

At .... ***********'*".:..
....*'*'**.......*'*'*....
" ..,."....""......
"*........Ai,*,"*........II...." ".......*""".....**** ••• "" It",.""" *" '"
private int stringTolnt(String 5) throws NotationError

****""""" "Ai
{

int i = 0;
try{
i = (new Integer(s».intValueO;

}
catch(NumberFormatException e){
/lif not number, give the error
throw new NotationError("S3: A number is expected: "+ 5 + " => in " + IineRead + ", in "+ curScrName);

}
if(i < 0)
/lif not 0 or greater than 0, give the error
throw new NotationError("S4: A number has to be 0 or greater: "+ 5 + " => in " + lineRead + ", in "+
curScrName);
return i;

/********************************************************************************
5 is the string to be converted to an integer.
Convert a string to a boolean value, true or false.
Return the resulted boolean value.
*.........................."""*""*"''''''*****************************1
**********************************........
private boolean stringToBool(String 5) throws NotationError

{
boolean b;
if(!s.equals("true'1 && !s.equals("false"»
throw new NotationError("61: true or false is expected: "+ 5 + " => in " + lineRead + ", in "+ curScrName);
else
b (new Boolean(s».booleanValueO;

=

return b;

r***********************************************":Ai."",, . . ,,",, •• "''' ",,:A,,"" "**********
5 is a line read from the declaration section.
Check to see if the item name is unique across the declaration section.

********************************************************************************1
private void checkDuplicateltemName(String 5) throws NotationError

{

for(int i =0; i < items.sizeO; i++)
if(getName(items.elementAt(i».equals("tLabel'1)

{
if(((tLabel)items.elementAt(i» .getNameO .equals(getName(s»)
throw new NotationError("SS: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+5);

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i)).equals("tButton"»

{
if(((tButton)items.elementAt(i».getNameO·equals(getName(5»)
throw new NotationError("SS: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+5);

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i».equals("tMsgArea'1)
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{
if«(tMsgArea)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)
throw new NotationError("55: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+s);

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(Q) .equals(''tMultCheckGroup'~)

{
if«(tMultCheckGroup)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)
throw new NotationError("55: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+s);

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i» .equals("tMultMenuGroup'~)

{
if«(tMultMenuGroup)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)
throw new NotationError("55: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+s);

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i» .equals("tPicture'~)

{
if«(tPicture)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)
throw new NotationError("55: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+s);

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i» .equals("tRectangle'~)

{
if«(tRectangle)items.elementAt(i».getNameO.equals(getName(s»)
throw new NotationError("55: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+s);

}
else if(getName(items.elementAt(i».equals(''tlnputField'~)

{
if«(tlnputField)items.elementAt(Q).getNameO.equals(getName(s»)
throw new NotationError("55: the item name, "+ getName(s) +", is used for another item already. Use
another name. => in: "+s);

}
1********************************************************************************
s is the fram( ...) read from the declaration section.

Set up environment for the applect.
********************************************************************************1
private void setFrame(String s) throws NotationError

{
try{
IImake sure the syntax for screenO is right
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMSCR);
IIset the background color of the applet
Color c getColor(chopString(s, ',', 3»;
getContentPaneO .setBackground(c);

=

IIwant a speed tool?
if(chopString(s, ',', 4).compareTolgnoreCase("yes'~ == O)//yes
addSpeedTool true;
O)//yes
else if(chopString(s, ',', 4).compareTolgnoreCase("no'~
addSpeedTool false;
else IIneither yes nor no
throw new NotationError("56: The fourth argument for frameO has to be a yes or a no. => in" + s);

=
=

==

IIset the size of the applet
windowWidth = (new Integer(chopString(s, ',', 1))).intValueO;
windowHeight = (new Integer(chopString(s, ',', 2))).intValueO;
if(!addSpeedTool)
setSize(windowWidth, windowHeight);
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else
setSize(windowWidth, windowHeight + 25);
IIcontent is used to add items to screens
content getContentPaneO;

}

=

catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

}
}
/************************************* •• ****** ... :A:A********** ......... **"*"************
s is a line read from the declaration section.

Create an object for a message area item and insert it to the items vector.
************************************************** Ai Ai" Ai "Ie Ai Ai. Ai ********************1

private void setMessageArea(String s)

{
try{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMMSG);
checkDuplicateltemName(s);
tMsgArea m = new tMsgArea(getName(s), content, stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 2», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',',4», getColor(chopString(s, ',', 5» ,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 6», getFont(chopString(s, ',', 7)));
items.add(m);

}
catch(NotationError e)
{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

}
/********************************." ....... ** ... ***" •• "****,, .. *** ..... ***"'**.,,****** .... "'****

s is a line read from the declaration section.
Create an object for a picture item and insert it to the items vector.
********************************************************************************1

private void setPicture(String s)

{
try{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMPIC);
checkDuplicateltemName(s);

=

tPicture p new tPicture(getName(s), content, stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',',
2», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 4)));
items.add(p);

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

}
/********************************""*******""'************"'''**4******.*.* •• "...... ***

s is a line read from the declaration section.
Create an object for a label item and insert it to the items vector.
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************** A"""A". A""""" """''''A''''''''''"""" ***"****""""****""""**"*"'**** """'''''.1
private void setLabel(String s)

{
try{
/lcheckAttribute(s, ',', NUMLBL);
int num checkAttribute(s, NUMLBL 1, NUMLBL2);
checkDuplicateltemName(s);

=

tLabel t;
if(num
NUMLBL 1)
t new tLabel(getName(s), content,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 1», getFont(chopString(s, ',', 2», getColor(chopString(s, ',', 3»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 4», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 5»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 6», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 7»);
else /lnum
NUMLBL2
t = new tLabel(getName(s), content,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 1», getFont(chopString(s, ',', 2»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',',4»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 5», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 6)));

=

==

==

items.add(t);

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

}
}
/************************************ ... aIt ... "'" .... " ....... at ... " .AIe A"""""", "'" ... """""" at.", kat" ... "***

s is a line read from the declaration section.
Create an object for a rectangle item and insert it to the items vector.
***************************************************". " .... at ... " ...... at"''''' ***************1
private void setRectangle(String s)

{
try{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMREC);
checkDuplicateltemName(s);
tRectangle r = new tRectangle(getName(s), content, stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 2», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',',4»,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 5)));
items.add(r);

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

/********************************************************************************

s is a line read from the declaration section.
Create an object for a button item and insert it to the items vector.
***************************A ....... ".... *'" *.10*****************************************1

private void setButton(String s)

{
try{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMBTN);
checkDuplicateltemName(s);
tButton b;
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intbtnCtI;
lithe submit button needs a special control number
if(getName(s).startsWith("btn_Submit',)
btnCtl = SUBMIT;
else if(getName(s) .startsWith("btn_Continue'')
btnCtl CONTINUE;
else if(getName(s).startsWith("btn_End"»
btnCtI END;
else
btnCtl buttonControl++;

=
=
=

b = new tButton(getName(s), content, chopString(s, ',', 1),
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 2», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 4», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 5»,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 6», getColor(chopString(s, ',', 7», getFont(chopString(s, ',', 8»,
btnCtl, new HandleControIButton(btnCtI»;
items.add(b);

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

}
r*******************************************************************************

s is a line read from the declaration section.
numG is a number of check boxes or menus that the the group is supposed to have.
(e.g. menuG_name(3) = men_name1( ...) & men_name2( ...) & men_name3( ... ) <- the group
is supposed to have 3 menus.)
numAttr is the number of attributes that a menu or a check box is supposed to have.
Check the syntax of a group of check boxes or menus.
Returns a vector of the declarations for the group of check boxes or menus and
the individual check boxes or menus. The first slot holds the declaration for
the group (e.g. menG_name(3». For the rest of the slots, each slot holds the
declaration for each check box or menu declared in the group. (e.g. men_name1( ... »
**********************************************"" iii"" "AA"" 4***********************1
private Vector check_chopGroup(String s, int numG, int numAttr) throws NotationError

{
int numChecks = 0;
Vector checks = new Vector(); IIholds all the check boxes or menus declared in the group
IIchkG_A = chk_1 & ... & chkJast
if(s.indexOf('=') == -1)
throw new NotationError("57: = is missing. group = check box or menu1 & check box or menu2 & ... is the
format. => in " + lineRead);
IIcheck chkG_A's attributes
checkAttribute(s.substring(O, s.indexOf('=', O».trim(), ',', numG);
checks.add(s.substring(O, s.indexOf('=', O».trim(»;

IImake sure there is at least one chk_ after a =
int start = s.indexOf('=') + 1;
boolean no_chk = true;
while(s.indexOf('&', start) != -1) IIno more &
{
no_chk = false;
checkAttribute(s.substring(start, s.indexOf('&', start».trim(), ',', numAttr);
checks.add( s.substring(start, s. indexOf(,&', start» .trim(»;
numChecks++;
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start

=s.indexOf('&', start) + 1;

IItake care of the last chk
if(!s.substring(start, s.lengthO).trimO.equals("'1) IImake sure there is one chk_ after the last &

{
checkAttribute(s.substring(start, s.lengthO).trimO, ',', numAttr);
checks.add(s.substring(start, s.lengthO).trimO);
numChecks++;

}
else IIno chk
if(no_chk) throw new NotationError("58: There has to be at least one chk_ or men_ after a =. => in: " + IineRead);
else
throw new NotationError("59: No need to have the last & => in: " + IineRead);

IIget the number of checks
Integer i;
if(numG
1)
i = new Integer(s.substring(s.indexOf(,(', 0) + 1, s.indexOf(,),)));
else
i new Integer(s.substring(s.indexOf(,(" 0) + 1, s.indexOf(',1»;

==

=

if(numChecks == LintValue(»
else
throw new NotationError("60: The number of check boxes or menus is supposed to be" + i.intValue() + ", but
you have set up for" + numChecks + " check boxes or menus. => in: " + lineRead);
return checks;

/********************************************************************************

str is a line read from the declaration section.
Create an object for a check group item and insert it to the items vector.
********************************************************************************1

private void setCheckGroup(String str)

{
String s = "";
try{
Vector v check_chopGroup(str, NUMCHKG, NUMCHK);
checkDuplicateltemName(s) ;

=

s = (String)v.elementAt(O);
tMultCheckGroup checkG

=new tMultCheckGroup(getName(s), content, stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1)));

items.add(checkG);
for(int i

{

=1; i < v.size(); i++)

=

s (String)v.elementAt(i);
checkG.setEachEnvironment(getName((String)v.elementAt(i)),
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 2»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 4»,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 5», getFont(chopString(s, ',', 6)));

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error in : "+ s);
System.exit(1);

}
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/'" Ai Ai. Ai

Ai. Ai Ai

Ai Ai AA "'."

A. '" A:A******************** loA'" 10.",

Io." '" "'. Ali **********************

str is a line read from the declaration section.
Create an object for a menu group item and insert it to the items vector.
*****:A" "'. '" "'". '" "''''.,,'' "''' iii Ai *****************************************1
private void setMenuGroup(String str)

AkA Io.A "' ... '" '" Ii ... "''''''.

{
String s

="";

try{
Vector v = check_chopGroup(str, NUMMENUG, NUMMENU);
checkDuplicateltemName(s);
s = (String)v.elementAt(O);
tMultMenuGroup menuG new tMultMenuGroup(getName(s), content, stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1)));
items.add(menuG);

=

for(int i

=1; i < v.sizeO; i++)

{
s = (String)v.elementAt(i);
menuG.setEachEnvironment(getName«String)v.elementAt(i)),
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1)), stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',',2)),
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3)), stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 4)),
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 5)), getFont(chopString(s, ',', 6)));

}
}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error in : " + s);
System.exit(1);

}

I" . . '" '"

A. loA ****************************************************"" 10 10 .... " A. '" A • • A '" "' •• '"
s is a line read from the declaration section.

Create an object for an input field item and insert it to the items vector.

••• *" .... "*."'*"' •• *"' •• "'''' ••• ********1r*****************.**''' •••••• ",, •••••••••••• ".****/

private void setlnputField(String s)

{
IIset the message area
lis looks like message(370, 50, 310, 250, white, black, 16+times_roman+plain, no)
try{
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMINPUT);
checkDuplicateltemName(s);
tlnputField i = new tlnputField(getName(s), content, stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 1)),
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 2)), stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3)),
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 4)), getColor(chopString(s, ',', 5)) ,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 6)), getFont(chopString(s, ',', 7)));
items.add(i) ;

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

}
}
/****************** It A'" '" 10. 10 10 '" '" '" '" ************************************************
s is a line read from the declaration section.

Create an object for a pop window item and insert it to the items vector.
********************************************************************************1
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private void setPopWindow(String s)

{
try{
lis looks like pop_Window("Your answer is wrong., 200,150,400, 150, white, black, 12+times_roman+plain)
checkAttribute(s, ',', NUMPOP);
checkOuplicateltemName(s);

=

tPopWindow p new tPopWindow(getName(s), content, chopString(s, ',', 1), stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 2»,
stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 3», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 4», stringTolnt(chopString(s, ',', 5»,
getColor(chopString(s, ',', 6», getColor(chopString(s, ',', 7», getFont(chopString(s, ',', 8»,
OK, new HandleControIButton(OK»;
items.add(p);

}
catch(NotationError e)

{
System.out.println("Notation Error: " + e);
System.exit(1);

}
}
r*******************************************************************************

Curently not used.
Shuffles data in a vector.
"" A"' •• " Ai."" •• *******************************************************************1
public void shuffleOata(Vector v)

{
Collections.shuffle(v);

}
/**************************************************"""" "''''''''' Ai" *****""" Ii" * Ai"" """ 10 "
buttonlO is the 10 of the button that the user has clicked.

Find which screen to show next.
********************************************************************************1
private int findWhereToGoNext(int buttonlD)

{

=

boolean found false;
String next = "";
int i;
LinkedList curList «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex»;

=

//look for which button has that id
for(i = 0; i < curList.sizeO && !found; i++)
if(getName(curList.get(i».equals("tEachButton',)
if«(tEachButton)curList.get(i».getld()
buttonlD)

{

==

=

next ((tEachButton)curList.get(i».getWhereO;
found = true;

found

=false;

//look for the screen whose screen name is next
for(i = 0; i < screens.size() && !found; i++)
if( «LinkedList)screens. elementAt(i». get(0). equals( next»
found true;

=

int index = i - 1;
/lif there is a tRepeat object at index 1, check the number of times visited in that new screen
if(getName( «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index» .get( 1» .equals("tRepeat'')

{
repeat Exists = true;
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if(«tRepeat)((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index» .get(1». runOutO )lIrun out

{
next

=«tRepeat)((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index» .get( 1)).getScreenNameO;

=

found false;
for(i = 0; i < screens.sizeO && !found; i++)
if«(LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O).equals(next»
found true;

=

=i - 1;

index

return index;

/****"" ...... "** "A""" . . """" .""A""" .... #I Ail . . **".A *" ***************************************
buttonlO is the 10 of the button that the user has clicked.
right is true if the user's answer is right. false if it is wrong.
Used for a Submit button.
********""" ..... "... ,," 1\"" Ale **********************************************************1

private int findWhereToGoNext(int buttonlO. boolean right)

{
boolean found = false;
String next
int i;
LinkedList curList «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex»;

=....;

=

//look for which button has that id
for(i 1; i < curList.sizeO && !found; i++)
if(getName(curList.get(i».equals(OOtEachButton',)

=

{
if«(tEachButton)curList.get(i».getidO

{

== buttonlO)

if(right)
next «tEachButton)curList.get(i».getWhereO;
else
next «tEachButton)curList.get(i».getWrongO;
found true;

=
=
=

}
found = false;
for(i = 0; i < screens.sizeO && !found; i++)
if«(LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O).equals(next))
found = true;
int index = i - 1;
llif there is a tRepeat object at index 1. check the number of times visited in that new screen
if(getName(«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index» .get( 1» .equals(OOtRepeat'')

{
if( «tRepeat)( (LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index» .get( 1». runOutO )lIrun out

{
next = «tRepeat)«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index».get(1».getScreenNameO;

=
=

found false;
for(i 0; i < screens.sizeO && !found; i++)
if«(LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O).equals(next»
found true;

=

index = i - 1;
IIresetPicO;
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return index;

}
/**".******* •• :1*."' ............. "'**************************************************

lastlndex is the index number, in the screens, of the screen that is shown currently.
Hide all the items that were shown on the screen for the screen.
********************************************************************************1
private void hideAII(int lastlndex)

{
LinkedList lastList = «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(lasti ndex»;
boolean inputFieldExists = false; IItrue if an input field exists in the current screen
String inputAnswer = ""; IIholds the answer that the user has input in the input field.
boolean saveExists false; IItrue if a save exists in the current screen
tSave saveObj null; IIholds the save object

=

=

IIhide all items
for(int i = 1; i < lastList.sizeO; i++)
if(getName(lastList. get(i» .eq uals("tEach Button "»
«tEachButton) lastList.get(i». hideO;
else if(getName(lastList.get(i» .equals("tEachMsgArea"»
«tEachMsgArea)lastList.get(i».hideO;
else if(getName(lastList.get(i».equals("tEachMultCheckGroup'')
«tEachMuItCheckGroup)lastList.get(i».hideAIIO;
else if(getName(lastList.get(i».equals("tEachMultMenuGroup',)
«tEachMultMenuGroup)lastList.get(i».hideAIIO;
else if(getName(lastList.get(O).equals("tEachlnputField',)

{
inputFieldExists = true;
inputAnswer «tEach InputField)lastList.get(i» .getAnswerO;
«tEachlnputField) lastList.get(i». hideO;

=

}
else if(getName(lastList.get(O).equals("tEachPicture',)
«tEachPicture)lastList.get(i».hideO;
else if(getName(lastList.get(O).equals("tEachRectangle',)
«tEachRectangle)lastList.get(i».hideO;
else if(getName(lastList.get(i».equals("tEachLabel',)
«tEachLabel)lastList.get(i».hideO;
else if(getName(lastList.get(i».equals("tSave"»

{
saveExists = true;
saveObj «tSave)lastList.get(i»;

=

if(saveExists)
saveObj.storeAnswer(inputAnswer) ;

=

inputFieldExists false;
saveExists false;

=

}
/******** ..... '" "'''" ..... *"*************************'" Ai. "' ...... *"':0\ II *************************
nickName is the nick name for the picture to be removed.

Delete a picture shown whose nick name is nickName
******************************************************************* ...... "...... at. ali'" '" "'. Ii I
public void removePic(String nickName)

{
for(int i = 1; i < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex».sizeO; i++)

{
Object 0 = «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex».get(i);
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if(getName(o).equals(ntEachPicture'~)

{
if«(String)«tEachPicture)o).getNicknameO).equals(nickName»
«tEachPicture)o). removePictureO;

r****************************** **" AkA""" •• ****************************"""" "''' A" ••
prevMenuScrName is the name of the previous screen that had a group of menus.
When the current screen with a group of menus is not the same as the previous
screen with a group of menus, reset pictures and menu choices of the previous menu group.
*.",." .... "''' "''''' ** A*'" . . "AkA""" """ * *.:A***********************************************I
public void reset(String prevMenuScrName)

{
boolean found

=false;

int j;
forO 0; j < screens.sizeO && !found; j++)
if«(String)«LinkedList)screens.elementAtO».get(O».equals(prevMenuScrName»
found = true;
int index j - 1;

=

=
for(int i =1;
{

Object 0

i < «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index».sizeO; i++)

=«LinkedList)screens.elementAt(index».get(i);

if(getName(o).equals(ntEachPicture'~)

«tEachPicture)o).resetO;
else if(getName(o).equals(ntEachMultMenuGroupn»
«tEachMultMenuGroup)o).resetAIIO;

}
1** . . "***""" At "''''' *** **" .,,*********************************************************
hintStr is the hint to be shown.
right is true if the user's answer is right.
Show the hint on a pop-up window. A hint will be given always for a wrong answer,
and for a right answer, a hint will be given only when a hint is set up in the input file.
Return true if the use runs out of tries, then the answer will be given.
*** '" *" . . A. ** ** 4.A""""""" 4"'*******************************************************1

private boolean showHint(String hintStr, boolean right)

{

=

boolean found false;
int i;
LinkedList curList = «LinkedList)screens.elementAt(curlndex»;
for(i

{

=1;

i < curList.sizeO && !found; i++)

if(getName(curList.get(i».equals(ntHintn»
found = true;

}
if(found)

{
if(right && !«tHint)curList.get(i-1».getRightPop())
; lido not need to show a pop-window
else

{
String hint;
if(QuestionType == 'C'

II QuestionType == 'M')
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=
=

hint «tHint)curList.get(i-1».getHint(hintStr, QuestionType);
else IIQuestionType
'I'
hint ((tHint)curList.get(i-1» .getHint(hintStr, ((tEachlnputField)curQuesObj) .getCaseSensitiveO);

==

IIreplace a I with a \n
IIhint hint.replace(T, '\n);
if(! rig ht)
whereToOisplay ((tHint)curList.get(i-1» .getObjOisplayWrongO;
else
whereToOisplay = ((tHint)curList.get(i-1» .getObjOisplayRightO;

=

=

if(((tHint)curList.get(i-1».getNumChancesO >= wrongCounter)

{
if(getName(whereToOisplay) .equals("tPopWindow"»
((tPopWindow)whereToOisplay) .show(hint);
else IItMsgArea
((tEachMsgArea)whereToOisplay).show(hint);

}
if(((tHint)curList.get(i-1».getNumChancesO
lIelse IIrun out of chances
return true;

== wrongCounter)lIrun out of chances

}
if(right)
IIreset counters for hints
((tHint)curList.get(i-1» .resetHintCountersO;

}
IIno hint set -> over. go to the next screen
else
return true;
return false;

J """ Ai"" Jo"""''' """" 1t".It" .... *********************************************************

nextScreenName is the name of the screen to be shown next.
Used for newWords class.
Assumming that the user specified an existing screen name in newWords class.
Return the index number, within the screens vector, for that next screen.
********************************************************************************1

private int findCurlndex(String nextScreenName)

{

=

for(int i 0; i < screens.sizeO; i++)
if(((String)((LinkedList)screens.elementAt(i».get(O».equals(nextScreenName»
return i;
return 0; llit should not be returned.

}
1********************************************************************************

Hide the pop-up window.
********************************************************************************1

private void hideOialogO

{
if(getName(whereToO is play) .equals("tPopWindow')
((tPopWindow)whereToOisplay). hideO;

/**************** 10"."" "." iii. ******************************************************
The inner class for handling the action for the button that the user has clicked.
**************'*******************************************:10 "." . . ,,"""" A************I
class HandleControlButton implements ActionListener

{
private int buttonlO;
private Object obj;
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public HandleControlButton(int id)

{
bultonlD

=id;

public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e)

{
boolean over;
int lasllndex 0;

=

sWitch(buttonID)

{
case SUBMIT: IIA Submit button has been clicked
if(QuestionType
'C') IIchecks

==

{

if«(tEachMultCheckGroup)curQuesObj).checkAnswerO) lithe answer is right

{
wrongCounter

=0;

if(needToCount)
IIrightCount++;
curCountObj.incrementRightO;
showHint«(tEachMultCheckGroup)curQuesObj).getHintStrO, true);
lastlndex = curlndex;
curlndex findWhereToGoNext(buttonID, true);/Igo to next

=

hideAII(lastlndex);
readyForPaintO;

}
else lithe answer is wrong

{
wrongCounter++;
if(needToCount)
IlwrongCount++;
curCountObj.incrementWrongO;
IIcheck to see if there is a pop-up window or message area declared for hints for this screen
over showHint«(tEachMultCheckGroup)curQuesObj).getHintStrO, false);

=

if(over)

{
wrongCounter = 0;
lastlndex curlndex;
curlndex findWhereToGoNext(buttonID, false);

=
=

hideAII(lastl ndex);
readyForPaintO;

}
}
else if(QuestionType

== 'M')

{
if«(tEachMultMenuGroup)curQuesObj).checkAnswerO) lIanswered all sentences

{
if(needToCount)
IIrightCount++;
curCountObj.incrementRightO;
showHint«(tEachMultMenuGroup)curQuesObj).getHintStr(), true);
lastlndex = curlndex;
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curlndex = findWhereToGoNext(buttonID);lIgo to next
hideAII(lastl ndex);
replace
wrong Counter 0;
readyForPaintO;

="";

=

}
else

{
replace

=«tEachMultMenuGroup)curQuesObj).getReplaceO;

if(!( (boolean)( (tEachMultMenuGroup)curQuesObj) .getUserAnswerO))lIanswer was not right

{
wrongCounter++;
if(needToCount)
curCountObj.incrementWrongO;
over = showHint«(tEachMultMenuGroup)curQuesObj).getHintStrO, false);
if(over)

{

=

wrongCounter 0;
replace = "";
lastlndex curlndex;
curlndex = findWhereToGoNext(buttonID, false);
hideAII(lastlndex) ;

=

readyForPaintO;

}
else
readyForPaintSameScreenO; IIsame screen

}
else lIanswer was right

{
showHint«(tEachMuItMenuGroup)curQuesObj).getHintStrO, true);
Vector removePicNames =
«Vector)((tEachMultMenuGroup)curQuesObj) .getRemovePicNamesO);

=

for(int i 0; i < removePicNames.sizeO; i++)
removePic«String)removePicNames.elementAt(i»;
wrongCounter

=0;

if(needToCount)
curCountObj.incrementRightO;
readyForPaintSameScreenO; IIsame screen

}
}
else IIquestion type == 'I'

{
if«(tEachlnputField)curQuesObj).checkAnswer()) lIanswer was right

{
if(needToCount)
IIrightCount++;
curCountObj.incrementRightO;
showHint«(tEachlnputField)curQuesObj).getHintStrO, true);

=

wrong Counter 0;
lastlndex = curlndex;
curlndex = findWhereToGoNext(buttonID, true);lIgo to next
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hideAII(lastl ndex);
readyForPaintO;

}
else lithe answer is wrong

{
wrongCounter++;
if(needToCount)
curCountObj.incrementWrongO;
over

=showHint(((tEachlnputField)curQuesObj).getHintStrO. false);

I/check to see if there is a pop-up window or message area declared for hints for this screen
if(over)

{
wrongCounter = 0;
lastlndex = curlndex;
curlndex findWhereToGoNext(buttonID. false);

=

hideAII(lastlndex) ;
readyForPaintO;

}
break;
case OK: IIA OK button on a pop-up window has been clicked
hideDialogO;
break;
case CONTINUE: IIA Continue button has been clicked
hideButtonsO;
readyForPaint();
break;
case END: IIA end button has been clicked. Used for the stand alone program not for the applet.
System.exit(O);
break;
case NEWWORDS: /lif the button created in newWords has been clicked
lastlndex curlndex;
String nextScreenName = curNewWordsObj.getWhereToGo();
curlndex = findCurlndex(nextScreenName);
hideAII(lastindex); IIhide all components specified in the input file
curNewWordsObj.hideAIIO; IIhide the components specified in newWords class
readyForPaintO;
break;

=

default: IIA button other than all the above has been clicked
lastlndex = curlndex;
curlndex = findWhereToGoNext(buttonID);lIgo to next
hideAII(lastindex);
readyForPaintO;
break;

r*************" A.*"" . . *** '" "'**********"':A"'''' ** ......... "" ""' . . A" ****************************
Called when Applet is about to be destroyed.
********************************************************************************1
public void destroyO

{
I/garbage collect
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System.gcO;

/*****""""" *"""" "" at""""" "*"" *A."""" It AkA" ************ ... **" ".A '*""" *****************

tMsgArea Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a message area (non-editable) declared in the declaration
section. Showing text in a JTextPane inside a scroliPane.
********************************************************************************1
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Color;
import java. uti I. Vector;
import java.utiI.LinkedList;
import javax.swing.text. *;
import javax.swing.text.StyleConstants.ColorConstants;
public class tMsgArea

{
private JScroliPane sp;
private
private
private
private
private

String name;
Container content;
int x, y, w, h;
Color backgroundColor, foregroundColor;
Font message Font;

r****************" ""'_A"" ,,:Ai *A .... "it" *********:0\ Ail"" Ale" *"****************************

itemName is the name of a message area.
content is the Container for the frame.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the picture area.
w,h is the width and height of the picture area.
backgroundColor is the color of the background of the text.
foregroundColor is the color of the text.
messageFont is the size of the font.
Create an object for a message area and set all the parameters to the message
area.
********************************************************************************1

public tMsgArea{String itemName, Container content, int x, int y, int w, int h,
Color backgroundColor, Color foregroundColor, Font messageFont)
this. name = itemName;
this. content = content;
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.w=w;
this.h = h;
this.backgroundColor = backgroundColor;
thisJoregroundColor = foregroundColor;
this.messageFont = message Font;
sp = new JScroliPaneO;
sp.setVerticaIScroIiBarPolicy{JScroIiPane.VERTICAL_SCROLLBAR_AS_NEEDED);
sp.setBounds{x, y, w, h);
content.add{sp);
sp.setVisible{false);

/************ Ail" A* "''''''' "**********************************************************
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Show the message area.

** * Ail:A '" * *"""" *" * Ail * A. *Ail." **" Ai Ail "'***** Ai" ***** AkA A************* * .... '" '" *.* AA. * Ic****I
public void showMsgO

{
sp.setVisible(true);

/********************************************************************************
Hide the message area.
********************************************************************************1
public void hideMsgO

{
sp.setVisible(false);

/*** * -. A. * '" Ie,," I< Ii. *" *" A"*********************************************************
t is a JTextPane object created by tEachMsgArea.
Add a JTextPane object created by tEachMsgArea to the Container for the frame.
***************************************** * **" "''' A."" * ". ******" * * *" . . :oIe " *"'**********1

public void addTextPaneToContent(JTextPane t)

{
content.add(t) ;

/*************************** * **" *"" Ail * '" * '" *********" .... Ail. * * ..... * A.******************

t is a JTextPane object created by tEachMsgArea.
Set a JTextPane to the JScroliPane.
*******************************************************************" Ail. Ali * ** ****1
public void insertTextToScroliPane(JTextPane t)

{
sp.setViewportView(t) ;

/******************************* * *" Ail **'" AilA '" *************************************

Return the ScroliPane.
************************************************* *.. AI '" AAA • • Ai * *" '" "'****************1

public JScroliPane getScroliPaneO
{
return sp;

/*************************""".4"''' Ali Ail * * A•• "" iii "* * * "' •• * *. . * ************************

Return the x position of the message area.
****************************** Ail"" ... " AA" ***********A*..........*. . "'.,.............,.****'*****************1

public int getXO

{
return x;

/********************************************************************************
Return the y position of the message area.
********************************************************************************1
public int getYO

{
return y;

/***************************"" * A."", ...... "AiA"***** ***********************************
Return the width of the message area.
********************************************************************************1
public int getWO

{
return w;
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1**""********* Ai" """'.Ii"" It"" "''' A".:Ai"", "10 ":Ai"""" A" •• "Ii","", "A"A"A." 1t".:It A*" """ Ii." "'A .... *
Return the height of the message area.
*************************** at A"""" It ..... " A"" •• A**************** It.""""""" **********1
public int getHO
:1&

{
return h;

}
/***************************************** ...... "****".**.,,*.*****,, ....... *************
Return the Container for the frame.
************************************************************" """" ... "... Ali **********1
public Container getContentO

{
return content;

}
r*************************************************** . . "." alt. A". *******************
Return the font of the text.
*********************************************************....,.,**......_."'........,.,*""'·..• ...·*******1
public Font getMessageFontO

{
return message Font;

/********************************************************************************

Return the color of the text background.
*****************"" ... " """"" .... """ •• ,," Ii"'" A""" Ai ... " .... ********************************1

public Color getBackgroundColorO

{
return backgroundColor;

}
/***********************" ... "".*** •• ****************".**" ............ ******************
Return the color of the text.
***************************************************" A". AA" •• ********************1

public Color getForegroundColorO

{
return foregroundColor;

}
/***************************"*"" "" Ie ... "" A.""" **************************************

Return the name of the message area.
*******************'*************************************************************1
public String getNameO

{
return name;
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/"" """"""",,:11 .******************".:A:& A" Ii.tot" Ai ":A,,, "" "********************************

tEachMsgArea Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a message area specified in the specification section.
*******"'*******Je " ****."'**************** ****"""11*'-'******"""*******************/

import javax.swing. *;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.utiI.Vector;
import java.util. LinkedList;
import java.util. *;
import javax.swing. text. *;
import javax.swing.text.StyleConstants.ColorConstants;
public class tEachMsgArea implements Runnable

{
private tools appletObj; lito get a current speed from the applet
private tMsgArea parent; !lholds the parent (its object in the items vector) object
private JTextPane t; !lA text pane to display text on it.
String message;
!lholds the message that will be displayed.
public boolean containCout;
!ltrue if the message includes # ... #s.
public Vector countY new VectorO; !lEach element will hold a counter name at index 0 and the tCount object that
has this counter name
public Vector countStrV new VectorO; !lEach element will hold a string between two #s.
private int startDraw = 0, endDraw = 0; //index at which a string gets drawn starting

=

=

private Thread msgThread;
!lA thread to display text character at a time
private String replacedString;!la string after symbols have been replaced.
/******************************-It.A"" AA"""'" ****************************************

obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this message area's
environment information.
Save the parent object.
************************************************ A"A""""''''' "".A" ",.tot""" .""*******1

public tEachMsgArea{tMsgArea obj)

{
parent

=obj;

setTextPaneO;

/**************************"" Ali"""" Ii ... " iIi.".* **************************************
Return the name of the message area.
********************************************************************************1

public String getNameO

{
return parent.getName{);

}
r**********************************""" 1<" All"." "Ail"" *ot,,",,"""" •• ,,******************
Set up the JtextPane object to get ready to display text.
********************************************************************************1
private void setTextPaneO

{

=

t new JTextPaneO;
t.setBackground{parent.getBackgroundColor{»;
t.setForeground{parent.getForegroundColor{»;
t.setF ont{parent.getMessageFontO);
t.setEditable{false);
initStylesForTextPane{t);
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parent.addTextPaneToContent(t);

1*************************" "" at" A ... " ......... ** Ai"" *****************.11"' •• A•• "." "'''''" ...... ,,'''' "
textPane is the JTextPane object that is used to display the message.

Set the styles for the text for the JTextPane object.
******************************************* "*" **" AlA ... *."'.A'" **********************1

private void initStylesForTextPane(JTextPane textPane)

{
Font message Font

=parent.getMessageFontO;

/!Initialize some styles.
Style def StyleContext.getDefaultStyleContextO.
getStyle(StyleContext.DEFAULT_STYLE);

=

Style regular

=textPane.addStyle(nregular", def);

StyleConstants.setFontFamily(def, messageFont.getFontNameO);
StyleConstants.setF ontSize( def, messageF ont.getSizeO);

==
==

Font.BOLD)
if(messageFont.getStyleO
StyleConstants.setBold(def, true);
Font.ITALlC)
if(messageFont.getStyle()
StyleConstants.setltalic(def, true);
Style s textPane.addStyle(nitalicn, regular);
StyleConstants.setltalic(s, true);

=

s textPane.addStyle(nbold n, regular);
StyleConstants.setBold(s, true);

=

s textPane.addStyle(nunderlinen, regular);
StyleConstants.setUnderline(s, true);

=

s textPane.addStyle(nred n, regular);
StyleConstants.setForeground(s, Color. red);

=
=

s textPane.addStyle(nblue", regular);
StyleConstants.setForeground(s, Color.blue);

=

lis textPane.addStyle(nsmalln, regular);
IIStyleConstants.setFontSize(s, 10);
lIs =textPane.addStyle(nlargen, regular);
IIStyleConstants.setFontSize(s, 16);

r***********************************************A ... ** ... "...... • ******"''''''.It'' ali. *10*******

Return the message.
*************************************************** .... * "AI<" A." .A*****************I

public String getMessage()

{
return message;

r*******************************************************************************

Return the vector that holds all the counters in the message .
• *ft"" ..... * ... """ ill ***********************.:Ai ** ... A."'. **********************************1

public Vector getCountV()

{
return countV;

}
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fA:" "A""""'" ** A...... "" ...... **************************************************************

s is the message.
appletObj is the tools applet abject.
Save the message and extrat the counter names form the message and save them to
the vector, countV .
... * ....... *""" ...... "A*******************************************************************/
public void set(String s, tools appletObj)

{
this.appletObj
message s;

=

=appletObj;

IIset containCout
if(message.indexOf(,'#") != -1)
containCout true;
else
containCout false;

=
=

if(containCout) IIthere is at least one #
if(isValidMsg(» IIthere are at least two #s

{
IIset all counter names to countV
int start 0;

=

while(message.indexOf(''#'', start) != -1)

{

=
=
int right =message.indexOf(',#", start);

int left message.indexOf(''#'', start);
start message.indexOf(',#", start) + 1;

start = message.indexOf(',#", start) + 1;
//get between # .......#
String between s.substring(left + 1, right);
countStrV.add(between);

=

String counterName;

=

StringTokenizer st new StringTokenizer(between, "+'~;
while(st. hasMoreTokens(»

{

=
=

counterName st.nextToken();
counterName counterName.trim();
Lin ked List I new LinkedList();
l.add(counterName);
countV.add(I); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

=

r*******************************************************************************

Return true if the use of #s is right. If there are #s, there has to be an even
number of #s.
********************************************************************************1

private boolean isValidMsg()

{
int num
int start

=0;
=0;

while(message.indexOf(,'#", start) != -1)

{
num++;
start message.indexOf(,'#", start) + 1;

=
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==

if(num % 2
0)
return true;
else
return false;

/***************** * ... "AiA * * *" A**************" ... *" * * All" .,,****************************

replace is the string that will replace the @@ if it exists. Used for a menu
question.
Show an additional string in the message area from startDraw to the next ++ or,
if there is no ++ left, to the end of the message. If there is no ++ in the
message, the additional string means the entire message.
Return true if need to show the Continue button and hide the other buttons when
there is at least one more ++ left.
********************************************************************************1

public boolean show(String replace)

{
parent. insertTextToScroIiPane(t);
String s message;

=

I/get a part of the string to be drawn
s.lengthO) l!when all the strings are shown, just replace @@
if(startDraw

==

{

I/get rid of ++s
s removePlusPlus(s);
I/replace @@
replaceSymbols(s, replace);
return false;

=

}
else

{
if(s.indexOf("++", startDraw) != -1)

{

=

int pos s.indexOf("++", startDraw);
s s.substring(startDraw, pos);
start Draw pos + 2;
replaceSymbols(s, replace);
return true;

=

=

}
else

{

=

s s.substring(startDraw, s.length());
replaceSymbols(s, replace);
return false;

}

/********************************************************************************

msg is the additional string to be shown.
Remove ++s in the message.
Return the message without the ++s.
*********************************** * * * * Ie *" * * **************** A*" * * * ** *" '" A"A A****I

public String removePlusPlus(String msg)

{
int start = 0;
String temp = '''';
while(msg.indexOf("++", start) != -1)

{
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temp = temp.concat(msg.substring(start, msg.indexOf("++", start)));
start msg.indexOf("++", start) + 2;

=

}
//take care of the string after the last ++
temp = temp.concat(msg.substring(start, msg.lengthO»;
return temp;

r*******************************************************************************
msg is the additional string to be shown will be shown.
replace is the string that will replace the @@ if it exists. Used for a menu
question.

Replace the @@ with replace if a @@ exists.
Create a thread to display the text and set it as a daemon (dies when the parent
thread dies). Then let the thread start running.
********************A ...... A'" '" * AIe '" *"'************************************************1
public void replaceSymbols(String msg, String replace)

{

String s = msg, temp = "";
int start = 0;
flset answeres the user has got
fireplace a" @@s with "replace"
while(s.indexOf("@@", start) != -1)

{

=
=
=

int end s.indexOf("@@", start) + 2;
temp temp.concat(replaceMsg(s.substring(start, end), replace»;
start end;

}
/!take care of the string after the last @@
temp =temp.concat(s.substring(start, s.lengthO»;
s temp;

=

fireplace counter with actual numbers
if(containCout)
s replaceCounterMsg(s);

=

flset fonts
msgThread = new Thread(this);
msgThread.setDaemon(true);
replaced String s;

=

msgThread .startO;

}
r********************************************************** ....... '" It "''' ""''' AlA *********

Run the thread.
********************************************************************************1

public void runO

{
tEachMsgArea.this.setFonts(replacedString);

}
r*A. '" '" It '" '" ** '" A"''' ********************************************* "' ... "'It .... A.... "''' '" ********

s is the additional message to be shown.
Set the strings between <x> .. <I> to the specific type/color.
********************************************'" '" "''' '" ** '" *" **************************1
public void setFonts(String s)

{
Document doc = t.getDocumentO;
int start 0;

=
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while(s.indexOf("<B>", start) != -1 II s.indexOf("<I>", start) != -1
s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 II s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1)

II s.indexOf("<U>", start)

II

!= -1

{
if(s.indexOf("<B>", start) != -1
&& «s.indexOf("<I>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<I>", start» II
s.indexOf("<I>", start) == -1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<U>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<U>", start» II
s.indexOf("<U>", start) == -1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<R>", start» II
s.indexOf("<R>", start) == -1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<B>", start) < s.indexOf("<L>", start» II
s.indexOf("<L>", start) == -1 »/lbold

{
IItake care of the string before <B>
if(start != s.indexOf("<B>", start»
displayLittleByLiltle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<B>", start), "regular'1;
start = s.indexOf("<B>", start) + 3;
IItake care of the string between <B> and <I>
displayLiltleByLitlle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<I>", start), "bold'1;
start s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;

=

}
else if(s.indexOf("<I>", start) !=-1
&& «s.indexOf("<U>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<I>", start) < s.indexOf("<U>", start»
s.indexOf("<U>", start) == -1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<I>", start) < s.indexOf("<R>", start»
s.indexOf("<R>", start)
-1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<I>", start) < s.indexOf("<L>", start»
s.indexOf("<L>", start) == -1 »lIItalic

==

II
II
II

IItake care of the string before <B>
if(start != s.indexOf("<I>", start»
displayLitlleByLittle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<I>", start), "regular'1;

=

start s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;
//take care of the string between <B> and <I>
displayLiltleByLittle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<I>", start), "italic'1;
start

=s.indexOf("</>", start) + 3;

}
else if(s.indexOf("<U>", start) !=-1
&& «s.indexOf("<R>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<U>", start) < s.indexOf("<R>", start»
s.indexOf("<R>", start)
-1 )
&& «s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<U>", start) < s.indexOf("<L>", start»
s.indexOf("<L>", start) == -1 »/lbold

==

II
II

//take care of the string before <B>
if(start != s.indexOf("<U>", start»
displayLitlleByLiltle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<U>", start), "regular");

=

start s.indexOf("<U>", start) + 3;
//take care of the string between <B> and <I>
displayLittieByLiltle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<I>", start), "underline'1;
start = s.indexOf("<I>", start) + 3;

}
else if(s.indexOf("<R>", start) !=-1
&& «s.indexOf("<L>", start) != -1 && s.indexOf("<R>", start) < s.indexOf("<L>", start»
s.indexOf("<L>", start)
-1 »/lbold

==

{
//take care of the string before <B>
if(start != s.indexOf("<R>", start»
displayLittleByLittle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<R>", start), "regular'1;
start

=s.indexOf("<R>", start) + 3;

II
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/ltake care of the string between <B> and <I>
displayLittleByLittle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("</>", start), "red');
start = s.indexOf("</>", start) + 3;

}
else //blue

{
//take care of the string before <B>
if(start != s.indexOf("<L>", start»
displayLitlleByLittle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("<L>", start), "regular");
start = s.indexOf("<L>", start) + 3;
/ltake care of the string between <B> and <I>
displayLittleByLittle(doc, s, start, s.indexOf("</>", start), "blue');
start = s.indexOf("</>", start) + 3;

}
} /lend of while
if(start < s.lengthO) Ills there the rest?
displayLittleByLitlle(doc, s, start, s.lengthO, "regular');
/!wait till all the components have been displayed
appletObj.showButtonsO;

/********************************************************************************

Return the interval according to the choice the user chose.
************************************************** ... "Ail .Ai Ai""" *" *****************1

private int getNewSpeedO

{
int sp = appletObj.getSpeedO;
if(sp == 0)
return 0;
else if(sp == 1)
return 65;
else if(sp == 2)
return 35;
else /lsp == 3
return 15;

}
r*******************************************************************************
doc is the docment object.
s is is the additional string.
start is the position of the addtional string. The string between start and end
will be displayed.
end is the position of the additional string.
style is the style in which the string between start and end will be displayed.

The string between start and end will be displayed character at a time. The
interval to wait between two characters is set every time before a character is
displayed so that the speed to display can be changed while displaying the
string.
********************************************************************************1
private void displayLitlleByLitlle(Document doc, String s, int start, int end, String style)

{
int speed;
boolean aliShown = false;
try

{
/lapply the new speed
for(int i = start; i < end && !aIlShown; i++)

{
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speed = getNewSpeed();
if{speed == 0)

{
doc.insertString{doc.getLength(), s.substring{i, end), t.getStyle{style»;
IIshow the last part of the text by keeping scrolling the scroll bar
t.setCaretPosition{doc.getLength() - 1);
parent.showMsg();
aliShown = true;

}
else

{
doc.insertString{doc.getLength(), s.substring{i, i + 1), t.getStyle{style»;
IIshow the last part of the text by keeping scrolling the scroll bar
t.setCaretPosition{doc.getLength() - 1);
parent.showMsg();
Thread.sleep{speed);

}
}
}catch (BadLocationException ble) {
System.err.println{"Couldn't insert initial text.');

}
catch (Interrupted Exception e)O

/*" *"" **:0\*1\ ... "... "** * * * .. "" .... "*****************************************************
msg is the additional string to be shown.
Replace the string between each # ... # with the actual result of the calculation.
********************************************************************************1

public String replaceCounterMsg{String msg)

{
intj = 0;
int start1 = 0;
String s = "";

IIsave the string before a right # to s
s = s.concat{msg.substring{start1, msg.indexOf{',#,', start1)));
for{int i = 0; i < countStrV.size(); i++)

{
int start2 = 0;
int sum = 0;
while{{{String)countStrV.elementAt{i».indexOf{"+", start2) != -1)

{
if{{{String){{LinkedList)countV.elementAtG».get{O».equals{{{tCount){{LinkedList)countV.elementAtG».
get(1».getRight(»)
sum += ({tCount){{LinkedList)countV.elementAtG».get{1».getRNum();
else
sum += ({tCount){ (LinkedList)countV.elementAt{j» .get{ 1» .getWNum();
j++;
start2 = ({String)countStrV.elementAt{i».indexOf{"+", start2) + 1;

}
l!take care of the last one after the last + or the first one if there is no +
if{({String) ({Linked List)cou ntV. e lementAt{j». get{O» .equals{({tCou nt) ({LinkedList)countV.elementAt{j» .get{ 1».
getRight()»
sum += ({tCount){{LinkedList)countV.elementAt{j».get{1».getRNum();
else
sum += ({tCount){ (LinkedList)countV.elementAt{j» .get{ 1» .getWNum();
j++;
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s = s.concat«new Integer(sum».toStringO);
llfind the matching right #
start1 msg.indexOf(''#'', start1) + 1; lIone after the left #
start1 msg.indexOf(,'#", start1) + 1; lIone after the right #

=
=

lIanother set of # ...# exists?
if(msg.indexOf("#", start1)
-1) IIno. add the rest of the message to s
s s.concat(msg.substring(start1, msg.length(»);
else l/yes. add the string from the last # to the next #
s = s.concat(msg.substring(start1, msg.indexOf(',#", start1»);

=

==

}
return s;

/*******A" *""" A"A." .:Ail **"" .,,*****************************************************

Hide the message area. Get ready for the message area for the next time .
iii."""" ." ••• "" .... *:Ai"" **" *"***************************************1
public void hideO

• • ,," Ail:A • • """" • • " '"

{
parent. hideMsgO;
startDraw 0;
setTextPaneO;

=

/********************************************************************************

Clear the message area.
********************************************************************************1

public void clearMsgO

{
parent.hideMsgO;
startDraw message.length();
setTextPane() ;

=

r***********"."

":All * ... "" iii ***********************************************"""""""" Ii "
s is the string that contains a @@.
replace is the string that will reaplce the @@.

Return the string after the @@ has been replace with replace.
********************************************************************************1

public String replaceMsg(String s, String replace)

{
int start = 0;
while(s.indexOf("@@", start) != -1)

{
s = s.substring(O, s.indexOf("@@", start» + replace + s.substring(s.indexOf("@@", start)+ 2, s.length(»;
start = s.indexOf("@@", start) + 2;

}
return s;
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J" '* *** A"" * '* "'*********** . . A"A"" Ii"" ** .". *" . . Ail".AI""'" It"""" ****************************
tPicture Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a picture area declared in the declaration section.

******"''''''*''*****It****************A''*''*''**A''**********''It***''***A****** ...... "*"' •• "'***/

import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.Graphics;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Dimension;

public class tPicture

{
private int x, y, w, h;
private String name;
private Container content;
JLabel displayArea = new JLabelO;

/***********" .A"''''''''' ********* ... Ail}o: ,,:oil A* ......... "4************************* ...... *"""" "'. ******
item Name is the name of a picture area.
content is the Container for the frame.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the picture area.
w,h is the width and height of the picture area.
Create an object for a picture area and set all the parameters to the picture
area.
AA"A."" *"**""4.*"***"4"*"*******************************************"."*"'4.4."'*/

public tPicture(String item Name, Container content, int x, int y, int w, int h)

{
name = itemName;
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.w=w;
this.h = h;
this.content = content;
displayArea.setBounds(x, y, w, h);
content.add(displayArea);
displayArea.setVisible(false);

}

r**"" iii""'''' AAA" A......

1i

***"''''A •• *******************************************************

i is an image icon object that knows which picture to load into the picture area.
Set the picture in the picture area.
**********************************'**'***'**'***'*'***'**'***'*"''*''********************************1

public void setPicture(lmagelcon i)

{
displayArea.setlcon(~;

/*" . . ". . It""'''''''' *A********************** ... "**" ...... **" **********************************
Show the picture on the screen.
********************************************************************************1
public void showO

{
displayArea.setVisible(true);

}
fA".1i '" ***" A"A"" **"'**************" . . ** .. "It"'" ***************************************
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Hide the picture.
**":0\ •• *"*" "aU * '" •• 11"" .:Ail A.A" Ai.".:Ai:o\ • • • • • • • • :0\ '" • • • *******************".*":0\ ... ,, *.":0\",, A.I

public void hideO

{
displayArea.setVisible(false) ;

}

/*********"."" "A." . . *.:0\"" "•• "... "AA •• :o\:o\ ... A******."" "aU":O\""" It" Ali *** *******************
Return the name of the picture area.
******************,,:0\ ** * "*"" Ai"" **************************************************1
public String getNameO

{
return name;
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/** A.A ••• "•• A"****"'''*********************.''**.*.A***************** * •••• "••• ***
tEach Picture Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for a picture area specified in the specification section.
It. '" IU at *:1& ,,:Ai "" at *. Ai A• • • ",,,.*,, at at. at. at A• • at. '" '" at at at at. at at • • • ,,************ . . "at" at at at at at ""

10 "A at at at:A"

import javax.swing. *;
import java.awt.Graphics;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Dimension;
import java.net.URL;
public class tEachPicture

{
private tPicture parent; IIholds the parent (its object in the items vector) object
private String pic;
private String nickName; lithe nick name for this picture area. Used for a menu question.
private boolean blank; /lif it is true, display blank picture instead
private int current;
private Imagelcon i;
private JLabel displayArea = new JLabelO;
private URL fileLocation;
private ClassLoader load; lIused for loading a picture file
/*******************************"* at"......... Ai at at .... Jo**********************************
obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this picture
area's environment information.

Save the parent object.
********************************************************************************1
public tEachPicture(tPicture obj)

{
parent

=obj;

/********** at at "." at." •• at at. *:Ai "at A****************************************************
f is a file name for the picture.
n is the nick name.

Save the information needed for the picture area.
****A" *** at at at at. '" *****************************************************************1

public void set(String f, String n)

{
pic

="picturesf'+f; 11th is works for Windows: pic ="pictures\\"+f;
=

nickName n;
blank = false;
load

=this.getClassO.getClassLoaderO;

}
/*************************************************" ...... ,,:Ie ,,:It at it at Ai" Je******************
Return the nick name.
********************** at ... at" at. at" '" ************************************************1
public String getNicknameO

{
return nickName;

}
r************** ••• at "'" ...... " at." at '" •• ****************·*"u"**.,
•....*'*....'************************
Show the picture.
'Irk" at ... at •• at at at" at at .****************************************************************1
public void showO
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fileLocation = 10ad.getResource(getPicNameO);
i = new Imagelcon(fileLocation);
parent.setPicture(O;
parent.showO;
/*"""" * A". ************************ *""':Ii."" AA." ************************************

Hide the picture.
******* ... ******."********0\11 ••*******"'****** •••• ",,.****************** AIt**.***.".,,!

public void hideO

{
parent.hideO;

/***********".11"" ... A"'A" ***********************************************************

Switch from the blank picture to the actual picture .
***" ilk"

Ii""'" "."

It", AA Je ... "

... :Ak"."".""."...... **"'**4***********************", ••• "***,,,,/

public void reset()

{
blank = false;

/**************************" ali loA. Ail olio." If. ,,:Ie'" "*************************************
Switch from the actual picture to the blank picture. Next time the blank picture
(nothing) will be shown. When a menu's remove picture is set to true and when
the user makes a right answer string, the picture will be replaced with the blank
picture.
********************." . . Ail ":Ail" 10 ."A "A"''' A"A." *11 It" •• "4******************************1
public void removePictureO
{
blank = true;

r**** ... """"".Ii" At*****************************************************************

Return the current file name for the picture area.
***********************************"" A"A "" ... It It loA"" ******************************1
public String getPicName()

{
String s;
if(blank)
s = "pictureslblank.jpg";
else
s= pic;
return s;
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/****""" **" "''' ""." **" A""."''' '" A"" AI; " :U. ***" "*" AkA *."".tAo ******" **""""""" '" Ir."" AI""" ***
tLabel Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

import javax.swing. *;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Component;

public class tLabel

{
private
private
private
private
private
private

int x, y, w, h;
Color ef, cb; lief is a color of the label. cb is a color of the background.
Font f; lIfont of the label
String name;
Container content;
boolean background; IIhas a background or not

/*********************************** *. **" *'" **" .. Ale *""" Ie""" ... ,, ** *******************
name is the name of a label.
content is the Container for the frame.
ef is the color of the label.
f is the font of the label.
cb is the background color of the label area.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the label area.
w,h is the width and height of the label area.
(The label will be drawn along the bottom of the label area.)

Used for labels whose background color is not the same as the background
color of the frame.
Create an object for a label item and set all the parameters to the label
item.
********************************Ic**" Ai" "'''''.Ii''"" "'. "*******************************1
public tLabel(String name, Container content, Color cf, Font f, Color cb, int x, int y, int w, int h)

{
this. name = name;
this. content = content;
this.ef = cf;
this.f = f;
this.cb = cb;
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.w= w;
this.h = h;
background = true;

}
r*******************************************************************************

name is the name of a label.
content is the Container for the frame.
cf is the color of the label.
f is the font of the label.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the label area.
w,h is the width and height of the label area.
(The label will be drawn along the bottom of the label area.)
Used for labels whose background color is the same as the background
color of the frame.
Create an object for a label item and set all the parameters to the label
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item.
public tLabel(String name, Container content, Color cf, Font f, int x, int y, int w, int h)

{

=

this. name name;
this. content = content;
this.cf = cf;
this.f = f;
this.x x;
this.y y;
this.w w;
this.h = h;
background false;

=
=
=

=

/******************************" ••••• "...... ". . A. . A." **********************************
Return the color ofthe label.
***********************************"" ".... " *"*******************Je'" It." iii"" . . "'" A***I
public Color getForegroundColorO

it.

{
return cf;

}
r*******************************" "il"."", Ie"""" ... ".* *******************************
Return the color of the background.
***************"" ... ,,"" ... ,,"" "*****************************************************1

public Color getBackgroundColorO
{
return cb;

r***********"

*******""**********"'**** ••• :A • • • • • • • • • ****************************

public Font getFontO

{
return f;

}
/************************"410"'''' leA""".*", It." A". "It"" *********************************

Return the x position of the label area.
********************************************************************************1

public int getXO

{
return x;

/**************************** itA ... " ... " AIl"'.Il" A. **************************************
Return the y position of the label area.
*********"""""""" ******************" "il . . it"""", ************************************1
public int getYO

{
return y;

/****************"""" *"" * It""" All""" *"" A""" AIl:le ... "" It* ********************************
Return the width of the label area.
**************************************************** "It""''''' It" . . "" *****************/
public int getWO

{
return w;

r**********************************************************". * All ... " •• " ***********
Return the height of the label area.
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************* '" A."' ... "... "'It" "'" '" 4... A"''''.'''''''' "' .. "A*****************************************I

public int getHO

{
return h;

}
/****** ""AAAA"''''.''''''''''''.''''''.'''' ****"A**"' ... "'*Jo*'**** ....... * •••• ""."'*******************
Return the name of the label item.
******* ""' ...... '" Ie .at "'at at ..... " ... "'''' '" '" *****************************************************1
public String getNameO

{
return name;

r**************************** '" Ai".""" '" "'''' '" "' . . **************************************
Return the Conainer for the frame.
************************************************** '" """'" . . "... "'. at. *****************1
public Container getContentO

{
return content;

}
/****************"" "'''' ...... ,,'" *.******************************************************
Return true if the background color is different from the color of the frame.
************************************ ................. "at ************************************1

public boolean hasBackgroundO
{
return background;
}
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/****11 Io"" '" Ali" *********** .... A* AliA ....... A•• * Ali" *"" *************4 ... " Io" • A.", .". * *. A*****
tEach Label Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a label specified in the specification section.
********** Ii *" * *." .... ******. Io",,, **. A." ••• Ie **********************,,.,,,.......,
••.,.....
"' ..,.'*....
Ii .......
A***,
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Container;
public class tEach Label

{
private tLabel parent; IIholds the parent (its object in the items vector) object
private String label;
private JLabell;
private JPanel p;
/*************************** Ai." . . Ii • Ii A. Io" A*****************************************

obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this label's
environment information.
Save the parent object.
********************************* ..... A." "'" ... A"'************************************I

public tEachLabel(tLabel obj)

{
parent

=obj;

I = new JLabelO;
p = new JPanelO;
/************************"*." ............. *10 Ail Ii • * 1e*******4 .... • AA. Ail. A*****************
s is the label.

Set the environment for the label.
********************************************************************************1

public void set (String s)
{
label = s;
I.setText(label) ;
IIset the environment for the label
l.setForeground(parent.getForegroundColorO);
I.setF ont(parent.getFontO);
l.setHorizontaIAlignment(JLabeI.CENTER);
parent.getContentO .add(I);
if(parent.hasBackground()) lIif has a background

{
p.setBounds(parent.getxO, parent.getYO, parent.getWO. parent.getHO);
p.setBackground(parent.getBackgroundColorO);
p.add(I);
parent.getContentO.add(p);
l.setVisible(false) ;
p.setVisible(false);

}
else IIno background

{
l.setBounds(parent.getxO. parent.getYO. parent.getWO. parent.getHO);
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l.setVisible{false);
p.setVisible{false);

}

r************************'*·"·'*·"'·-*....'******************** ...... ****************".*******
Return the label.
*****"A.*************************A.A",**"A"A**************A*******A***A** •• ******/

public String getStrO

{
return label;
/********************************* 1\.11 1\. '" Ii". I\.Ii" **** •• '" It. AkA"" .. *******************
Show the label.
******************************************************************* ••• 1\ 1\ 1\ 1\" "' .. •**1
public void showO

{
if{parent.hasBackground{»

{
I.setVisible{true);
p.setVisible{true);

}
else
I.setVisible{true);

/********************************************************************************

Hide the label.
************************* •• '" 1\" '" 1\

.*"

public void hide{)

{
if{parent. hasBackground{»

{
I.setVisible{false);
p.setVisible{false);

}
else
I.setVisible{false);

}

1\ A.A. 1\ A" 1\

1\"" "'."*****************************1
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{********************************************************************************
tRectangle Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for a rectangle declared in the declaration section.
********************************************************************************1
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Container;
import javax.swing.*;
public class tRectangle

{
private String name;
private int x, y, w, h;
private Color c;
private JPanel rectangle = new JPanelO;
private Container content;
/**********************************************_"0.,**,*0*,"*_0...0..0_*A******" ,,:Ai""""""" *A "**

name is the name of a rectangle.
content is the Container for the frame.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the rectangle.
w,h is the width and height of the rectangle.
c is the color of the rectangle.
Create an object for a rectangle item and set all the parameters to the rectangle.
******************************************************************"" **"""""" "***1

public tRectangle(String name, Container content, int x, int y, int w, int h, Color c)

{
this. name = name;
this. content = content;
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.w=w;
this.h = h;
this.c = c;
rectangle.setBounds(x, y, w, h);
rectangle.setBackground(c);
content.add(rectangle);
rectang le.setVisible(false);

}
/*************************************"""""" A."" ******""".Ii""" *** ****************

Show the rectangle.
******************************************************************"" A"" *""" 4****1

public void showO

{
rectang Ie. setVisible(true);
/************************************" *"""'''''.Ii "****,..",, Ai." All" *"""" ****************

Hide the rectangle.
********************************************************************************1

public void hideO

{
rectangle.setVisible(false);

/********************************************************************************
Return the name of the rectangle.
********************************************************************************1

public String getNameO

{
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}

return name"
,
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/****4********",,*,,*.*.* ... ,,*.*. **".,,**********************************************

tEachRectangle Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a rectangle specified in the specification section.
.tA: ...... ********1

""'It. IU * **"" '" *.... * ... * ..... A*" AIc*********** ** * *" . . A." **.A *."." * * ... "** **. * * ** *
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Container;
import javax.swing.*;
public class tEach Rectangle

{
tRectangle parent;
/*****************" ........... "" . . *******************************************************
obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this rectangle's
environment information.

Save the parent object.
************************************************************" **" at **" **" .... "******1

public tEachRectangle(tRectangle obj)

{
parent

=obj;

/******************************************************************* ... It" .. ** * * * ... A

Show the rectangle.
******************************************************************* ... ** * **".A *** leI

public void showO

{
parent.showO;

/************************************************************* *.*" . . "* AIeA * ** * ......... **

Hide the rectangle.
********************************************************* *" ...... It. "' .. " . . Ie ... " ** *******1

public void hideO

{
parent.hide();

}
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/* "' . . ,," '" '" "''' '" "'" ...... "********** '" at ** '" .************************************************
tButton Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for a button item that is declared in the declaration section.
**"" -= "''''' '" * "':Ii""" *************************************** •• " "'.11 "' •• "'" ... "'" at'" •• ""

.*.

'" at '" '"

import javax.swing. *;
import java.awl.Container;
import java. awl. Color;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
import java.util. Vector;
public class tButton

{
private JButton b;
private String name;
private Container content;
private String label;
private int x, y, w, h;
private Color backgroundColor;
private Color foregroundColor;
private Font labelFont;
private int id;
private ActionListener control;

r*.* "''

A ....

** A'" "''' .Je***************************************************************

name is the name of the button.
content is a container for the frame.
label is the label that will be shown on the button.
x, yare the (x,Y) position of the top left corner.
w, h are the width and height of the button.
backgroundColor is the color of the button.
foregroundColor is the color of the label.
labelFont is the font of the bale.
id is the ID of the button.
control is an ActionListner object.
Create an object for a button and set all the parameters to the button.

it. A**********************************************************************I
public tButton(String name, Container content, String label, int x, int y, int w, int h, Color backgroundColor,
Color foregroundColor, Font labelFont, int id, ActionListener control)

:0\ at":A",,, '"

this. name = name;
this.content = content;
this. label = label;
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.w =w;
this.h = h;
this.backgroundColor = backgroundColor;
thisJoregroundColor = foregroundColor;
this.labelFont = labelFont;
this.id = id;
this. control = control;
I/create an empty text area
b = new JButton(label);
b.setBackground(backgroundColor);
b.setForeground(foregroundColor);
b.setFont(labeIFont);
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b.setBounds(x, y, W, h);
b.addActionListener( control);
content.add(b);
b.setVisible(false);lIb.hideO;

r*******************************" ...... A""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,, * ***************************
Return the object for the button.
********************************************************************************1
public JButton getButton()

{
return b;

/*""""" at"" ** AA" "at ***"" A " """ A**************************************************
Return the name of the button.
"** "Ale Ie""',, **" A A" Ii""'" ************************************* "** Ale"" A:Ii AlA""" "*******1
public String getNameO
{
return name;
}
/*****************************************************" ... "Ali" AA...

"""" AI

************

Return the ID of the button.
***"" AA Ai"" It""" ******************************************************************1
public int getld()

{
return id;
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/****"" *"""il ***" *********************************** . . "" . . "" . . """'*******************
tEach Button Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a button specified in the specification section.

**'*A" ••• "•••••••••••• "" ••••• ,,***********************************_.....**...<*,,,,**,,,*,1"***4***/

import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
import java. uti!. Vector;
public class tEachButton

{
private tButton parent; IIholds the parent (its object in the items vector) object
IIthis button
private JButton b;
private String where; IIhold the screen name of where to go when it is clicked.
private String wrong; IIhold the screen name of where to go when a Submit button is clicked and when the user
cannot retry the same question any more.
r******.A" ... All at Ii""" *************************************************************

obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this button's
environment information.
Save the parent object.
"•• "A" ." •• ********************************************4" AIi.*""""" *.A .. 11**********1

public tEachButton(tButton obj)

{
parent = obj;

r*******************************************************************A **'* ":Ai""",,,, *.

Return the parent.
•• ,,"" "************************************************************1
public tButton getParentO

".* . . "A"A"""'''",
{

return parent;

}
'"'' ** A"A"" **********************************************************************
s is the screen name that indicates where to go next when this button is clicked.

Used for buttons other than Submit and Continue buttons.
Save the screen name.
****""".*"" Ii ** A**************,******* "}o" .. ",, ... ,," **********************************1
public void set(String s)

{
where = s;

/********************************************************************************

r is the name of the screen to go next in case of a right answer.
w is the name of the screen to go next in case of a wrong answer.
Used for Submit buttons.
Save the screen names for right and wrong answers.
*********""" "'. Ie,,""" **************** """ ... """"" ... ,, ...... *******************************1
public void set(String r, String w)

{
where = r;
wrong =w;
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}
"""""""" ":It"""",, ""." """" "" **********"" . . " "'",. ",,:A:'" "********** "" Ai""""" """" ""''''' "
Return the button name.
********************************************************************************1
public String getNameO

/" Ie 10

{
return parent.getNameO;

I"""" oIe"""""" .... A II *****************************************************************
Return the name of the screen that will be shown when this button is clicked.
public String getWhereO

{
return where;

/"""'*""'..........*".,...........,,,............"..........""..........1<****************************************************
Return the name of the screen that will be shown when this button is clicked,
the answer is not right, and the user runs out of tries.
Je." """" Je ... """ "*******************************************************************1

public String getWrongO

{
return wrong;

r*******************************************************************************

Return the 10 of the button. The 10 is used for the ActionListner.
public int getidO

{
return parent.getld(};

/********************************************************************************
Hide the button.
********************************************************************************1

public void hide()

{
parent.getButton().setVisible(false);

}
/***********************************************************"" ... "...... "•• ************

Show the button.
********************************************************************************1

public void show()

{
parent.getButton().setVisible(true);
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/******************""" AlA ""AI"" """A"""" ... AI<" AI<,. "."
tMultCheckGroup Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

"""

AlA.", *''' A"****************,******

This class is for a group of check boxes declared in the declaration section.
Users can choose multiple answers for a question.
*****************"*""' "''' "".,," 4**** Ai.""""" .""************************************1
import java.awt.Checkbox;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.utiI.Vector;
public class tMultCheckGroup

{
private String name;
private int numChecks;
private Container content;
private int counter = 0;
private Vector checkNames = new Vector(); /lholds check names
public Vector checks = new Vector(); /lEach element is a Checkbox
''''''''''' •• '* ... """ *.. A""" il. AI<" 1<""" ****************************************************
itemName is the name of a group.
c is the Container for the frame.
num is the number of check boxes in the group.

Create an object for a group of check boxes and set all the parameters to the
group.
*********""...A ....,..,
....."'''''.......
" ....
''*********************************************************1
public tMultCheckGroup(String item Name, Container c, int num)

{
name = itemName;
numChecks num;
content c;

=

=

/lmake as many check boxes as needed and put them in a vector
for(int i = 0; i < numChecks; i++)
checks.add(new Checkbox());

}
r*******************************************************************************

name is the name of a check box.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the check box.
width,hight is the width and height of the sum of the check box and the label.
c is the color of the label for the check box.
checkFont is the font of the label for the check box.
Set all the parameters to the appropriate check box. E.g. The first check box
is at the position 0 in the checks vector.
*********""" . . """".* *************************************************************1
public void setEachEnvironment(String name, int x, int y, int width, int hight, Color c, Font checkFont)

{
checkNames.add(name);
((Checkbox)checks.elementAt(counter».setBounds(x, y, width, hight);
((Checkbox)checks.elementAt(counter».setForeground(c);
((Checkbox)checks.elementAt( counter» .setFont(checkFont);
counter++;

r************************************** ,,:Ii " Ai.""""" ill A"A" Ale at""",,,,, lie""" AI<":I&"" •• ******
c is a check box.
label is the label for the check box
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Set the label to the check box.

***********************AA" ***" **" ...... ".*" Ai. **4"'" "" **"".* 4*************************1

public void setLabel(Checkbox c, String label)

{
c.setLabel(label) ;

,•••••••• ".**."*." .............."" •• "••••••• "***,, •• ,,*******************************
c is a check box.
state specifies whether the check box should be checked originally.
Set the state to the check box.
***************** •• ""." """"" Ali" ."'**********************************************1
public void setState(Checkbox c, boolean state)

{
c.setState(state);

/*******"" ."."" ... *"***************************************************************

c is a check box.
Show the check box.
*****************************4" ... "Ii""''' *".A""" A***********************************I

public void showCheck(Checkbox c)

{
c.setVisible(true);

/********************"'*""""" '" Ii" "*************************************************

c is a check box.
Hide the check box.
**"" ** A"A"" **".*" **************** . . """ '" "'.Ii" **************************************1

public void hideChecks(Checkbox c)

{
c.setVisible(false) ;

}
/********************************************************************************

c is a check box.

*****************.:oIe" **"" "''''''''''' **"" '" * •• A*****************************************I

public void addCheckToContent(Checkbox c)

{
content.add(c);

}
/*"""" •••• "'" iii II.""""" ***********" It""""".",,, A***************************************

Return the vector that holds all the check boxes in this group.
********************************************************************************1
public Vector getChecksO

{
return checks;

/*********************************"""" ill" '" Ii *"*************************************

Return the vector that holds the nemes of all the check boxes in this group.
************************"*"._" •• ali ***********************************************1
public Vector getCheckNamesO

{
return checkNames;

}
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r************************""**"*"**"'··"*·*··"'**********A*********Ic***************

Return the name of the group.
*." •• ". . *"'''''"":Ai,, *. . "" at."".1i A Ii." .**********************************************1
public String getNameO

A.A"

{
return name;

}

r****""" 1/""" It." Ail

A"", *.* ••• "".Ii ******************* Ai **,,:4 "''' ... "** A******************
Return the number for the check boxes in this group.
*************" AkA"" '" "Jill" *" ."****************************************************1
public int getNumChecksO

{
return numChecks;

/**"*"" AkA'" '" II **" Ail" ... " "***** ... "Ale" **""" .. Ai .. *****************************************
Return the Container for the frame.
****** """"".Ii" ali." **************************************************"" ... "":Ii" Ii ... at ** "I
public Container getContentO

{
return content;

}
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/***""'.":A" ** ***" **."" ***********'''"...* .........*............
"*'*....
,, .............*_*,,****************************
tEachMultCheckGroup Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a group of check boxes specified in the specification section.
********************* . . "." '" """ ** ... ***********************************************1
import java.awt.Checkbox;
import java.awt. Container;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.utiI.Vector;
public class tEachMultCheckGroup

{
private tMultCheckGroup parent; /lholds the parent (its object in the items vector) object
private String hintStr "n; /lused to show a right hint

=

private Vector checkNames; /lholds check names
private Vector checks;
/lEach element is a Checkbox
private int numChecks; lithe number of check boxes in the group
private Vector labels = new VectorO; /leach element holds its check name at index 0, the lable at index 1, the
answer state at index 2, and the beginning state at index 3
r*****************." AkA" **" "''' ** •• "*."" *"****************************************
obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this group of
check boxes' environment information.

Create a group of up to check boxes - users can choose multiple answers for each
question.
******************** •••••••••• **.*******************:A********* ....... ***************/
public tEachMultCheckGroup(tMultCheckGroup obi)
{
parent obj;

=

=

numChecks parent.getNumChecksO;
this.checkNames new Vector(obj.getCheckNamesO);
this.checks = new Vector(obj.getChecksO);

=

for(int i =0; i < numChecks; i++)
parent.addCheckToContent(«Checkbox)checks.elementAt(i»);
hideAIIO;

r*******************************************************************************

name is the name of the check box
label is the label for the check box
ans is true if the check box should be checked for the correct answer.
setTo is true if the check box should be checked when the check box is displayed.
Save all the information for the check box.
********************************************************************************1

public void set(String name, String label, boolean ans, boolean setTo)

{

=

Vector elements new VectorO;
elements.add(name);
elements.add(label) ;
elements.add(new Boolean(ans»;
elements.add(new Boolean(setTo»;
labels.add(elements) ;

}
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/********************************************************************************
Set the information to each check box and display all the check boxes.
"" "''' "***** ** .... **"" A"""""" A. II **" *""" . . "**" ... "'~**" **"" It."" A**********************1
public void showO
:011

{
for(int j

=0; j < labels.sizeO; j++)

{
setEachLabel( «String)((Vector) labels.elementAtO» .elementAt(O»,
«String)«Vector)labels.elementAtO».elementAt(1»,
«Boolean)«Vector)labels.elementAtO».elementAt(3».booleanValueO);

showAIIO;

1******************'k**11I**"" Io" ** At il:Ai" **********************************************

Show all the check boxes in the group.
A"A""". **""'''''*******************************************/
public void showAIiO

**********"."10:0\*****".

{

=

for(int i 0; i < numChecks; i++)
parent.showCheck( (Checkbox)checks.elementAt(i»;
/***********************" A"*'" loA * ** . . AkA **" ... * All""" *********************************
Hide all checks in the group.
********************************************************************************1

public void hideAlI()

{

=

for(int i 0; i < numChecks; i++)
parent.hideChecks«Checkbox)checks.elementAt(i»;
/********************** **"""".Ii" A"A"" ***" ****************************************
checkName is the name of the check box
s is the label for the check box
state is the state to be set at the beginning for the check box

public void setEachLabel(String checkName, String s, boolean state)
{
boolean found = false;
intj;
IIlook for the position for this check name in checks vector
for(j = 0; j < checkNames.size() && !found; j++)
if(checkNames.elementAt(j).equals(checkName»
found = true;
parent.setLabel«(Checkbox)checks.elementAt(j - 1», s);
parent.setState«(Checkbox)checks.elementAt(j - 1», state);

/********************************************************************************
Return the string that consists of the states of all the check boxes for the
user's answer to be used to select the appropriate hint.
********************************************************************************1

public String getHintStrO

{
return hintStr;

fA" **""" ... ************************************************************************
Check the user's answer with the correct answer by comparing the state of each
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public boolean checkAnswerO

{
boolean right, ans, ok = true, first = true;
hintStr

="";
for(int i =0; i < numChecks; i++)
{

IIget the right answer
right ((Boolean)( (Vector)labels.elementAt(i» .elementAt(2». booleanValue();

=

IIget the user's answer
ans ((Checkbox)checks.elementAt(i».getStateO;

=

llconcatinate choices that the user checked to be used for a hint
if(ans)

{
if(first)

{
hintStr = hintStr.concat(((Checkbox)checks.elementAt(i».getLabeIO);
first = false;

}
else
hintStr

}

=hintStr.concat("+" + ((Checkbox)checks.elementAt(i».getLabeIO);

if(right != ans)
ok false;

=

}
return ok;
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{********" A:t****"""""******A'***It***"""***********".**A.A."aI&*.A.Io:****************

tMultMenuGroup Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a group of menus declared in the declaration section.
*************"." •••••••••• ***1\""." •• *" •••• ,,***************** ••• ****" •• ,,** •• ***/

import java.awt.Choice;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.util. Vector;

public class tMultMenuGroup

{
private Vector menuNames = new Vector(); /lholds check names
private Vector menus; /lEach element is a Choice
private int numMenus = 0;
private Container content;
private String name;
private int counter = 0;

/************" .... *******.****** •• "....... ****** ..... ******** ••• "***A:*"*.,,*************
item Name is the name of a group.
c is the Container for the frame.
num is the number of menus in the group.

Create an object for a group of menus and set all the parameters to the group.

""""It Ii" Ii"
II

II II

A.

"A" Ail Ii Ii ••

"*************** II • • *" A" II Ii" II A • • " ************************1

public tMultMenuGroup(String item Name, Container c, int num)

{
name = item Name;
numMenus = num;
content = c;
menus = new Vector();
/lmake as many menues as needed and put them in a vector
for(int i 0; i < numMenus; i++)
menus.add(new Choice(»;

=

r**************************************". Ii II II 1I ... 1i II II"" ***************************
name is the name of a menu.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the menu.
w,h is the width and height of the menu.
c is the color of the choices shown in the menu.
menuFont is the font of the choices in the menu.

Set all the parameters to the appropriate menu. E.g. The first menu is at the
position 0 in the menus vector.
********************** *"' . . "II II" II "Ii II Ali"" A**** "ole"" *. . II A. *****************************1
public void setEachEnvironment(String name, int x, int y, int w, int h, Color c, Font menuFont)

{
menuNames.add(name);
«Choice)menus.elementAt(counter».setBounds(x, y, w, h);
«Choice)menus.elementAt(counter».setForeground(c);
«Choice)menus.elementAt(counter».setFont(menuFont);
content.add«(Choice)menus.elementAt(counter»);
«Choice)menus.elementAt(counter».setvisible(false);
counter++;
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/****************** ** A **" at."".*

1:" '" All A******:A"" '" "''' .".

****************************

c is a menu.
s is a choice that will be shown into the menu.
********************* 10 **" *"'.* '" **""" *********************************************1

public void setChoices(Choice c, String s)

{
c.add(s);

}
{***********************" ........ *" Ail. "''''''' "'******** •• "".Ai" 4" """".4. ****************

c is a menu.
Remove the choice from the menu.
*********************** "' ... "Ai"" A"''' '" ",,****,**...*.............
"
"'......................***************************1

public void removeAliChoices(Choice c)

{
c. removeAIIO;

}
{******************************" '" '" '" "''' *******************************************

Return the name of the group.
*******************************.***."'........,
............,
.................,..........
" •..•..•..•.."'**********************1

public String getNameO

{
return name;

}
r***********************" *** .... ***"" *********************************************

Return the number of menus in the group.
**************************:Ie"""

It" '" *" '" A***********.,*.."'........,."..................*******************1

public int getNumMenusO
{
return numMenus;
}
/********************************************************************************

Return the vector that holds the nemes of all the menus in the group.
*****************************************." ... "".*" "'''

"" '" "''' ***********************1

public Vector getMenuNamesO

{
return menuNames;

1********************************************************************************

Return the vector that holds all the menus in the group.
************************************************* . . "" 4. "'" . . ". . ,,"" ******************1

public Vector getMenusO

{
return menus;

j********************************************************************************

index is a position within the menus vector; it specifies which menu to be show.
Show the menu.
********************************************************************************1
public void showMenu(int index)

{
«Choice)menus.elementAt(index».setVisible(true);

}
f***********************AAAA AAAA A'" '" '" '" '" "''''*****************************************

index is a position within the menus vector; it specifies which menu to be hid.
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Hide the menu.
**************************** AAAA"""".".".".""" AA:**"**"************************/
public void hideMenu(int index)

{
«Choice)menus.elementAt(index».setVisible(false);
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/****Jt.******""'''*****************A*********A*''*''*''.''****************:A.* ••• "."",, ...

tEachMultMenuGroup Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a group of menues specified in the specification section.

*********************** "at •• "". A" .*:1 AlA. *. • AAA * * ... " • otA * It • • • "''' • • *****************1

import java.awt.Choice;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.util. Vector;
import java.util.*;
public class tEachMultMenuGroup

{
private
private
private
private

tMultMenuGroup parent; /lholds the parent (its object in the items vector) object
Vector menuNames;
/lholds check names
Vector menus;
/lEach element is a Choice
Vector menusKeep;
/lEach element is a Choice, holds original choices

private Vector rights;
/lholds all the right sentences that the user has made so far
private Vector answersV;
/lholds all the correct answer sentences
private Vector answers;
/lholds the correct answer sentences that has not been made by the user
/lprivate int currentScreenPosition;

=

Vector choices new VectorO; /leach element holds a check name at index 0, a lable at index 1, an answer at
index 2, and a beginning state at index 3
private boolean menuSet false;
/la string that consists of the right sentences that the user has made so far
private String showString
private String hintStr
/la string that consists of the user's wrong sentence to be used to get the appropriate
answer
private boolean userAnswer; l!true if the user has made a right sentence

="";

=
=....;

private Vector removePicNames; /lstore strings for pictures to be removed
/leach element holds its menu name at index 0, the vector that holds the choices at
private Vector elements;
index 1, whether a selected choice will be deleted when the sentense is right at index 2, and whether a selected
piture will be deleted when the sentence is right at index 3
/********************************************************************************

obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this group of
menus' environment information.
Save the information for the menus.
**** * * * * at ...... " ... *******************************************************************1

public tEachMultMenuGroup(tMultMenuGroup obj)

{
parent

=obj;

menuNames = parent.getMenuNamesO;
menusKeep = parent.getMenusO;
menus = menusKeep;
}
/********************************************************************************
name is the name of the menu
s is the vector that holds choices to be shonw in the menu
deleteChoice is true if a selected choice should be removed when the user's
answer sentence is right.
deletePic is true if a selected picture should be removed when the user's
answer sentence is right.

Save all the information for the menu.
****************************************** *"'." .... A.A" ** *" A***********************I
public void set(String name, Vector s, boolean deleteChoice, boolean deletePic)
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Vector elements = new VectorO;
elements.add(name);
elements.add(s);
elements.add(new Boolean(deleteChoice) );
elements.add(new Boolean(deletePic»;
choices.add(elements);

/*********************************************** Ai"" Ai AA" AA***********************
Return true if the sentence that the user has made is right.
************************************A"" **"""" It""" *.... 4< A************************J
public boolean getUserAnswerO

{
retum userAnswer;

r***"""" at **" AA******************************************************************
Return the string that consists of the user's answer string to be used to get
the appropriate hint for the wrong sentence.
********************************************************************************1

public String getHintStrO

{
return hintStr;

/***********************************************""" Ii" "Ail"" A**********************

Return the parent object
**********************************************"***********************11*""******/

public tMultMenuGroup getParentO

{
return parent;

}
r********************************************************** 1t""""""'."".A" "'''*''****'

Set the information to each menu and display a" the menus.
********************************************************* """" IoA"".:Ai "Ail *"""" *****1
public void show(String screen Name)

{
if(!menuSet)IISame menus - do not add more choices to menus

{
for(intj = 0; j < choices.sizeO; j++)
setEachMenu«(String)«Vector)choices.elementAtG».elementAt(O»,
«Vector)«Vector)choices.elementAtG»·elementAt(1»);
menuSet = true;

}
showA"O;

/*********************************************" ... **" ,,:Ai **" AAi ***********************

Show a" the menus in the group
********************************************************************************1

public void showA"O

{

=

for(int i 0; i < parent.getNumMenusO; i++)
parent.showMenu(i);

r************************************************************""""" ** . . *11*********
Hide a" the menus in the group
....."'**...'*•..,**.....
" ....'*.*'".....********************* .......... */
**********************************'
public void hideA"O

{
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for(int i =0; i < parent.getNumMenusO; i++)
parent. hideMenu(i);

1****************************************"*"'''******''.''''********* *"**************

menuName is the name of the menu
v is the vector that holds all the choices to be shown in the menu
Set the choices to the menu.
********************************************************************************1

public void setEachMenu(String menuName, Vector v)
{
boolean found false, answer false;
intj;

=

=

//look for the position for this check name in checks vector
forO = 0; j < menuNames.sizeO && !found; j++)
if(menuNames.elementAtO)·equals(menuName»
found =true;
else if(menuName.equals("answer'1)
{
found =true;
answer = true;
if(answer)
IIset the answer
setAnswers(v) ;
else IInot answer
for(int i = 0; i < v.sizeO; i++)
parent.setChoices«(Choice)menus.elementAtO - 1», «String)v.elementAt(i»);
r********************************"" Ie AA ... AkA" *******************"*" ...... "... All AkA ......... " *.

v is the vector that holds a set of the correct answer strings.
Copy the answersV vector to the answers vector.
public void setAnswers(Vector v)
{
answersV =v;
answers =copyAnswersVO;
public void resetO
{
IImenuSet =false;
IIremoveAIIO;

/********************************************************************************

Check to see if the user's answer string is one of the answer strings that the
user has not made yet in answers vector. If so, the user's answer string is right.
Return true if the user has made all the sentences.
********************************************************************************1

public boolean checkAnswerO
{
String sentence =on,;
boolean first =true;
userAnswer =false;
String word;
Vector userAnsV =new VectorO;
charD getChar = new char[1];
int y, j;
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rights = new VectorO;

IImake an answer string for a hint in case of a wrong choices
for(int i = 0; i < menus.sizeO; i++)
{
if(first)

{
sentence = sentence.concat( «String)((Choice)menus.elementAt(i» .getSelectedltemO»;
first = false;

}
else

{
sentence = sentence.concat(OO + ');
sentence = sentence. concat( «String)((Choice)menus.elementAt(i» .getSelectedltemO»;

}
hintStr = sentence;
String userAns = sentence;

IItake care of space differences in user's answer string and answer string.
lIa candy = a candy
j =0;
word ="";
for(y = 0; y < userAns.lengthO; y++)
if(userAns.charAt(y) != •• && userAns.charAt(y) != '+')

{
getChar[O) = userAns.charAt(y);
word = word.concat(new String(getChar»;

}
else if(userAns.charAt(y) == '+')

{
if(!word.equals("',)
{
userAnsV.add(new String(word»;
j=O;
word = till;

getChar[O] = '+';
userAnsV.add(new String(getChar»;

}
else II userAns.charAt(y) == ••

{
if( !word.equals("',)

{
userAnsV.add(new String(word»;
j= 0;
word =III';

}
//take care of the last word
if(!word.equals(...·»
userAnsV.add(new String(word»;
for(int i = 0; i < answers.sizeO && !userAnswer; i++)

{
IIcheck to see if the user's answer is right by comparing a word by word including comparing +s
Vector userV = userAnsV;

INector userAnsV = new VectorO;
Vector ansV = new VectorO;
boolean notAnswer = false;
lIansV will hold all words from the answer string
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j =0;
word = III';
for(y = 0; y < «String)answers.elementAt@.lengthO; y++)
if«(String)answers.elementAt(i)).charAt(y) != ' , && «String)answers.elementAt(i».charAt(y) != '+')

{
getChar[O] = «String)answers.elementAt(i».charAt(y);
word = word.concat(new String(getChar»;

}
else if«(String)answers.elementAt(i)).charAt(y) == '+')

{
if(!word.equals(....»

{
ansV.add(new String(word»;

j =0;
word

=tilt;

getChar[O] = '+';
ansV.add(new String(getChar));

}
else II userAns.charAt(y) == ' ,

{
if(!word.equals(....»

{
ansV.add(new String(word));

j =0;
word

= "";

}
//take care of the last word
if(!word.equals("'~)

ansV.add(new String(word));

!lif userAnsV and ansV match, the answer is found
if(userV.sizeO == ansV.sizeO)
for(y = 0; y < userV.sizeO&& !notAnswer; y++)

{
if(!userV.elementAt(y).equals(ansV.elementAt(y»)
notAnswer = true;

}
else
notAnswer = true;
if(!notAnswer) lithe answer is right

{
userAnswer= true;
String displaySentence = .... ;
first = true;
int menuNum;
rights.add(sentence) ;
showString = showString.concat(,'\n"+sentence);
answers.removeElementAt(i);
boolean found;
removePicNames = new VectorO;
IIreplace the pictures with blank pictures
forO = 0; j < menuNames.sizeO; j++)

{
found = false;
for(int k = 0; k < choices.sizeO && !found; k++)
if«(String)«Vector)choices.elementAt(k».elementAt(O».equals(menuNames.elementAtO»)
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=

found true;
if{{{Boolean){{Vector)choices.elementAt{k».elementAt{3».booleanValueO)
removePicNames.add{{{String){{Choice)menus.elementAtO».getSelectedltem{»);

/lremove a choice from a menu
forO 0; j < menuNames.sizeO; j++)

=

{

=
=

found false;
for{int k 0; k < choices.size{) && !found; k++)
if{{{String){{Vector)choices.elementAt{k».elementAt{O».equals{menuNames.elementAtO»)

{

=

found true;
menuNum = k;
if{{{Boolean){{Vector)choices.elementAt{k».elementAt{2».booleanValue{»
removeChoiceFromMenuO + 1, ({String){{Choice)menus.elementAtO».getSelectedltem{»);

}
}
else /lanswer is not right
userAnswer =false;

}
/lall sentences has been made
if{answers.isEmpty{»

{

menuSet =false;
showString = "";
return true;

}
else
return false;

/*************************************************" """ "''''' at" Ie '" ********************

men uNum is the position for the menu in the menus vector
s is the choice to be removed form the menu
Remove the choice from the menu
********************************************************************************1

public void removeChoiceFromMenu{int menuNum, String s)

{
({Choice)menus.elementAt{menuNum - 1».remove{s);

}
/********************************************************************************

Remove all the choices left from all the menus.
Copy answersV to answers
**************************************************************at A":Ie" Ie "'''" ... " *******1

public void resetAlI{)

{
for{int i = 0; i < menus.size{); i++)
parent.removeAIiChoices{{Choice)menus.elementAt{i»;
/lreset answer vector
answers copyAnswersV{);

=
menuSet =false;
showString ="";

}
/********************************************************""" A*"""" Ai.*" ** *********

Return the vector which is a copy of the answersV vector.
******". "''''''' *:A"" '" ****************************************************************1
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private Vector copyAnswersV()

{

=new Vector();
for(int i =0; i < answersV.size(); i++)
Vector v

v.add(answersV.elementAt(i»;
return v;

.".".*. ".

/***** . . " "•• "A." .,,****************************************************""
Return the number of right sentences that the user has made so far.

********************************************************************************1

public int numRight()

{
return rights.size();

}
/********************************************************************************
Return the string that consists of all the right sentences that the user has
made so far.
********************************************************************************1
public String getReplace()

{
return showString;
/*************************************.*......*'*•.,.,**"u,*:.*,**,*._*"'****************************

Return the vector that holds the names of the pictures to be removed.
When the user's answer sentence is right and the selected choices of the menus
that are set true to remove choice will be added to removePicNames vector.
****************"" *" •• ,," ********************************************************1

public Vector getRemovePicNames()

{
return removePicNames;

}
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'* .

ali ....... " ...... "' .... ,," Ii ......

**************""".. A"'" Ii"'" .,,*******************************

tlnputField Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for an input field (editable text field) that is declared in the declaration section .

•• ** •• ,,****"' •• U,".A .... "*.""' ........ **************************** •••• "......... ,..,Jc**'*/

import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.util. Vector;
import java.utiI.StringTokenizer;
public class tlnputField

{
private JTextField t;
private String name;
private Container content;
private int x;
private int y;
private int w;
private int h;
private Color backgroundColor;
private Color foregroundColor;
private Font message Font;

,ali"'''''''' *•••• **********************************************************************
Create an object for the input field and set all the parameters to the input field.
******************************************************************* ... "'. 1<",." ."****1

public tlnputField(String name, Container content, int x, int y, int w, int h,
Color backgroundColor, Color foregroundColor, Font messageFont)

{
this. name = name;
this. content = content;
this.x = x;
this.y = y;
this.w=w;
this.h = h;
this.backgroundColor = backgroundColor;
thisJoregroundColor = foregroundColor;
this.messageFont = message Font;

IIcreate an empty text area
t = new JTextField("", 100);
IInot editable
t.setEditable(true);
IIset background color
t.setBackground(backgroundColor);
IIset forground color
t.setForeground(foregroundColor);
IIsel fonl for a message
t.setFont(messageFont) ;
IIsel a position for the message area
t.seIBounds(x, y, w, h);
lIadd it 10 Ihe window
content.add(t);
t.seIVisible(false);
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r"""" ** AlA ** ..... ".* . . *.... "Ai""""" ."'************************************

"'".IA ••• " .10." "
Return the user's answer. Punctuation will be eliminated. if the user specified
to do so in the specification section.
**********************************""" A" 4. " ********* .... "*"."" •••• *************/
public String getUserAnswer(boolean ignorePunctuation)

{
String s = t.getText();
if(ignorePunctuation) "skip punctuatuions

{
String saveS;
StringTokenizer st;
Vector puncs new VectorO;

=

"will get rid of the following punctuations
puncs.add(.....) ;
puncs.add(.....);
puncs.add("?·~ ;
puncs.add("!'~;
puncs.add(":'~;
puncs.add(";'~;

saveS = t.getTextO;

=0; i < puncs.sizeO; i++)

for(int i

{
st

=new StringTokenizer(saveS. (String)puncs.elernentAt(i»;

s = "";

while(st. hasMoreTokensO)
s s.concat(st.nextToken());

=

saveS = s;

}
return s;

}
/************* "'" •• "It" A" **********************************************************

Show the input field.
********************************************************************************1

public void showO

{
t.setVisible(true) ;

}
/*******" ... "... ". . "'" •• A**************************************************************

Show the input field.
***********************************************************************'*********1
public void hideO

{
t.setText( ....) ;
I.setVisible(false) ;

}
1* ,,:A "" •• ,,"""" A*******************************************************************
Return the name of the input field.

"' •• "It." *.* **********************************************************************1
public String getNarneO

{
return name;
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/***********************""""*.1& ••• "****'*""'*''''''''*'''''--*''''."'"A:...,.......,.....'*.***********************
tEachlnputField Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for an input field specified in the specification section.
*********A**********************************************************************/
import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.util. Vector;
public class tEachlnputField

{
private tlnputField parent; IIholds the parent (its object in the items vector) object
private tAnswerAnalysis aObj;
Vector answers = new Vector{);
private int current;
private int currentScreenPosition;
private String hintStr;
private boolean caseSensitive;
private boolean ignorePunctuation;
/************"4" A" All ... ***********************************************************

obj is the object (the parent) in the items vector that holds this input field's environment information.
Save the parent object and create a tAnswerAnalysis object used to analize an user's answer.
********************************************************************************1
public tEachlnputField{tlnputField obj)

{
parent = obj;
aObj new tAnswerAnalysis{);

=

}
/************* A" Ail "'" ...... ***********************************************************
caseSen is true if the answer string should be treated casesentive.
punct is true if punctuation should be removed from the answer string.
s is the answer pattern strings.

************************* ... Ai,,"" *"" ***********************************************1

public void set{String caseSen, String punct, String s)

{
if{caseSen.equals{,'yes"»
caseSensitive = true;
else
caseSensitive false;

=

if{punct.equals{''yes'~)

=

ignorePunctuation true;
else
ignorePunctuation = false;
int start = 0;
while{s.indexOf{,f, start) != -1)

{
if{caseSensitive)
answers.add{s.substring{start, s.indexOf{'f, start».trim{));
else
answers.add{s.substring{start, s. indexOf{,l', start». trim{). toLowerCase{»;
start = s.indexOf{,f, start) + 1;
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/ftake care of the last one
if(caseSensitive)
answers.add(s.substring(start, s.length(»);
else
answers.add(s.substring(start, s.length(». toLowerCase(»;
j************ Ali II II A.A. II Ii". Ie • • " II AAIe. II **" "Ii 10****************************************

Show the input field.
****Ic"" Ie. II II II .. II" *"'.-,," Ie. II 4********************************************************1

public void show()

{
parent.show() ;
/**********" **. 10 II A.AA II Ie. '" Ai "'*:1 * II" *************************************************
Hide the input field.
*****************.**...........................................
*
"********************************************1
public void hide()
**A

{
parent. hide();

}
/********************************************************************************

Return true if the user's answer is right.
**************" II II Ie.""" ". . II Ie. Ie. II "" ******'******************************************1

public boolean checkAnswer()

{
hintStr = parent.getUserAnswer(ignorePunctuation).trim();
if( caseSensitive)

{
return aObj.analyzeAns(hintStr, answers);

}
else

{

=

hintStr hintStr.toLowerCase();
return aObj.analyzeAns(hintStr, answers);

}
r**** Ie. II" II Ai II .. *******************************************************************
Return the user's answer that will be used to select the appropriate hint.
****************" Ie" II II""'''''" Ie ..... II" ************************************************1
public String getHintStr()

{
return hintStr;

j********************************************************************************

Return true if the user's answer should be treated casesensitive.

******************** 1e.".1e II" *****************************************************1

public boolean getCaseSensitive()

{
return caseSensitive;

j********* •• II II II II leA. Ii. II ***********************************************************

Return the user's answer.
********************************************************************************1
public String getAnswer()

{
return hintStr;
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/*** ... ****11:,,**** .... "" ........... ************* •••••• ,,***********************************

tPopWindow Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a pop-up window declared in the declaration section .
... * ... Jilt" A"'''''' •• **********A A•• A" Ai ... Ii ** ... *."******************************************1

import javax.swing.*;
import java.awt.Container;
import java.awt.Font;
import java.awt.Color;
import java.awt. BorderLayout;
import java.awt.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awt.event.ActionListener;
import java. uti I. Vector;
public class tPopWindow extends JOialog

{
private JOialog wrongOialog; lIa pop window itself
private JTextArea wrongMsg; !!where a text will be shown
private JButton wrongButton; IIOK button
lIa panel, which is placed below wrongMsg, where the OK button will be shown.
private JPanel buttonP;
private int x, y, w, h;
private int id;
private String name;
I/name of the pop window
Vector screen Names = new VectorO;
Vector hints = new VectorO;
Container popContent;

/*********"* "' ......... ,," Ai ... It A.......... " ** ****************************_ ...... "...... . . It ***************
name is the name of a pop window.
content is the Container for the frame.
title is the title that will be shown on the title bar of the pop window.
x,y is the (x, y) position of the top left corner of the pop window.
w,h is the width and height of the pop window.
backgroundColor is the background color of the pop window.
foregroundColor is the color of the text that will be shown on the pop window.
hintFont is the font of the text.
id is the 10 of the OK button that will be shown on the pop window.
control is an ActionListener object for the OK button.

Create an object for a pop window and set all the parameters to the pop window .
. . *...... "'" .... *Ii" 11* ...... *" •• "''''' **********************************************************1
public tPopWindow(String name, Container content, String title, int x, int y, int w, int h,
Color backgroundColor, Color foregroundColor, Font hintFont,
int id, ActionListener contro~
this. name = name;
wrongOialog = new JOialog(new JFrame(), title, true);
wrongOialog.setBounds(x, y, w, h);
wrongOialog.setBackground(backgroundColor);

=wrongOialog.getContentPane();
JPanel background =new JPanel();
popContent

background.setLayout(new BorderLayout());
popContent.add(background);
IIput space around the four sides, top, bottom, right, and left.
JPanel topSpace new JPanel();
topSpace.setBackground(backgroundColor) ;
background .add(topSpace, BorderLayout. NORTH);

=
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JPanelleftSpace = new JPanelO;
leftSpace.setBackground(backgroundColor);
background .add(leftSpace, BorderLayout.WEST);
JPanel rightSpace = new JPanelO;
rightSpace.setBackground(backgroundColor) ;
background.add(rightSpace, BorderLayout.EAST);

=

wrongMsg new JTextAreaO;
wrongMsg.setForeground(foregroundColor);
wrongMsg.setFont(hintFont);
wrongMsg.setBackground(backgroundColor) ;
background.add(wrongMsg, BorderLayout.CENTER);
this.id

=id;

wrongButton = new JButton("OK");
wrongButton.addActionListener( control);
wrongButton.setSize(50, 25);

=

buttonP new JPanelO;
buttonP.add(wrongButton);
buttonP .setBackground(backgroundColor);
background.add(buttonP, BorderLayout.SOUTH);

1***************************""." A"A A." A""""""" ***********************************
hint is the message that will be shown on this pop window.
Displays this pop window on top of the current screen.
*************************** '" Ai ... kat"" """"'''' *"'***************************************1
public void show(String hint)

{

=

hint hint.replace(,I', '\n1;
wrongMsg .setText(hint);
wrongDialog.setVisible(true);

}
/********************************************************************************

hide this pop window.
" ..... " ...... " **********************************************************************1

public void hideO

{
wrongDialog.setvisible(false) ;
wrongDialog.disposeO;

/******** A:I& ... " 4 .... "" ***************************************************************
Return the name of this pop window.
********************Ii"" **" .... Jo" *. ************************************************1
public String getNameO

{
return name;
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/************ . . ":AAA"' ...... "" .... """""'".,, .......... **4." •• "** ....... ".......... ****,, •• "... **A*********
tHint Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for a hint tool that is declared in the specification section.

Ii.

*******A""'" """''''''''''' :fI""''''''''' Ii""''''' ." ••• "".11" Ii .... """ Ai. '" '" .u" AAA "'.It".II".Ai ... "...... All Ii ... ******1

import java.util.vector;
import java.util.*;
public class tHint

{
private boolean rightPop;
private String name1, name2;
private Vector ansPatterns = new VectorO;
private Vector hintsStr = new VectorO;
private int numChances;
private Object objDisplayRight, objDisplayWrong;
private tAnswerAnalysis aObj = new tAnswerAnalysisO;
/***********************************************" • .- ••• :0\" *******'******************
str is a string that specifies hint_setup or hint.

Create an object for the hint tool.
************************ . . :Ai ..................... Ai A • • • " ... "" .. " II 4********************************1
public tHint(String str)

{
if(str.equals("hint_setup'')
name1 str;
else IIstr.equals("hint")
name2 = str;

=

}
/*******************"" ............. "'" .... Ai ... "" ... " ..... II ****************************************

num is the number of chances that the user has for the current question.
whereWrong is the place where a hint will be shown.
Set the parameters for this hint.
public void set(int num, Object whereWrong)

{

=

rightPop false;
numChances = num;
objDisplayWrong whereWrong;

=

/******** Ii ... "" ......... It" ****************Ii" ... Ii ....... Ii"" Ii" Ii Ii Ii A*******************************

num is the number of chances that the user has for the current question.
where Right is the place where a message will be shown when the answer is right.
whereWrong is the place where a hint will be shown when the answer is wrong.
Set the parameters for this hint.
**********************************,....,
... .......,
.......,...A.,.......,
.........,..• .,*.........****************************/

public void set(int num, Object whereRight, Object whereWrong)

{
rightPop = true;
numChances num;
objDisplayRight = where Right;
objDisplayWrong = whereWrong;

=

}
/***********************11"" Ali" Ai" '" 1<" ..... " Ie ... ****************************************

ansPattern is a string that consists of the answer patterns for the category.
hints is a string that consists of the hints for the category.
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Set the answer patterns and hints for the category.
* **" *"''' '" "')( iii" "A"A"" '" It""" **" A"" A"'A. Ii" A. A"'''''''' *****,*******,*.*,*...."'*....<*.*'*....""".".<*.*,*"".""A.**""1
public void set(String ansPattern, String hints)

kA

{
ansPatterns.add(ansPattern);
int start = 0;
String aHint;
Vector v new VectorO;

=

/fa hint at this index number will be diplayed
v.add(new Integer(O»;
while(hints.indexOf('f, start) != -1) /floop until no more,

{

=
=

aHint hints.substring(start, hints.indexOf(,f, start».trimO;
v.add(aHint);
start hints.indexOf(,f, start) + 1;

}
/ftake care of the last one or the first one if there is no ,
aHint hints.substring(start, hints.lengthO - 1).trimO;
v.add(aHint);

=

hintsStr.add(v);

/*********""" Ail '" **" *""" '" "'********************************************************

Return the object used to display a message for a right answer.
********************************************************************************1

public Object getObjDisplayRightO

{
return objDisplayRight;

/***************""" ":Ai,, **"" ... *"********"" ****"" ..... "** *******************************

Return the object used to display a hint for a wrong answer.
*****************************" "It A"A".Ai" ****************.A "''' 10:"""""",, A************I
public Object getObjDisplayWrongO

{
return objDisplayWrong;

/*****************" ** A.A"'"""" **********'******************************************
Return the number of chances the user has for this question.
****************'******************'**********************************************1
public int getNumChancesO
{
return numChances;

/*************************************************" **""" "''' A**********************
Return name1 (always hint_setup).
********************************************************************************1
public String getName10

{
return name1;

/********************************************************************************

Return name2 (always hint).
A."""" Ie" "Ai." ""Ail"" *********************************************************1
public String getName20

""" Ai

{
return name2;
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r**********"·Je *" "''' **************************************************************

Return true if a message will need to be given when the user's answer is right.
...... ,,"" "' . . "" . . **********""" A. """AA.*,,"''''''''' AiA"" Ali"""'" ".It AkA" Ali A"."' •• *****************1
public boolean getRightPopO

{
return rightPop;

}
/******************************************* ilk "AkA Ail"" ...... A"A"." Ail" ... A.""" "'.4" *****
Set the counters for all the categories to zero. For each category, at the index
0, there is a counter.
******************,A....."'iliA......,""...."'"A"''''''A"''''''".....A,A...",,,A"'''''..,*'*AH'' ' ' ......
"'''*****************************1
public void resetHintCountersO

{
IIset counters for hints to zero
for(int i = 0; i < hintsStr.size(); i++)
«Vector) hintsStr.elementAt(i» .setElementAt((new Integer(O», 0);
/************* . . *****.""**********,,. AkA"''''.Ii'' ****** ...... Ii ...... It" AkA ... ,,:Ai " ... AkA:Ai" * ...... "*.
userAns is the user's answer.
questionType is the type of the question.

Get a hint for the user's answer for a check box and menu question.
******************************************* ... :Ie"" *•• A Ail ... " ."'.**********************1

public String getHint(String userAns, char questionType)

{
String ansStr;
int startAns;
int startPat, startWords;
String ansWord;
String checkWord, patWord;
boolean found;
String word;
String menuWords;
boolean mismatch;
boolean vectorEnd;
if(questionType

== 'C')

{
lIadd each word from a user's answer into a vector
Vector uV = new Vector(); INector for a student's answer
StringTokenizer stu = new StringTokenizer(userAns, "+");
while(stu. hasMoreTokensO)

{

=
=

word stu.nextToken();
word word.trim();
uV.add(word.toLowerCase()); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

for(int i

=0; i < ansPatterns.sizeO; i++)

{
Vector userV = new Vector(uV);
lIansPatten looks like A + B + *
lIadd each word from an answer pattern into a vector
Vector ansV new Vector(); INector for the answer to the current question
StringTokenizer ans new StringTokenizer«(String)ansPatterns.elementAt(i», "+");
while(ans.hasMoreTokens(»

=

{

=

=

word ans.nextToken();
word = word.trim();
ansV.add(word.toLowerCase(»; IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

}
if(ansV.size() != userV.size()) IInot the right pattern
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else

{
/lcheck a word at a time from the answer string to see the anwer matches the pattern
for(int k 0; k < userV.sizeO; k++)

=

{

=

boolean delete false;
for(int m = 0; m < ansV.sizeO && !delete; m++)

{
if(ansV.elementAt(m).equals(userV.elementAt(k»)

{
ansV.removeElementAt(m);
delete = true;

}
}
flif ansV is empty, the patten is matched
0)
if(ansV.sizeO

{

==
Integer intObj =«Integer)((Vector) hintsStr.elementAt(i) ).elementAt(O»;

int howMany = intObj.intValueO + 1;

«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».setElementAt«new Integer(howMany», 0);
/lmake sure there is more hints available
if(howMany < «(Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».size(»)
return
(String)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt«(lnteger)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt(O».intValue(»;
else /lno more hints available for this answer pattern\
/ldisplay the last hint
return (String)( (Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i» .elementAt( « (Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i» .sizeO) - 1);

}
else /lcheck to see if the rest are *s. If so, the pattern is matched

{

=

mismatch false;
for(int x 0; x < ansV.size() && !mismatch; x++)
if(!ansV.elementAt(x) .equals("*'1)
mismatch = true; //found a non-* -> not the right pattern
if(!mismatch) /lno *'s -> the right answer pattern

=

{
Integer intObj = ((Integer)((Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt(O»;
int howMany intObj.intValue() + 1;
«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i» .setElementAt((new Integer(howMany», 0);

=

/lmake sure there is more hints available
if(howMany < «(Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».size() - 1»
retum
(String)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt«(lnteger)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt(O».intValue(»;
else /lno more hints available for this answer pattern
/ldisplay the last hint
return (String)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt««Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(~).size(» -

1);

}/lend of for
return "A hint is not available";

}
else flif(questionType

{

== 'M')
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lIadd each word from a user's answer into a vector
Vector uV = new VectorO; 'Nector for a student's answer
StringTokenizer stu = new StringTokenizer(userAns, "+');
while(stu.hasMoreTokensO)

{
word = stu.nextTokenO;
word = word.trimO;
uV.add(word.toLowerCaseO); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

for(int i = 0; i < ansPatterns.sizeO; i++)

{
startAns = 0;
startPat = 0;
found = true;
ansStr = userAns;
while«(String)ansPatterns.elementAt(i».indexOf(,+', startPat) != -1 && found) IInot this pattern -> check the
next pattern

{
lIansPatterns looks like air' snow' wood' sugar + • + a chair' a snowman' a balloon

IIget a string at a time.
lIansWord looks like air
ansWord = ansStr.substring(startAns, ansStr.indexOf(,+', startAns».trimO;
IIget words for a menu out of ansPatterns
IImenuWords looks like air' snow' wood' sugar
menuWords = «String)ansPatterns.elementAt(O).substring(startPat,
«String)ansPatterns.elementAt(i». indexOf('+', startPat» .trimO;
"check a word at a time with an sWord
startWords = 0;
found = false;
while(menuWords.indexOf(,f, startWords) != -1 && !found) //loop until no more'

{
word = menuWords.substring(startWords, menuWords.indexOf('f, startWords».trimO;
if(ansWord.equals(word) II word.equals("·')
found = true; lithe word is found
else
startWords = menuWords.indexOf('f, startWords) + 1;

}
'/take care of the last one or the first one of there is only one word in menuWords
if(!found)

{
word = menuWords.substring(startWords, menuWords.lengthO).trimO;
if(ansWord.equals(word) II word.equals("·')
found = true; lithe word is found

}
if(found)

{
startAns = ansStr.indexOf('+', startAns) + 1;
startPat = «String)ansPatterns.elementAt(i».indexOf(,+', startPat) + 1;

}
} lIend of while
if(found) lItake care of the last one or the first one in case of there is only one choice

{
if(ansStr.indexOf(,+', startAns) != -1) lIanswer is longer than answer pattern
ansWord = ansStr.substring(startAns, ansStr.indexOf(,+', startAns».trimO;
else lIanswer is as long as answer pattern
ansWord = ansStr.substring(startAns, ansStr.length(».trimO;
lithe last one
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menuWords = «String)ansPatterns.elementAt(i».substring(startPat,
«String)ansPatterns.elementAt(i».lengthO).trimO;
startWords = 0;
found = false;
if(menuWords.equals(''*')11* any -> no need to check
found = true;
IImenuWords looks like A I B I C or just A
while(menuWords.indexOf('f, startWords) != -1 && !found) //loop until no more I

{
word = menuWords.substring(startWords, menuWords.indexOf(,f, startWords».trimO;
if(ansWord.equals(word»
found = true; lithe word is found
else
startWords = menuWords.indexOf(,f, startWords) + 1;

}
IItake care of the last one
if(!found)

{

=

word menuWords.substring(startWords, menuWords.lengthO).trimO;
if(ansWord.equals(word»
found = true; lithe word is found

}
} IIend of if

if(found) IIa pattern found
{
Integer intObj = «lnteger)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(O).elementAt(O»;
int howMany = intObj.intValueO + 1;
«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».setElementAt«new Integer(howMany», 0);
IImake sure there is more hints available
if(howMany <= «(Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».sizeO - 1»
return
(String)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt«(lnteger)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(O).elementAt(O».intValueO);
else fIno more hints available for this answer pattern
IIdisplay the last hint
return (String)«Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt««Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».sizeO) - 1);

}
}IIend of for
return "A hint is not available";
}IIend of else

/******************"*""**"" ... "***********"*********"*"****************************

userAns is the user's answer.
caseSensitive is true if the user's answer is treated casesensitive.
Get a hint for the user's answer for an input question.
******.... "***AA"' ... "............ "*****"· ... ·" ... • ... ,,,, ... ,,**************************** . . "*" ... "'A" ****/
public String getHint(String userAns, boolean caseSensitive)
{
String ansStr;
int startAns;
int startPat, startWords;
String ansWord;
String checkWord, patWord;
boolean found;
String word;
String menuWords;
boolean mismatch;
boolean vectorEnd;
found = false;
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for(int i = 0; i < ansPatterns.sizeO; i++)

{

=new VectorO;
StringTokenizer pat =new StringTokenizer((String)ansPatterns.elementAt(i), "f');

Vector v

while(pat. has MoreTokensO)

{
word

=pat.nextTokenO;

if( caseSensitive)
word = word.trimO;
else
word word.trimO.toLowerCaseO;

=

v.add(word); /lAdd the string to the end of the vector

}
found

=aObj.analyzeAns(userAns, v);

if(found)

{
Integer intObj = ((lnteger)( (Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i» .elementAt(O»;
int howMany = intObj.intValueO + 1;
((Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i» .setElementAt( (new Integer(howMany», 0);
/lmake sure there is more hints available
if(howMany <= (((Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».sizeO - 1»
return
(String)((Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt(((lnteger)((Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt(O».intValueO);
else /lno more hints available for this answer pattern
/ldisplay the last hint
return (String)((Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».elementAt((((Vector)hintsStr.elementAt(i».sizeO) - 1);

}
return "A hint is not available";
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r******"*********A":Ii*******************:A.A"*******Ji***A*"A:"'********A****""''''*****

tCount Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a count tool that is declared in the specification section.
Ali" A""" **"" A************** ... ,," *A" A. A"AAA"."",,"''''''' AkA'" '" AkA AkA" •• ""It"""" "'''" •• A***I

public class tCount

{
private
private
private
private

String name;
String right;
String wrong;
int rNum = 0, wNum = 0;

/*********************" It" leA"'" All" A:A***************".Ii .... """ •• at. "'''''''".,,'' ***********

Create an object for the count tool.
*************************************************** AIr: ••• *A ...... II *****************1

public tCount()

{
name = "count";
/******************************* •• ".* AkA I< • • "' • • " *" •• "''''''' "'*************************

r holds the name for the counter that holds a number of correct tries.
w holds the name for the counter that holds a number of incorrect tries.
Create an object for the count tool.
************************************************************""*""""".A""""" Ak****,I

public void set(String r, String w)
{
right = r;
wrong =w;

/*************************""" A"A.*"""", *"*****'************************************
*************************** *." •• "" IoA"'*"" •••• "•• *********************************1

public String getRight()
{
return right;

/********************* "" Ail:l"""" Ii A******* •• "" "''''' **"" •• A""" ... "It" *******************

Return the name for the counter that hols a number of incorrect tries.
***************************************************"*.""".10."" ... """" *************1

public String getWrong()

{
return wrong;

/***************************************************"" ....... **"" ********************

Return the number of correct tries.
********************************************************************************1

public int getRNum()

{
return rNum;

}
/************************A AAAA*A A""" AA***""" ****** **,,****************'************

Retum the number of incorrect tries.
*****************************" A"******"***"************I0***********************/

public int getWNum()

{
return wNum;
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}
r"******A**********************A******A.A.*"**Ail***A"***************************

Add 1 to the counter that holds the number of correct tries.
************** ...... *" ....... "*', •• "******* •• "... ***"******.,,*,,.,,*,, •• ,,*** .........• "****/

public void incrementRightO

{
rNum++;

/*************************************** ... AkA "oil ":Ai " "'." '" "***************************

Add 1 to the counter that holds the number of incorrect tries.

****************""" at"".... ". . Ail at ........ *****************" ... ,,"" aliA Ai **""" ...... A"*."" *." *."'''''''''1

public void incrementWrongO

{
wNum++;

/************************************* ** ... **""" .. ,. "* ... at"", A. ***********:A 10:,," A"A."""" ilk

public void resetRight()

{
rNum

=0;

/******************************" At .... ":Ai"",,,,, '" "AlA ... "" ** ."' •• ,," *** **"""""." ************
Reset the counter that holds the number of incorrect tries to O.

public void resetWrong()

{
wNum =0;
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1* A: AIi:li" A. ** * * * '" 4.****A" itA. ** *.".:Ie. * * kat .. ** ... "" AAAA * Ii * *.A "'." * AAAA •• """ " •• " ********
tRepeat Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for a repeat tool.
** * **" .. ale." ***** * **" *." "lik•••*• .,*....."'.***......."'.........."'.**......."'.**.,
•...."'.**......
" "'.***.,...."'.**:A.,."....*•.,*............"'.*"....,

A •••

public class tRepeat

{

=

int numRepeat 0;
int num = 0;
String screen Name;
/************************ * Ai * AkA *"" ****************************.*. kAil . " . *.*"" . . Ai *.
Create an object for a repeat tool.
*** ... ".*****A*:A**** ... ".**Ic**************************.*** •••• ** •• **.".4**"''''******/
public tRepeatO

{
}
/*** * * ... "... *. . " . . " Jc '" * * ***************************************************************
num is the number of times that the user can repeat the screen.
name is the name of the screen to go when the user runs out of tries.

Set the number of times that the user can repeat the screen and the name of the
screen to go when the user runs out of tries.
********************************************************************************1

public void set(int num, String name)

{
numRepeat = num;
screen Name name;

=

1********************************* * * it.A * * Ale *" ****************** ** * * ** A"A •• *******

increment the number that specifies the times the user has visited this screen.
*************

AkA • • • • ". AA,.. AAAA •• "'''"" A************A

****.*******"***************/

public void incrementO

{
num++;

}
/********************************************************************************

Return true if the user has run out of tries.
***************************************************A * *" A.A "' ... ali". ** ** *************1

public boolean runOut()

{
if(num >= numRepeat)

{

=

num 0;
return true;

}
else
return false;

/***************************************************************** * A.,,}jot" *'" AkA***
Return the name of the screen to go when the user runs out of tries.
********************************'************************************************1
public String getScreenNameO

{
return screenName;

}
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/*****************************************." Ali 10: ... A"""'''' Ii ........... " Ali ... "
tHide Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

...... A:Ai ...... A.********

This class is for a hide tool that is declared in the specification section.
****'****************************************:A:Ai",,,,, A""'''' A • • • Ali"" Ali *"* ......

Ii. '" Ii""

Ale

****1

import java.util.*;
public class tHide

{
String symbol;
Vector leftV, rightV; /lEach element will hold a counter name at index 0 and the tCount object that has this counter
name at index 1
/lleftV holds counter names that appear on the left of a symbol. e.g. leftV holds c1 and c2 if c1 + c2 + <= c3
/lrightV holds counter names that appear on the right of a symbol. e.g. rightV holds c3 if c1 + c2 + <= c3
String calculation;
Vector buttonsV;
/lEach element will hold a button name at index 0 and the tButton object that has this button
name at index 1
/****************************************** ... 10: ...... A." •• A***************************

Create an object for the hide tool.
**********************************************************.* . . "......... Ali *.* '" "********1
public tHideO

{

=
=

leftV new VectorO;
rightV new VectorO;
buttonsV new VectorO;

=

/********************************.***** •••••••••••••••••• ********** ••••••• :A • • • • **

Return the vector that holds buttons to be hide.

*************************** ... "A."" ...... A "*************** •......... "Ii"" "' . . ". . Ii"'" Ii • • " ....... " ... • "'.1

public Vector getButtonsVO

{
return buttonsV;

}
/********************************************** ...... Ii "'" ......... *************************

Return the vector that holds the counter names on the left of the symbol.
*****************************************************************'***************1

public Vector getLeftVO

{
return leftV;

r*******************************************************************************

Return the vector that holds the counter names on the right of the symbol.
Ii""''' Ail ..... A*************************I
public Vector getRightVO

****************************************-" All

{
return rightV;

}
/********************************************************************************

leftEquation is a string that includes counters separated by a +. e.g. c1 + c2
symbol is a symbol for inequation/equation. e.g. <=
leftEquation is a string that includes counters separated by a +. e.g. c3
buttons is a string that holds names of buttons to be hid separated by a ,. e.g.
bt1, bt2, bt3
Set data into the appropriate vector.
(left Equation and rightEquation could include a whole number.)
Also set symbol.
* *." . . . . . . . . *********************************************************************1

Ii.
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public void set(String leftEquation, String symbol, String rightEquation, String buttons)

{
this.symbol = symbol;
String counterName;
IIset all counter names in the left hand side of a symbol (>, <, =) to leftV
StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer(leftEquation, "+');
while(st. hasMoreTokensO)

{
counterName = st.nextTokenO.trimO;
LinkedList I = new LinkedListO;
l.add(counterName);
leftV.add(I); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

}
IIset all counter names in the right hand side of a symbol (>, <, =) to rightV
st = new StringTokenizer(rightEquation, "+");
while(st. hasMore TokensO)

{
counterName = st.nextTokenO.trimO;
LinkedList I = new LinkedListO;
l.add(counterName);
rightV.add(I); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

}
IIset all buttons to be hid to buttonsV
st = new StringTokenizer(bultons, ",");
while(st. hasMoreTokensO)

{
counterName = st.nextTokenO.trimO;
LinkedList I = new LinkedListO;
l.add(counterName);
bultonsV.add(I); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

/********************************************************************************

Calculate the left side and right side. And compare the results using the symbol.
If the inequation/equation is true, return true. Otherwise, return false.
********************************************************************************1

public boolean calculateO

{
int leftCal = 0; l!will hold the calculation result for the left hand side
int rightCal = 0; Itwill hold the calculation result for the right hand side
for(int i = 0; i < leftV.sizeO; i++)

{
LinkedList I = «LinkedList)leftV.elementAt@;
IIcheck to see if it is a number
if(l.get(1).getClassO·getNameO·equals("java.lang.lnteger')
leftCal += ((Integer)l.get(1».intValueO;
else

{
IIA tCount object is at index 1. This object has two counter names, right and left.
Irrhe counter name at 0 is one of them. Find out which one it is.
if«(tCount)l.get(1».getRightO.equals(l.get(0))) IIright is the one
leftCal += «tCount)l.get(1».getRNumO;
else l!wrong is the one
leftCal += ((tCount)l.get(1».getWNumO;

}
for(int i = 0; i < rightV.size(); i++)

{
LinkedList I = «LinkedList)rightV.elementAt(i»;
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IIcheck to see if it is a number
if(l.get(1).getClassO.getName().equals('1ava.lang.lnteger'~)

rightCal += «int)((Integer)l.get(1».intValue());
else

{
if«(tCount)l.get(1».getRight().equals(l.get(O))) IIright is the one
rightCal += «tCount)l.get(1».getRNum();
else !!wrong is the one
rightCal += «tCount)l.get(1».getWNum();

}

IIcompare
if(symbol.equals(">"»

{
if(leftCal > rightCal)
return true;
else
return false;

}
if(symbol.equals("<"»

{
if(leftCal < rightCal)
return true;
else
return false;

}
if(symbol.equals(">='1)

{
if(leftCal >= rightCal)
return true;
else
return false;

}
if(symbol.equals("<='1)

{
if(leftCal <= rightCal)
retu rn true;
else
return false;

}
else II

=

{
if(leftCal == rightCal)
return true;
else
return false;

}
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r'"''

A A""."""", """lie "all iIe""" It"".""" ****************************************************
tReset Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for a reset tool declared in the specification section.

******* AA"""''''' ********************** Aile .. "Ai .. iii."" 110*******." Ai '" ileA"" "" lie." Ail" ."*******1

import java.uti!.*;
public class tReset

{
Vector resetltems

=new VectorO;

r*···"*"··"'***Jc·"************************************·,,***,,···· . . "*A

*"*"***".,,""

items is a string of counter names to be reset.
Set couter names to the resetltems vector.
****************" ••••• "** .. ****************************" ...... "* ....... ,, ••• *********/

public void set(String items)

{
String anltem;
StringTokenizer st

=new StringTokenizer(items......);

while(st.hasMoreTokensO)

{

=

anltem st.nextTokenO.trimO;
if(!anltem.equals(....»

{

=

LinkedList I new LinkedListO;
I.add(anltem);
resetitems.add(l); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

}
}
/*************************************************"" .. ,," "''' . . """" at"""",,,,, •• "********
Return the resetltems vector. which holds the names of the counters to be reset.
*************""" .. A""'" "************************************"* .. lie" ... ,,"""" """" """***1
public Vector getResetitemsO

{
return resetltems;

/***** ••• """ .,,******************************************************************
Reset the counters in the resetltems vector to O.
*************"" Ai * at""" ***********************************************************1

public void resetO

{
for(int i = 0; i < resetitems.sizeO; i++)

{
if(«LinkedList)resetitems.elementAt(i» .get( 1) .getClassO .getNameO .equals("tCount·1)

{
if«(LinkedList)resetitems.elementAt(i».get(2).equals("right'1)
«tCount)«LinkedList)resetitems.elementAt(I).get(1».resetRightO;
else !!wrong
«tCount)«LinkedList)resetitems.elementAt(I).get(1».resetWrongO;

}
else IItEachMultMenuGroup
«tEachMultMenuGroup)( (LinkedList)resetitems.elementAt(i» .get( 1». reset();
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,""********""*"*"**"""*""* *"***',,*."""*"*.**1<**""'''******4**''.''*******************

tScreen Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a show tool declared in the specification section.
*******************************""" ".:Ii"""" •• "" **********************************1
public class tScreen

{
private String name;
private String screen Name;

," *.11"'" """"" ** '" "'''" ... A* A********** Ai" Ai .. ** * *"'**************************************
Create an object for the show tool.
********". A"A." iIe ...... """"" ."*******************************************.,, A" **"" * Ai"I
public tScreenO

{
name

="show";

}
/**" ... "•• "'" ***********************************************************************

screenName is the name of the group of items.
Set the group name.
"Ail

* *." •• iIi".:Ai"""" •• '" "************** it **"""."''' 4***********************************1

public void set(String screen Name)

{
this.screenName

=screenName;

}
/*" **" ALA ** ** **".,.,""" Ii" **********************************************************

Return the name of the group.
***** ...... ,,"" Ai. ** ** ... "******************************************"""':Ii"""""""" It .... A""I

public String getScreenNameO

{
return screen Name;

}
/*********************************************************************"""""" It""" "

Return the name of the show tool (always "show").
***********'*********************************************************************1

public String getName()

{
retum name;
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riA:Ai * * AlA A *10 **AlA" AlA" **************************************************************
AnswerAnalysis Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for analying the user's answer entered in an input field .
• A**********""".A***** ••• **A********"".*.*.***4******************* 1<***********"",

import java.io.*;
import java.util. *;
public class tAnswerAnalysis

{
/************"A"*A ••• ""**A*******""****************************************A.".".

stuAns is the student's answer.
patV is the vector that holds answer patterns.
Take a student's answer as a string, analyzes it, and returns whether this answer
falls into any of the answer patterns.

#1# parses the student's answer(delimeters used are one or more spaces, tab(s»
and adds a word at a time into a Vector(stuV).
stuV looks like
'What"

"is"
"up"
#2# reads one pattern from patV and constructs the table for that answer pattern.
For example, the following is a table for the answer pattern, "*How are you"
How are you else
1
0
0
0
"loop --> stay in the same state
1 -1
2
-1
-1
no loop -> trap(-1).
-1
3
-1
2 -1

o

For example, the following is a table for the answer pattern, "*How are you*"
How are you else
o 1 0 0 0 *Ioop --> stay in the same state
1 -1
2
-1
-1
no loop --> trap(-1).
-1
3
-1
2 -1
33333

=

Where horizontal position vertical position, go to the next state.
Here, -1 is a trap. 3(the last index for the horizontal position, 2, + 1lis
the final state.
Notice that "How are you else" does not fall into either of the above tables.

#3# checks the student's answer with the table. It reads a word at a time from
the student's answer, stuV, and looks for that word in the table. If it exists
in the table, then check that column. Otherwise, check the column for anything
else.
For example, the student's answer is "how am I", and use the table above.
It checks "how" first. "how" exists in the table, so check the number
in the first row and the first column (the number right below "How" in
the above table). The number is 1, so it moves to the next state. It
reads the next word, "am", and finds out that doesn't exist in the tbale.
So check the number in the second row and the forth column, which is -1.
-1 is a trap, so this is not the right pattern.
If the pattern did not match the student's answer, it will check the next
pattern in the patV by repeating #2# and #3# until it finds the right
pattern or all the patterns were examined. If it finds the right pattern,
the function returns true.
AlA '* * itA ••• * Ie AlA *******************************************************************1
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IIreturns an index number at which a right hint for a user's answer is located.
public static boolean analyzeAns(String stuAns, Vector patV)

{
String s, s 1, s2, end = "end";

11#1# Add words of the student's answer to Vector
Vector stuV = new VectorO; INector for a student's answer
StringTokenizer stu = new StringTokenizer(stuAns);
while(stu.hasMoreTokensO)

{

=

s stu.nextTokenO;
stuV.addElement(s); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

11#2# construct the answer patterns' table
int line 0; IIline number

=

lIThe right pattern has not been found --> check the next pattern
while(line < patV.sizeO)
{llwhile1
IICount the number of words and the number of unique words in the answer pattem to construct a table
l!insert unique words into colLabels vector for the labels for the columns of the table
Vector colLabels = new VectorO;
int numUniWords = 0; IInumber of unique words in the string, ans
int numWords = 0; IInumber of words in the string, ans, excluding *s
boolean firstTime = true; IIhave to insert the first word into colLables vector without checking
StringTokenizer st new StringTokenizer«(String)patV.elementAt(line)));

=

while(st.hasMoreTokensO)
{llwhile2
s = st.nextTokenO.trimO;
if(!s.equals("*')

{
numWords++;
//insert unique words into colLabels vector
if(firstTime)

{
coILabels.add(s);
numUniWords++;
firstTime false;

=

}
else

{
boolean found = false;
for(int i = 0; i < colLabels.sizeO && !found; i++)
if(s.equals«String)coILabels.elementAt(i»)
found true;

=

if(!found)

{
coILabels.add(s);
numUniWords++;

}
}
}
}lIend of while2
int table(]O = new int[numUniWords+1j[numWords+1j; lI[horizontalj[verticalj
int col = 0, row = 0;
String curWord, prevWord

="";
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IIread a string from patV
StringTokenizer st2 = new StringTokenizer((String)patV.elementAt(line»;
IIparse the string
while(st2.hasMoreTokensO)
{llwhile3
curWord = st2.nextTokenO;
if(!curWord.equals("*'~)

{
"check to see if the current word already exists in the table
int index = coILabels.indexOf(curWord);
col = index;
table[col][row) = row + 1;
int nextState;
if(prevWord .equals("*,~)
nextState = row;
else
nextState = -1;
for(int i = 0; i < col; i++)
table[i][row) = nextState;
for(int i = col + 1; i < numUniWords + 1; i++)
table[i][row) = nextState;
row++;

}
prevWord = cUrWord;
}lIend of while3
IItake care of the last row
int nextState;
if(prevWord.equals("*,'))
nextState = row;
else
nextState = -1;
for(int i = 0; i < numUniWords + 1; i++)
table[i][row) = nextState;

"#3# Check the student's answer
int next = 0; Irrhe next state to go to
int ind; "index at which the element was found
int i;
"start examining a ward at a time from the student's answer, stuV
for(i = 0; i < stuV.sizeO && next!= -1; i++)/Inext == v.sizeO mens the right pattern was found

{
ind = coILabels.indexOf(stuV.elementAt(i»; "searching the word in the table
if(ind == -1) lithe word cannot be not found -> anything else
next = table[numUniWords][nextj; "check anything else
else
"check that word
next = table[ind][next);

if(next == -1) Irrhis pattern is not it. check the next pattern

,
else if(next != numWords) Irrhe user answer string matches a first part of the answer patten.
,
Irrhe rest is missing.
else Irrhis category is the right one.
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{
return true;

}

IICheck the next pattern.
line++;
}lIend of while1
return false;

}
}
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/**** AkA *" ...... *** **. . " * AA "Ail •• Ail" •• Ai A• • A•••• *"" A... *" * * * * * A.A".A * * *. * Ail * * ... ******
,,*

tSave Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for a save tool which saves a user's answer entered in an input
field.
****·······****·*********~"·· ·····*·:A:A***·******************************I

.

public class tSave
{
private String name;
private String answer;
/************ ali *

*"........ .-.-. *

A .. AA"''' ...

***********************************************

Create an object for a save tool.
*********** A•• Ail •••• *" .***************.............,.".........._*......****************************1
public tSaveQ
{
}
1"*****"*"*"*

···**""*"" ••

1< • • • • • • •

**".**" ••• 4"'***********************************

name is the name of the save tool.
Set the save name.
**************** •• *".Ii* Ail * AlA *. Ail "'Ii A.A •• " A. Ail. '" Ii. iii. ******************************1

public void set(String name)
{
this. name = name;
/**************** * *.*""" Ali" * •• "**************************************************

ans is the user's answer.
Set the answer.
**** *. A:A" *".A" Ail. Ail. * .*"********************************************************1

public void storeAnswer(String ans)
{
answer = ans;
}
/********************************************************************************

Return the user's answer.

*************** .. "*." Ail * Ail *:Ai" Ai" **************************************************1

public String getAnswerQ
{
return answer;
}
/******************"" *.4 * Ail."""". *" *********". *" Ail * * * *" A*************************

Return the name of the save tool.
********************************************************************************1

public String getNameQ
{
return name;
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/*** 4< * 4< 4< 4< 4< **. '" **.* 4<.* * Ai. 4<." ******************************************************
newWords Class
Created by Kazumi Slott

This class is for analyzing an answer pattern in track 2.
4< 4< ** itA A. '" '" *** 4< ** 4< 4< 4<"" *" *************************.*'**'**..
*"'""'at.A .*",,,"...*...Je**********I

*******

Ii.

import java. io. *;
import java. awl. Container;
import java. awl. Color;
import java. awl. Font;
import java.utiL Vector;
import java.utiL*;
import java.awl.event.ActionEvent;
import java.awl.event.ActionListener;
public class newWords

{
private tools appletObj; lIused to get the current speed from the applet

=

=
=

private int right 0, wrong 0;
private Vector saveNamesV new VectorO;
private Container content;
private String nextScreenName;
private tMsgArea msgP;
private tEachMsgArea msgC;
private tButton btnP;
private tEach Button btnC;
/*****************"" 4<".A"" "******************************************************
save Names is a string of save names.
content is a container for the frame.
appletObj is the parent applet object.

Set the information passed from the parent applet object to the members in this class.
*********** 4< 4<" 4< 4< ** ... ** .... :IoA" ** 4< ** 4< A"'" "*******************************************1
public void set(String saveNames, Container content, tools appletObj)

{
this.appletObj

=appletObj;

IIset all save names to saveNamesV
StringTokenizer st new StringTokenizer(saveNames, ",");
String saveName;
this. content content;

=

=

while(st. hasMoreTokensO)

{
saveName = st.nextTokenO.trimO;
LinkedList I = new LinkedListO;
Ladd(saveName);
saveNamesV.add(I); IIAdd the string to the end of the vector

}

/********************************************************************************

Return the vector that holds all the save names.
******* 4< 4< 4< at A." 4<"",,, 11****** 4< 4< ** 4< **" ... "*********************************************1

public Vector getSaveNamesO

{
return saveNamesV;
{***** **""."''' **************************** * ...... *. * 4< *** ** *************" 4<"",,, At 4< ... " A**A**

btnlO is the 10 of the button that appears on the screen where the user is told
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whether his answer pattern is right or not.
control is for the button.
Call the appropriate function to analyze whether the user's answer pattern is
right or not to get the appropriate message for the user's answer pattern.
****************".u ............. ****** ••••••••• "'."''''''''' "***"'.*"'*******************/

public void work(int btnlD, ActionListener control)

{
String message;
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(0».get(1».getAnswerO.equals(''yes') !/yes to material
message checkMaterialO;
else if(«tSave)((LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt( 1» .get( 1» .getAnswerO .equals(nyes') /lyes to function
message checkFunctionO;
else if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(2» .get( 1» .getAnswerO .equals(''yes') !/yes to concept
message checkConceptO;
else if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(3».get(1».getAnswerO.equals(''yesn» !/yes to set
message = checkSetO;
else if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(4».get(1».getAnswerO.equals(''yesn» !/yes to memeber
message = checkMemberO;
else /lno yes to material, function, concept, set or member
message = ''wrong pattern-Your answer pattern shows that the noun \nkazumin\n in your usage belongs to no
category. Can a usage of a noun be classified as belonging to no category?n;

=
=
=

showMessage(message, btnlD, control);

}
/********************************************************************************

Return the screen to be shown next.
*********** ** '" ** '" '" "''' A. "''' ************ A** ** '" at.", '" Ii A.A. '" ****************************/

public String getWhereToGoO

{
return nextScreenName;

}
/***************** .... "...... "****." •••• "**,,.**"' •••• ********************************

message is a string, which is appropriate for the user's answer pattern, obtained
after the answer pattern has been analized.
btnlD is the ID of the button that appears on the screen where the user is told
whether their answer is right or not.
control is for the button.
Return the screen to be shown next.
*********************************** '" It"" *.* *** Ail"" 4******************************1

private void showMessage(String message, int btnlD, ActionListener control)

{

=new tMsgArea(nn, content, 50, 150, 600, 250, Color.white, Color.black, new Font(nSerif', Font.PLAIN,
msgC =new tEachMsgArea(msgP);
msgP

16»;

btnP = new tButton(nn, content, nNextn, 350, 470, 90, 25, Color.lightGray, Color. black, new Font(nSerif',
Font.BOLD, 16), btnlD, controQ;
btnC new tEachButton(btnP);

=

String messageShown;
if(message.startsWith(nright')

{
right++;
if(right < 3) /lhave the student make three correct answers, then let him go to track 3
{
IIskip nright_n
messageShown = n<R>Good. Your anwer pattern is right.<!>\n
<B>n + message.substring(6) +
n<!>\n\n<L>Please imagine another meaning for \nkazumin\n and try the questions again<!>n;
nextScreenName n3_1_1n;

=
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}
else

{
messageShown = "<R>Good. Your anwer pattern is right.<I>\n
<8>" + message.substring(6) + "<I>
\n\n<R>ln this track, you have made" + right + " correct answers and" + wrong + " incorrect answers. <I>";
nextScreenName = "3-End-Well";

}
else if(message.startsWith(''wrong countability"»

{
wrong++;
if(wrong < 3)
{
IIskip "wrong countability-"
<8>" + message.substring(19) +
messageShown = "<R>Please check the countability. <I>\n
"<I>\n\n<L>Please review the summary of the model and try the questions with the same meaning for \"kazumin\" in
mind.<I>";
nextScreenName = "1-Summary-Table-Review";

}
else

{

=
=

messageShown "<R>Please check the countability.<I>\n
<8>" + message.substring(19) + "<I>
\n\n<R>ln this track, you have made" + right +" correct answers and" + wrong +" incorrect answers.<I>";
nextScreenName "3-End-NotWell";

}
else II "wrong pattern"

{
wrong++;

IIcreate a string consisting the user's answer pattern
String pattern "Your answer pattern is: ";

=

pattern = pattern.concat("material(");
pattern = pattern.concat(«tSave)((LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(O» .get( 1» .getAnswerO) ;lIanswer to
material
pattern = pattern.concat('1-functionO;
pattern pattern.concat«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(1».get(1».getAnswerO); lIanswer to
function
pattern pattern.concat('1-conceptO;
pattern pattern.concat«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(2».get(1».getAnswerO); lIanswer to
concept
pattern pattern.concat(,1-set('1;
pattern pattern.concat(«tSave)( (LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(3» .get( 1» .getAnswerO); lIanswer 10
set
pattern pattern.concat('1-memberO;
pattern pattern.concat«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(4».get(1».getAnswerO); lIanswer to
member
pattern pattern.concaIO: countability(");
pattern pattern. concat« (tSave)«LinkedLisl)saveNamesV.elementAt(5» .get( 1» .getAnswerO); lIanswer to
countability
pattern pattern.concatO'1;

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

pattern

= pattern.concat("\n\n "+message.substring(14»;

if(wrong < 3)

{
messageShown = "<R>Your answer pattern is not right.<I>\n
<8>" + pattern + "<I>\n\n<L>Please
review the summary of the model and try the questions with the same meaning for \"kazumin\" in mind. <I>";
nextScreenName = "1-Summary-Table-Review";

}
else

{

=

messageShown "<R>Your answer pattern is not right.<I>\n
<8>" + pattern + "<I> \n\n<R>ln this track,
you have made" + right +" correct answers and" + wrong +" incorrect answers.<I>";
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nextScreenName

="3-End-NotWell";

msgC.set(messageShown, appletObj);
msgC.show("");
btnC.set(nextScreenName);
appletObj.setButton(btnC);
/************************"" '" '" It." at. '" '" '" ********************************************
Hide all items specified in this class.
********************:Ai"""""" Ail *********************** *"*:1 Ail "''''''''' A ****************1
public void hideAIiO

{
msgC.hideO;
btnC.hideO;

/********************************************************************************
Called when the user's answer to material is yes.

Return the appropriate message for the user's answer pattern.
******** '" '" "' ... "" ... " Ail"" "''' ole "' ... " A*****************A '" '" "''' ".".,," Ai" .A********************I

private String checkMaterial()
{
if(«tSave)( (LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(1» .get( 1» .getAnswer() .equals("no"» //function
if( «tSave)( (LinkedList)saveNamesV .elementAt(2» .get( 1» .getAnswer() .equals("no"» IIconcept
if( «tSave)( (LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(3» .get(1» .getAnswer() .equals("no"» IIset
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(4».get(1».getAnswerO.equals("no"» IImember
if(«tSave)( (LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(5» .get( 1» .getAnswerO .equals("no') llcountability
return "right-Your answer pattern is: material(yes)-function(no)-concept(no)-set(no)member(no): countability(no).\n\n Yes, if the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified as a material noun,
\"kazumin\" is non-countable.";
else
return ''wrong countability-Your answer pattern is: material(yes)-function(no)-concept(no)set(no)-member(no): countability(yes).\n\n Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is
classified as a material noun. Is a material noun countable?";
return ''wrong pattern-Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage belongs to the
material category but also belongs to another category. Can a usage of a noun be classified as belonging to more
than one category?";

}
/************* '" *.Ie ... """ •• *********************************************************

Called when the user's answer to material is no and that to function is yes.
Return the appropriate message for the user's answer pattern.
************************************************A A'" "' •• " " Ail '" *******************1

private String checkFunctionO

{
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(2».get(1».getAnswerO.equals("no') llconcept
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(3».get(1».getAnswer().equals("no') IIset
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(4».get(1».getAnswer().equals("no') IImember
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elementAt(5».get(1».getAnswer().equals("no') llcountability
return "right-Your answer pattern is: material(no)-function(yes)-concept(no)-set(no)-member(no):
countability(no).\n\n Yes, if the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified as a functionality noun, \"kazumin\" is
non-countable.";
else
return ''wrong countability-Your answer pattern is: material(no)-function(yes)-concept(no)-set(no)member(no): countability(yes).\n\n Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified
as a functionality noun. Is a functionality noun countable?";
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return "wrong pattern-Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage belongs to the
functionality category but also belongs to another category. Can a usage of a noun be classified as belonging to
more than one category?";

}
1** """" It" """""" """ " .... ,,"""""" "." """ at"''' ""AA" at at."" """""." """" *********************
Called when the user's answers to material and funciton are no and the user's
answer to concept is yes.
Return the appropriate message for the user's answer pattern.
,,10:,," * . . J: ... "''''' at."" "".iII" """ "" . . "at Ie ... ****************************************1
private String checkConceptO

" . .at",

{
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elemenlAt(3».get(1».gelAnswer().equals("no') IIset
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elemenlAt(4».get(1».gelAnswerO.equals("no') IImember
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elemenlAt(5».get(1».gelAnswerO.equals("no') llcountability
return "right-Your answer pattern is: material(no)-function(no)-concept(yes)-set(no)-member(no):
countability(no).\n\n Yes, if the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified as a concept noun, \"kazumin\" is noncountable.";
else
return ''wrong countability-Your answer pattern is: material(no)-function(no)-concept(yes)-set(no)member(no): countability(yes).\n\n Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified
as a concept noun. Is a concept noun countable?";
return "wrong pattern-Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage belongs to the
concept category but also belongs to another category. Can a usage of a noun be classified as belonging to more
than one category?";

}
/********************************** . . "*****"'''' .... "•• ''***** *"****"*"****************
Called when the user's answers to material, funciton and concept are no and the
user's answer to set is yes.

Return the appropriate message for the user's answer pattern.
************************************************:A """ at" * *."" *********************1
private String checkSetO

{
if( «tSave)((LinkedList)saveNamesV.elemenlAt(4» .get( 1» .gelAnswer() .equals("no') IImember
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elemenlAt(5».get(1».gelAnswer().equals("yes') llcountability
return "right-material(no)-Your answer pattern is: function(no)-concept(no)-set(yes)-member(no):
countability(yes).\n\n Yes, if the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified as a set noun, \"kazumin\" is
countable.";
else
return "wrong countability-Your answer pattern is: material(no)-function(no)-concept(no)-set(yes)member(no): countability(no).\n\n Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified
as a set noun. Is a set noun non-countable?";
return "wrong pattern-Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage belongs to the set
category but also belongs to another category. Can a usage of a noun be classified as belonging to more than one
category?";

}
/*************************"*"" "" at.""" A*******************************************
Called when the user's answers to material, funciton, concept and set are no and
the user's answer to member is yes.

Return the appropriate message for the user's answer pattern.
********************************************************************************1

private String checkMemberO

{
if«(tSave)«LinkedList)saveNamesV.elemenlAt(5».get(1».gelAnswer().equals(''yes''» IIcountability
return "right-Your answer pattern is: material(no)-function(no)-concept(no)-set(no)-member(yes):
countability(yes).\n\n Yes, if the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified as a member noun, \"kazumin\" is
countable.";
else
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return "wrong countability-Your answer pattern is: material(no)-function(no)-concept(no)-set(no)-member(yes):
countability(no).\n\n Your answer pattern shows that the noun \"kazumin\" in your usage is classified as a member
noun. Is a member noun non-countable?";

}
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j********************""" ... ""." •• "•• "." •• "".*" .......... :A."" •• "•••• * *"""""*****A****

NotationError Class
Created by Kazumi Slott
This class is for exceptions caught by input file notation errors.
******************** ........ loA." AlA ."." loA"" ****************************************1

import java.util. *;
public class NotationError extends Exception

{
public NotationError(String s)

{
superO;
System.out.println{,'\n*********** Wrong notation: .. + s +''\n'');

}
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Appendix D: The Questionnaire
Fall 2002, CSUSM ESL Experiment
QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTION: for each question, unless a blank space is provided, circle the choice(s) for your
answer. Please answer all the questions.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Last 4 digits of your telephone number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SchooVCollege: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Grade LevelNear:

----------

How long have you been in the US?: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Gender:

----------

1. You find the English countability system to be difficult:
Strongly
Strongly
disagree
agree
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1.1 Circle all that apply:
a. it is difficult to memorize the rules
b. it is difficult to apply the rules to each situation
c. I don't understand why we really need to have plural forms of nouns
d. I am confused of nouns which can be used both countable and uncountable
e. It takes time thinking to select which form to use, singular or plural
f. I have little or no trouble with countability
g. other (specify):
1.2 If you selected e in 1.1, give an example story where you would have trouble selecting
the countability. Or explain when it is difficult.

2. When you listen to a native speaker of English, do you pay close attention to countability?
Ignore
them

o

Very Close
Attention
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. Did you learn the countability system in your country? _ __
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3.1 How much time did the teacher spend on it? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
4. Did you learn the countability system in the US? _ __
4.1 How much time did the teacher spend on it? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
5. In what ways were the instruction of countability in your country and the US different? Which
helped you better?

6. What would help you learn the countability better?

PROGRAM SURVEY
BACKGROUND
1. User perception (1 = strongly disagree -7 5 = strongly agree)
a. I enjoy using computer technology (1 2 3 4 5)
b. I enjoy learning about the English countability system (1 2 3 4 5)
c. I believe computer technology is useful for learning English (1 234 5)

PEDAGOGY
- TRACK 1: LEARN THE MODEL
2.

How many times did you have to try the first track and what were your scores (numbers of
correct and wrong answers) in each try (a try ends when you are shown your scores):

3.

Explanations of the model:
3a. Were any descriptions vague or difficult to understand? If so, which ones? Please
describe how vague they were as well.

3b. Overall how easy was it to understand the explanations of the model?
(1 = very hard -75 = very easy)
(12345)
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:

3c. How useful and helpful were the explanations?
(1 = not useful -7 5 = very helpful) (12345)
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:
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4. Diagram suggestions:
4a. How effectively did each diagram remind you of the relationship it stands for?
(1 = did not help me remind -7 5 = reminded me right away)
SetlMember: a circle (set) that contains individual items.(members). (12345)
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:
Material: An arrow from a material to a product. (1 2 3 4 5)
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:

Concept: A cup filled with different sets of items. (1 2 3 4 5)
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:

Function: An arrow from sets of items to a function noun. (1 2 3 4 5)
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:

5.

Exercise questions:
5a. Were any questions vague or ambiguous? Ifso, which ones? Please describe how
vague they were as well.

5b. Overall how easy were the questions?
(1 = too easy -7 3 = right difficulty -7 5 = too hard)
6.

(1 2 3 4 5)

Exercise hints:
6a. How easy was it to understand the hints?
(5 = very easy)
(1 2345) or N/A if you did not get any hint.
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:

6b. How useful and helpful were the hints?
(5 = very helpful) (1 2345) or N/A if you did not get any hint.
if 3 or less, please comment on how it did not work for you:

7. Overall:
7a. Any other features you would like to see in this track? And for each feature, please state
why.
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- TRACK 2: Exercise with a new word
8.

How many times did you have to try the second track and what were your scores (numbers of
correct and wrong answers) in each try (a try ends when you are shown your scores):

9.

Instructions for the exercises:
9a. How easy was it to understand the instructions for the exercises?
(1 = very hard -7 5 = very easy) (1 2 3 4 5)
If 3 or less, please describe how it was not easy to understand.

10. Exercise questions:
lOa. Were any questions vague or ambiguous? If yes, which ones? Please describe how
vague they were as well.

lOb. Overall how easy were the questions?
(1 = too easy -7 3 = right difficulty -7 5 = too hard) (1 2 3 4 5)
11. Exercise hints:
lla. How easy was it to understand the hints?
(1 = very hard -7 5 = very easy) (I 2345) or N/A if you did not get any hint.
If 3 or less, please tell how hard it was.

11 b. How useful and helpful were the hints?
(5 = very helpful) (12345) or N/A if you did not get any hint.
If 3 or less, please tell how not useful/helpful they were.

12. Overall:
12a. Any other features you would like to see in this track? And for each feature, please state
why.

- TRACK 3: Exercise with known words
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13. How many times did you have to try the third track and what were your scores (numbers of
correct and wrong answers) in each try (a try ends when you are shown your scores):

14. Instructions for the exercises:
14a. How easy was it to understand the instructions for the exercises?
(1 = very easy -7 5 = very hard) (1 2 3 4 5)
If 3 or less, please describe what it was not easy to understand.

15. Exercise questions:
15a. Were any questions vague or ambiguous? If so, which ones? Please describe how
vague they were as well.

15b. Were there any questions that were particularly difficult for you? If so, which ones?
Also describe why they were difficult.

15c. Overall how easy were the questions?
(1 = too easy -7 3 = right difficulty -7 5 = too hard)

(1 2 3 4 5)

16. Exercise hints:
16a. How easy was it to understand the hints?
(5 = very easy)
(12345) or N/A if you did not get any hint.
If 3 or less, please tell how hard it was.

16b. How useful and helpful were the hints?
(5 = very helpful) (1 2 3 4 5) or NIA if you did not get any hint.
If 3 or less, please tell how not useful/helpful they were.

17. Overall:
17a. Any other features you would like to see in this track? And for each feature, please state
why.

OVERALL
18. How long did you use the system? (total hours) _ _ _ _ __
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19. How far did you go? Please choose one:
(Not mastered the first track, Mastered the first track, Mastered the second track,
Mastered the third track)
20. Catogories:
20a. Which categories were most difficult for you?
(Rank order the following, 1 = most difficult)
set/member
material
_concept
function
20b. For the one you marked as most difficult in Question 3a, please explain in what ways
it was more difficult or confusing.

21. Please rate the usefulness of the system. Will you use it to learn countability?
Strongly
Strongly
disagree
agree
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
22. Did you learn anything new about the countability system by using our program? If so,
please list all.

23. How useful do you think the program is for learning the countability system?
(5 = very useful) (12345)
23a. In what ways do you think it helps you learn the countability system?

23b. In what ways do you think it does not help you learn the countability system?

24. Comparing the approaches, which do you think is more effective for learning the countability
system? Please check one.
__ traditional approach (textbook/lecture)
_ _ computer program only
__ traditional approach plus the computer program
no difference
25. Which of the following combinations do you prefer? (check one)
_
_
_

Training material in English AND hint/explanation texts in your language
Training material in English AND hint/explanation texts in your language
Training material in your language AND hint/explanation texts in English
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_

Training material in your language AND hint/explanation texts in your language

26. Any other features you would like to see in this program? And for each feature, please state
why.

USER INTERFACE DESIGNES
1. Text area:
la. Did you think seeing different colors in the text helped you understand better?
(1 = worse -7 5 = better) (1 2 3 4 5)

If 3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

1b. Did you think the font in the text area was in a right size?
(1 = too small -7 3 = right size -7 5 = too big) (1 2 3 4 5)
If 1 or 5, please describe how you did not like them.

lc. Do you have any other comments on the texts?

2. Pop-up windows:
2a. Did you like the colors of the text in the pop-up window?
(1 = not at all -7 5 = yes very much) (12345)
If 3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

2b. Did you think the font in the pop up window was in a right size?
(1 = too small -7 3 = right size -7 5 = too big) (1 2 3 4 5)
If 3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

2c. Did you like the location in which the pop-up window appeared?
(1 = not at all -7 5 = yes very much) (1 2 3 4 5)
If 3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

2d. Please choose one:
_ I liked seeing hints on pop-up windows.
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_ I did not like pop-up windows. I think displaying hints in a field on the screen is
better.
It does not matter.
2e. In track 3, did you like seeing messages for your correct answers on pop-up windows?
(1 = not at all 75 = yes very much) (12345)
If 3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

2f. Do you have any other comments on the pop-up windows?

3. Buttons:
3a. Did you think the labels on the buttons were described the situations well?
(1 = not well 7 5 = very well) (1 2 3 4 5)
If 3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

3b. Did you like the layouts of the buttons?
(1 = not at all 7 5 = very much) (1 2 3 4 5)
If3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

3c. Do you have any other comments on the buttons?

4. Text speed:
4a. Did you think the speed improved readability?
(1 = no at all 7 5 = very much) (1 2 3 4 5)
If3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

4b. What was the right speed for you? Select the position on the bar for the speed you
prefer.

~

I

middle

fast

show at once

5. Layouts:
5a. Overall did you like the layouts of the text areas, buttons, and pictures?
(1 = not at all 7 5 = very much) (1 2 345)
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If3 or less, please describe how you did not like them.

6. Overall:
6a. Is there anything you did not like about the user interface?
(e.g. text placement, text size, colors, etc)

Overall

What did you think were the strengths and weaknesses in this program.

Thank you very much!

